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The purpose of the study was to describe and analyse, within the context of 
organizational theory, the process and management of school division amalgamations. 
Focusing on mergers and transitions and the management of change, the process of 
amalgamation and the management of that process were examined and provided a 
foundation to deveIop a broader understanding of the complexities and dynamics inherent 
in school division amalsamations. 
Based upon a literature review of organizational change, corporate mergers and 
acquisitions, orsanizationd leadership, and educational governance reform, the conceptual 
h e w o r k  which guided the study addressed school division amalgamations fiom the 
organizational perspective of pIanned and managed secondsrder change. The conceptual 
framework drew upon Levy's (1986) driving forces For change, Tichy's (1983) 
conceptualition of change as occurring within and between technic& political, and 
cultual systems, and Bridges' (1 992) iterative phases of transition, Literature on 
corporate mergers and aquisitions served to enhance understandings of the dynamics 
inherent in shoo1 division amalgamations. 
A case study was used to investigate the process and transitions of a school 
division amalgamation. Data were obtained fiom an analysis of 25 in-depth interviews with 
key actors, documentation, and attendance at numerous board, steering committee, and 
interest group meetings. The inductive method of analysis alIowed for the identification of 
potential themes, questions, and emerging theories and assisted in the organization of the 
data both categorically and chronologically. 
It was found that greater emphasis needs to be placed on the cuIturaI aspects of an 
amalgamation. Discovering and critically examhhg the belief3 and vaIues of the school 
divisions' and communities' various cultures is vital to the implementation of a cultural 
integration strategy. Furthermore, there is a need for increased attention to the iterative 
phases of the transition process, a gradual psychological process througfi which 
individuals or groups reorient themselves during times of organizational upheaval. 
In times of uncertainty, such as during school division amalgamations, it is important that 
an organization's components of mission and strategy, structure, and human 
resources be aligned within the technical, political, and cultural systems of an or~anization. 
The study supported earlier research that maintaining the credibility of the amalgamation 
process is largely dependent upon keeping the lines of communication open, the timely 
sharing of consistent and accurate information, and the inclusion of all stakeholder groups. 
Communication is a key component of human resources management. 
The study indicated that amalgamation of school divisions may well result in 
changing roles for Duectors, Boards of Education, trustees, principals, and teachers. 
Leadership at both locd and provincial levels is an important component of successfbi 
mergers and the management of planned change. In addition, leaders of governance 
reform need to consider the ''bigger pictureyy with regard to the restructuring of provincial 
school divisions, thus ensuring that governance restructuring includes and benefits all 
school divisions within the province. 
The study concludes with a discussion of implications for practice, suggestions for 
W e r  research, and the presentation of a model of the school division amalgamation 
process and transition management. 
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CHAPTER 1 
TZ[E PROBLEM 
Born often under another sky, placed in the middle of an always moving 
scene, himself driven by the irresistiile torrent which draws all about him, 
the [educator] has no time to tie h l f  to anything, he grows accustomed 
only to change, and ends by regarding it as the natural state of man. He 
feels the need of it, more, he loves it; for the instability, instead of meaning 
disaster to him, seems to give birth only to miracles all about him. 
-Alexis de Tocqueville, 183 1 
Life is turbulent, fiill of uncertainties, and fiaught with a multitude of complex, 
continuous, and accelerating changes. Issues and pressures for continued change are 
evidenced by the challenges resulting fiom the proliferation of scientific discoveries, the 
shift fiom the "age of the individual" to the "age of the community," debates over global 
concerns, and the approach of a new millennium (Frye, 1991, p. 17). Added to this is a 
recognition of the environment as an influencing variable, the demographic slump 
indicated by lower birth rates in developed countries, the changing workplace, and skill- 
shortages in non-traditional areas (Foot & StoflFman, 1999; McCalman & Paton, 1992, p. 
3). These external forces both create a need and provide an impetus for intend change in 
individuals and organizations. 
Nowhere has change been more evident than in the recent restructuring of 
organizatiors in both the private and public sector. Indeed, despite the tendency of 
companies, institutions, and individuals to resist change, change waits for no one. When 
managers do decide to address their particular change needs, too often they jump on the 
current '%band wagonn and adopt the latest '%uzzword," words such as excellence, 
benchmarking, demassing, total quality management, downsizing, rightsizing, zero-based 
budgeting, decenuaIization, or reengineering (Want, 1995). The list is endless. However, 
despite what descriptor is used, these varied approaches frequently do not, in reality, 
change the way organizations manage themselves while trying to be more competitive or 
even to survive. 
In the world of business, mergers and acquisitions (MU'S) have used financial 
performance, measured objectively in terms of profit-earning ratios and share price 
fluctuations and subjectively by assessments of managers and analysts, as the most 
common indicator of success (Cartwright & Cooper, 1994). However, as Cartwright and 
Cooper indicated: 
Increasingly the success of any organizational combiition has been 
gauged by the reactions of the ind~duals affected. This has invoIved the 
use of behavioral indices to assess success in terms of the impact the event 
has had on employer outcomes such as labor turnover, job satisfactio~ 
commitment, stress and affective response. (p. 48) 
Whether the event in question occurred as a M & A, amalgamation, consolidation, 
or restructuring, the event itself is a "complex human as well as financial [and political] 
phenomenayy (Camnight & Cooper, 1994, p. 49). The idea is not new, but a resurgence 
of interest in the management of transitions indicates a perceived need for a more holistic 
approach to the: phenomenon of change. Moreover, there are helpful lessons to be 
assimilated fiom the past which address the technical, political and cultural aspects of 
amaigarnations and resuucturings, lessons that have implications for more proactive and 
effective management of alliances, whether corporate or institutional. 
Amalgamation concerns have not bypassed educational structures. Primdy 
resuking fiom fiscaI constraints and declining enrollments, school systems throughout 
Canada are experiencing governance reform through the consolidation of school 
divisionddistricts. Vial ly  all provinces have responded to public demand for reduced 
costs by amalgamating school divisions to create larger governance units (Fleming, 1997; 
Green & Pierce, 1997, p. 2). While the amalgtunation of schoot divisions is unique to each 
specific case (Monk & Haller, 1986), people become concerned with issues such as the 
education oftheir children, educational costs, community identity, and the way in which 
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amalgamation occurs. The willingness of individuals to support the effort is &&ed by 
factors such as community involvement, relationships, communication, planning strategies, 
and timing (Mitchell, 1994). In other words, aspects of restructuring that address the 
management of a merger process are key to its success. 
School divisions involved in an amdgamation initiative need to have a clear 
conceptualization of the process to be followed, a process that must be responsive to the 
technical, the poIical, and the cultural strands of an organization (Tichy, 1983). Work, 
the technical problem; power, the political problem; and values, the cultural problem, are 
%dectical in nature. Organizations constantly juggle trade-offs between these three 
areas, [creating] interrelated cycles of uncertainty" (p. 17). There is no question that these 
interdependent organization strands must strive for congruency and this is particularly true 
for educational institutions engaged in a transition process. Therefore, the phenomenon to 
be addressed in this case study is the management of a school division amalgamation 
process, a process that takes into account the interplay of the technical, political, and 
cultural aspects of change. Insights and understandings of the management of an 
amalgamation process and the resolution of issues will serve to enhance change theory and 
be of value to subsequent amalgamation initiatives. 
Background to the Problem 
The commonly held educational beliefs of equal opportunity and equalities of 
benefit suggest that all chiidren, regardless of age, gender, cultural background, and 
socioeconomic status have the right to an appropriate education. Moreover, the task of 
providing children with a "good education" has had implications for the structure and 
governance of educational systems (SSTA, 1993). In Saskatchewan, efforts to systemize 
rwal schooIs began even before the province achieved provincial status. Although few, if 
any, communities willingly gave up their schools, the realities of rural life and the need for 
efficiency and effectiveness served to reduce the number of school jurisdictions (Funk, 
1971). 
Arguments over the wisdom of the amalgamation or consolidation of school 
divisions have continued through this century and will doubtless continue into the new 
millennium. Saskatchewan schooI divisions are confronting, once again, governance 
reforms through the amalgamation of school divisions. Demands for increased efficiency 
and equity of opportunity have prompted the call for a further restructuring of the 
educational system. Both the LangIoidScharf Report (2991) and the Task Force of 
Educational Governance (SSTA, 1993) outlined reasons why changes in educatiod 
governance are occurring. The provincial government is committed to amalgamation as a 
restructuring device to rnake the best possible use of resources, while, at the same time, 
recogking pressures Born issues such as global competitiveness; poverty and emotional 
distress; the changing demographics of our province; the demand for greater parental 
involvement in educational decision-making; and the need for increased integration of 
services to children in the areas of education, health, and social ~ e ~ c e s .  
These pressures have created major inconsistencies for education systems. 
Systems need to be both big and small: big to realize economies of scale and provide a full 
range of educational services; ma11 to alIow citizens to have a voice in the decisions that 
aEect their children. Systems need to be centraiized and decentralized: centralized to 
provide comllSTstency and some efficiencies; decentraiized to ensure community support and 
responsiveness to local needs. While provincial education systems may desire to control aU 
aspects of education, central controI in all matters is not dways appropriate and local 
communities need the autonomy to address local issues (SSTA, 2993, p. 8). Today's 
reality is many school divisions no Ionger have dicient numbers of pupils to support a 
range of educational services. The need for W e r  readjustment is apparent, as 
evidenced by the increased numbers of school divisions currently investigating or 
undertaking restructuring initiatives. 
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to descrii and andyse, within the context of 
organizational theory, the process and management of school division amalgamations. 
Focusing on mergers and transitions and the management of change, the process of 
adgarnation and the management ofthat process were examined and provided a 
foundation to develop a broader understanding ofthe complexities md dynamics inherent 
in school division amalgamations. The primary question for investigation in the case study 
was: Wilk attention to the tecknid, p d W  and cultrrral aspects of change 
maagematt, how did the process of OmOIg~anreaon mfdd and what meoniag was 
ascncnbed by theplrrtr'n'pcrnb to the process? 
The research questions that guided the study were: 
1. Why did amalgamation become an issue in the school divisions? 
2. How did the process of amalgamation unfold? 
3. What were the critical incidents in the amalgamation process and how were 
the issues resolved? 
4. What attention was given to the technical, political, and cultural aspects of 
change during the amalgamation process? 
5. What approaches were used to address human resource concerns during the 
transition? 
6. What did the concept of school division amalgamation come to mean to the 
stakeholder groups? 
It was postulated that the exploration of this question wouId result in a broader 
understanding of the dynamics of managing change within the amalgamation of school 
divisions 
Significance of the Study 
A renewed interest in school division consolidation in Saskatchewan has indicated 
a need for current information on amalgamation processes. The study &odd provide 
. * information to Boards of Education, admrrustrators, and other decision makers on how to 
prepare for and manage an arnalgamatiodmerger process. Although the scope of school 
division mergers or amalgamations may not be on the same scale as corporate mergers, 
numerous issues are common to both ventures. According to Marks and Mirvis (1992), 
mergers have occurred for two reasons, "to tivtber strategic purpose and to achieve a 
global presence" (p. 18). Ifthe strategic purpose of educational organizations is to give 
children the best possible education, there must be a synergy between the merging 
organizations so that the goal of providing an appropriate educational o p p o d t y  for all 
students can be realized. This means attending to intemkrining two distinct operations and 
to keeping talented people Ioyai, motivated, and within the educational system. 
To reap the potential benefits of participation in meanin@ change is a challenge 
for administrators and teachers. Meaninglid change is time-consuming and requires the 
participation of people both within and without the educational organization Furthermore, 
the critical h a o n  that apply to any amalgamation must be taken into account if potential 
benefits are to be realized and pitfalls avoided. 
While the most common indicator of a s u d  merger has been financial 
pdotmance (Cartwright & Cooper, 1994), "increasingly the success of any orgaaizational 
combination has been gauged by the reactions of the individuals affected" @. 48). In times 
of change and transition, it is readily apparent that effective management of the technical, 
political, and culturaI strands of an organization is a necessary ingredient of successful 
mergers. Therefore, a study ofthe process of amdgamation, which has, as its particdar 
focus, the management of the event, will be of benefit to those involved in amalgamation 
efforts. The study should provide idonnation to Boards of Education, . ors, and 
other decision makers on how to prepare for and support amalgamation efforts. 
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In addition, much of the literature on school division amalgamation comes to us 
fiom the United States and other areas of Canada There are few, if any, recent case 
studies on school division amalgamation in Saskatchewan. The renewed interest in school 
division consolidation in Saskatchewan has indicated a need for w e n t  information on 
amalgamation process management within a provincial context. 
As school divisions continue to engage in amalgamation discussions7 any 
meaninsfir1 insights into the process and its management could be of assistance to hture 
efforts in this area and contribute to our knowledge of change processes. The findings of 
the study may also provide a basis for comparisons to be drawn with regard to other 
amalgamation processes. Attention to managing the technical, political, and cultural 
strands of change through educational governance reform may assist in providing the 
youth of Saskatchewan with the '0est" education possible, one of appropriate educationat 
opportunity and equality of educational benefit. 
Researcher Perspectives 
A kaleidoscope of images reminds me of childhood years in rural Saskatchew- 
images of building sod huts in the school yard firebreak; sharing our home with the 
teacher, community bazaars to raise firnds for a projector and the amazement and laughter 
on community Wn evenings" as we enjoyed the antics of Charlie Chaplin; Christmas 
concerts in a one-room schoolhouse Wed to ovefflowing with a stage, excited children, 
and parents; family tieId meet days with voucher prizes for licorice jawbreakers and ice- 
cream cones; the community "beef ring" of pre-electricity days; and cooperative efforts to 
build an "ice-rink" for our hockey team. Regardless of time or place, my memories are 
Med with people who were joined by a common bond, an interest in their community. 
Current issues such as rurd depopulation and perceived threats to the life and 
vdues of our b n  communities are issues which I can well understand. As an educator 
and a parent, I have seen changes in both our Saskatchewan wily of We and our educadon 
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system Probably, life has never before changed as rapidly as it has in my life 
experience--fiorn a multi-grade one-room schoolhouse, to viewing the first epic voyage 
to the moon, to the technological advances which we have come to consider a normal part 
of our lives. Change continues to dominate all aspects of our lives and present us with 
chalIenges. 
The chalienge of meeting the needs of the approaching millennium, while, at the 
same time, valuing and accommodating the uniqueness of our rural culture is, I believe, a 
challenge worth undertaking. To that end, changes in educational governance reform 
through the amalgamation of school divisions continue to hoId my interest, particularly in 
regard to gaining a better understanding of the affectve side of school division mergers. 
The process of school division amalgamation is one which affects those within the school 
community. For that reason, attention to the management side of mergers is, I believe, 
paramount to the success of educational governance reform through amalgamation efforts. 
Assumptions 
1. It was assumed that the analysis of a schooI division amalgamation wodd 
provide insights into the management of a change process. 
2. It was hrther assumed that a case study research design was appropriate 
for llfilling the purpose of the study. Within the delimitations of this study, information 
obtained from documents together with selected interviews of stakeholder individuals and 
groups, as well as the researcher's attendance at numerous amalgamation-related meetings 
provided sufEiciemiy valid data to address the questions formulated for investigation. 
3. It was assumed this study addressed qualitative inquiry issues such as 
researcher bias, multiple reaIities, and triangdation of data in order for the findigs to be 
trustworthyY 
4. It was assumed the participants would be forthright in shkg  their 
perceptions of the phenomenon under study. 
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Delimitations 
1. The study was d e l i e d  to two rural Saskatchewan school divisions which 
had undergone an amalgamation process. 
2. The study was delimited in time fiom the onset of amalgamation 
considerations to six months into the completed amalgamation. However, the case study 
was placed within a historical context, both locally and provincially. 
3. The topic was delimited to investigate, fiom an organizational and 
management perspective, the process of school division amalgamation. To this end, 
research participants were delimited to those individuals very directly involved in the 
amalgamation process. 
Limitations 
1, tnformation offered during the interviews was limited by the willingness of 
participants to share information honestly and openly, given that the amalgamation event 
being both current and political ia nature was highly emotive to particular individuals. 
2.  Conclusions reached were limited by the documentary data and the 
viewpoints of those interviewed and did not encompass the views of other interested 
groups or individuals. 
3. The findings of the study are limited to both time and place. In view of the 
fact that post-amalgamation change and transitions within both the organization and 
individuals continue to transpire in the "new" school division, additional information and 
conclusions might have been developed if the amalgamation process had been followed for 
an increased length of time. 
4. As the study focused on one unique case or instance of school division 
amalgamation within a provincial context, there were Limitations on the extent to which 
generalimtions could be drawn fiom the study. This case study did not address issues 
which could arise in other amalgamation initiatives. 
Definition of  Terms 
For the purposes of this study, the following terms are defined: 
Amalgamation- the combining or merging of two or more distinct entities. For 
the purposes of this study, amalgamation will refer to the merging of two or more school 
divisions into one new administrative unit, Terms synonymous to amalgamtion are 
consofidation and reorganization. 
Board of  Education- the elected board of education of a school division (The 
Education Act, 1995, c. E-0.2). 
Director-a director of education appointed by a board of education (The 
Education Act, 1995, c E-0.2), aIso referred to as distriet administrator (LaRoque, 1986), 
or superintendent. En this study, the term "director of education" or "directof' d l  be 
used. 
First order changyuantitative, mechanicaI, situational, and occurring at a 
particular point in time; a hear change within the same state of being (Levy, 1986, p. 1 1). 
Managed chaogt-"the organization's attempts to manage uncertainty via the 
decisions of leadership in the technical, political, and cuItural areas" (Tichy, 1983, p. 18); 
the way in which managers can p b  and impkment the change. 
Mtrgenlacquisitions- act of mergiug; wmKition; the act or process o f  
acquiring. 
Organizationd chmge-muctural, economic, technical, or demographic; can be 
planned and managed on a rational mode[ (Bridges, 1986, p. 25). 
Planned changethe way in which intetnal and external experts can help the 
organitation plan and implement change (Levy, 1986, p. 6). 
Public school d i ikn-a  school division other than a separate school division 
(The Education Act. 1995, c. E-0.2). The term school division is synonymous to school 
district in other parts of Canada and throughout the United States (Economic Service 
Bdetin, 1994; Haller & Monk, 1988). 
Restructuring-the redrawing of school governance boundaries, within the 
context of an amalgamation process. 
Second order cbangc-qualitative, both planned and unplanned, a cycle of 
developmental stages: decline, transformation, transition, and stabilization/development 
(Levy, 1986, pp. 13-14). 
StakehoIden --groups or individuals which have a vested interest in the issue of 
schoo1 division amalgamation. For the purposes of this study, the identified stakeholder 
groups will consist of Boards of Education, local schooI trustees, ratepayers, parents, 
students, support staff, and teachers. 
Strategic change--"nonroutine, nonincremental, and discontinuous change which 
alters the overail orientation of the organization andtor components of the organization" 
(Tichy, 1983, p. 17). 
Transition-"a three-part psychological process that extends over a period of 
time and cannot be planned or managed by the same rational formulae that work with 
change," as opposed to the definition for organizational change (Bridges, 1986, p. 25); a 
change or passage Eom one condition, place, form, or stage to another (Gage, 1983); 
being in a state of transition, 
Trust-a member of a board of trustees or a member of a board of education 
(The Education Act, 1995, c. E-0.2). In this study, trustee wiN refer to local school board 
members and board member will refer to a board of education member. 
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Organization of the Dissertation 
In this chapter, a statement of the problem of the study, the background to the 
study, the purpose and significance of the study, the researcher's perspective, 
assumptions, delimitations, Iimitations, and the definition of terms were outlined. Chapter 
2 includes a review of the Iiderature related to change, mergers, organizational transition 
and educational governance reform, and an explanation of the theoretical h e w o r k  
underlying the study. The setting and the research methodology, including the 
instrumentation, sampling, data colection, and data auaIysrysrs is introduced in Chapter 3. In 
Chapter 4, a history and background of educational governance reform in both 
Saskatchewan and the research site is presented, thus providing the reader with the 
context of the study. Chapter 5 offers the findings to the research question. In Chapter 6, 
one finds a summary of the educationd research study, a discussion of the findings, 
conclusions, recommendations for more proactive and effective management of the 
process of school division amalgamatioaq suggestions for W e r  research, and 
implications for theory. 
(3HAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The intent of this chapter is to provide a review of scholarly writing within the 
construct of organizational behaviour and the management of change. The chapter begins 
with a summary of organizational change, first and secondsrder planned change, the 
driving forces for change, the content of change, and the process and stages of plmed 
second-order organizational change. This is followed by a discussion of mergers and 
acquisitions with a focus on merger typologies, the human resource perspective as it 
relates to the management of organizational transition, and issues of leadership. The 
chapter concludes with thoughts on the relationship between the management of 
organizational transition and educational governance reform as well as the conceptual 
h e w o r k  of the study. 
Organizational Change 
Nowhere has change been more evident than in the recent restructuring of 
organizations in both the private and public sector. Whether this restructuring occurred 
under the guise of mergers, consolidations, amalgamations, or downsizing, an extensive 
body of literature on organizational change and transition has been developed by 
organizational theorists. Traditionai response modes such as downsizing, piecemeal 
structural and process rearrangements, and incremental change are proving to be 
inadequate in solving today's organizational challenges (Nevis, Lanwurt, & Vassallo, 
1996). Boiman and Ded (1997, 2"6 edition) described this problematic as: 
The challenge of finding the right way to frame our world has always been 
diflicult, but it has become overwbeIming in the turbulent and complicated 
world of the twentieth century. Forms of management and organimtion 
serviceable a few years back are now obsolete. Serieyx (1993, p. 14) calls it 
the "organizational big bang." (p. 5) 
The challenge of searching out new ways in which to 6ame organizations so as to 
successfUlly manage change is vital to the growth and development of both the 
organization and the individuals within the workplace. 
ReframiaeA paradigmatic Change 
The turbulent environment within which we live, as well as the complexity of 
change, requires multiple, interrelated discontinuous change (Nevis et al., 1996, p. 6). In 
other words, in order to change, major shifts in our b e l i e f ~ u r  mental models or 
paradigms (Senge, 1990), whether personal or within the context of an organizational 
structure, are necessary to create lasting change. As noted by Nevis et al. (1996) some of 
the major paradigm shifts are: from stability to continuous change; fiom change as 
disruption to change as normal; tiom local, point solutions to integrated, systemic 
solutions; fiom one right solution to multiple possible solutions; fiom individuality and 
competition to cooperation and collaboration; fiorn hierarchical control to flatter, flexible 
networks; fiom managers and controUers to coaches, servants, and cataIysts; and from 
ieaders as generals to leaders as servants (p. 6). The interconnectedness and behavioral 
implications of these paradigm shifts reveal that "inherent in the new paradigm is the need 
to build into the way the work is organized a capacity for kibility and continuous 
change" (p. 10). Similarly, Bolrnan and Deal (1997) viewed the ability to see old problems 
in a new light, rather than being trapped in a "psychic prison" (p. S), as an issue of 
refi'uming the structural, political, human resource, and symbolic realities or 
organizational fiames in order to reach a new understanding of the situation and possible 
solutions, the end result being an improved organization. 
In concurrence with these thoughts, Kuhn (1970), identified several invisible 
restraints which prevent organizations 6om moving forward: organizational paradigms or 
their intellectual gestalts determine what organizations see and do not see and, as a result, 
organizations are inherently self-perpetuating and resistant to change; people become 
emotionally as well as inteIlectuaUy attached to paradigms for reasons of certainty, 
identification, and security needs (Legare, 1998); and paradigms are shared constructs 
which are communally approved and reinforced. A paradigm shift is not a modification of 
an existing realiv, it is the "acceptance of a contradictory fhmework..inherently 
wrenching and difficult" (Nevis et al., 1996, p. 1 I), and requires an understanding of 
change and the change process. 
Planned and Managed Change 
In order to understand the phenomenon of schooI division amalgamation, it is 
necessary to draw a distinction between planned and managed change. The manner in 
which one manages a change influences the planned change. Both Bennis, Benne and 
Chin's (1969) plunned c h g e  and Tichy's (1983) managed c h g e  commonly refer to 
changes deliberately shaped by various organization members. "Plmted c h g e  usually 
refers to the way in which internal and extend experts can help the organization ... plan 
and implement changes, (while] managed chcmge refers to the way in which managers can 
plan and implement change" (L,evy, 1986, p. 6). With this definition in mind, Levy 
identified characteristics of pIanned change as: (a) a deliberate, purposefbi, and explicit 
decision to engage in a program of change; (b) a reflection of a process of change; (c) 
involving external or internal professional guidance; and (d) generally involving a strategy 
of colIaboration and power straring (power derived &om knowledge, skills, and 
competencies) between the change agem and the client system (pp. 6-7). Planned change 
has both intentional or expkitly planned for and realized or emerged out of the situation 
aspects. Managed change, on the other hand, has implications for the process ofthe 
planned change. 
Pers~ectives on First and Second-Order Cbanne 
Because schoot division amaIgamations deal with cultural aspects of change, a 
review of various writers' perspectives on tirst and second-order change is included in the 
literature review. AIthough brozd in nature, Smith (1982) set forth a basic h e w o r k  for 
distinguishing between the two types of change. Using a biological metaphor, Smith 
stated: 
Morphostasis [a first order change] encompasses two types of change . . . 
[change] that enables things to look different while remaining basicany as they 
have always been ...[ and change that] occurs as a natural expression of the 
developmd sequence, ... the natural maturation process. Morphogenes [a 
second-order change]..,penetrates so deeply into the genetic code that all 
firture generations acquire and reflect those changes .... The change has 
occurred in the very essence, in the core, and nothing special needs to be done 
to keep the change changed. (p. 3 18) 
Various disciplines have offered descriptions of Grst and secondsrder change. 
Keeping the above definitions in mind and based on Levy's (1986) review, the foUowing 
summarization of dichotomous terms and definitions for first and secondsrder change 
includes the selected areas of management, creative thinking, planned change, orpanitation 
theory, and learning theory. In the area of management, LinObIom (1959, p. 79) descn'bed 
brunch c h g e  as "successive Iimited comparisons that continually buiId out of the current 
situation, step-by-step and by 4 1  degrees" vs. root c h g e ,  "a rationd comprehensive 
approach starting from the tirndamentais anew each time, building on the past ody as 
experience is embodied in theory and always prepared to start fiom the ground up." 
Erecuffwe c b g e  "gives effect to policies by maintaining the course of affairs in tine with 
governing relations, norms, and standards" while policy-mdng c h g e  is directed to 
'Yorming the governing relations which assume, express, and create a whoIe new system 
ofvaIue!s" (Vickers, 1965, p.27). F d y ,  Sheldon (1980, p. 64) compared m ~ l  change 
as ''the f3 between the organization and its environment and among its gmponents is 
rarely perfect, so.,.organkadons are constantly tinkering with one dimension or another" 
to paradigm change which "involves several or all dimensions at once ... [a] radical 
change in worId and world view." 
A creative thinker, De Bono (1971) determined that vertical change "seeks to 
establish continuity, one thing must follow directly fiom another" while lateral change 
"works with the hope that a better pattern can be arrived at by restructuring; it seeks to 
introduce discontinuity" (pp. 4,9-10). Planned change theorists, on the other hand, 
described the phenomenon of change as: (a) evolutiomy c h g e ,  'the modest 
adjustments necessary for maintaining growth under the same overalI pattern of 
management" vs. revolutionary change, "the serious upheavals and abandonment of past 
management practices involving finding a new set of organizational practices that wilI 
become the basis for managing the next period of evolutionary growth" (Greiner, 1972, p. 
40); (b) rational chunge which "does not change its internal structure at all because it 
does not question the fundamental assumptions upon which it is based" vs. radical 
c h g e .  "a paradigm shift and system change" (Grabow & Heskin, 1973, p. 8; Want, 
1995); and (c) incremental change, a "step by step movement or variations in degree 
along an established conceptual continuum or system h e w o r k  ...it is intended to do 
more of the same but better" vs. trarqfionnational change--"a variation in kind that 
involves reconceptualition and discontinuity fiom the initial system" (Kindler, 1979, p. 
478). 
In the area of organization theory, linear quantitu~iw c h g e s  "occur within a 
steady state; they tend to be gradual and readily predictable" whiIe nonlinear qualirative 
c h g e s  "disrupt a steady state; they tend to be abrupt and dicut t  to predict" (Pumey, 
cited in Levy, 1986, p. 8). Yet another author, Skiibi (1974, pp. 4-7)- descn'bed 
homeostms as a state in which the "'internal and external forces are neady in equiliirium. 
The managers operate with limited short-range goals and tend to run such systems pretty 
much as they are" vs. radical c h g e  which has 'large scale processes that occur within a 
single organization; like caterpillars turn into buttedies, the organization retains its 
identity yet is transformed into something new." 
Writing &om a learning theory perspective, Argyn's and Schon (1978), defined 
single-loop learning as permitting "the organization to carry its present policies or achieve 
its present objectives." On the other hand, riotrble-loop learning "invoIves the 
modification of an organization's underlying norms, policies, and objectives" (pp. 2-3). 
While scholars in different disciplines have employed a variety of t e r n  to descnie 
first and second-order changes, regardless which dichotomy is used, characteristics of 
first-order change include changes in one or a few dimensions, levels, and behaviocual 
aspects, while second-order change addresses multidiiensional and multi-level change as 
well as change in alf the behavioud aspects: attitudes, norms, values, perceptions, beliefs, 
world view, and behaviours. First-order change is quantitative, a change in content, 
developmental and incremental in a linear direction, reversible, logical and rational, and 
occurs within the same world view or paradigm and the o[d Rate of being. In contrast, 
second-order change is qualitative, a change in context, revolutionary and taking a new 
direction, irreversible, seemingly irrational, and takes place within a new paradigm and a 
new state of thinking and acting (levy, 1986, p. I I). Encapsulating these differences and 
simplifying the compendium of definitions offered, Anderson and Kyprianou (1994) wrote: 
The depth of intervention in [a] structured attempt to manage change may 
be seen beyond the levels of the people, task, or organization ... a 'deep 
change strategy' [which] attempts to change people's vaIues ...I while] a 
'shallow change strategy' ... is more open and based on structures, ideas, 
technologies, etc. (p. 212) 
It is this "depth of intervention" in a structured management of change which is the 
cornerstone and lies at the very heart of a successfirl merging of organizational cultures 
and values. 
Organizational Change and Transition 
Bridges' (1986) definitions of organizational c h g e  and transition are somewhat 
synonymous to definitions of first and second-order planned change. The terms, c h g e  
and rz-tion, although fiequently used interchangeabIy, are defined by Bridges (1986) as 
Organizational change is structural, economic, technological, or 
demographic, and it can be planned and managed on a..ratiod 
model ... Trcmition. on the other hand, is a three-part psychological process 
that extends over a..period of time and cannot be planned or managed by the 
same rational formulae that work with change. (p. 25) 
In other words, change occurs when something that used to happen in one way starts 
happening in another, change frequently starts with a new beginning. Change is 
mechanicat, situational, and occurs at a particular point in time. In contrast, transition-a 
dynamic people process, is the "gradual psychological process through which individuals 
and groups reorient themselves so ... they can hnction and find meaning in a changed 
situation" (Bridges, 1991, 1992, p. 17). Although organizational changes can be 
mandated, transitions cannot. 
Transitions do not "just occur." According to Bridges (1986, p. 25), 'Transition 
tmist [emphasis added] start with an ending-with people letting go of old attitudes and 
behaviours." Change requires individuals to make transitions, although, it may weU be the 
transition rather than the change itself that is both diicult and chaotic (Astrachan, 1990; 
Towers Perrin, 1999). As the English novelist, John Gaisworthy wrote, "the 
beginnings ... of all human undertakings are untidy" (1 933, p. 4). Bridges listed several 
assumptions which, in his view, accompany change: (a) change begets change and at every 
step people are plunged into transitions; (b) it is not enough to define the objective that an 
organizational change is meant to achieve and the plan for getting there. One must aIso, 
like Moses in the wilderness, guide people through the transition, that ambiguous gap 
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between the old and the new; and (c) a genuine new beginning carries with it an element of 
unpredictability (pp. 18-22). Given that the ability to change 6equently and rapidy is a 
requirement for survival in today's world and that s u c c d  change requires numerous 
transitions, transition management is a key executive/administrative skitl. 
Dealing successfdy with transitions can ody be accomplished by trying to 
understand the subjective "realities" of the people who are affected. As outlined by 
Bridges (1992), factors which shape a human being's subjective world are: personal 
history; collective history &om within the organization; cultural values; temperament, an 
inherent way of perceiving and evaluating experience; gender, women may be more 
relation-oriented, men more process-oriented; and life phase (pp. 27-29). One can look at 
the cycle of human development as a cycle of worlds or r e a i i t i ~ u r  world, as we 
perceive it, is diierent at sixteen than it is at thirty, or forty, or sixty. Indeed, our worlds 
or realities are shaped throughout our life in a natural evolutionary process as weU as by 
the impact of our externd environments. As such, resistance to transition is a completely 
natural act of self-preservation. By their very nature, mental models, or paradigms, are 
self-perpetuating and resistant to change (Nevis et al., 1996). As has been demonstrated 
many times in history, 'the old form has to collapse into chaos before the new form can 
take shapey7 (p. 3 1). The mental model or paradigm under which an organization operates 
displays an inherent tendency to resist change (Davenport, 1998; Legare, 1998). In spite 
of this, "belief systems can be changed, if their benefits are cleariy demonstrated and 
continually reinforced" (Clemente & Greenspan, 1999, p. 3). 
g e  
Any individuals who have attempted to ~~ an office, a department, or a 
whole company [know] abow..'reSistance to change'" (Bridges, 1992, p. 17). Dealing 
with this resistance to change is, however, another matter and quires an understanding 
of the reasons for resistance. Both Tichy(1983) and Tichy and Devanna (1986) discussed 
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reasons for organizational resistance to change, categorizing the reasons as technical, 
political, and cultural: (a) technical reasons include habit and inertia, fear of the unknown 
or loss of organizational predictability, and the sunk cost of the organization's resources in 
the old ways; (b) political reasons include threats to powerhi coalitions, zero sum 
decision-making resulting tiom limitations on resources, and the indictment of leadership 
problems; and (c) cultural reasons include cultural filters resulting in selective perception, 
regression to the good old days, and lack of climate for change @p, 72-84). 
In a similar vein, Bolman and Deal (1997, pp. 320-323) applied their human 
resource, structural, political, and symbolic fiames to the identification of barriers to 
change and essential strategies to deal with the barriers. Within the human resource h e ,  
barriers of anxiety, uncertainty, feelings of incompetence, and neediness require the 
essential strategies of training to develop new skills, participation and involvement, and 
psychoIogical support. Within the structural h e ,  barriers to change include loss of 
clarity and stability, confusion, and chaos. These barriers can be addressed through 
essential strategies of communication and the realigning and renegotiating of fonnal 
patterns and policies. Within the political frame, barriers of disempowennent as well as 
conflict between winners and losers call for a strategy which creates arenas where issues 
are renegotiated and new coalitions formed. W~thin the symbolic h e ,  barriers to change 
such as loss of meaning and clinging to the past require the essential strategies of creating 
transition rituals, mourning the past, and celebrating the h e .  
In order to overcome an organization's defensive routines, Legare (1998) chose to 
apply an organizational learning approach based on Argyris and Schon's (1978) definition 
of first and second-order change. In times of rapid change and uncertainty, influences ifom 
one's life experiences can give rise to unconscious defence mechanisms resulting in 
misunderstandings and the distortion of information. Legare proposed that organizations 
can learn new values and behaviors that wilI begin to intempt organizational defensive 
routines. Encouraging double-loop learning will result in creating original learning 
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processes and systems in ways that persist. This organizational learning approach was 
viewed as a means to understand and resolve interpersonal management issues resulting 
fiom the misdignment of organizations, teams, and individuals. 
In summary, major organizational change affects individuals' ability to feel 
effective, valued, and in control; disrupts exking roles and working relationships; creates 
conflict between winners and losers; and causes a loss of meaning for those on the 
receiving end of change. As pointed out by Bolman and Deal (1997, p. 339), 'Effective 
change requires a well-orchestrated, integrated design that responds to needs for learning, 
realignment, negotiation, and grieving." In order to move toward effective change, it is 
necessary to examine and understand the substantive aspects of second-order change. 
W by: Driving Forces of Second-Order Change 
Paradigmatic change is not something individuals usually request. Indeed, a change 
may be well underway, in 'YuH swing," before it is recognized for what it is. Discussing the 
issues and pressures for continued change, Lundberg (1984) proposed a ~Iassificatory 
scheme which guided Levy's (1986) categorization ofthe driving forces for change: (a) 
permitting condiriors, aspects of the internal organizational situation hat permit 
transformation to occur, (b) enabfing cod'itiom, external conditions that increase the 
likelihood for transformation to occur, (c) precipitating conditionr, and (d) triggering 
even& (p. 12). See TabIe I for a summary of levy's (1 986, pp. 12-1 3) categorization of 
driving forces for change. This summary, based on Levy's survey of empirical and case 
studies can be applied to an examination of change in institutions and other organizations. 
It is, however, worth noting that "even in relatively fiiendIy situations ... there is stilI likely 
to be passive resistance to organizational changes, new policies and procedures, and what 
the..-organization-..is attempting to accomplish" (Buono & Bowditch, 1989, p. 71). In 
addition, leaders need to acknowledge the intluence and constraints of cuiture on 
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late. Fmm "Secondord 
- -- -- 
hbering surpIus resources for managing tht change, such as managerial time. 
nergy. finmcial remucu. 
Readiness and willingness of the dotninaru coalition (managers' and members') 
3 endure change. its anxiety and anticipated uncertainty. 
r d o r m t i o m l  leadership. capable of providing new vision. aligning members 
bith rhis vision mobilizing energy and commitment to realization ofthe vision 
Degree of threat to the organization's s m i v d  posed by cornpetiton economic 
Degree of toIetance for the tr;laslonnation of metasystems. 
Degree of radidness of change, inma& incongruemce benveen system and 
Tendency of organizations to grow quantitatively and quditativeiy. 
Dissatisfaction by organintional ntemkrs. the emergence of new unmet needs. 
Ressure of stakeholders with vested interests- c o m e r s .  diem claimants both 
nsiQ and outside the organization. 
Uneqected greater or lesser l e d  of organizational pecformance. 
Envimnmcntd even& creiuing calnmip. such as: sbyp recessions u n e . e d  
rutovations by competitors natmal disasten. 
Envimnmentd events creating opmmity. such as: new m a k t  n i c k  
naibbility offhame and technobgid breakthcoughs. 
.Major unresolved coaHictl crisis caused by major management shakeup or 
blunder. 
.New manager or management team with new vision and ideas. 
. A 'coup &em- in the organization or its memysten 
.Po[itiuI interference- new w changes in IegisIation 
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organizations. An anaIyses of the beliefs, values, and assumptions on which the respective 
cultures are based will serve to remove barriers and problems for the merged entity. While 
management literature suggests that most people will support organizational change if 
they can understand the need for it and participate in the change, there are limits to what 
people are ready and able to assimilate (p. 163). 
What: The Content of Second-Order Change 
Having examined the forces influencing second-order change, we now turn to 
literature on the content of second-order change. Levy (1986, pp. 15-1 7) identified four 
basic perspectives on the content of second-order change. Classitied according to 
theoretical perspective, the change elements, the changed dimension, and the level of 
awareness ofrhe existence and fbnction of these elements, the four perspectives are: (a) a 
sysenrs perspective in which the changed elements consisting of input, output, and 
throughput processes result in the highly visible changed dimension of core or functioning 
processes, "organizational structure, management, through put and decision-makins 
processes, recognition and rewards, and communication patterns'' (p. 17); (b) a 
management perspective views the changed elements as goals, objectives, policies, and 
strategies for their achievement, resuking in a changed dimension of organizational 
mission and purpose with its attendant medium visibility, (c) a planned chrmge perspective 
invoIves norms, values, beliefs, symbolic action and elements, the arrangement of the 
physical setting, and the style of management and relationships, resulting in a changed 
dimension of organizationd culture and a low level of awareness; and (d) an evolurion 
perspective encompasses the changed elements of context, template, metantles, and world 
view, resultinp in a largdy unnoticed orgukational paradigm change-a chaage in the 
"tmdedying assumptions that unnoticeabIy shape perceptions, procedures, and behaviors" 
(P* 16)- 
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Levy (1986) has su~gested that "each levet is embedded in and shaped by higher 
levels and can be organized in a 'nested h e w o r k '  "(p. 17)' the outer frame being the 
paradigm, followed by mission, culture, and core process. The changed dimensions of core 
process, culture, mission, and paradigm can be present in a variety of arrangements. For 
example, changing the organizational paradigm will entail changes in the organizational 
mission, culture, and core process while changes in mission will entaii changes in culture 
and core process, but not necessariIy in the organizational paradigm. Levy's conciusion is 
that "second-order change is basicalIy a paradigmatic change . . . a change in aU four 
dimensio-in core processes, in culture, in mission, and in organizational wortd view or 
paradigm" (Levy, 1986, pp, 18-19}. Levy proposed that the organizational paradigm 
provides the logic and context for the organizational purpose, culture, and operations and 
the less visible the dimension, the deeper the change. In addition, an open-systems 
perspective was used to make Levy's model of the process of second order change more 
dynamic and open to feedback loops that affect conditions, processes, and change 
strategies. tn his model, 'the driving forces for change can also be seen as input, while the 
process of change can be seen as throughput, and the change in the organizational 
paradim as output" (p. 19). 
Although Bolman and Deal's (1997, p. 15) ''reframing organizations" model does 
not deal specificalfy with the process and content of second-order ptanned change, their 
perspective on organizations complements orsanizationai change theory- The four frames, 
structural, human resource, political, and symbolic can be descnied metaphorically as 
factory or machine, family, jungle, and theatre. Upon viewing "organizations as muItiple 
reaIitiesn (p. 266) one can examine or r e m e  any process or event through each of the 
four lenses, thus providing for, within each frame, the planning of specific objectives, the 
application of a variety of decision-mabs approaches, reorganking, evaluating the airing 
of confIict and renegotiation of symbolic rneanhgs, god setting, communication, 
meetings, and motivation (pp. 267-268). When individuds view the same event thmugh 
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dierent lenses, their multiple realities produce c o f i ~ o n  and conflict. Refrsuning the 
event in any or all four flames increases an organization's capabilities of dealing with 
chaos and change. Matching and/or integrating the correct h e ( $  to a situation involves 
a combination of analysis, intuition and artistry. 
In the interest of managing change strategicaly, Tichy (1983) proposed a 
conceptual h e w o r k  that addressed the technical, political, and cultural problems that 
require continuous attention in organizations. As d e s c n i  by Tichy (1982, pp. 59-62), a 
number of externd pressures affect organizations and may precipitate change. Technical 
pressures such as intense world competition, uncertainty because of inflation or deflation, 
low capital investment, fluctuating interest rates, a shift to a service economy, and high 
technologicaI change in communications and computer technology are often tied into a 
short-term management focus. These environmental forces tend to be systemic and self- 
perpetuating, leading to tighter controls and more short-term pressures. Political pressures 
include problems relating to the uneven distribution of weaIth, the lack of integrative 
mechanisms for the resolution of world disputes, pluralism- the haves and have not$ 
conflicts arising &om government policies, and the continuing democratization of the 
work place. Cultural pressures encompass issues such as a decIine in work ethics and 
increased hedonism, pressures for Mlment at work, changing sexual and m y  mores, 
new definitions of equity, the demographics of an older work force, and the non- 
traditionat expectations of the baby-boomer generation. 
The technical, political, and cultural systems as descn'bed by Tichy (1982) 
represent fhdamental areas that require continuous attention in organizations. The 
soIviag of technical probiems engage management in g d  setting, strategy formulation, 
and organizational design. Political problems, dealing with alfocating power and resources, 
"are reflected in the resolution of compensation problems, career decisions, budget 
decisions. and decisions about the organization's i n t d  power struggle" (p. 63.) It is 
important to pay attention to strategic political issues, particuIarIy during a time of 

review of writers' perspectives presents a variety of descriptors, all of the terms used 
address the process and/or stages of planned second-order change. 
Wallace (1956) described the stages of successll cultural transformations as 
steady state, distortion, revitalisation and reformulation, transformation, and routinization. 
Kuhn's (1970) scientific revolution perspective used the descriptors of normal science, 
growth of anomalies, crisis, revolution, and normal science within a new paradigm. Adams 
and Spencer's (1988) creative process included the stages of preparation, incubation, 
illumination, and verification. 
A more recent perspective on second-order change was offered by Reger, Mullane, 
Gustafson, and DeMarie (1994) who proposed that, rather than implementing bdamental 
change through past prescriptions of either incremental or revolutionary processes, change 
is a ?tectonic process" @. 3 1). Their premise is based on the use of a "seismic metaphor: 
organizational inertia is overcome, environmental stress is relieved, and outdated belie& 
are destroyed while a new organizational identity is rebuilt on the foundation of the 
unique, enduring, and positive attributes of the organization" (p. 3 1). In other words, the 
change is large enough to overcome organizational inertia, the magnitude of the change 
falls within the organization's change acceptance zone, and the cataclysmic side effects of 
massive revolutions are avoided @. 37). 
Heit&' (1993) seven-stage process for s u c c d  change witbin organizations 
applied a h e w o r k  of desired outcomes, actions, and issues and barriers to overcome 
toward each stage of his change cycIe. His change cycle included the stages of choosing 
the target, setting goals, initiating action, making co~ections, rebalancing to 
accommodate the change, consolidating the teaming, and moving to the next cycle (pp. 6- 
28). 
Adam and Spencer (1988, pp. 61-62) proposed that the intensity of a transition 
experience is determined by such factors as novelty, the degree of surprise; clarity of 
expectations; stage of life; number of transitions an individual may be experiencing 
simultaneously; accepting the significance of our change; self-awareness of onesee and 
time boundedness or the elasticity of the transition sequence. Adams and Spencer equated 
their view of transition stages to a "morale curve" (p. 62) which d e s c n i  the back and 
forth shifts people experience in mood, morale, and sense of self-worth: destabilizing and 
losing focus, minimizing the impact, questioning self-worth, letting go of the past, testing 
the new situation, searching for meaning, and integrating their experience (pp. 62-63). 
A similar concept is reflected in Lawrie's (1990) model of stages in the change 
process which cbarts productivity or morale throughout the transition process. At the time 
at wbch change occurs, IeveIs of productivity or morale begin to drop. During the 
transition period, these levels begin an upward climb that eventually redts  in a new and 
increased leveI of productivity or morale. 
Conducting training programs for employees was McKnight and Thompson's 
(1990, pp. 47-48) solution to navigating and supporting organizational change. The 
objectives ofthe program were to acknowledge the reality of the change, to develop an 
understanding of the psychological aspects of managing transition, and to develop skilIs 
for coping effectively with change. The program was directed at helping employees cope 
gracefidly with the change, rather than giving information on the changes. 
Nevis et al. (1996) addressed the problematic of managing a transformational 
change process within organizations through the development of a three-dimensional 
model. The first dimension deaIt with the major phases ofthe change: traditional, 
exploratory, generative, and internabation. The second dimension addressed the methods 
of iduence that are idenaed as useM in acceptance of and in carrying out the change 
work. Strategies for resocialitation included persuasive communication, participation, 
expectancy, role modehg, extrinsic rewards, structuraI rearrangema and coercion. The 
last dimension handed the management of resistance or the management of muItipIe 
realities through strategies which legitimated diverse perceptions, enriched soIutions, and 
reduced resistance (p. 34). The basic premise of their model was that "all three dimensions 
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operate in an interactive, holistic h i i o n  For transformation to be successful, managing 
the interpIay between and among the dimensions is critical" (p. 33). Descn'bing each of 
these dimensions in great detad, the writers approached the construct of discontinuous, 
paradigmatic change through the resociaIization process of the organization's members as 
central to traasforrnational change (p.3 5). 
In order to manage change, Tichy (1983) believed managers will be required to 
confront basic questions with regard to the technical, political, and cultural arenas of 
organizations. These questions include: technical-Wbat business(es) should we be in? 
How should we be organized to accomplish our strategy? What kinds of people do we 
need, and how will they be acquired, developed, and rewarded?; political-Who gets to 
influence the mission and strategy of the organization? How is power allocated both 
vertically and horizontally across the organization? Who gets promoted to what key 
positions?; and cultural-What values and belie& are necessary to support the 
organization's strategy? What subcultures are desirable, and how should there be an 
overarching corporate culture? How should the human resources system shape and mold 
the culture? (p. 80).There is no doubt that questions of this nature need to be addressed 
during times of change. Attention to these areas wMe managing any process of change, 
and, in particular, school division amalgamation, will benefit the resulting "new" 
organization. 
Offering another perspective, both Fullan (1991, pp. 47-48) and Huberman and 
Miles (1984) envisioned an educational change process as moving through the phases of 
initiation- mobilization or adoption; implementation- initial use; continuatior+ 
incorporation, institutionalization, or routinization; and outcome. 
Levy's (1986) discussion of secondsrder change is particularly applicable to this 
phenomenological study of school division amalgamation, drawing a distinction between 
second-order change and second-order planned change. From a theoretical or empirical 
perspective, second order-change is characterized by decline and crisis, unsuccessfirl first 
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order changes, chaos, demise, discontinuity, refiaming, and the discovery or creation of a 
new vision. The second perspective of planned and managed second-order change 
recognizes that, in real We situations, a new order is not rapidly established but takes time, 
energy, and resources; the process of transformation can be f k i l i t a t  and managed by the 
organization's members; and, understanding principals of organizational evolution d o w  
for the development of strategies and technologies which enhance participation in the 
process (p. 13). 
Levy (1986) described second-order change, both planned and unplanned, as a 
cycle of developmental stages. Decline, typified by umet needs, denid of warning signals 
for radical reorganization, failed efforts to cope with problems by first-order change, 
crisis, chaos, resistance to change, and anger, indicated the system had reached a critical 
point of demise or revitalization. Tram$onnatiotr, characterized by the process of "letting 
go" of old beliefs and habits, included acceptance of the need for change, discontinuity 
fiom the past, commitment to change, creating or discovering new realities, sudden shifts 
in perception, and the emergence of a new direction. Transition, focused on assessing 
solutions and their impact and managing the transition, was exemplified by planned and 
managed efforts to transiate ideas or visions into action steps, programs, structures, and 
procedures. Stabiliation and &wlopnlent, the institutionalization of the change program, 
involved fine tuning, maintenance, and development through first-order changes @p. 13- 
14). Somewhat similar to Levy's stages of transformation, transition and development, 
Bridges (1986, t 99 1, 1992) descn'bed the organizational transition process as moving 
through three on-going phases: endings, a neutral zone, and new beginnings. 
Iterative Phases of Orgurizationd Transition 
Having drawn on Bridges' (1 986, 199 I, 1992) perspectives on the process and 
managing oftransitions as part of the conceptual h e w o r k  of this study, the writer 
includes the following summary of Bridges' work in the area of organizational transition 
In Bridges' (1 99 1) opinion, change is situational and external; transition is psychoIogical 
and internal; and, unless transition occursy change will not work (pp. 3-4). Leanring to 
manage transitions may prevent the changes from becoming unmanageable. Therefore, the 
fim step towards transition management is to understand the phases of tractSitior+ 
endings, the neutral zone, and new beginnings. 
Endions 
Change requires people and organizations to make transitions, and transition "must 
start with an ending-with people letting go of old attitudes and behaviours" (Bridges, 
1992, p. 18; McCann & Gilkey, k 988; Tichy & Devanna, 1986). Every change causes loss, 
loss of attachments, turf, structure, a me, meaning, and control (Tichy, 1983, pp. 40- 
49). Coming to important endings in our lives is similar to experiencing loss through a 
death and the mourning which follows an endhg (Kubler-Ross, 1969). Feelings of loss 
have three aspects: disengagemenr, a separation ofthe person &om the subjective world 
one knows; disi&nhi$cazi~n, loss of a sense of one's identity in the former situation; and 
disenchantment, a breakdown of one's meaning-making capacity (Bridges, pp. 27-28). As 
more integration and consolidation occurs, feelings of insi@cance can become 
contagious and spread rapidly (Kerfoot, 1998). Dealing with loss includes expecting and 
allowing for behaviours closely associated with mourning such as denial, anger, 
b a r m n g ,  griet: and despair More acceptance; encouraging training opportunities; life 
and career-planning; the beginning of a new identiw, and acknowledging the 
disenchantment of individuals through direct communication and efforts to correct the 
disenchantment situation (pp. 27-29). To this end, Bridges (1991) offered specific 
suggestions with regard to "how to get them to let go* (p- 19). These suggestions 
included iden* who's Iosing what, don't he surprised at overreaction, acknowIedge the 
losses openly and sympathetically, expect and accept the signs of grieving, compensate for 
the losses, and give peopIe information and do it again and again. In addition, Bridges 
suggested organitations need to define what's over and what isn't, mark the endings, 
treat the past with respect, let people take a piece of the old way with them, and show 
how endings ensure continuity of what really matters (pp. 20-32). As Bridges so 
succinctly stated: 
The single biggest reason organizational change fa& is that no one thought 
about endings or planned to manage their impact on people .... [Managers] 
forget that while the first task of c h g e  management is to understand the 
destination and how to get there, the 6rst task of transition management is to 
convince people to leave home. You'U save yourself a lot of grief if you 
remember that. (p. 32) 
Transition management presents individuals with both the means and opportunity to deal 
with changed structures and modes of operation. Transition management acknowledges 
the impact of disengagement, disidentilication, and disenchantment experienced by people 
in times of toss. 
The Neutral Zone 
According to Bridges (1986) the concept of "a shift fiom the old task of letting go 
to the new task of crossing the neutral zone" is a reality which the Western mind has 
difficulty acknowledging Rather than viewing the neutral zone as empty and something to 
be filled with the right content, a North American perception, the neutral zone is best 
descnied by the Japanese word ma, the necessary pause in waiting fbr the right moment 
of action (p. 19). Making sense of this neutral zone commences with accepting this period 
of organizational transition as a time of disorientation and disintegration during which we 
break away from the social forces of our old reality, put aside popular assumptions, and 
allow ourselves or the organization to find a new identity, to engage in a "vision quest" 
(Bridges, pp. 29-30; Tichy & Devanna, 1986, p. 69). Readying an organization for its own 
renewal (Tichy & Devanna, 1986) requires a process of diagnosis which includes framing 
the problem, collecting data, and reducing complexities to a fiew cenaaI issues to be 
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considered (pp. 116-120). Specific suggestions offered by Bridges (1986) for managing 
the neutral zone successi?ully inchded: recognize the difficulty of this phase whde 
welcoming it as a creative time, normalize the neutrai zone, create temporary systems to 
give structure and strength, strengthen intragroup connections, use a transition monitoring 
team (Ward & Rossettie, 1998), and use the neutral zone creatively, capitalizing on its 
opportunity to do things differently and better (pp. 34-46), This apparentIy uneventful 
phase, the "muddle in the middle," allows for a significant change within both individuals 
and organizations, "a kind of imer 'sorting' process" (p. 46) which accompanies 
transformational change. 
New Bcninaiap~ 
Ending the organirational transition process with a new beginning built upon the 
new orientation and identity that has emerged in the neutral zone, the organization's 
Ieaders are encouraged to cover 'The Four P's: purpose, picture, plan, and part to play" 
(Bridges, I99 1, p. 52). Transtionnational leaders have an onerous and challenging task. 
Tichy and Devaana (1986) offered fbur processes that they believe will serve leader's well 
in efforts to mobilize posiive energy within the organization: summarize the past as a 
means of closurey justitjc a change, create continuity between the past and the h r e ,  and 
eulogize the past (pp. 180-181). Bridges (1986, pp. 32-33) cautioned that in trying to 
create and communicate the "new vision," an organization's leaders must remember a new 
vision can take root only after the old vision has died and been buried. The culture that 
develops from a vision will not be a culture with a pattern of total agreement but with a 
shift in the definition of the opposition and in tams of the didogue. Vision, an 'Tntuitive 
function.," appeds to the 'Tntuitive types," those who deal with the general shape of the 
kture(p. 32). However, about threequarters ofthe employees m most Large organizations 
are "sensation types", those who deal with the detaiIs of the present and titafore, the 
vision must be supplemented by a clear plan (p. 32). People will continue to see the vision 
fiom whatever is their "new" individual reality and will Fed overwhelmed 'Sfthe vision and 
the new reality it portrays are very different h m  current conditionsn (p. 32). Zbar (1999) 
and Hayes (1997) advised personnel who want their job to survive a merger or acquisition 
to be flm'ble. For these i n d ' ~ d d s ,  their ability to adapt to a new corporate culture is 
crucial. Maintaining a positive outlook, keeping a focus on the hture, and looking on the 
bright side can help to smooth over the transition. 
Efforts at making new begrnnings may fall short of the vision and therefore, Wtick 
(1984) recommended a "small wins" p ~ c i p l e ,  the achievement ofvisible results, although 
of moderate importance* to encourage the change mornennun. Weick's suggestion is 
reiterated in Bridges' (1991) suggestions for reinforcing the new beginning: be consistent, 
ensue quick success, symbolize the new identity, and celebtate the success (pp. 6064). 
Bridges' use of the metaphor ofMoses leading his people to a new home equates leaving 
Egypt to the "endings" phase, wandering through the wilderness to the 'heutral zone," 
and arriving at their new home as the 'hew beginnings" phase. As Bridges suggested, if 
the "change doesn't work" or if it cYdls short of our expectations", perhaps it is because 
' k e  got the peopie out of Egypt, but they're still wandering somewhere in the wildernessn 
(P 64). 
Regardless of individual perspectives, the change pmess is generalIy typified as 
having "the elements of steady state, growth in perturbations, and revohtionary 
changen (Levy, 1986, p. 16). Change is a process, not an event- Furthermore, the process 
is not linear; rather, it is multidimensiona1 and events in one phase can feed back to a 
previous stage and then proceed to work through the phases in a continuum of action 
1%). 
Mergers and Acquisitions 
An increasingly pervasive response to the phenomenon of condnuous and 
accelerating change has been to engage in some form of "downsizing." Although this 
generic term is frequently used to describe organizational reconfigurations, other tenns 
used within a similar context are demassing (Bridges, 1992), restructuring (Keidel, 1994) 
consolidations and amalgamations (Monk & Hailer, 1986), reengineering (Keidel, 1994; 
Nahavandi & Aranda, 1994), refiaming (Bolman & Deal, 1997), and mergers and 
acquisitions (Buono & Bowditch, 1989; Levy, 1986; Napier, 1989). Any type of 
reconfiguration, regardless of the term in use, is unlikely to be productive if the action is 
inappropriate for the organization or its context. la response to these terms, many of 
which carry negative connotations, Hitt, Keats, Harback, 2nd Nion (1994) coined the 
term "righrsiring " (p. 19) to descnie the reconfigurations of relatively s u c c d  
organizationsy actions. 
Rightsizing is an integrated, internally consistent and externally legitimated 
corQuration of organizational processes, products, and people based on ( I )  
a shared vision of the h r e  organization and (2) a clearly articulated mission 
and strategy supported by management, well understood by members of the 
organization, and in which members have a sense of "ownership." (p. 19) 
In their discussion on rightsizing, Hitt et ai. identified a number of ineffective 
downsizing practices that included the implementation of voluntary retirement programs 
and across-the-board layoffs, the elimination of training and development programs, h e  
too deep reductions of personnel, the placement of survivors in challenging jobs for which 
they have imuflicient skills, and the expectation of sunrivors to 'learn from experience." 
Hitt et al. also disapproved of the emphasis on employee accountability rather than 
employee involvement and the expectation that survivors "row harder @. 25). The 
authors' recommended effective reconfiguration practices included reducing the number of 
interdependent relationships in the organization before cutting particular positions and, if 
necessary, restructuring the organization. In regard to right-sizing, Hitt et al. 
recommended a mind set or paradigm which expends effort to seek the appropriate size 
and to review this element periodically. Other suggestions included the identification, 
protection, and mentoring of individuals with strong rnanagementfleadership talent; the 
protection and promotion of the educational program in the organizations; an emphasis on 
leadership; the decentralization of the organization; the empowerment of key individuals 
(the survivors); and the devefopment of maximum operating and strategic flexiiility. An 
emphasis on team rather than individual effort, team building among the various units, 
identifying and protecting core competencies, and continuing to hire, grow, and develop, 
particularly in critical or priority areas were seen as effective rightsizing practices (pp. 2 6  
27). 
Focusing on the right size for an organization represents a diicult, yet positively 
orientated decision and a commitment to the implementation of effective practices. This 
suggests a longer tenn orientation to change and allows an organization to move toward 
and achieve its vision of the ideal organizational identity. Exercising and nurturing 
strategic leadership throughout a recontiguration process entails the ability to integrate 
short-and long-term visions of the organization, the mentoring of strategic thinking, and 
the development and maintenance of core competencies. Strategic leadership also 
encompasses an emphasis on building human capital, sustaining an effective corporate 
culture, and establishing strategic control @tt et al., p. 30). Rightsizing does not 
Quarantee renewed positive performance; strategic Ieadership and vision are needed to 
clarify what is the appropriate path to the desired destination. 
Understandings of mergers and acquisitions, one of the more commonly 
recognized forms of "tightsizing," have direct appkation to the phenomenon of school 
division amalgamations or mergers. With this application in mind, we turn to a litecature- 
based consideration of the ?why, what, and how" of corporate M & A's. 
Whv: Driving Forces of Merncn and Acauisitions 
The literature on motives for business mergers identified the most commonly 
discussed categories of motives as financial and managerial @alpern, 1983; Jemison & 
Sitkin, 1996; Rhoades, 1983). F i c i a l  or value-maximizing motives focus on increasing 
profits, increasing synergies through economies of scale or scope, and applying skills and 
knowledge fiom one firm to another. Managerial or non-value maximizing motives 
address issues of increasing sales or assets growth, increasing managements's prestige or 
power, and decreasing uncertainty in the firm's external environment. Offering another 
categorization, Walter (1987) described reasons for mergers a s  a desire or need for reIated 
diversification, increased competitive strength, maximized earnings, and limited risks. 
A third viewpoint is o&red by Napier (1989) who proposed that motives for 
merger and the characteristics of the merging firms may suggest a typology in terms of 
degree of integration-extension, collaborative, or design. In enemion mergers the 
acquiring firm essentially leaves the acquired firm alone. ColIaborative or synergy mergers 
resuIt when the two firms bIend on major operational and manageaid bctions or 
exchange knowledge, technology and other talent. Redesign mergers imply the adoption 
of the policies and practices of one firm by the other (pp. 277). Napier suggested that a 
determination of what type of merger to pursue may help managers of transition plan for 
and implement human resource practices and policies. These practices and policies, in 
turn, are related to "merger outcomes, such as financial performance or employee 
reactions [resulting in1 turnovers, satidhion, performance, or absenteeism" @. 276). In 
extension mergers, developed out of non-value mmhking motives, the impact on human 
resources is likely to be low. On the other hand, colaborative mergers may involve 
extensive changes on human resource practices as new pobcies are developed 
collaboratively or exchanged. In redesign mergers the impact on human resource practices 
will be dramatic, pamcularly for the acquired firm as it is molded or reshaped in the image 
of the other orgmhtion (pp. 277-280). 
Lieratwe on motives for merger comes primarily fiom research in the disciplines 
of finance, economics, and strategic management. W e  providing a variety of reasons for 
mergers, much of the literature lacks research on how merger motives affect "careers, 
reporting relationships, compensation policies for both firms...[ or] employee reactionsn 
(Napier, 1989, p. 273). Research has, to a large extent, failed to address the question of 
what impact merger motives have on the merger's implementation or its effect on human 
resource aspects. However, Marks and Mirvis ( I  997) revisited the concept of merger 
syndrome, first introduced more than I0 years ago. Merger syndrome is a "combhtion of 
uncertainty and the likelihood of change, both favorable and unfkvorable, that produces 
stress and, ultimately, affects perceptions and judgments, interpersonal relationships, and 
the dynamics of the combination itself' (p. 2). Personal signs of the merger syndrome 
include heightened self-interest, fear ofjob-loss, psychological and physiological well 
being evidenced by increasing rates of illness and absenteeism, cynicism and distrust, 
change wariness, and burnout (pp. 4-6). There is a great deal of uncertainly as to the 
future and questions abound for which there are no given answers: 
How will reporting relationships be structured in the new organization? 
'Which firm's policies and procedures d l  be foUowed? How will pay and 
benefits be &'ected? Will decision making practices change? Will 
previously promised promotions or assignments be honored? How will 
redundancies in staffs and firnctions be resolved?" @. 3) 
Marks and Mirvis suggested that, in order to help people manage stress, employees must 
be moved on both an intellectual and emotional level. Specific actions included developing 
a vision of a new and better organization, communicating the vision, and valuing each 
employee's contri%ution to the organization and its work. Merger SetlSitization seminars, 
held as soon as practicable after the merger amomcement and a comprehensive merger 
communications program serve to keep empioyees informed. F d y ,  empathy for the 
pain of dealing with the stress and uncertainty of a merger demonstrates respect for people 
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and their situation and indicates that leaders know what people are going through as well 
as generating emptoyee respect for an hsightfbl and informed leadership (pp. 7-10). 
Furthermore, analogies can be drawn between corporate mergers and acquisitiom 
and school division amalgamations. However, it is important to recognize that the 
organizational structures, settings, and cultures of public institutions such as those found 
within educational systems are somewhat different tiom the structures, settings, and 
cultures of business corporations. 
What: TymtoPies of M e m e  
An examination of literature in the area of corporate mergers and acquisitions 
revealed an abundance of classifications or typoIogies of mergers. For exampIe, Lubatkin 
(1983), Lundberg (1984), Levy (1986), and Buono and Bowditch (1989) preferred a 
classification based on Ievel of %t" and, to some extent, the strategic purpose of mergers, 
a typoIogy which was descnied as being horizontal, vertical, product and market 
concentric, or congIomerate oriented. Pritchett (1985) applied the degree of cooperation 
to develop his merger ~Iassification of rescue, collaborative, contested, and raid 
situations, while Schweiger and Ivancevich (1987) discussed their merger typology in 
terms of mergers, planned divestitures, fiiendly acquisitions, and hostile takeovers. 
McCann and GiIkey (1988) messed the importance of good fit among '?he three pillars: 
6nancial fit, business fit, and organizationd fit" (p, 1 16). 
Strategic ~ between merger partners, while important, is not wflicient condition 
for success; a focus on the human aspects of mergefs and post-combination outcomes are 
equally important. In the past, merger-related analyses characteristidy focused on the 
negotiations that preceded the actual combining of firms (Buono & Bowditch, 1989). 
While the underiying strategic purposes of mergers or acquisitions significantly influence 
how the firms are combined, the integration strategy, and organizatiouaI and human 
resource poticies and procedures (Schweiger & Ivancevich, I987), the last decade has 
seen a growth in human resource considerations (Miles & Snow, 1995). 
It is readily apparent that the degree of Eendliness or hostility in M & A's is a key 
determinant of how those involved react to the merger. As suggested by Pritchett (1985, 
pp. 32-35), the amount of resistance increases as one moves along the continuum from a 
rescue to a raid. Furthermore, mounting evidence that "acquisitions do not reliably yield 
the desired financial returns (Lubatkin, 1983) has led Jemison and Sitkin (19%) to suggest 
that the choice perspective of corporate acquisitions, which historically portrays the 
corporate executive analysing acquisition opportunities as a rational decision maker, "may 
provide an incomplete view of acquisition processes and outcome" (p. 145). In addition to 
the argument that "adequate analysis of strategic fit is a sure route to fazed acquisitionsn 
(p. 148), Jemison and Sitkin also believed that related business acquisitions such as 
horizontal mergers still require the integration of a variety of organizational activities as 
well as a consideration of organizational fit. With these considerations in mind, three 
typologies of mergers will be reviewed: strategic fit, cooperative-adversarial, and 
organizational fit. 
Stratcnie Fit Model 
Buono and Bowditch's (1989, pp. 62-64) typology of mergers or acquisitions 
described a strategic fit model as being either horizontal, vertical, product extension, 
market extension, or unrelated. HorizomaI mergers occur when the 6rms involved 
produce the same or closely related products or services in the same geographical market 
(Pf&er & Sdancik, 1978). Part of the rationale underlying a horizontal merger is the 
achievement of economies of scale and operating efEciencies. Such mergers find upper 
and middle management, supenrisors, and lower- level personnel in overlapping roles, 
often resulting in personnel turnovers. Other tictots e£kcthg horizontal mergers include 
the degree of friendliness or hostility between firms, whether it is an organizationd rescue 
entailing a coUaborative approach in which negotiations emphasize creating a fair deal for 
both firms, contested combinations, or a raid situation (Buono & Bowditch, 1989, p. 64). 
Frequently compared to 'love and maniagey' unions, horizontal mergers require an 
integration strategy which is orientated toward a blending of the two operations, a process 
which is time-consuming but effective (Buono & Bowditch, 1989, p. 80). Even if the 
merger is horizontal and collaborative in nature, merger traumas and individual stress 
resulting from sudden changes in the psychological contract can impact employee 
satidaction and commitment (Buono & Bowditch, 1989, p. 132; Marks & Mirvis, 1992; 
Shore & Tetrick, 1994). As this is usually the situation, realistic merger previews will 
serve to maintain fairly constant levels of commitment, satisfaction, trust, and performance 
than do those in which communication of information is less open. 
Human resource implications, particufarly in organizational rescues and/or the 
collaborative approach (which are likely to be the case in school division amalgamations) 
will still be present, as evidenced by resistance on the parts of both firms or divisions to 
the culture, operating systems, and managerial orientations of the new partner. This 
dynamic is referred to by Pritchett (1985, p.27) as "coUaborative backlash" and influences 
how employees initially respond to a rnerger/acquisition. However, the ways in which the 
integration decisious are made, communicated to stag, and implemented have the major 
impact on how members ofthe respective organizations will respond in the long term 
(Marks & Mirvis, 1992). 
Vertical M & A's typically occur when two companies that have had a potential 
buyer-seller relationship combine. In this case, a company may acquire a supplier 
(backward integration) or a distnbuter (forward integration). Product extension, 
frequently r e f d  to as concentric diversijication, takes place between companies which 
are functionally related in production andlor dimiution but selI products that do not 
compete directIy with one another. In market extensions, the acquiring and acquired 
companies manuf8cture the same products but sell the products in merent geographical 
markets. F ' i y ,  unrelated mergers, a conglomerate diversification strategy, occur when 
two unco~ected companies combine in order to gah entry into an attractive business or 
industry and to spread out the companies risks (Buono & Bowditch, 1989, pp. 62-64). 
In summary, within the strategic fit model, the type of merger or acquisition and 
the type of synergies desired has a direct effect on the human resources component. For 
example, horizontal mergers are frequently undertaken in order to achieve significant 
economies of scale and operating efficiencies (Buono & Bowditch, 1989) and are 
accompanied by reductions in force and integration of similar departments and functions 
(Hopkins, 1983). S-uniIarty, top management turnover is higher in related M & A's than in 
unrelated, conglomerate types (Walsh, 1988). In contrast, the retention of key 
management personnel tends to be more important in unrelated acquisitions (Pitts, 1976). 
Coodtrativt - Advcnarial Model 
The atmosphere surrounding mergers exens a significant influence on merger 
success (Pappanastus, HiTlman, & Cole, 1987). Pritchett (1 98 5 )  identified four broad 
categories of M & A's based on a cooperative-adversarial continuum: organizational 
rescue, collaboration, contested combination, and raid situations. Organizational rescues 
are characterized by one 6rm coming to the aid of another- The ensuing rescue can be 
either a hancial salvage operation or a friendy alternative to a hostile, unwanted takeover 
(pp. 20-23). CoUabocation occurs when negotiations are approached with a sense of good 
will and diptomacy. Ahhough pre-merger bargaining is focused on creating a hir deal for 
both , there can be significant "resistance on the part of members of both firms to the 
cultures, operating systems, and managerid orientations of the partner companies" 
(Buono & Bowditch, 1989, p. 68). Contested combinations, characterized by only one 
party having an interest in consummating the deal or the two firms desiring quite different 
arrangements, result in what Pritchett (1985, pp. 27-28) refers to as a company 
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characterized as a "reluctant bride," one that is unable to nrccessfirlly defend itseIfagainst 
the merger (Buono & Bowditch, 1989). The end result is loss of pre-merger production 
and organizational momentum and post-merger adversity between the h n s  and their 
members (Pappanastus, Hillman, & Cole, 1987; Pritchett, 1985). Found at the adversarial 
end of the continuum, the raid, a hostile takeover of one company by another, produces 
the greatest amount of uncertainty and resistance (Pritchett, 1985, pp. 29-3 1) and, as 
such, poses some of the most diicult human resource issues (Perry, 1986). The end result 
is that "the companies' best and brightest o h  leave in search of friendlier opportunities 
with greater potential for growth and advancementn (Buono & Bowditch, 1989, p. 70). 
The Omanizationd Fit / Cultural Model 
Napier's (1989) literature review on mergers research determined that there is 
usually tittle mention of the human aspects of planning a merger or acquisition, This is an 
unfortunate omission because organizations as  we know them are the people in them 
(Schneider, Brief, & Guzzo, 1996) and the " 'people problems' associated with the trauma 
of mergers and acquisitions can undermine a successful transition" (Davy, Kinicki, Kilroy, 
& Scheck, 1988, p. 57). Marks (1982) estimated that employee problems accounted for 
one-third to one-half of all f%Ied mergers. It is readily apparent that although there is now 
a considerable body of literature addressing the human resource issue, generally, human 
resource considerations throughout the 70s and 80s continued to pIay a relatively small 
role in M & A planning and decisions (Boland, ,1970; Buono & Bowditch, 1989; Hirsch, 
1987; Marks, 1982; W k s  & Minris, 1986; Napier, 1989; Schweiger & Ivancevich, 
1987). However, in recent years, literature in organizational behavior has seen an 
increasing interest in and a growing amount of research on the impact of M & A's on 
human resource issues. Research has focused on management issues such as culture 
(Buono & Bowditch, 1989; Clemeate & , 1999; McCann & Gilkey, 1988), structure 
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(Minis, 1985 ), human resource policies (Profusek & Lavitt, I984), and employee 
reactions (Astrachan, 1990; Bridges, 199 1, 1992; lvancevich et al., 1987; Secord, 1996). 
AIthough there are multiple definitions and uses of the concept of indigenous 
organizational culture (Ouchi & Wilkins, L985; Pettipew, 1979; Shein, 1983), there is still 
an integrative theme of custom. Organizational culture "holds an organization together 
through traditional ways of carrying out organizational responsl'bilties, unique patterns of 
beliefs and expectations that emerge over time, and the resultant shared understandings of 
r e .  at given points in time7' (Buono & Bowditch, 1989, p. 137). In other words, 
organizational culture means that an organization has its own norms, customs, roles, 
rituals, ceremonies, and symbols. Indeed, according to McManus & Hergert (1988, p. 
12), organizations are really "minicultures within societies and therefore embody many of 
the basic characteristics of larger or national cultures." Furthermore, in addition to the 
organization's culture, there may well be numerous sub-cultures or mtcrucuIfures within 
the same organization 
Quinn and Kimberley (1984, pp. 296-300) identified four types of organizationaI 
cultures hierarchical, developmental, rational, and group. The basic assumptions inherent 
in each of these cuItuaI paradigms are stability, change, achievement, and human 
filiation (p. 298-299). Directed toward "security, order,. . .routinization, .. . 
standardition and the perpetuation of the s t m s  quo" (p. 297), the hierarchical 
perspective tends to be present-oriented and decisions are based on documentation and 
accountability. Orientated toward "creativity, risk, growth, ... adaptability and external 
legitimacy" (p. 298), the developmental perspective tends to be hture-oriented and 
decisions, although made quickly, are adapted as more information is forthcoming. The 
third perspective, the rational CuIture worid view, is "achievement-oriented 
and...emphasizes logical direction and the initiation ofaction" (p. 298). Its orientation is 
adhocratic or purposive and decisions tend to be conclusive, have a single purpose, and 
are concerned with efficiency. In contrast, the group perspective Ieans toward 'cafUation 
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and...emphasizes harmony and consideration of the individual" (p. 298). Meaning is 
discovered through process; decision-making embodies participation, diversity of opinion, 
and integrative solutions. Recognizing that no organization is tikely to reflect only one 
culture, it is iikely that elements of each culture will be found within an organization 
aIthough some will be more dominant than others. However, during times of 
organizational change and transition, cultural differences between merging corporations 
create conflict and demand attention (Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 300; Pritchett, 1987). 
Specific and unique to each organization, cuIture is a p o w e a  determinant of both 
individual and group behavior; its strength Lies in the degree of understandings held 
common by its members. Therefore, although merging organizations may have strategic 
fit, there may well be underlying cuitural dierences, a lack of organizational fit, that 
threaten successfUl integration. Culrural integration in organizational combinations may 
consist of either cultural blending or cuitural takeover (Buono & Bowditch, 1989). 
Uncovering and critically examining the cultural beliefs, values, and assumptions of the 
respective organizations is a 6rst step in implementing a cultural integration strategy @. 
163) or, as referred to by Bolman & Deal (1997), a reframing of the cultural aspects of an 
organization While the actual merger or acquisition tends to take place within a relatiwly 
compressed period of time, cultural integration requires a more extended time. 
Consequently, the new organization frequently finds itself dealing with organizational 
integration after the fact (Marks & Mirvis, 1992). 
An example of taking into account organizationd and/or cultural fit is provided by 
Blake and Mouton (1985). Their Interf8ce Conflict-Solving Model addressed the wmpIex 
and challenging task of integrating two organizations with different cultures, histories, 
traditions, policies, and practices* Focusing on the merger's human side and a shared 
leadership approach, the model took into account each company's motivation and used 
open commm*cation (Anderson & Kyprianoy 1994; Clemente & Greenspan, 1999; Davy 
et al., 1988), participative problem-solving, and collaborative reorganization to m a x h d  
merger success (Blake & Mouton, pp. 41-42). The development of a systems approach to 
designing suvivor progtams, programs and training initiatives that address the needs of 
dealing with change, planning and managing careers, and the coaching and mentoring of 
employees (Blake & Mouton) served '20 fill part of the void I& by the dissolution of the 
implied psychological contract between employer and employethe implied contract that 
offered continued employment in return for loyalty and hard work" (Clark & Koonce, 
1995, p. 25; Shore & Teuick, 1994). 
Maintaining a healthy morale during this period of cultural collision is a key 
determinant of merger success. To this end, numerous writers have addressed post-merger 
intervention strategies (Buono & Bowditch, 1989, pp. 195-224; see also Blake & Mwton, 
1985; Gabarro, 1987; Galosy, 1990; Clemente & Greenspan, 1999; Mirvus & Marks, 
1992; McManus & Hergert, 1988; Oliq 1994) which included the use of newsletters, 
phone "hot lines," and presentations as communication mechanisms; realistic assessments 
of merger outcomes; workshops and counseling; surveys and feedbacks; transition teams; 
intergroup mirroring and team building; parallel organizational structures; employee 
retention and dismissal; and attention to organitional symbols and rituals. In addition, 
effort at cultural change requires changes in managerial and supervisory behavior, 
management training in value-consistent and performance-oriented personal skills must he 
a priority (Metq 1986). While there is no single approach or technique which wili 
gumtee success, the human processes underlying M & A's must be supported by as 
many means as possible. A climate and cultural approach to total organizational change 
can be instnrmental in breaking the spiral of Med transformations. Schneider et al. (1996, 
p. 13) suggested that this can be accomplished by simultaneously focusing on muItiple 
levels, flnctions, and persons. However, Schneider et al. cautioned readers tbat 'Wut 
peopIe in an organization experience as the climwe and believe is the culture ultimately 
determines whether sustained change is accomplished" (p. IS). 
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The textbook answer to executives wanting to know how long it takes to change a 
company and its culture is, " 'Most say five to seven years,' [a] time frame typically ... cited 
in success stories. Less e f f i v e  processes take even longer" (Jick, 1996, p. 77). The 
problem, Jick explained, arises with the second question, " 'How much time does our 
company h e  to change?' The answer is an impatient, 'About one year! ' " (p. 77). 
C I d y ,  the dilemma is that while change typically seems to take longer than desired, each 
day that passes is costly in terms of competitive advantage. Jick suggested three 
approaches that present the biggest possibilities for accelerating change: to accelerate 
people's understanding of and commitment to change; to accelerate the action and 
experimenthiion aspects of change; and to emphasize momentum to both accelerate and 
maintain speed (p.79). While accelerating change requires challenging our accepted 
paradigm of the change process, Jick suggested that desire, sM, determination, and a 
considerable degree of imagination can "provide a gIimrner of hope for those companies 
that sincerely do want to c h g e  ... as of yesterday" (p. 82). 
How: The Process and Mana~ement of M & A's 
The process and management of corporate mergers and acquisitions has, over the 
years, been fiarned in a variety of ways fiom merger sequences (McManus & Hergert, 
1988) to models, flow charts and discussions of change and transition (Bridges, 199 1; 
Kessier, 1999; Quinn & Kimberley, 1984; Levy, 1986; Want, 1995). Other writers have 
addressed the process and management of M & A's as the strategic management of 
change (Tichy, 1983), the rehmhg of organizations (Bolmaa & Deal, 1995), and the 
reengineerin&edesigning of organizations (Buono, 1997). Representative of a typical 
merger sequence is McManus and Hergert's (1988) description of the stags: conception, 
inteUigence/espionage, public courtship, consummation, and honeymoon (pp- 143-1 5 1). 
Wrthin their analogy of mergers to the development of a relationship, McManus and 
Hergert compared the immediate post-merger period to that of a brief honeymoon, a time 
during which the two partners become more intimately acquainted. The honeymoon, 
however, is often short-lived and "passion can give way to paranoia [and] the climate can 
tum stormy" (pp. 11). A "survivor mentality" (p. 172) deveIops and corporate "culturaI 
chaosn (p. 29) may ensue as employees begin to question their role in the new 
organization This viewpoint is consistent with the opinions stated by Buono and 
Bowditch (I989), Ireland and Hitt (1998), and Pritchett (1985) that upheaval in the lives 
of individuals inevitably disrupts the organizations involved and is typically manifested in 
declines in employee performance and a postcombination "slump." In addition, 
Astrachan's (1990) studies corroborated his hypothesis, namely, that mergers and 
acquisitions raise "separation anxiety which, in turn, influences individual filings and 
behavior" (p. 99). These feelings affkct patterns of group behavior which, in turn, affect 
individual reactions. Viewing this reciprocal influence as responsible for the formation of 
patterns of self-perpetuating behavior, patterns "intimately connected with the task-related 
performance by the group" (p. 99), Astrachan recommended the use of anxiety 
management programs during times of corporate mergers. The components of his anxiety 
management program included: a monitoring function to  identfi and respond to anxiety, 
emotions, and behavior, a component to deal with the emotions raised through means such 
as individual and team counseling and a consideration of "the planning and deveiopment 
of relationship changes including new attachments and separationsn (p. 126). Sensitivity to 
and management of separation anxiety is, in his opinion, crucial to successll large-scale 
change. Kessler (I999), discussed worry-fkx mergers fiom a banking perspective and 
suggested that anxiety management indude a transitions advertising campaign. Customers 
being one of an organization's most imporcant assets, when the announcement ofa merger 
is made, customer retention processes should already be underway. These process can 
serve to ease fears, keep the organization in touch with clients, and get the word out to its 
new community. 
A final example of a merger and acquisition process is provided by McCann and 
Gilkey (1988). A composite of several general models, their process included the 
fouowing stages (a) strategic planning, (b) organizing, (c) searching, (d) analysis and 
offer, (e) negotiation and closure, ( f )  transition, and (g) integration (pp. 73-9 1). As 
indicated by the authors, the various stages are not discreet but overlap and have feedback 
loops. Arguing that the odds of success are vastly improved when an explicit model of the 
M & A process is used, McCann and Gikey (p. 99) stated, "Sufficient time and resources 
must be devoted to actively managing this process to assure its effectiveness. E $ i v e  
process management counts!" 
To a certain extent, crisis management is not only a natural but an essential 
compoaent of process management. Stress, a natural reaction, was descnied by one 
executive, "Merger stress is a 10" (Marks & Mirvis, 1986, p. 38). Symptoms of merger 
syndrome immediately after the sale is announced may include preoccupation, imagining 
the worst, stress reactions, tension, chaos, a combat mentality, constricted 
communications, and illusions of control. Furthermore, as companies merge, ''survivor 
sickness" is characterized by culture clash, we vs. they, superior vs. inferior, attack and 
defend; and win vs. lose situations (p. 38). Therefore, attention to the human sides of 
mergers must extend well into the post-merger period in order to "counter 'survivor 
sickness' and regain people's energy and commitment in the post-merger phase* (Marks & 
M i ~ s ,  1992, p. 19). 
Towers Perrin (1999) suggested that, despite the adverse effect on company 
moraIe, firms often integrate posthaste because ofthe cost benefits involved. Although 
speed is often considered to be the best route to integration, Birkinshaw (1999) advised 
that where knowledge assets are critical, "a slower focus on 'human integration' is apt to 
be superior (p. I). In his opinion, integration is a two-fold process: task integration- 
value adding activities which create synergy and increase a firm's capabilities and 
resources and human integration-activities which generate sadsfkction and ultimately a 
shared identity among employees. Birkinshaw recommended the creation of a visible 
integration leader or team to manage the process and to communicate integration activities 
throughout the new organizations. Emphasizing work-related interactions between the 
two finns and rotating personnel would promote task integration and, at the same time , 
ameliorate the us-versus-them syndrome (p. 3). Integration takes time and Bideinshaw 
reminded readers to be sensitive to change overload and to go with the flow. 
Another perspective on synergy is offered by Sirower (1998, p. 11). From his 
viewpoint, the four cornerstones of red synergy in a combined organization rest on a 
strategic vision, an operating strategy, seamless systems integration, and the management 
of power and d tu re  to get all personnel on the same page. All four must be knitted 
together in a unified plan. 'Vjust one cornerstone is missing or the critical props are in 
conflict, the combined company faces a lame shakedown periodn (p. 1 1). 
Organizational culture is comprised of the beliefs, expectations and behaviors that 
organizations appreciate, reward, and reinforce (Davenport, 1998, p. 1). Believing that 
cultural integration is the biggest impediment to merger success, Davenport descnied 
three factors than can increase chances for successful integration: integrity, involvement, 
and information. Davenport described orgacizitional culture as the DNA of an 
organization, %visible to the naked eye but critical in shaping the character ofthe 
workplacey' (p. 1). In his opinion, nothins means more for employees than the implicit 
psychologicaI contract they have with an organization, a contract which conveys what 
each will give and receive in turn. In order fbr this contract to bind people to an 
organization, the psychological contract needs to be understood by both employer and 
employees; beIieved to be fair and accepted by all parties; and responsive to employee 
needs, providing them with the development opportunities needed to keep their skiUs and 
knowledge fiesh and relevant (Clemente & Greenspan, 1999). F i y ,  the contract needs 
to be strategically aligned with the requirements for business success (pp. 3-4). The 
psychological contract is a vital manifestation of the organizational culture. For this 
reason, early in the change process, management should consider how the culture of 
previously separate organizations must evolve in order to form a more perfect union 
Human resource involvement early in the merger process can mean the difference between 
success and failwe (Clemente & Greenspan, 1999; Leonard, 1999). Merger workload and 
the amount of detail involved can be overwheelming. Because communication is the biggest 
problem when dealing with the uncertainties that employees have about change, Leonard 
recommended a proactive communication strategy which would provide employees with 
accurate and up-to-date information In addition, "post-merger communications must 
inform and motivate the merged company's employee base. Communications must achieve 
employee buy-in to the deal and build commitment to the merged firm's strategic vision" 
(Ctemente & Greenspan, 1999, p. 5). 
To integrate successfully, Marks and M i ~ s  (1992) cautioned that team leaders 
have to work with many diierent mindsets. Team members fall into the categories of 'the 
ready, the wanting, and the wrung out'-those who willingly let go of old ways and adapt 
to new demands, ready to begin the work at hand; those who want more support and 
reasons to be part of a team; and those who feel shut out and resist efforts to move on (p. 
23). Factors which can trouble newly formed teams include a new boss, new peers, new 
ways of doing things, and new power bases. Managers responsible for guiding post- 
merger team development have to deal with employee needs of psychological enlistment 
(Spreitzer, Janasz, & Q u i i  1999), role development, and the development of trust and 
confidence in their colleagues and supervisors (Zenger, Musselwhite, Hurson, & Perrin, 
1999, p. 26). Marks and Mirvis suggested the following steps: psychoIogica1 enlistment- 
re-recruit employees, massage egos, and eventually, ifnecessary, lay it on the tine with a 
"shape-up or ship-out" message; role deve1opment and team orgaaizatio- negotiate 
rules, establish supporting relationships, and set ground rules; and trust and confidence 
building- model new behaviors, manage perKormance, and lead with vision and values 
(pp. 26-30). The bottom line for managers is, in their opinion, to 'vay now" by investing 
in systematic post-merger team building or 'pay later" through the loss of key talent and 
disappointing results (p. 3 1). True participation, whether occurring through the 
development of empowered teams or other configurations, is beneficial to both employees 
and organizations when it results in positive attitudes and increased commitment that, in 
turn, "increase individual and organizational capacities to learn, adapt, and develop toward 
high IeveIs of excellence" (Hinkley, 1985, p. 66). 
Even when managers recognize the importance of analysing strategic and 
organizational fit ''they often are prevented from doing this by ...imp ediments inherent in 
the very process of andysing, negotiating with, and aquirins another firm" (Jernison & 
Sitkin, 1996, p. 148). Jemison and Sitkin identified the impediments as: activity 
segmenratio+ the technical complexity of activities surrounding an acquisition and the 
traditional roles of participants may lead to task segmentation and a disproportionate 
amount of time spent on analysis of strategic fit rather than organizational fit; escuf~tr'ng 
momennm- forces that stimuiate momentum in the acquisition process are stronger than 
forces that retard its momentum. Escalating momentum results in premature solutions, Iess 
consideration of integration issues, and lower chances for a successfid outcome; 
expecrational ambiguiw ambiguity provides maneuvering room in the negotiation 
phase, opportunity to save face in public announcements, and helps parties to find 
common denominators on seemingly intractable positions. However, when carried into the 
integration phase, the same ambiguity can be dysfunctional and reduce chances for 
successfir1 integration; and management sjwem misappficaziodefensiveness on the part 
of both 6nns and parent h arrogance can lead to a misapplication of management 
systems which, in turn, reduces the probabdity of a successfu1 merger (pp. 148-161). In 
short, the acquisition process may be the problem; this is not always recognizable "because 
diierent groups are involved at different stages of the process and because d groups are 
not affected by the [same] impediments" @. 162). 
In summary, major organizatiod change affixts an individual's ability to feel 
effective, valued, and in control; dismpts existing roles and working relationships; creates 
conflict between winners and losers; and causes a loss of meaning for those on the 
receiving end. As pointed out by Bolman and Deal (1997, p. 339), "Effective change 
requires a well-orchestrated, integrated design that responds to needs for learning, 
realignment, negotiation, and grieving." It is, however, worth noting that "even in 
relatively fiiendly situations ... there is still likely to be passive resistance to organizational 
changes, new policies and procedures, and what the acquiring organization or merger 
partner is attempting to accomplish" (Buono & Bowditch, 1989, p. ?I). In addition, 
leaders need to acknowledge the influence and constraints of culture on organizations. An 
analyses of the beliefs, values, and assumptions on which the respective cultures are based 
will serve to remove barriers and problems for the merged entity. While management 
literature suggests that most people will support organizational change if they can 
understand the need for it and participate in the change, there are limits to which people 
are ready and able to assimilate (Buono & Bowditch, p. 163). 
Ethical Dimensions 
Mergers and acquisitions are not without ethical dimensions. Buono and Bowditch 
(1989) attributed much of the tension underlying the human side of M & A's to five key 
concerns, each with a strong ethicai component. Competing claims arise from the reality 
that mergers and acquisitions invoke multiple parties, each with their own interests and 
needs. A second concern is secrecy versus deception, the managed release of information 
in an open, honest, and timely manner as opposed to the controlled release of information 
to distort the truth and manipdate people. A third ethical component is directed toward 
the distinction between coercion and participation, forcing people into certain situations as 
opposed to providing them with a true opportunity to take part in discussions and 
decisions; the fourth is how the processes ofgrief, loss, and termination are handled. The 
final concern focuses on the IeveI of respect accorded to organizational members and 
other key wnstituents as individds (pp. 249-250). 
Althou& the increasing awareness of ethical issues in business and the use of 
codes of practice are becoming more prominent in organizations, the parameters of ethical 
decision-making in organizations are severeiy constrained by both internal and external 
forces; for example, laws, culture norms, labor relations, lack of ethical awareness, 
inflexibIe authority structures and attitudes, the need to maintain profitability, and 
expected efficiencies of operation (Donaldson & Sheldrake, 1990, p. 69,731. In support 
of the movement toward increased ethical considerations, DonaIdson and Sheldrake 
advocated ''matching values to strategies,. . .[developing] commitment fiom the mutual 
design of codes,.. more openness in decision-makin%.  .encouragement and incorporation 
of research on dues, the review of ethicaf codes as circw~lstmces change, [and a] 
recognition that ethics often requires a balancing of principks that p d  in different and 
often opposite directions" @p. 75-76). 
Using another approach, BoIman and Deal (1997, pp 340-353) discussed the issue 
of ethics and spirit through metaphors in a re th ing  perspective. According to the 
authors, the h o r y  metaphor of excellence through efFiciency requires the added element 
of c'commitment and autonomy at all leveIs of the organbtiony' (p. 345). Crucial for 
creating and maintaining excellence is the gift of authorship: 
In an orchestra, musicians each dweIop individual parts within the parameters 
of a particular musical score and the interpretative chalfenges posed by the 
conductor. Authorship turns the pyramid on its side ... The leader's 
responsibity is to create conditions that promote authorship.  duals need 
to see theirwork as meaningful and wonhwhiIe, to feel personally accountable 
for the consequences ofhire8tbrts, and to get M a c k  that Lets them know 
the r d t s .  (Boban and Deal, 1995, p. 106) 
The extended M y  metaphor of "caring- one person's compassion and concern 
for another, is both the purpose and the a h i d  gIue that hold a W y  together ..The gift 
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of servant-leaders is lovey' (Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 345). Whitmyer (1993, p. 347) 
described caring as beginning with knowing: fistenin& understanding, accepting and 
progressing to appreciation, respect, and Iove, "a willingness to reach out and open one's 
heart-" 
Bolrnan and Deal's (1997) jungle metaphor ofjustice with the added dimension of 
power can provide people with a sense of efficacy and an ability to influence their world. 
This concept is closely tied to authorship, giving those within an organization as much 
power, a voice in decisions & i g  them, as possible W e  still enabling the company to 
prosper over the long term" (Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 3 50). 
The tast metaphor of a tempIe combines the elements of hith and significance. 
AIthough members of a community or organization may be diverse in many ways, shared 
faith, modeled by the attrthtes of excelIence, caring, and justice, is augmented by the 
significance of their work, both as added value to the world and as how the work is 
understood. This signifiicance is built through the use of "expressive and symbolic forms: 
rituals, ceremonies, icons, music, and storiesn (Boiman & Deal, 1997, p. 35 I). 
The preceding suggestions offer possibilities for hture ethicai considerations. 
Effkctive organizations "create, maintain, and sometimes change climates and cultures to 
emphasize the achievement of multiple priorities" (Schneider, Gunnarson, & Niles-Jolly, 
1994, p. 27). A change process such as that experienced in a merger provides management 
with the opportunity to ilIustrate for empIoyees the organization's goals and priorities 
which, in turn, enabIes employees to ''make meaningn of their aew world. 
Orgmizatioaal h d t n b i p  
Although the concept of leadership is not the primary focus of either the research 
study or the literature review, organizational leadership is an important dimension of 
change (Fullan, 199 1,1997). In the case of change brought about by school division 
amalgamations, Ieadership, both hrmal and inform& plays a vital role in s u c c d  
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mergers. Numerous studies have been conducted on "good leadership" in organizations 
(Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Helgesen, 1995, 1996; Kotter, 1988; Levinson & Rosenthal, 
1984) as weU as the writing of books and articles on both current and future leadership 
(Albrecht, 1994; Bardwick, 1996; Benniq 1999; Bridges, 1996; Bolman & Deal, 1995, 
1997; Covey, 1992; Fullan, 1996,1998; Gabarro, 1987; Gardner, 1990; Greenleaf, 1973; 
Handy, 1996; Hunt, 199 1; Ireland & Hitt, 1998; Kanter, 1983, 1996; Senge, 1996; Steere, 
1996; Taylor, 1999; Weber, 1996). me L e e r  of the Fume by Heselbein, Goldsmith, 
and Beckhard (1 996), a compendium of new thought on leadership within organizations of 
today and in the future, provided insight into the changing role of leadership and changes 
in organizational structure. Key ideas of selected writers from this seminal work are 
included in the following discussion. 
Handy (1996, pp. 3-9) believed leadership requires strength of character. He 
examined the 'hew" language of organizational structures, words such as adhocracy or 
leadership with a purpose, subsidiarity, earned authority, virtuality, and distributive 
leadership. Handy's description of emerging organizational structures resembled an inside- 
out doughnut with three concentric circles representing a core group with distniuted 
leadership in the center, contracting and outsourcing of work in the middle, and a flexible, 
on-call labor force around its periphery. 
Bridges (1 996, pp. 1 1-1 8) spoke of dejobbed leadership occurring through an 
%unbundling" (p. 15) and diision of leadership throughout the organization as well as the 
development of an emphasis on knowledge-based work. Senge (1996, pp. 41-57) 
advocated systemic change through learning organizations and community buiIding, not 
through hierarchies while Kanter (1996, pp. 89-98) proposed a need for cosmopolitan, 
mentally agile leaders who perceive organizations as open cultures to both customers and 
employees. Bardwick (1 996, pp. I3 1-139) underscored the need for passionate leaders fbr 
war-time situations, leaders who set priorities, develop winning strategies, communicate 
personally, display integrity, and have the courage to act in the face of adversity. 
Steere (19%, pp. 265-272) proposed the need for leadership to be developed 
through the championship of an organization's cuItural framework; whereas Weber (1996, 
pp. 303-309) prescribed leadership through the development and the buiIding of a 
compassionate organization characterized by integrity, honesty, high energy, resilience, 
and accepting and welcoming diversity. Hesselbein (1996, pp. 122-124) reminded his 
readers of the need to focus on "monitoring the quality of leadership, the work force, and 
relationships," while Hodgkinson (199 1) spoke of leadership as a moral duty . 
In sum, key attriiutes of leadership can be summarized as principle centered and 
displaying strength of character, integrity, honesty, loyalty, mental agility/quality of mind, 
courage, diplomacy, being supportive and sustaining, respectfbl, visionary, inspired, all 
with an eye for change, a steadying hand., and a wilIingness to empower those within the 
organization. These leadership characteristics are conducive to the development of 
coflaborative organizational cultures which embody the principles of collegiality, a 
community of leaden, and shared vision (Sackney & Dibski, 1994) and are important 
considerations for professional leadership. 
More recently, the Hesselbein and Cohen (1998) compiled essay and interview 
articles about leadership in the book Leader to Leader. FundamentalIy, their message was, 
as descnied by Vasilash (1999, p. 2): 
To be a leader (don't think about your job title), know who you are and what 
you aim to accomplish. ifyou don't know who you are, it is unlikely that any 
of the people with whom you work are likely to want to follow you. If you 
don't lcnow where you're going, first of all you aren't likely to have followers 
(at least not fir long), and secondly, you won't know whether you've attained 
success because it won't be on your map. 
Ireland and Hitt (1998) discussed the role of strategic leadership for the 21* 
century. Defining strategic teadenhip as "a persoa's ability to anticipate, envision, 
maintain flexl'b'ility, think s t ra tedy ,  and work with others to initiate changes that will 
create a viable hture for the organizationn (p. 2), the authors maintained that the cffects 
of the global economy and its new competitive Iandscape demand a change in our view of 
strategic leadership centered on a single person or a few people at the top of a hierarchical 
pyramid to the "great groups view" (pp. 4-5). In Ireland and Hitt's opinion, given the 
changing nature of organizations, the "old view" is increasingly counterproductive. Based 
on Handy's (1989) thoughts about organizational communities, the great groups view of 
strategic leadership proposed that public corporations, in our case public institutions, will 
be regarded not as a piece of property owned by individuals, but as a community. 
Employees are thought of as citizens of a community. "A community is something to 
which a person belongs and that belongs to no one individual; the coll~munity's citizens 
have both responsibilities to pursue the common good and rights to receive benefits 
earned through its attainment" (p. 4). 'Great groups" are combinations or collaborations 
of organizational citizens hnctioning succes&Ily. Moreover, within the great groups, 
strategic leadership takes place among a range of peopIe with different talents. Great 
groups have several characteristics: members of great groups have accepted their 
responsibilities for iirm outcomes; great groups seek to Ieam tiom multiple parties; 
increasingly, the information great groups gather to form knowledge and how to use 
knowledge already possessed must come fiom events and conditions outside the 
organization; great groups maintain records of individuals' knowledge stocks in order to 
quickly fiud others who possess the knowledge required to sotve problems as they arise; 
and W y ,  great groups understand that the organization's method of strategic leadership 
resuIts in a constantly changing configuration of responsibilities (pp. 4-6). As Ireland and 
Hitt go on to explain, 'perhaps the most important 'great group' in an organization is the 
top management team (TMT), ... a relatively small group of..individuals [who] are at the 
apex of the organization and provide strategic leadership" @. 6). h addition, the 
components of stratdc leadership, aexecuted thmugh interactions b a d  on a sh.ring of 
insights, knowledge, and responsi'bilities for achieved outcomes" (p. 7)' include 
detetmining the organization's purpose or vision, exploiting and managing core 
competencies, deveIoping human capital, sustaining an effective organizational culture 
(Hargreaves, 1997), emphasizing ethical practices (Hooper & Potter, 1999; Laabs, 1999; 
Nasb, 1999), and establishing balanced organizational controls (Ireland & Hitt, pp.7-14). 
Given the above components, Ireland and Hitt concluded with several recommendations 
for strategic leadership practices: focus on a growth orientation, generate and manage 
intellectual capital, mobilize human capital, develop an effective organizational culture, 
and remain focused on the &re (pp. 14-16). 
Concurring with Ireland and Hitt's (1 998) thoughts, Bennis (1999) stated: 
This encompassing tendency [of TOPdown leadership] is dysfirnctional in 
today's world of blurring, spastic, hyperturbulent change, and will get us into 
unspeakabIe troubles unless we understand that the search engine, the main 
stem winder for effective change is the workforce and their creative alliance 
with top leadership. (p. 3) 
Bennis suggested four competencies that will determine the success of ^ New Leadership." 
The new Ieader understands and practices the power of appreciation Shehe are 
connoisseurs of talent, more curators than creators. The new leader aIso keeps reminding 
people of what's imponant. The new leader generates and sustains trust. F i y ,  the new 
leader and the led are intimate aIIies (pp. 7-9). Rather than pyramids, Bennis envisions 
postbureaucratic organizations as "structures built of energy and ideas, led by peopie who 
find joy in the task at hand, while embracing each other and not wonying about leaving 
monuments behind" (p. 10). 
Distinctions are often made between the terms Ieadership and management. 
Bennis and Nanus (1985, p. 21) offered the distinction that "managers do things right and 
leaders do the right thing" while Kotter (1988) viewed management as planning, 
organizing., and controlling and leadership as a change-oriented process of visionins, 
networking and building relationships. Perhaps, as argued by Gardner (1990), teadership 
and manqement should not be contrasted too sharply for leadership is key to the 
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management of planned second-order change. Marino's (1999) list descnied the innate 
differences between leaders and managers and included such succinct observations as: 
managers cuss, leaders discuss; managers require, leaders inspire; managers preach, 
leaders teach; managers dread failure, leaders learn fiom it; and managers do things that 
translate into action, leaders do things that expand opportunities (pp. 2-3). 
Herman (1999), a strategic business futurist and author, predicted a dramatic shift 
in emphasis on the role of leadership fiom a management perspective to a fscilitation 
perspecthe. From his viewpoint, given the &stence of the large cadre of managers in 
today's world, 'the transformation to leadership must, of necessity, be born out of 
contlict," conflict arising "between employees who are desperately crying out fir 
leadership and managers who are equally desperate to maintain controln (p. 2). Addressing 
this problem Herman stated, will result in a "company upsidedown" model in which 
support and empowerment flow up fiom the management level thus providing support to 
the whole organizational structure. 
As a final note, Bolman and Deal (1997, pp.302-303) suggested that refiaming 
"offers a way to set beyond narrow and oversiiplitied views of leadership ... Depending on 
leader and circumstance, each [Eame] can lead to compelling aad constructive leadership, 
but none is right for all times and all seasons." Within Bolman and Deal's structural tiame, 
a leader is characterized as analyst and architect, employing a Ieadership process of 
analysis and design, Within the human resource h e ,  a leader is portrayed as catalyst and 
servant, initiating a leadership process of support and empowerment. Within the political 
Erame leaders are viewed as advocate and negotiator working toward advocracy and 
codition building; and, within the symbolic h e  Bolman and Deal defined leaders as both 
prophet and poet providing inspiration and symbolically framing and reframing 
experiences within the organization @p. 303-3 16). Ideally, managers combine multiple 
b e g  into a comprehensive approach to leadership. Still, it is unrealistic to expect 
everyone to be a leader for all times and seasons. Wise leaders understand their own 
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strengths, work to expand them, and build teams that can provide leadership in all four 
modes-structural, po titical, human resource, and symbohc (p. 3 17) . 
Organizatioaal Transition and Educational Govmsance Reform 
Forces for change are apparent in the ''escalating deveiopment of global markets, 
increasingly rapid changes in work technologies, shifting workforce and customer 
demographics, and increased emphasis on quality and flexibility in products and services" 
(Randolph, 1995, p. 19). It is within this context of rapid cbange that organizations are 
moving fiom the trad'itiond management model to an empowering management which 
calls for massive and difficult change throughout an organization (Herman, 1999; Ireland 
& Hitt, 1 998). While "restructuring" has become an umbrella term applied to the various 
forms of corporate reorganizations that have occurred over the last twenty years as a 
"means for firms to abandon traditional lines of business and to enter new and more 
promising industries" (McMmus & Hergert, 1988, p. 229), the educational context of 
restructuring is Focused on extensive and hdamental changes. As described by ConIey 
(1 993), change activities can be placed in three dierent tevels: renewal activities assist 
organizations to improve existing procedures, reform acrivirres enable organizations to 
adapt to changed circumstances by altering existing procedures, and reszructuring 
activities create new procedures in order to reconstruct the organization to meet &re 
demands. Renewal and reform activities are firstsrder changes. Restructuring is a second- 
order change and, as such, requires a change in the way we think about educational 
changes; true restructuring can only occur through a major educational paradigm shift. 
Levin (1976) dehed three broad ways in which pressures for educational poiicy 
change may arise: though natural disasters, through exterual forces such as imported 
technology, values, and immigration; and through internal contradictions such as when 
indigenous changes in technology lead to new social patterns and needs or when groups in 
society perceive discrepancies between educational values and outcomes affecting 
themselves or others in whom they have an interest. Parallelling Lundberg's (1984) 
discussion on the driving forces for change, Fullan (1 99 1) expounded on change fiom an 
educational perspective, descniing change as multidimensional, occurring both 
individually and within groups. Furthermore, because educational change involves 
people's basic conceptions of education as we1 as the need and difficulty of developing a 
sense of meaning about change, there is an inherent, sophisticated, and somewhat 
undefined dynamic interrelation of the dimensions of change (pp. 40-41). Given that there 
wilI always be pressures for change in piuralistic societies, Fullan (pp, 17-19) 
recommended that the "how" and ''what" decisions need to "keep in mind two critical 
questions: who benefits fiom the change (the values question) and how ... feasible are the 
idea and approach (the capacity for implementation question)." 
Educational innovation or change is generated through both political and 
educationai motives. Large educational reform is very much a political process (Sarason, 
1990) and is accompanied by a "greater commitment of leaders, the power of new ideas, 
and additional resources; but it also produces overload, unrealistic time-lines, 
uncoordinated demands, simplistic solutions, misdirected efforts, inconsistencies, and 
underestimation of what it takes to bring about [change]" (Fullan, 1991, p. 27). S.arason 
categorized firstsrder changes as those that improve the &ciency and effectiveness of 
what is currently done %thou disturbing the basic organizational features, without 
substantially altering the ways that cMdren and adults perform their roles" @. 342). 
Second-order change seeks to dter the fundamental structures ofeducatiod 
organizations, including new gods, structures, and roles (Fullan, 1991, p. 29). According 
to Cuban (1988), second-order changes in the field of educational have largely fided @. 
343). The cause for this Fdilure is not the Quality or value of innovative ideas; rather, the 
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cause for failure is fiquently located in "the muddle in the middle" (McDennott, 1992), a 
wandering through the wilderness of paradigmatic change. 
In particular, the influence of social and technoIogid change on educationat 
governance restructuring is evidenced by factors such as the need to make the best 
possible use of resources, increased global competitiveness, increasing poverty and 
emotional distress, and changing demographics (SSTA1993). In an effort to address these 
challenges, educational institutes are reevaluating educational governance and the current 
move to amalgamate school divisions is yet another exampIe of organizational change. 
Inherent in this change are elements of both first and secondsrder planned change. The 
actual mergerlamalgamation of two or more divisions is a h-order, rational, structural 
change which has both economic and demographic implications. There is also, as 
articulated by Bridges ( 1986), a transition which is both multidimensional and multi-level. 
This transitional second-order change encompasses a dynamic people process and involves 
a change in context within a new paradigm and a new state of thinking and acting. It is a 
change which needs to occur at the personal level of individuals who are committed to the 
improvement of educational organizations. 
Educational governance restructuring involves a purposehl and explicit decision to 
engage in a process of change involving external or internal professional guidance. When 
considering school division amalgamations as a second-order planned change, one sees 
permitting conditions such as the availability of additional resources for managing the 
change through provincial fUndig, the provision of personnel to assist the change effort, 
and a readiness and willingness of school divisions to endure the anticipated uncertainty, 
as well as the emergence of leadership capable of providing new vision and mobilizing the 
necessary energy and commitment to its realization. Ending conditions include a 
perceived threat to the flrrvival of a school division and a degree of tolerance to change- 
Precipitating cortditions include the tendency of divisions to experience declines in schoot 
enrollments; the emergence of new m e t  needs such as the increased integration of 
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services to children in the areas of education, health, and social services; the pressure of 
stakeholder groups which have a vested interest in education; and a real or perceived 
crisis, namely, the need to amalgamate before being mandated to do so through legislative 
action Triggering events include a sharp decline in educational W i g  grants, new 
technologies, anticipated political interference, and the movement to consolidate school 
divisions in a metasystem of schools divisions throughout the nation 
School Division Amalnamatiaas as Mernen - and Acauisitioa~ 
Whether or not the consolidation of school divisions results in down-sizing, it is 
evident the educational governance restnrcturing is a concerted effort at '?ightsidngy7 (Hitt 
et al., 1994). Numerous divisions h d  themselves no longer able to provide their clients or 
their organization members with a full range of services. Due partly to declining 
enrolments, reduced funding and rising costs, there is a perceived need for larger divisions 
which would result in the organization's ability to better provide needed services (tanglois 
& Schart 199 1). The merging or amdgamation of school divisions are obvious examples 
of strategic fit, particularly as school divisions are governed by the same IegisIation and 
share the same vision of educating children. However, a question that bears consideration 
arises, "Is there an organizationd fit?" School division amalgamation is somewhat typical 
of a horizontal merger which occurs when firms produce the same or closely related 
productdse~ces in the same geographical market (Buono & Bowditch, 1989). While the 
issues OF redied economies of scale and increased efficiencies resdting from 
amdgamations or mergers are still on the table (Monk & Haller, 1986; Natchtigal, 1982; 
Sirower, 1998), there is no argument that integration strategies oriented to a bIending of 
operations, particulady on the human side of mergersy is crucial to the success of the new 
organizational structure. 
Attending to the culture of the new organization is important at all stages of a 
merger and requires a variety of approaches. A flattening of the organizational structure, 
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movement toward the decentralization of authority, and the emphasis on "teams" require 
that educational leaders, particulariy school administrators, become key actors in 
@tating change (Hennan, 1999; Jones & MaIoy, 1988; Sergiovanni, 1987). 
Administrators need not only to be cognizant of issues but also need to understand 
teadgroup theory and be capable of and willing to expend the considerable time and 
energy entailed in effective post-merger team building. Supporting this point, Fullan 
(199 1) stated that the administrator is the single most important individual for setting the 
expectations and tone of the pattern of change within the school organization. Whether 
the team is one of school administrators, a school staff, or cross-sectional teams with a 
specific purposes, an effective team needs & i o n  and training for new skills, 
encouragement and support for change, and the oppommity to move through the stages of 
effective team-buildkg psychological enlistment, role development, and the development 
of trust and confidence in coUeagues and supenison (Marks & Minis, 1992). 
Summary 
Corporate mergers, 90s style, have occuffed for two reasons, "to W e r  strategic 
purposes and to achieve a global presutce" (Marks & M s ,  1992, p. 18). Obviously, the 
scope of school division mergers or amatgarnations are not on the same scaie. However, 
many of the same issues arise. School divisions need to consider what is the optimum size 
for their organhion and whether a merger or acquisition would enhance the abiity to 
provide the best possiile product or service to students. Selection of an amalgamation 
partner should be accompanied by considerations of cubal congruency and the reaction 
of present and new employees over the possiiility of organizational restructuring and 
redundancies. The selection of key players who are able to &eetively and &cientIy move 
school divisions through the amalgamation process are key to its success. 
If the strategic purpasc of mergers or consolidations within the fhmewotk of 
educational governance is to provide children with the best possible education, there must 
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be a mutual synergy between the merging organizations so tbat a transfer of technology 
and know-how is realized. This means attending to knitting operations together and 
keeping talented people loyal, motivated, and within the educational system. Meaningfid 
change is d m e - c o ~ g  and requires the participation of people both within and without 
the educational organization. To realize the potential benefits of participation is a 
challenge for administrators, teachers, school families, and commuIlities. Furthermore, the 
critical fmon which apply to any restructuring must be taken into account if potential 
benefits are to be realized and common pitfills avoided. 
Change and rate of change are more dynamic today than ever More. Every day 
the media carry reports of yet another corporate merger and/or restructuring. Every day 
thousands of lives are altered by these mergers and, only too often, people are ill-equipped 
to deal with the accompanying changes. Addressing the emotional impact of change and 
what is going on inside those who have to make the change work are the necesary 
ingredients of a recipe for merger success. Indeed, the mix of ingredients is just as 
important as the ingredients themselves; the bindiig agent, that which holds it all together 
so it isn't a 'Yloop,' is a desire by those within the organization to make it work. The "icing 
on the cake" is meaningfbl work and personal development. 
FuIlan and Miles (1992), among others, used the phrase 'khange is a journey, not a 
blueprint" (p. 749). If handed with care and aforethought, the journey can be one of 
enlightenment and discovery. Change is e journey ttaveiled by people. 
Conceptud Framework 
The conceptdkatioa of this study was influenced by the writer's view that a 
congruency can be drawn between business mergers and acquisitions and school division 
amalgamations. AUison (1969, p. 207) maimbed that 'Wat each analyst sees and judges 
to be important is a function not only ofthe evidence about what happened, but also of the 
"Conceptual tenses'* through which [she] he Iooks at the evidence." The txplilllittions 
produced reflect an analyst's assumptions about the nature of the puzzle, the categories in 
which problems should be considered, the types of evidence that are reIevant, and the 
determinants of occurrences. These clusters of related assumptions form basic frames of 
reference or conceptual models which guide analysts in determining their activities of 
explanation and prediction As Allison (1969) so aptly stated, 
Conceptual models both fix the mesh of nets that the analyst drags through 
the material in order to explain a particular action or decision and direct mer] 
him to cast her] his net in select ponds, at certain depths, in order to catch the 
6sh [she] he is after. (p. 208) 
With this in mind, the conceptuaIfiamework underlying this study was based upon 
a synthesis of the literature on organizational change and M & A's. It was within this 
particular net that the researcher envisioned both a school division amalgamation process 
and the management of that process as a planned and managed second-order change. 
Influenced by both changing and stable contextual parameters within our environment, we 
fhd problem, policy and political streams (Kingdon, cited in Sabatier, 1991). The problem 
stream contains information about red world problems and the effects of past government 
interventionsy the poticy stream is represented by a community composed of researchers, 
advocates, and other specialists who analyse problems and formulate possibie altetnatives; 
and the political stream consists of elections, both local and at the Iegislative level. At 
various points in time, the three streams intersect to open windows of opportunity for 
change, in this instancey change through educational governance reform. Wnhin t h a  
windows one can identify the driving forces for educational change (Levy, 1986). 
Consisting of permitting, enabling, precipitating, and triggering forces, the driving forces 
for educational governance reform combine in a dynamic mix, the resuIt being an 
amalgamation of school divisions. 
The amalgamation of schools divisions can be compared to a horizontal merger 
(Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978) and, as with any merger, one n d s  to address concerns with 
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regard to both strategic and organizational 6t (Buono & Bowditch, 1989). A horizontal 
merger is generally viewed as either a wlIaborative effort or an organizational rescue 
(Pritchett, 1985), or a combination of the two; how it is viewed may well depend upon 
which side of the fence you are sitting on. The adgarnation or horizontal merger of 
school divisions r d t s  in a changed organizationd structure. 
Managing a school division amalgamation process involves attention to change 
management and resistance to change. During the merger process, the management of 
planned second-order change focuses on the technicat, political, and cultwal aspects of 
organizations (Tichy, 1983). Technical issues include the resolution of differences in 
employee benas, policy, mill rates, and the division of assets as well as organiPuiod 
design, costs of amalgamation, and technical resources. Political problems include the 
need for mechanisms to resolve disputes, conflicts arising fiom government policy and 
regulations, budget allocations, the distri'bution of power and influence, and accession 
decisions. Cultural aspects include individual and group transition management (Bridges, 
1992 ) and the integration of cultures at both division and school levels (Marks & Minis, 
1 992). 
Collaboration and codtation are paramount to success when one is grappling 
with technical, political and cultural issues as well as with issues of human resource 
management. Additional importaut elemeats to merger ~ e m m t  involve leadership, 
individual and group participation, a team approach to problem-solving, and both internal 
and external support. Throughout the management of a merger process and key to its 
success is the need for open, cootimrous and complete communicatzon. At the end of the 
process is a renewed organization which is visionary, Iearning, and technically, politically, 
and cuhuraUy aligned. 
In addition, throughout the amalgamation, a process of transition is taking place 
among those involved in and afkcted by the change. hdividuals are moving, in various 
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stages and at their own pace, through the iterative phases of organizationa1 transitioq 
namely, endings, regrouping and beginnings (Bridges, 1986, 199 1,1992). 
Subsequent to the Literature review, the researcher chose to apply Tichy's (1983) 
model of managing change strategkaIly through the technical, political and ctdtud 
systems of an organization. Schools are public institutions and, as such, the governance of 
school system are constantly influenced by externally imposed technical, political, and 
cultural pressures. These pressures affect the technical, political, and cultural systems 
within a school division. As organizations continue to undergo shifts and changes, 
alignment within and between these systems serve to reduce and manage organizational 
uncertainty. School division amalgamation is, without a doubt, a time of great 
organizational uncertainty. The researcher recognized that the choice of another 
h e w o r k  such as Bolman and Deal's (1997, p. 15) ?e-g organizations" model with 
its structural, human resource, politid ,and symbolic components could have been used 
to analyse tbe merger process. However, it was the researcher's opinion that the strategic 
management of organizational change as described by Tichy was eminently suitable to the 
interpretation of a school division amalgamation process. 
For similar reasons, the researcher chose to apply Bridges' (1986, p. 25) 
definitions of organizational change and transition to the process and management of a 
schooI division amalvtion. Change is situational and occurs at a particular point in 
time-the actual time of amaigamation. Transition is the "gradual psychological process 
through which individuals and groups reorient themselves so ... they can bction and find 
meaning in a changed situationn (Bridges, 1992, p. 17). Transition management is an 
important component of school division amalgamation success. Bridges' work on personal 
tramition management within the context of organizationai theory served to provide a 
foundation to develop a broader understanding of the complexities ittherent m an 
amalgamation process. 
The application of theory within the context of school division amalgamation, its 
process, and the management of the process continues to evolve. As Sabatier (1991, p. 
153) obsewed, "Application ofthese theories in a variety of empirical settings, refining 
and expanding those that seem promising, rejecting those that do not, and developing new 
ones to take their place" are chaIlenges still to be fiiced. The intention of this study is to 
make a contriiution to this end. 
This chapter has presented a review of the literature related to change, mergers, 
organizatioaal transition, educational governance reform, and an explanation of the 
hreticai hework  which underpias the study. The following chapter discusses and 
descn'bes the research methodology of the study. 
RESEARCH METBOD0UH;Y 
The purpose of this study was to descri'be and analyse, within the context of 
organizational theory, the process and management of schooI d i i o n  amalgamations. 
Focusing on mergers and transitions and the management of change, the process of 
amalgamation and the management of that process were examined and provided a 
foundation to develop a broader understanding of the complexities and dynamics inherent 
in school division amalgamations. Research efforts attempted to uncover the process of a 
school division amalgamation initiative and to identifL key management aspects of the 
process. This chapter outlines the rationale for the case study approach to research, the 
design of the study, the methods of data analyses, and the procedures for establishing 
trustworthiness and maintaining research ethics, 
Research Orientstion: Paradigm of  Inquiry 
The notion of "paradigms" has been used by numerous writers to descni the 
manner in which individuals, groups, and societies view their worId (Burrell 8t Morgan, 
1979; Kuhn, 1970; Guba & Lincoln, 1994). This "world vied'  (Guba & Li i ln,  1994, p. 
105) or basic belief system is a human construction which guides individuals as they 
observe and make sense of their world. Likewise, this is aIso the case h r  a researchefs 
choice of research methodology. Regarding the choice of paradigm, Guba (1981) stated 
that: 
Chief among the paradigms that have been utilized in support of disciplined 
inquiry are the rationalistic and the naturalistic. There is no basis for choosing 
one ofthese paradigms over others in each and every situation. Rather, each 
rests on certain assumptions that must be tested in the context ofapplication. 
@- 76) 
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A f b h g  this open-minded stance, Schulman (1988) wrote: 'We must first understand 
our problem and decide what questions we are asking, then select the mode of &@lined 
inquiry most appropriate to those questions" (p. 15). Therefore, hahaving given 
consideration to these issues, the research's choice of research paradigm in any given 
study is always "an act ofjudgement, grounded in both knowledge of methodology and 
the substantive area of investigation" (pp. 12- 13). 
The paradigm of choice in this study was the qyalitative paradigm of disciplined 
inquiry. Going into the field with an open mind, the researcher d e d  out investigations in 
which the concIusions were post k rather than awori. In other words, the researcher, 
"operating like the natural historian,. . .observes, records, classifies, and concludes, 
see king... to capture the reality of the subjects and not only her or his own reality" (Lancy, 
1993, p. 9). This phenomenological research process was, therefore, open to alternative 
constructions of reality, to many explanations for observed phenomena, and to a variety of 
data &om many sources. Change became a part of the study, rather than invalidating it. 
Given the varied history of qualitative research, the nominal refnences by which 
this form of inquiry is identitied vary. Guba and Lincoln (1982, 1994) have, at different 
b e s ,  used the terms 'hnaturalistic," "qualitative," and "constnrctivist." Quanu (1992) 
preferred the "postpositivist" or "po~~odern" perspective while Stake (1984,1988) and 
Fettermaa (1982,1938) used both "qualitative" and "naturalisticC" More recently, Borg 
and Gall (1989), CresweU (1994), Gall, Borg, and GalI (I996), Kvale (1996), Lancy 
(1993), Merriam (1998), Rub'm and Rubin (1995), Wofcott (1994), and Y i i  (1994) have 
displayed a preference fbr the term "qualitative research." For the; purposes of this study, 
the term qualitative mearch or iaquiiy was used, 
The paradigm of choice guides an investigator not only in choices of method but 
in ontologidy and epistemologically h d m e n t d  ways. Guba and Lincoln (1994) noted 
that, fiom a qualitative paradigm, ontology-the form and nature of reality, is relativistic: 
Realities are ... multiple, intangiiIe mental constructions, socially and 
experientially based, focal and specific in nature.. .and dependent for their form 
and content on the individuaI[s] ... or groups holding the 
constructions .... Constructions are alterable, as are their aSSOciatedCtealities." 
@p. 110, 111) 
This viewpoint is supported by Memam (1988, 1998) and CresweU (1994), as well as 
Schulman (1988) who wrote, 'Ways of seeing are ways of knowing and of not knowing. 
And knowing weU is knowing in more than one way" @. 23). Using different lens to view 
the same pheaomenon permits the researcher the possibility of self-correction. Indeed, the 
postmodern claim that there is no "grand theory" supports the viewpoint of a multiplicity 
of perspectives, a viewpoint which is particulariy the case in the area of educational 
enterprise. 
The epistemology-the origin, nature, and limits of knowledge, of qualitative 
research is both transactional or negotiated and subjective (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). 
Findings are created as the investigation proceeds and are confirmed by the participants. 
Qualitative research is contextual and seeks to understand meanings as ascribed by 
participants and to descrii how knowtedge is socially organized, transmitted, and 
assessed (Menhq 1998). It is through this interactive and iterative process that both the 
researcher and participant are enlightened. 
The axioIogical assumption recognizes that qualitative research is vdue-laden and 
biased (Crewell, 1994; Guba & Lincoln, 1982,1994). Inquiry is value-bound in numerous 
ways: by inquirer values-the choice, e g ,  bounding, and focusing of a problem 
(Merriam, 1998); by choice of the paradigm that guides investigation into the problem; by 
choice of the substantive theory which guides the collection aud analysis of data and 
interpretation ofhdings; and by the vaIues that are inhemnt in the coutext (Guba & 
Lincoln, 1985, p. 38). 
Methodolo@dy, qualitative inquiry is both hermeneutical and dialectical (Guba & 
Lincoln, 1994). "Hexmeneutical techniques ... are compared and contrasted through a 
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dialectical interchange [which aims to amve at] a consensus construction that is more 
informed" (p. I I 1)  than any previous constructions of both researcher (etic) and 
participant (emic). In other words, the consensus constmction is a "reconstmction of 
previously held constructions ... and subject to continuous revision." (pp. 1 12,114). Yet 
another writer, Crewell (1994), descriied methodological assumptions as: "[an] inductive 
process, [a] mutual simultaneous shaping of tictors, [characterized by an] emerging 
design-ategories identified during research process, context-bound, [through which] 
patterns and theories developed for understanding [are] accurate and reliable through 
verification" (p. 5). These viewpoints reflect the concept of "grounded theory" as 
espoused by GIaser and Strauss (1967) who argued that theory should be grounded in the 
data rather than being imposed in a preordained fashion: "Theory should merge ... it 
shodd never be just put togethef' (p. 41). Consequently, a '%tW between theory and data 
is achieved through the application of the "constant comparative" method which identifies, 
tries, and discards potential categories, guided by the researcher's "experience with the 
setting" patton, 1990, p. 14). The use of yet another & d v e  tool in qualitative studies is 
provided by Y i  (1994) who proposed the use of "analytical generalization" in which a 
previously developed theory can be used as a "template with which to compare the 
empirical results of the case study" (p. 3 1). 
Adoption of the preceding assumptions of a pualitative research paradigm results 
in or has specific effect on the methodology used in the research process in the foUowing 
ways: 
I. Qualitative researchers are concerned primarily with process, rather than 
outcomes or products; 
2. Qualitative researchers are interested in meaning-how people make sense 
of their Lives, experiences, and their structures of the world; 
3- The qualitative researcher is the primary instrument for data collection and 
analysis. Data are mediated through this human instrument, rather than through 
inventories, questionnaires, or machines; 
4. Qualitative research involves fieldwork. The researcher physically goes to 
the site to observe and record behavior in its natural setting 
5. Qualitative research is descriptive. The researcher is interested in process, 
meaning, and understanding gained through words or pictures', and 
6. The process of qualitative research is inductive. The researcher builds 
abstractions, concepts, hypotheses, and theories h m  details. (Merrhn, 1998, pp. 29-3 1) 
Based on Lincoln and Guba's (1985) "axioms of the naturalistic paradigmn @p. 
36-38), a list of characteristics that descriie qualitative research inctude: holistic inquiry, 
natural setting, human as instrument, qualitative methods, purposive sampling, inductive 
data analysis, development of grounded theory, emergent design, subject involvement, 
intuitive insights, emphasis on social process, concern with contec description (Bogdan 
& BikIen, 1992; Borg & Gall, 1989; Gall et al., 19%). These descriptors are directly 
applicable to case studies as a research methodo1ogy. 
In summary, qualitative research, as a methodoIogical approach to systematic 
inquiry constructs the worid view of the participants, giving meaning and conveying a 
sense of experience; provides explanatory fhewotks within which cultural and 
contextual variabtes can be analysed; acquires event-structured knowledge which may 
assist in the development of meaninsfirl process and/or policy, builds context-bound 
theory which is pragmadc in nature; and, as such, may influence how people interpret 
themselves and the situation, as well as lead to actions which have a positive effect on the 
individud(s)/event(s) being 'mvestigated. 
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Case Study Methodology 
The appropriate process of investigation for tbis case study, as determined by the 
researcher, M s  into the qualitative paradigm. Seeking to understand, fiom a management 
petspective, mergers andor amaIgamations, the researcher investigated this phenomenon 
through a particular event, the amalgamation of school divisions. The investigation 
attempted to understand the multiplicity of perspectives or realities of those involved in 
and affected by the amalgamation event. 
The rationale for a siigle-case design in this descriptive study was based on 
observations made by Yi (1994). According to Yi " the single-case design is eminently 
justifiable under certain conditions-where the case represents a critical test of existing 
theory, where the case is a rare or unique event, or where the case serves a revelatory 
purpose" (p. 44). In relation to this study, the "casen was the amalgamation of school 
divisions, and, while not universally unique, the case was unique within the context of 
current educational governance refom in Saskatchewan, being a hs t  example of 
educational governance reform through dymation and the restructuring of three 
school divisions into two. As such, the case Sewed a revelatory purpose, both for the 
process as well as the management of a change initiative. The case was, in this sense, 
unique and, as such, the 6ndings may be generaIizable to proposed and contempIated 
amalgamation efforts in the future (&mmdey, 1992, p. 19 1). Furthennore, the 
knowledge developed by focusing on this actual human problem may serve to increase our 
understanding of the nature of the problem and allow us to generate potential solutions 
and more effectively control our eaviromt (Borg & Gall, 1989; Gall et al., 19%; 
Patton, 1990). Also, in accordance with Stake (1994), this study had as its aim the 
description and explanation of an went as it unfioIded within a "bounded system ... the 
case [as] a hctiooning specitic* (Stake, 1994, p. 236). The proposed case study 
emphasized the unity and whoteness of that system while "confining ... attention to those 
aspects that [were] reIevant to the research problem at the time" (Stake, 1988, p. 258). 
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Commenting on the case study as a research methadology, Menham (1988, pp. I I- 
13) dem'bed four essential properties: 
1- Particularistic: the case study focuses on a particular situation, event, or 
phenomenon. The examination of a specific instance may EUuminate a 
general pattern. 
2- Descriptive: the end product is a rich, thick description of the phenomenon 
under study. 
3. HMS~~C: the case study will illuminate the reader's understanding of the 
phenomenon being studied. 
4. Inductive: case studies generally rely on inductive reasoning; the "discovery 
of new reIationships, concepts, and understanding, rather than verification 
of predetermined hypotheses, characterizes qualitative case studies" @. 
13). 
These essential propaties of the case study provided a research fhmework which had the 
potential to increase insight into and understanding of the management of one school 
division amalgamation process. The study was paiicularistic in focusing upon a particular 
phenomenon, the process of school district amalgamation. The intention was to provide a 
rich, thick description of the management ofthe technical, poiitid, and culturai aspects of 
the amalgamtion process. The heuristic and inductive properties of the case study were 
developed from both the explanation and analysis ofthe research study and from testing 
the conceptual h e w o r k  against the findings ofthe research. 
In summary, the case study method appeared to be appropriate to the analysis of 
the process and management of school division amalgamations. The preceding ideas and 
considerations sewed as guides in outlining the design of the study. EIements which were 
deemed critical to making the research desl*gn a discipliwd and systematic inquiry were 
study participants, data coUection and recording, and data analysis and interpretation. 
Studv Participrats 
Researchers cannot include everyone to whom an educational issue applies. 
Therefore, it was necessary to design a selection strategy by which to choose sites, 
participants, and research techniques (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). This section descn'bes the 
site, sample selection, and data collection methods of the study. 
Selection of Site 
Selection of the school divisions which participated in this study was based upon 
the following requirements: the divisions had to have initiated an amalgamation process 
with the process well underway and the divisions needed to be willing to participate in the 
research project. At titis point in time, Saskatchewan had 1 19 school divisions, 92 of those 
being public school divisions (Langlois & Schart: 1991). At least five areas scattered 
throughout the province were considering amalgamation and a number of initid studies 
had been undertaken. However, in all  but one of the areas, the proposed amalgamations 
were in a holding pattern, reIuctant for a variety of reasons to undertake the marital 
plunge. As a resuIt, the choice of a research site became very limited; indeed, there was 
ody one location actively pursuing school d ~ s i o n  amalgamation The school divisions in 
this area were approached and agreed to participate in the researcher's proposed study of 
the amaIgamation process and its management. In retrospect, it is the researcher's opinion 
that this s i t d o n  had little, if any, negative influence on the value of the research project. 
The selected site was a first example of actual educational governace reform subsequent 
to the Minister of Education's decisions that school divisions explore, consider, and 
undertake amalgamation on a voluntary basis. A study of the first divisions in the province 
to actually amalgamate served a revelatory purpose, both for the process of school 
division amalgamation and the management of that process. In this instarme, the cast study 
was a rare and unique event which allowed the critid testing of organizational theory 
within the context of school division amalgamatiom (Yin, 1994). It is of interest to note 
that a number of school division amalgamations have occw~ed since the inception of this 
study and the fall of 1999; the number of school divisions in the province currently total 
100 (see Appendix D). 
In addition, the selected site was geographically located in an area udamiliar to the 
researcher, thus minimizing researcher disruption or distortion of the setting as well as 
allowing the ''insider's perspective" to enhance the study and contniute to enriched 
undemartdings (Wolcott, 1985, p. 199). 
Role o f  Partici~ants 
While a primary role of participants in qualitative inquiry is one of sharing their 
perception of what constitutes their "reality" "thin the context of the study, participants 
are also invoIved in the 
advancement of understanding [ b m ]  what happens to be currently adopted 
and proceed to integrate and organize, weed out and supplement, not in order 
to arrive at truth about something already made but in order to make 
something right-to construct something that works cognitively, that fits 
together and handles new cases, that may implement fxther inquiry and 
invention. (Schwandt, 1994, p. 127) 
This construction unfolded through a "dialectic of iteration, analysis, critique, 
reiteration, reanalysis, and so on that fled] eventualIy to a joint ...[e nquirer and 
participants] construction of a case" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.179). In other words, the 
involvement of the participants was crucial tbroughout the entire research inquiry process. 
Participant imrolvement was realized through the use of an interview format that provided 
the primary data for the study and required participants to give voice to their 
amalgamation experiences. Participants were also provided with the opportunity to read 
and verifj, the authenticity of their own interview transcripts, as well as to add additional 
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comments or observations ifthey so desired. F i i y ,  whenever there was a need to clarify 
or verifL responses, the participants were contacted and consulted. 
sunding 
In order to address questions posed by qualitative research inqujr, Lincoln and 
Guba's (1985) rationale for sampling provided a conceptual guide for the identification of 
appropriate participants: "The purpose of sampling will most oflea be to include as much 
information as poss~ile, in all its various ramifications and constructions" @. 201). Wrth 
this in mind, the strategy of purposedkl selection of informants, as described by Patton 
(1990), was used to select information-rich participants for in-depth study. Using stratified 
purposell sampling to identifjr those who best exemplified individuals and groups who 
had participated in or been affected by the amalgamation process and who had been a part 
of the phenomenon under study facilitated data collection and provided for the comparison 
and identification of characteristics within particular subgroups of interest (see Appendix 
B for a breakdown of research participants). Half of the participants came h m  each of 
the respective school divisions and of the 25 interviews conducted, thirteen participants 
were members of the Amalgamation Steering Committee. W~ the exception of a 
spokesperson for the Saskatchewan Teachers' Federation, research participants played an 
active role witbin the two educational systems. The majority of imerview participants 
resided within the school divisions and, as such, were also parent or non-parent 
ratepayers. The two student focus groups included grade nine, ten, and eleven students 
&om two communities within the smaller school division, 
Furthermore, as recommended by Bogdan and Biklen (1992, pp. 66-67), once 
interviews were underway and themes began to emerge, examples of ne&e cases were 
provided. In this way, the p u r p o d  selection of participants brought new perspectives 
and insights to the evoiving themes that were grounded in the data Additional 
interviewees were identified through the snowball sampling technique, a technique by 
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which those interviewed recommended other participants (Lincoln & Guba). Once 
permission was received to conduct research in the respective school divisions, the 
Directors and Boards of Education were contacted to assist in the identifjring and 
contacting of participants in the study. Follow-up contact with each of these individuals or 
groups was made by the researcher. It was anticipated this sampling process would result 
in the selection of participants who would be able to offer insights into the process aad 
management of school division amalgamations. 
Data Collection and Recording 
The collection of data was guided by the research questions outlined in Chapter 1 
as well as by the theoretical framework of the study. The following section addressed the 
human as research instrument, data collection, and data transformation. 
Human as Instnrmtnt: The Researcher 
Qualitative researchers need to have a toIerance for ambiguity, be highly intuitive, 
and be a good communicator (Meniam, 1998, p. 20). Lincoln and Guba (1985) 
characterized the advantages of direct human-researcher involvement as a primary data 
gathering instrument in qualitative research as: responsiveness, adaptability, holistic 
emphasis, knowledge base expansion, opportunities tbr ~Iassification and summariPuioa, 
and opportunity to explore atypical or idiosyncratic responses @p. 193-194). The 
participants of a qualitative inquiry are found '%I an 'as is' situation with ... their attendant 
contextual variations, peculiarities, idiosyncrasies, and complexitiesn (Gulka, 1992, p. 89). 
Nevertheless, it is this same interactive, complex and fluid context of qualitative inquiries 
which poses substantial difliculties in the design ofan adequate and appropriate instrument 
which captures the essence of the study focus. This instrumental probIem was recognized 
by Borg and Gall (1989): "No human instrument is sdiciently 0mih to adapt to the 
complete situation as it wolves and to identify and take into account biases that resuit 
from the interaction and vdue diefences bemeen the "instrument and the subjects" (p. 
385). For this reason, in the interests of establishing trustworthiness, multipb data sources 
and triangulation are recommended. 
As the researcher determined the issues for study, a persona1 contract was drawn 
between the researcher and phenomenon (Stake, 1994, p. 239). Using the researcher as 
instrument served to standardize the "data collection 'instnrment' across [the respective 
school divisions] without sacrificing the potential for in-depth descriptionn (Heniott & 
Firestone, 1983, p. 18). The selection ofa semi-structured interview format served to 
provide increased structure and uniformity moss sites, once iigain without sacrificing the 
"thickness" of the qualitative inquiry. 
The inquiry topic origiaated, in part, fiom an earlier study which investigated 
stakeholder perceptions of school division amalgamation issues and concerns (Reddyk, 
1995). A qualitative format guided this earlier research experience and therefore, the 
researcher brought to this study some experience with the qualitative mode of educational 
inquiry. 
Data Collection Tecbaiauq 
Both Wolcott (1992,1994) and Glesne and Peshkin (1992) identified three major 
modes through which qualitative researcher's gather their data: (a) interviews or inquiring, 
(b) studying documents reIevant to the study or examining, and (c) observations or 
experiencing/fieId notes. For the purposes of tfiis case study, the two predominant modes 
of data coUection consisted ofinteniews and the study of relevant documents. 
Furthermore, with the human (researcher) as instnrment as the primary and preferred data 
collection technique (Merriam, 1998), a multi-modal approach to data collection in order 
to ensure variety, validity, crediiiiility, and trustworthiness of data was undertaken (Glme 
& Peshkin, 1992; Le Cornpte & Goetz, 1982; Wolcott, 1994; Yh, 1994). 
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Interviews. Bogdan and Biklen (1992) stated that inte~ewing, an -mportant 
ethnographic data collection technique, is "used to gather descriptive data in the subject's 
own words so that the researcher can develop insights on how subjects interpret some 
piece of the worldn @. 135). The accumulation of this "tangible data.. recorded in [thd 
i n f o r m '  own words ... are amenable to searching and sorting for themes" (Wolcott, 
1994). Thus, an interview is a conversation with a purpose, typified by an open 
phenomenological approach to learning from the interview (KvaIe, 1996). 
In keeping with the paradigm, the qualitative interviewing design was "@ribIe, 
iterative, and continuous ...[a llowing researchers to] find and winnow their research topics 
while adapting the topics to their interests and personalities and to the interests and 
knowledge of the interviewees7' (Rubin & Rubii 1995. p. 43). Kvale (1996) used the 
following descriptors to identify qualification criteria for the interviewer: IcnowledgeabIe, 
structuring, clear, gentle, sensitive, open, steering, critical, remembering, and iaterpreting 
(pp. 148-149). Because the purpose ofthe interview is to gather, through conversation, 
retevant, valid, and important information about the topic under investigation, KvaIe 
(19%) detined the qualitative research interview purpose as "obtaining qualitative 
descriptions of the Life world of the subject with respect to interpretation of their meaaingn 
@. t24). As most case studies are about human a fbk ,  these human a f h h  should be 
'reporeported and interpreted through the eyes of specific interviewees ... well -informed 
respondents can provide important insights into a situationn (Yin, 1994, p. 85) as well as 
aiding in the understanding of the prior situation and the identification of other relevant 
sources of idormation. Interviews are targeted and focus directly on the topic, providing 
hsiw information. However, as verbal reports, *mterviews are subject to the pmbiems 
of bias due to poorly constructed questions, response bias, inaccuracies due to poor real, 
and refIexhity (p. 80). This necessitates the corroboration ofinterview data with 
intbrmation fiom other sources. 
As stated previously, the primary sources of information were the interview and 
documentary data. The collected data was cross-checked with other interviews and 
documentary data for verification and to determine the weight of the &dence. In this 
study, semi-stxuctured interviews were utilized as the primary data collection mode. Borg 
and Gall (1989) descn'bed semi-structured interviews as including 
Some highly structured questions in the interview guide, but they will aim 
primarily toward a semistructured level [where] the interviewer &st asks a 
series of structured questions and then probes more deeply, using open-ended 
questions in order to obtain more complete data (p. 452) 
A degree of structure ensures that, "at least in part, all participants ... do receive some 
questions in common" (Carruthers, 1990, p. 66) which makes possible cbcornparable data 
across sdjecrs" (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 71). W1th this in mind, an initial iaterview 
guide was prepared and contained questions pertaining to the major areas of inquiry as 
suggested by the research questions (see Appendix C for the initial intenriew guide). 
Generally, these questions were asked of all interviewees. However, in order to encourage 
the subjects to structure their own account of the situation and to introduce what they 
recognized as relevant, the exact form and structure of the interview varied. The 
researcher was prepared to pursue points of interest through indepth probing. During the 
interview, questions were rephrased to check the accuracy of interpretation as weil as the 
perceptions of the respondents. As the research progresses, it was valuable to i a t ~ * e w  
particular individuals a second time in order to confirm or gain additional information. 
In addition, the technique of interviewing participants in a focus group setting was 
used in the fieldwork phase of the study. The interviewer "creates a pemkive 
environment, asking focused questions in order to encourage discussion and the 
expression of differing opinions and points of view" (Marshall & Rossman, 1995, p. 84). 
This format allowed the researcher the flexiiility to explore issues as they surfi!ced in the 
discussion and to increase the number of participants interviewed. When using a focus 
group sampling technique, the researcher needed to be cognizant of psychologica1 factors 
which may impact on the nature of data collected (Carey? 1994, pp. 234-239). These may 
include the impact of first impressions, the state and perceptual bias of individuals, and the 
adjusting of a person's behavior so as to conform to that ofthe group. At the individual 
Ievel, factors which may effect participation included trust, deviancy, anonymity, self  
esteem, previous experience with groups, experience related to the topic, gender, and 
a a t i o n  needs. Group level psychological factors embody group size, unanimity, history 
of agresment, and group cohesiveness. Merton, Fiike, and Kendall(1990) suggested 
researchers can nhhize the negative aspects and maximhe the advantages of  focus 
group interviews by attending to the basic tenets of retrospection, the range of 
experiences, speci6icity, and personal context of group members. 
h te~ewees  were contacted by letter or phone and given an explanation of the 
study. Ifgranted, the interview was audiotaped and transcni.  If the interviewee did not 
wish to be audiotaped, interview notes and a detailed account were recorded 'mediately 
after the interview. 
Document collectiop. Numerous writers recommend the use of written resources 
as additional sources of information where appropriate (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; CresweU, 
1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Wolcott, 1994; Yi 1994). As another source of 
idofmation, documents serve to corroborate the multi-modal approach of qualitative 
inquiry and assist in establishing trustworthiness and credibility (Wolcott). Yia proposed 
three principles for data wUection which will result in a convergence of multiple sources 
of evidence: use of multiple sources of evidence, creation ofa case study data base, and 
maintaining a chain of evidence @p. 90-99). The three principles desc r i i  are steps to 
quality coatrol, construct validity and reliability. The d u e  of documems is desc r i i  by 
GIesne and Peshkin (1992, pp. 52-54): "Documents corroborate your observations and 
interviews and thus make your findings more trustworthy. Beyond comboration, 
[documents] may raise questions.. .and thereby shape new directions for observations and 
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intemiews.. ..Documents provide both historical and contextual dimensions to your 
[research]." Furthermore, documents enable a researcher to obtain the language and 
words of informants which can be assessed at a time convenient to the researcher, serving 
as an unobtrusive source of information (Cressweb 1994, pp. 150- 151). However, 
researchers need to exercise caution when using documents in qualitative studies. 
Interpreting documents or written text involves dealing with mute evidence. Texts or the 
written word endures and gives historical insight. However, the author's intent and the 
context and interpretations attributed to the text by the reader can be notabIy dissimilar. 
"The possibility of multiple reinterpretations is increased [md] the text can "say" many 
different things in different contexts'' (Hodder, 1994, p. 394). 
The primary source of documentary data for the study was the procedural 
handbooks which were compiled by the respective divisions as the amalgamation p r o a s  
took place. This documentation served to provide an institutional perspective. 
SpecficalIy, documentation fiom meetings with regard to amalgamation was valuable in 
developing an understanding of the history of the amalgamation process within the case 
study and helped to identifL similarities and dissimilarities in process, the id&cation and 
resolution of concerns, and perspectives between both school divisions and schooI 
dim-cts. Additional documentary data included minutes of the respective school board 
meetings, school communications to parents, and newqaper articles. Wherever 
appropriate, participauts supplied dacumeuts to support the interview discussions. 
gbserrrtion~. Observational data was limited to the collection of fidd notes and 
the researcher's tog, Bogdan and BikIen (1992) identified two types of field notes: 
descriptive and reflective. The descriptive aspect of field notes encompassed portraits of 
the subjects, reconstruction of dialogue, description of the physical setting, accounts of 
particular events, and descriptioas of behavior bath of the hentiewee and the observer 
(pp. 120-121). The reflective element h s e d  on analysis, procedures, and -es used 
and decisions about the emerging design of the study, ethical diIernmas, the observer's 
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frame of mind, and po-mts of clarification (pp. 122-123). Reflective field notes served to 
acknowledge and control observer's effect and develop an awareness of any researcher 
bias (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). 
Tmdormrtion of Dam. Deseriotion. An&sis. md interpretation 
A considerable body of Literature has addressed the topic ofqualitative data 
analysis and interpretation (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Fontana & Frey, 1994; Glesne & 
Peshkin, 1992; Guba & Lincoln, 1982,1989; Huberman & Miles, 1984; Kvde, 1996; 
h c y ,  1993; Lincoln, 1995; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Mem'am, 1998; Rubi & Rubii 
1995; Wolcott, 1994; Yi 1994). Researchers have approached the problematic of 
transforming data-description, analysis, and interpretation, from a variety of viewpoints. 
KvaIe (1996) approached data rmnsfodon as occurring within a contirmum of 
description and interpretation, while: Hubermaa & Miles (1994) applied an inter-active 
model which used a conceptual h e w o r k  to Link the sub-processes of data reduction, 
data display, and concIusion drawinglverificatioa, L i o h  and Guba (1985) elaborated on 
Glaser and Strauss' (1967) Constant Comparative Method for analyshg qualitative data 
by comparing inciderits applicable to each category, integrating categories and their 
properties, delimiting the theory, and writing the theory. Bogdan and BMen (1992) and 
Patton (1990) espoused reading and analysing the documented data with reference to the 
research questions, to be folIowed by id-g p o t 4  themes, questions, and 
emerging theories through inductive analysis and cross-validation of the information. Yi 
(1994) relied on theoretical propositions to develop a case description through the use of 
pattern-matching, explanation-building, time-series analysis, program logic modds, 
anaIysing embedded units, and making repeated obsemations. 
Fdy, Wolcott (1994, pp. 12-45) spoke of rrrmsfunning ~rurliMive rkrra through 
&scription, constructing data out of experience; w s i s ,  foUowing systematic 
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procedures in order to identifL essential fkattms and relationships; and interpreMon7 
transcending fictual data, cautious analysis, and beginning to probe what is to be made of 
them. It is this framework for the tmshrmation of data that the researcher used. In order 
to construct out of experience, the researcher* using critical judgement, selected 
details relevant to the study's purpose, and, in doing so, provided a "thick descriptiony* 
(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Memam, 1998) of the event. The chronology of the 
amalgamation process provided an order to the description and allowed the researcher to 
focus on the management of critical events. Secondly, the analysis of data- inherently 
coLlSerVative, care&& and systematic, consisted of entering responses on charts fix each 
question according to categories of participant groups and recurring replies, dowing for 
the identification of potential themes, questions, and emerging theories and the 
ofganization ofthe data, both categoricaily and chronologically (Mmiam, 1988). As 
stated by Patton (1990, p, 390): "inductive analysis means that the patterns, themes, and 
categories of analysis...emerge &om the data rather then being imposed on them prior to 
data collection and analysis." As a finaI step, the study findings were interpreted in 
refaace to the conceptual Eramework of the study, allowing theory to provide a way to 
Iink the case study with larger issues such as change theory and transition management. In 
this way, results from the data were compared to the literature to determine if any 
congruency existed between the literature and the research findings. 
Ih summary, it is readily apparent that the data analysis must be of high quality. 
Ym ( 1  994) offbred several principles which appear to underlie all good research The 
analysis should "show that it relied on a22 the relevant evi&nce,....include[dj all major rival 
interpretations, . ..address[ed] the most dgnrpcrmt arpect[s] of [the1 case,. .. [and provided 
an opportunity for the researcher to bring hidher] own prior, expert know&* to the 
case" @p- 124-125). It is the researcher's opinion that the transformation of the collected 
data through the steps of description, anaiysis, and interpretation met these requirements. 
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Research Trustwortbincss 
For a study to establish trustworthiness, consideration must be given to procedures 
which foster credibility, t r a n s f d i ,  dependability, and confirmability (Guba, I98 1; 
Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Marshall & Rossman, 1995). These four tenns are the qualitative 
equivalent to internal validity, external validity, reliability, and objectivity (Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985). The aspects of truth value (credibility), applicability (transferability), 
consistency (dependabiity) and neutrality (confirmability) have, within the naturalistic 
h e w o r k  of research, distinct meanings, strengths, and concerns that need to be 
acknowledged and addressed. 
Credibilitv. Credi'bility relates to the truth value of a study and its findings and 
corresponds to the notion of internal validity. Adequate engagement, persistent 
observation, and mangdation are activities which increased the probability that credible 
findings would be produced (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). To this end, wf5cient time was 
invested to learn the "culture," test for rnisinformatioa, and buiId trust. Persistent 
observation w e d  to identifL those characteristics and elements that were most relevant 
to the problem and to focus on them in detail. Triangulation of the interview data with a 
variety of participants in merent roles as well as with available documentation added to 
the credibility of findiugs and interpretations. Member checks permitted participants to 
respond to written summaries of data Peer debri&g with the researcher's advisor swed 
to avoid possible researcher bias, provided an opportunity to test emerging hypotheses, 
and ficilitated in the development of the emerging methodological design. 
Another viewpoint on crediiitity is provided by Rubin and Rub'm (1995) who 
proposed that "researchers judge the crediiility of qualitative work by its ~ c m p e e n c y ,  
consistermcycoherence, and communicobi~ity; they design the interviewing to achieve 
these standards" @. 85). A transparent repon enables the reader to see the basic processes 
of data collection and to assess the intellectual strengths and weakness, the biases, and the 
collscientiouslless of the inte~ewer. This involves the maintenance of d records 
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through the use of transcripts, fidd notes, and a research log (pp. 85-87). Consistency 
coherence implies the researcher checked out responses that appeared to be inconsistent 
and that themes in interviews were examined fbr coherence with themes presented in other 
interviews. Coherence, according to Eisner (1998, pp. 53-56), is evident den  conc~usions 
are supported by multiple data sources, obmtions are congruent with the study, there is 
structural corroboration, and when readers concur that the 6ndings/imterpretations 
reported by the investigator are consistent with their own experience. Rubin and Rubin 
noted the goal is not to eliminate inconsistencies, but to d r s l a n d  them in order to arrive 
at more thougbtfid and nuanced respoases (pp. 87-9 1). Communicability refa to the 
manner in which the researcher communicates or reports what it means to be within the 
research arena. Clear writing and the use of quotes to corroborate key poims enabled 
partidpants to see themselves in the descriptions and readers to be swept dong by the 
vividness and clarity of examples @p. 91-92). F i i y ,  Stake (1984) maintained that a case 
study is valid or crediile "lo the reader to whom it gives an accurate and welid 
representation of the bounded system" (p. 263). 
Transferability. TlSUlSferability relates to how generalizable the findings of a 
study are to a larger population (Borg & Gall, 1989; Gall et al., 19%). Rubin and Rubii 
(1995) suggested that to extend resuits fiom qualitative interviews, the researcher needs to 
attend to the selection of interviewees who can provide grounded and accurate 
information. This process continues until the inquj. reaches a point of completeness or 
saturation. The saturation point is manifested when the intbrmation begins to repeat 
At that point, the researcher and reader@) can extend what has been learned beyond the 
original setting and the original intenriewees by a logic of comparison" (p. 76). 't'his 
viewpoint raises the question of who determines the gemdhbility of Wings, the 
researcher or the reader? According to Stake (1994), "Most [cpahtive] researchers will 
concentrate on descriiig the,..case in suBcim detail so that the reader can make good 
comparisons" (p. 241). h is valuable to note that quaIitative research findings are based 
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upon what occurs within the context of the research arena and, as such, it was "not the 
[researcher's] task to provide an i& of transferability, it was his or her respomiility to 
provide the &fa base that makes transferability judgements possiile on the part of 
potential appliers" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 3 16). Y i i  (1994, p. 10) observed: "Case 
studies, like experiments, are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to 
populations or universes ... The investigator's goal is to expand and g e n d k  theories 
(analytical generalization) and not to enumerate &equencies (statistical generalization). 
The final onus, then, was on the reader to decide ifthe findings within a particular context 
could be applied to another setting. With this in mind, it was important to provide 
descriptions to present an accurate picture of the situation which would enable the reader 
to formulate judgements on the extent to which the 6ndings might be transfinable. With 
this in mind, the researcher gave particular emphasis to highlighting the unique contexts 
and settings of the case study site. 
Dependrbilitv rad confumibilitv. Conkmability, the objectivity of a study in 
terms of its procedures, orientation, and methodology, addressed the degree of researcher 
bias that had been allowed to influence the proceedings. The inqujr audit, a technique 
proposed by LincoIn and Guba (1985), served to authenticate the study. A number of 
strategies were employed to ensure the dependabdity and confkmability of this study. 
First, recognized ethnographic data coUection techniques and an accepted methud of 
qualitative inquiry, the case study, was utilized for this research A d e h i t e  efhrt was 
made to solicit the partl*cipants7 stories in their o m  voices. Participants were given the 
opportunity to review and confirm the completeness and accuracy of information F i i ,  
the research advisor, acting in the capacity of auditor, exitmined the process by which the 
accounts were kept, thus codrming the researcher has fiirty represented the positions of 
the research participants. Determination ofthe acceptability ofthis process attested to the 
dependability of the inquj.. Furthermore, an examiaation ofthe product-the data, 
findings, interpretations, and recommendations by the research advisor, confirmed that the 
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research study was supported by data and internally coherent, This process established the 
confirmability and dependability of the inquiry. 
To this end, an audit trail was developed. The audit trail included the wUection of 
raw data through aa interview process; the data reduction and analysis products; data 
reconstruction and synthesis products, and the structure of categories, findings, and 
conclusions. Raw data in the form of interview tapes, transcripts, and amalgamation 
biders, as well as the data reduction and analysis charts have been delivered to the 
research advisor and stored as evidence of the authenticity of the grounded data and 
research process. The finaJ report connected the research findings to the existing literature 
and integrated the concepts, relationships, and interpretations of the study. The 
establishment of these appropriate audit traiI Linkages served ta ascertain that the findings 
of the study were grounded in the data. As recommended by Lincoln and Guba (1985), 
feedback fiom the research advisor, renegotiation, and the writing of the final report 
served to bring closure to the research study. 
Summrrv. The design of a study must, according to Lincoln and Guba (1985, p. 
247), arrange for credibii, transferabity, dependab'ity and conhnabiity which, 
collectively, combine towards trustworthiness. Exemplified by disciplined inquiry, 
trustworthiness confers legitirnation on a study (Owens, 1982). Therefore, the researcher 
must 'take measures while in the 6dd to increase the probability of a judgement of 
trustworthiness as well as to test for it directly" (Lincoln & Guba, p. 267). These 
techniques included data colIection, triangulation, member checks, collection of referential 
adequacy materials, developing thick description, peer debriding and audit trail. 
Research Ethics 
"The ethical principle of bene8cence means that the risk of harm to a subject 
should be the least possible" (Kvale, 1996, p. 116). In this sense, nahrraIistic inquiry which 
follows the case study method and uses an interview fonnat is a moral enterprise. Because 
the "objects of inquity are human beings, extreme care must be taken to avoid any harm to 
them" (Fontana & Frey, 1994, p. 372). The researcher investigating the realities of an 
event must keep in mind issues of constraints, power imbalances, researcher imposition, 
and consideration of uniutended/unknown consequences. Kvale (1996) pointed out that 
ethical decisions do not belong only to the interview investigation, but throughout the 
entire research process. His seven research stages @. 11 1) highlighted the following 
issues: 
w Themathing--The purpose of an interview study should be considered with regard 
to improvement of the human situation investigated. 
Designing-Attention must be paid to obtaining the subjects' informed consent, 
securing confidentiality, and considering possiile consequences of the study for the 
subjects. 
. Interviewing--The confidentiality of the subjects' reports needs to be c-ed ~IXCI 
wnseqyences such as stress and self-image considered. 
. Transcription-Co&decrtiality of information and the loyal written transcription 
of an interviewee's oral statements is required. 
Mysis-The researcher, with participant input, will determine how deeply and 
critically the interviews can be analysed and whether the subjects should have a say 
in how their statements were interpreted. 
Verification-It is the ethical responsi'b'i of the researcher to report knowiedge 
that is as secured and verified as possiile. 
rn Reporting-The researcher is required to consider issues ofconfidentiality as well 
as the consequences of the published report for the inte~ewees and the group or 
institution they represent. 
In a similar vein, Bogdan and Biklen (1992, pp. 49-5 1) offered the following study 
guidelines: provide anonymity, treat subjects with respect, seek their cooperation, abide by 
the terms of the agreement, and be truthfd. 
It is readily apparent that ethical considerations require research to be technically 
competent and rigorous and analysis to be professionally interpreted. With this in mind, 
ethical guidelines were followed to ensure all individuals in the study were accorded 
respect and consideration. Permission to conduct the research was received firom the 
University Advisory Committee on Ethics in Human Experimentation (see Appendix K). 
Contact was made with the administrative personnel in each of the school divisions and 
permission to do research obtained. Participants were S o d  of the purpose ofthe 
study, the nature of all procedures of conducting the research and using the data, and that 
participation was votuntary and could be withdrawn at any time (see Appendix L). 
Confidentiality and anonymity were protected by removing t?om quotes and descriptions 
all names and details of participants which might break the anonymity of participants. It is 
for this reason, in order to provide confidentiality and anonymity, that a limited number of 
quotes do not include an identifLiag intenriew number. In addition, respondents were 
given the opportunity to read and make changes to their intenrim transcripts, thus 
verifjing the authenticity of the interview uansctipts. 
The following chapter describes the historical context of educational governance 
reform and rural demographic change, provides a desaiption of the participating school 
divisions, and discusses characteristics of rural We. 
EDUCATIONAL GOVERNANCE AND TEE SASKATCHEWAN STORY 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the context, both historid and present 
day, of educational governance reform and life in rural Saskatchewan The description will 
serve to broaden our understanding of why the amalgamation of school divisions has again 
become an issue in educational governance. The chapter will begin with a history of school 
division amalgamation and nuaI demographic change. These changes will be correlated to 
the context of the case study through a description of the participating school divisions. 
The chapter concludes with a discussion on aspects of community and life in a nual 
setting. 
Historical Context: Educational Gavemuice 
As education in Canada is a provincial responsibii, each province and territory 
has its own and somewhat unique approach to education governance and reform. 
Indicative ofthe continued interest in governance restructuring, the Canadian School 
Board Association (1997, p. 1) identified the following national trends within provincial 
education systems: 
reduction in the number of school boards, re-definition of school 
board powers and respom'bilities, ceatraiization of power at the 
provinciaVtenitoria1 led, greater parentkomrnunity involvement 
through mandated ukmy councils, gradual implementation of 
minority governance rights for Francophone and Aboriginal groups, 
growing movement towards school choice inciuding charter schools, 
and service integration 
(See Appendix D for a 1999 o m - e w  of educational governance in Canada) 
Resulting fiom constitutionaI guarantees, publicly funded systems with separate 
schooi board governance structures exist in Saskatchewan to seme in the education of 
children: the public system, the Roman Catholic system, the Fii Nations system and the 
Francophone system. Throughout the history of education in the Province of 
Saskatchewan, issues of governance, structure and administration have provided a source 
of ongoing debate and examination In the past, efforts to amalgamate school divisions 
were linked to government efforts to bring a hgmented and diverse system under control, 
both financially and educationally. When the province was organized in 1905, there were 
896 school districts in existence and, by 1921,4,522 districts had been established (RoyaI 
Commission on AgricuIture and Rural Life, 1956). Most of these districts were in rural 
areas of the province and many consisted of a single oneroom school, In 1907, The 
Seco* Eiheutibn Act provided for the formation of Secondary School Districts. 
Studies such as the Foght Report (1918) and the Jacoby Commission (1936) and 
mechanisms such as winter community schools and union schools did little to encourage 
consolidation for, in 1941, Saskatchewan had 4,808 administrative units (Funk, 1971, p. 
103). 
In 1947, The School Act, the Larger Units Act and the School Grants Act dowed 
for the formation of school units upon the order of the Minister of Education and, over the 
ensuing years, larger school units became the norm. 1964 saw the establishment of 
comprehensive schools and in 1996, although the governance structure remained 
unchanged, the term "school unit" was replaced by "school division" (The Education Act, 
1978). By 1993, in addition to urban, separate, and some remaining small school divisions, 
there were 62 larger rual school divisions or units in Saskatchewan (SSTA,1993, p. 3). 
A major overview of the needs of the education system in Saskatchewan by 
Langiois and Scharf(l99 I) evaluated the hnancing and governance of education. 
Education reform, according to Langlois and Scharf would b e n d  from a reorganization 
of school divisions into units large enough geographically to generate dicient enrolment 
to offer a ttll -ce K-12 program, The study recommended the existing 92 pubIic 
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school divisions be reorganized into 14 or 15 divisions with an average enrolment of 
7,000. 
In 1993, The Saskatchewan School Trustees Association (SSTA) established a 
task force to examine education restructuring and one of its major recommendation, like 
the Langlois and Scharf study (l991), was that school divisioa size should increase. The 
SSTA study recommended there should be approximately 35 divisions in the province 
with roughly 2,500 to 5,000 students in each. These larger units would be capable of 
delivering education services efEctive1y while reducing administrative expenses and 
offering a more diversified program. The study argued that divisions of this size could 
better withstand enrolment declines and still remain viable. 
Subsequent to these reports and following provincial-wide public consultations 
with education stakeholders in 1996, the Dqartment of Education determined that any 
restntcturing of schoot divisions should be voluntary and locally directed (SSTA, 1997). 
As of July 1, 1998, there were, for the first time in many years, fewer than 100 operating 
school divisions in Saskatchewan (see Appendix E). These amalgamations have included 
numerous public school divisions as we1 as Roman Catholic divisions. Wltbin the last 
year, the Francophone education community has restructured from nine governance 
boards to one central board with parent and community representative councils in every 
school. The total number ofschoo1 divisions in Saskatchewan has been reduced from 119 
to 100 as of September 1, 1999. This number includes several school divisions which do 
not have operating schools (Government of Saskatchewan, 1998; R Johnson, persona1 
communicatioa, SSTA Research Center, October 19,1999). In 1999 (Cross Canada 
Chart, 1999) Saskatchewan had 700 trustees, 83 1 schools, and 19 1,000 students. The 
province provides 40% ofthe educational bding through a provincial foundation gtant 
and Boards generate 58% offirnding h m  property tax base through locaUy determined 
levies and 2% fiom tuition fees. Teacher negotiations take place under a two-tiered system 
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with a provincial government-trustee (5-4) bargaining committee and iocal bargaining on 
certain required matter and other localIy determined issues (Cross Canada Chart). 
Rural Demogrrphy 
Over the years, Statistics Canada bas tracked both the growth and decline of nrral 
communities across Canada. Stabler, Offert, and Fulton (1992, p. 3) pointed out that 
'"rwal economies across North Ameri ca.. have been under considerabte stress during the 
1980s." This has certainly been the case in Canda as rural areas continue to experience 
population decline. For Canada as a whole, the 1992 rural population constituted 30 
percent of Canada's total population (StabIer et al., 1992) and by 1996, the rural 
population had dropped to 22 percent (Stabler & Olfm, 1996; Statistics Canada, 1996.) 
Provincially, in 1992,50 percent of Saskatchm's population lived in rural areas or 
communities with fewer than 10,000 residents (Stabler et al., l992), while the 1996 
Census (Statistics Canada) placed only 36 petcent of Saskatchewan's population in the 
same category. Furthermore, the greatest dedine in rural population continues to occw in 
those areas most distant fiom urban centers. Saskatchewan, having one of the highest 
concenttations of employment in agriculture in North America, has not been immune to 
intcrnatioml and national trends of rural depopulation and economic instability. 
"Continentwide, less than 5 percent of the labor force is engaged in agriculture, while, for 
Saskatchewan, the corresponding figure is appmximately 18 percentn (Stabler et al., 1992, 
p. 1). Facton contriiuting to the udkvorable circumstances which charactetize ruaI 
Saskatchewan include the coasolidation of k m  holdings and the outrmutrmgration of farm 
hnihes h m  rual areas, the change in shopping patterns o f d  dwellers, ever lower 
commodity prices, and more recently, the &iff fbm a product-producing to a services- 
domiuated industrial structure (Stabler, OM&, & Greuel, 1996, pp. 3-4). 
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Analogous to the declining population in rural Saskatchewan has been a decline in 
the rural school population. Since 1930, total enrolment in the province decreased &om 
over 230,000 to approximately 195,000 in the 1990's while urban enrolments increased by 
approximately 66,000 students over this period, &om approximately 35,000 to over 
100,000. Other areas of the province, including the nual areas, small towns, and villages, 
experienced a decline of over 100,000 students &om 1930 to1990, decreasing fiom 
slightly over 190,000 to just over 90,000 (Langlois & Scharf, 1991). The most recent 
figures available, as of September 30, 1998, recorded Saskatchewan's total student 
population at l9O,9 17 (R Johnson, personal communication, SSTA Research Center, 
October 19, 1999). That is to say, since 1930 total enrolment in the province has 
decreased by approximately 39,000 students, although the decrease in numbers of rural 
students is much higher, well in excess of 100,000 pupils. 
Rural school divisions in Saskatchewan had a substantid decrease in enrolment of 
over 20,000 students fiom 1976 to1990. As a reflection of this decline in school 
population, between 1979 and 1990, over 100 schools in Saskatchewan were closed and 
education services were centralized in order to increase program offerings (Langlois & 
Scharf; 199 1). In 199 1 Langlois and Scharf stated that approximately onequarter of all 
divisions had enrolments under 500 students and close to three-quarters had fewer than 
1,500 students, 
Just as the declining nual population in Saskatchewan has reduced rnarket size for 
businesses located in rural areas, leading to their consolidation into fewer and more 
geographically dispersed centers (Stabler et d., 1992), the declining rural school 
population has resulted in a need to restructure school divisions so as to enable the 
divisions to provide a full range of services to students and As part of the public 
sector, the education system is h g  some form of festructuring in ruraI areas in order to 
deliver education services to a widely dispersed population+ 
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In addition to demographic issues-an a& and increasingly urbanized 
population, the deliery of education in Northem Saskatchewan, and child poverty, the 
SSTA (1998) identified other challenges for K- 12 education in Saskatchewan as: 
responsibilities of the education system-values and ethics in schools, accountability, 
confidence in the education system, and renewal and continuous improvement; working 
together-sustaining publicly-funded education, partnerships, integrated services, and 
parental involvement; responding to the needs of students-equity in education, special 
education, and F i  Nations; the school program -the school program, transitions h m  
high school to post-secondary education and work, technology, and alternate delivery of 
education in rural schools; and sta5g issues, the recruitmeat and retention of educational 
admiaistraton and teachers. 
Turnhill md Beaver Flat %bod Divisions: Developing the Context 
Located in a region of grain and mixed farms and home to a culturally diverse 
people, the Turnhill and Beaver Flat School Divisions1 have experienced, over time, both 
the ups and downs of Saskatchewan's d economy, the growth and recession of local 
communities, and improved public services at ever increasing costs. However, there are 
distinct dissimilarities between the two divisions. 
Municipalities in the Beaver Flat School Division continue to experience the 
decliie in population endemic to most rural municipalities in Saskatchewan The 
municipalities had experienced a population change &om 1992 to 1996 which ranged fiom 
-7.3 percent to -20.5 percent (Statistics Canada, 1998); the percent of population ages 15 
' Inorder to pmvi&anonymitY, the psadmpsofTmfWandBcavaFlat willbeusedm 
represent the two school divisions This &ice of pvncs is of nostalgic significance to tbe Icsarcha who, 
inchildhooddays.aacndedTmnhillScbod--anual,malti-gradt~liasaathan~hewau. 
&avcrFIaswas thenawofa&encrats~ore, pwtofEkandsavicccmtalocatedin tbcsawdistrict. 
A d r t i t i o n a l ~ ~ b t a d d c d a s ~ i n a c h a ~ . k n a m e a s d i s t h a t o f a ~ l n o  
longer in akmct 
and over accounted for 77 to 83 percent of the total population- Although Saskatchewan's 
population remained stable f?om 1991 to 1996 (Statistics Canada, 1988), urban centers 
and rural areas surrounding the urban centers continued to grow, while rural areas which 
were more distant from urban centers continued to experience a population decline (see 
Table 2). For example, all rural areas and towns in the Beaver Flat Division have 
experienced a deche in population, have lower percentages of schooI age children in both 
rural areas and towns, aud have extremdy low percentages of pre-school children, 
Approximately halfof the towns' residents are 55 or over. In Beaver Flat's rural areas, 
approximately 60 per cent of the labour force is engaged in fiumiog, while the remainder 
of the nrtaI labour force works off the firm in manufbmrkg, construction, and service 
industries. 
On the other ban4 a11 communities in the Turnhill Division are fairly close to a 
large urban center and this is reflected in the communities and towns which are 
experiencing steady growth. Nearly onethird of  the population is of school-age, the 
percentage of preschool children is considerably higher than in Beaver Rat, and the adult 
population is, on the whole, younger. 
Given the above, the Beaver Flat School Division was hced with the acute 
problem of how to maintain educationid services in the face of shrinking enrolments from 
approximately 1200 students in 1976 to 600 students in 1995, a concomitant loss of eight 
teachers, and d e c h g  government grants and increasing costs. At the same time, the 
Beaver Flat Division was attempting to respond to the expectation of providing a high 
level of services without increases in taxation levels. 
The Beaver Flat School Division was established in 1946 and, at one time, served 
over 2500 students- By 1976 the earollment hi dropped to just over 1200 pupils. During 
more recent times, Beaver FIat consisted of five subdivisions, each enjoying a K- 12 
kdity. The Beaver Flat School Division g e n d y  consists of M y  fhcommunities 
Table 2 
Beaver Flat and Turnhill Demonra~hics (Statistics Canada 2996) 
which are primarily engaged in mixed and grain farming. However, with agriculture being 
the major occupation and due to conditions previousiy d e s c r i i  the school division 
continued to experience a steady decline in both nrrai and student population. By 1992, 
some 600 students were served by the division. School clodconsolidations occurred, 
cIassroom space in the remaining schooIs was undenrtilized, and support services in areas 
such as curriculum development and counseling were no longer available. For the last few 
years, both the Director and Secretary-Treasurer were employed on a patt-time -6 basis. 
Beaver Flat had become a school division comprised of three sub-divisions, each with a K- 
I2 school, and a Hutterite colony, Two F i  Nation Bands are located within the divisiou. 
AIthough the communities within the Beaver Flat School Division describe 
themselves as chd," each has its own individual character. The town of Longford is an 
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active md largely seif-sufficient community providing a 11I range of s e ~ c e s  to the area- 
&om banks, food outlets, automotive repair, and agricultural sewices to a hospital and a 
nursing home. Restaurant menus feature perogies and cabbage rolls. Community sports 
include hockey, curling, and basebalI. Longford is righttidy proud of its Ukranian heritage 
and this is reflected in its annual New Years Celebration and Ukranian Dance Festival. 
Approximately half of its residents identify Ukranian as the language first learned and still 
understood. Longford's identity is tied closely to its K-12 school; the Ukranian culture is 
evident in numerous school activities. Longford School has a tradition of busing high 
school students to a nrral c o m ~  in the adjoining Ladybad School Dision to receive 
industrid arts instruction and a number of ladybank's high school students who are in 
close proximity to Longford are bused to and attend the Longford high school on a fid 
time basis. The two schools travel back and forth for athletic competitions. In addition, a 
goad number of Longford area residents access a major trading center in Ladybank to 
shop and seek employment; travel in the direction of Turnhill is more Limited. These 
natural patterns of transportation and commerce influenced Longford's decision to seek 
amalgamation with the Ladybank School Division. 
CentralIy located within the division, Falkland also provides a fdl range of services 
to the town and surrounding area Nearly half of its residents 6rst learned and still 
understand a language other than English namely, Ukraniaa, Russian/Doukhobor, or 
French. Recreational and cultural activities play an important role in the community and 
annual festivals reflect the Ukranian/Russian heritage. The K-I 2 school offers a fidl 
complement of subjects to its students. Students in the FaWgnd and Spence schools have 
traditionally traveled to schoofs within the TurnhiU Division for sports activities. Area 
residents generally travel to the major trading center adjacent to the Tunrhill School 
Division to avail themselves of the amenities o&red by an urban center. 
The community of S p c e  provides a variety of services to its residents, albeit on a 
smaUer scale. Its major business is hnhg, both mixed and *wheat, canola, lentils, 
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and fd grains as welI as hog and cattle operations. A variety of activities, both cuitual 
and recreational, provide cohesion to the life of the town although some activities are 
stnrgghg to continue. WhiIe English is by far the major language 6rst leaned and still 
understood, German, Hungarian, French and Metis are also heard within the community 
and are a reflection of Speace's cultural diversity. The school has a tuition agreement with 
F ' i  Nations Bands to provide grades 10, 1 1, and 12 to its aborigid population. 
What is common to the communities within the Beaver Flat School Division is the 
pioneer spirit and ethic of work which made survival possible during eady seftlement, the 
Depression years, and the endug years of economic growth and recession. Education has 
always been an important f h t  of their life and, as a result, the retention of schools within 
their respective communities and direct representation on Boards of Education bas been a 
priority item. Schools are perceived as one of the lifelines of a community. 
En contrast, the Turnhill School Division was and continues to be one of the largest 
Nsa school divisions in Saskatchewan. Indicative of their total popuiation, one ofthe 
d municipalities experienced a population change b m  199 1 to I996 of only -3.0 
percent and during the same period two major t o w  experienced a growth of 7.4 and 5.0 
percent (Statistics Canada, 1998). Consisting of 16 schools in eight subdivisions plus 
Hutterite colonies and a F i  Natious reserve, Turnhill has the advantage of being in close 
proximity to a major trading center- As a result, Tumhill continues to attract a greater 
share of the nrraI population as well as industrial and business ventures. Several towns and 
villages in the area serve as bedroom commrmities to the major trading center. 
Employment is varied with opportunities in both the agriculture and business sectors; the 
taxation base is substantial, Although the division has experienced a decline in student 
enrolment in outlying areas, generally, earohents have been stable or increasing. Serving 
a population of over 4,200 students, Turnhill continues to provide its clienteie with a 111 
range of support Services. 
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Cultural diversity abounds in the Turnhill School Division The outlying areas are 
more ''rid'' in nature, while a number of its communities, serving as bedroom 
communities to the adjoining urban center, could be descri'bed to some extent as "cities in 
the country." Several communities have a large Mennonite component and espouse the 
traditional values of their faith while other communities display a mixture of Catholic, 
Mennonite, Ukranian, French, and Metis influences. The Turnhill Division has traditionally 
served tuition students fiom a First Nations Reserve and some school populations have a 
First Nations component which ranges tiom 20 to 70 per cent. However, this is likely to 
change as a resuIt of Fi Nations' initiatives to construct schools within their own 
communities. AU communities provide a variety of cultural and recreational activities 
dthough residents of the bedroom communities are more likely to access activities in the 
urban center. 
Aspects of Community 
Rural communities are identifiable through a number of distinct characteristics. 
Nachtigal(1982) suggested that, when compared to urban communities, rural 
communities generally exhibit the folIowing traits: tightIy linked social interactions, 
fiequent personal interactions, people tead to be generalists, non-bureaucratic social 
structure, verbal communication, self-~ciency, poorer, smaller in size, and lower 
population density. Indeed, culturaI and economic hornogenei~ and traditional values tead 
to be d i r d y  related to the degree of remoteness &om a major urban center. The reverse 
is also true, the closer to an urban center, the more cosmopolitan is the rural community 
(Nachtigal). Evidence of this phenomenon between the c o d e s  in Beaver Flat and 
the communities in Turnbill--those in close proximity to a large urban center, were 
evident in the study. 
Intrinsic to a rural Life choice, are five rural educatiod themes (EL, 1996, p. 2). 
A sense of p k e  concerns the relationship W e e n  local cultures and their environment, 
including curriculum and instruction that is based on comrnuaity endeavors, teaching 
students the value of the community, and the educational conmbutions of diverse rural 
cultures. Umettling pertains to the outmigration that has characterized ment rural 
experience and its implications on the firture, *mluding school consotidation and 
reorganizatior; the social and economic effects of school closures on communities; the 
withdrawal of s e ~ c e s  and organizations such as hospitals and stores from rural areas; and 
the revitalization of rural institutions. Pathways to &Ithood applies to the maturation of 
children and youth, which is affected by curriculum, vocational opportunities, 
development of a vibrant sense of community, and outmigration, lSZnaIl-scc~Ie organization 
characterizes d education, institutions, and businesses and relates to student 
performance and accomptishment, size and idea of community, various systems designed 
to respect people, helping d schools realize the advantages of"SmaUtless," and 
diffeceat ways of organizing school children. FinaUy, policy challenges may involve any of 
the above themes as they apply to the role of policy in ficilitating or bstrating rural 
interests, regional policy variations, adopting a fleraile curriculum which meets 
educational requirements, and rural pubk poiicy education. 
Working in partnership, schools, M e s ,  and communities "can improve school 
programs and school climate, provide family Services and support, increase parents' skills 
and leadership, connect M e s  with others in the school and community, and help 
teachers with their workn (Epstein, 1997, p. 255). Furthermore, rural schools, working in 
partnership with local leaders and residents, can have a positive 'mpact on community 
v i a b i i -  When students have opportunities to engage in ''meanin@ community-based 
learning ... the community helps to develop responsl'ble citizens for today and skilled leaders 
for tomorrow" (Miller, 1996, p. 3). In other words, by working together, families, schools 
and communities can create caring educationd environments which sustain rural life. This 
is not a new concept for rural cormrrrmitieq indeed, the family/schooUcommunity 
co~ection lies at the very heart of rud lifi? in Saskatchewan. Through school division 
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amalgamation the real or perceived Ioss of this aspect of caring communities which are 
closdy involved in the education of their children &queutly results in resistance to 
chaage A resurgence of interest in the concept of "cornunity schools" attests to the 
vdue of caring communities and their e&ct on student success. 
School divisions are represented by many wmm~tie and every individual is a 
member of many communides. For exampIe, Sergiovanni (1996) suggested that the f b d y  
can be considered a moral nurturing community, that churches hmtion as spiritual 
commuItities, and that clubs hction as friendship c o m e s .  En a like manner, schools 
function as learning comrnunities @ram, 1996). Furthermore, within the educational 
community, we find a number ofwRlb-communities-Mes, parents, students, teachers, 
administrators, schoof jurisdictioas, special committees, and so on. Tn rural areas, the 
business community, k n b g  community and town communides may have a sigdicant 
impact on the school community" (Phillips, 1997). Building a shared history provides the 
mechanism through which divergent communities come to understand the constraints, 
language, and logic of other communities and individuals (Dempsey & McCadden, 1997). 
W& this in mind, a community perspective at the schml division level impties that 
understanding the multiple communid~ individuals are a part of wilI serve to enhance our 
ability to understand people and to build the larger community resulting fiom a school 
division amalgamation. 
In svummy, issues of the wid circumstance include senses of md attachment to 
rural places, the relationship between school and w d t y  sustainab'i, proper gims for 
an education committed to nrral community, nrral pathways to rural addtbood, 
community engagement in nual schools, ruraI commwdty and educatid stewardship, 
cunicuia to sustain curaI pIaces, md small-scale organhition in ruraI schooling and 
community (Howky & Harmon, 1996, pp. 8-9). In other words, because many community 
activities and functions revoh around schools and the children who attend theses schooIs, 
schools are hquently viewed as the focal point of small communities. W h  this in mind, 
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communities are concerned over the effects of school division amalgamation on the 
existence and continued viabity of small communities and their schools. Furthermore, 
direct representation on the Board of Education is often equated, in nrral communities, to 
coatroi over the education oftheir children and a preservation ofthe cornmurrity's identity. 
In rural communities, schools are everybody's business. 
Coadusion 
It is witbin this context of educationd governance restructuring and nual change 
that the researcher set out to explore the management of a school division a m a l m o n  
process. Field research extended over a period of one year and participants welcomed the 
opportunity to give voice to their experiences. Their stories served to d d o p  a vocal 
tapestry which dm'bed the interweaving of the political, technical and cultural strands of 
their journey of change. 
It is to tbese stories that we now turn. The next chapter provides a description of 
the amalgamation process and the management of that process through the Ienses of those 
who participated in the event. Although, in the final analysis, it is the story ofone 
amalgamation, each participant has contributed herhis own perspective of the 
amalgamation initiative. 
CHAPTERS 
ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH DATA 
Chapter 5 presents an analysis and description of the data collected for this study. 
Primary data for the study was gathered through interviews with participants &om 
identified stakeholder groups: Boards of Education, Directors, school trustees, ratepayers, 
parents, central office s M ,  support st* principals, teachers, and students. Documentary 
evidence included adgarnation binders, minutes of meetings, correspondence between 
the divisions and the Department of Education, and media news releases. Additionally, the 
researcher's on-site observation of meetings by the boards, the Amalgamation Steering 
Committee (ASC), and Iocal and joint teacher associations supplemented and supported 
the interview data Using the information collected and analysed fiom the above sources, 
Chapter 5 addresses the research questions. As discussed in Chapter 3, interviews will be 
identified by role, school division, interview, and page umber (see Appendix B for a 
description of the identification code). Notwithstanding the excessive use of quotes, the 
researcher believes that in order to understand the story of amdgamtion and the 
meanings attriiuted to it by those who lived through the process, we need to hem their 
voice. The following %cK' description of the amalgamation process and how it was 
managed, it is hoped, wiU accomplish that end. 
Question 1 
Why did amalgamation become an hue in the school d'iions? 
Without exception, Beaver Flat stakehotders realized there was a pressing need to 
address the issue of governance restructuring. Beginning as early as I99 1, Ciscussions 
with a variety of adjoining schooi divisions; a previous amaIgamation study, and the 
realization their division was facing serious challenges, both financial and in the 
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maintenance of core programming, had resulted in a general consensus. lo order for 
schools to remain viable and within their communities, the problem demanded attention. 
School enrollment had dropped fiom a high of Z O O  students to just over 600. Having 
already experienced school closwes, declining enrollments due to a decline in the rural 
population as well as a recent decision by a Fvst Nations Reserve to start their own 
school, declines in funding grants, centraI office administrative cuts7 teacher reductions, 
and the loss of a guidance counselor, the Beaver Flat Division had three possiile options: 
M e r  centralization, maintaining the status quo, or amalgamation. Given that 
centralization had already occurred and maintaining the status quo would solve nothing as 
well as requiring a mill rate increase of at least 10 mills, pursuing amalgamation was 
deemed as the only possible solution. As is the case in any highly emotional issue, 
viewpoints varied and individuals voiced both support and resistance to change: 
It always seems like maybe we can wait another year or whatever' but then, 
when we looked at it, the longer you prolonged it, the agony was sti l l  going 
to be there, so we figured we better get it over with. (B-BFL: 11, p. 2)' 
I had a serious concern and had shared it in a number of different venues, that 
we are in danger in this province of developing a two-tiered system of 
education, without people really understanding it. I mean, I know that kids in 
a school system with a part-time director and no other support staff can't 
possiily have the same opportunities in the long run as kids in school divisions 
where they've got the special help. And I said to the board, "If you don't 
make the decision and if your parents don't make the decision, the kids will, 
because they're smart enough to realize that when they get out of grade 12, 
they want to be on a level playing field with the kids coming out of [the city 
schools]." And they have a right to that. @-BF: 17, p. 21) 
The First Nations viewpoint concurred with the general opinion tbat the students 
of the Beaver Flat School Division should have access to the same support services 
available to students in other locations: 
I made sure our own educationai authority received the iaformation as 1 
received it. But I tbink the feeling was, it's not going to really affect us, and 
ifit does, it is going to be a good effect. There'U be support services for our 
children and that was one of the main thrusts that we were certainly looking 
for, making sure that the children got the best. Programing was already there 
and we had good programing, we were not sub-standard, but certainly 
support for the students was at a level which could see some improvement. 
(B-BF: 8, pp. 2-3) 
h summary, amalgamation for the Beaver Flat School Division was primarily 
enrollment driven. Declining enrollments and the resulting cuts in foundation grants had 
placed in jeopardy the division's abiity to keep schools open, sustain programs and 
academic standards, and provide services to students and teachers. In addition, given the 
govemmmt's position on governance restructuring, the Beaver Flat School Division, 
comprised of some 600 students, was searching for an amalgamation pmer .  
En sharp contrast, the need to amalgamate was not an issue for the Turnhill School 
Division. Turnhill was already large enough to provide a 111 range of services to its 
students and teachers. In the enviable position ofnot having to look at firrther 
consolidation in the near b r e ,  an increase of some 600 students would cominue to 
consolidate SV's "safe9* position as we1 as comply with the provincial initiative to 
I guess it was part of the whole restructuring process that the province is 
moving toward. Really, I don't think our board saw it as an issue. It came 
from Beaver Flat and they were looking, rather, they approached our board 
to talk about the possi'bility, so W s  how the whole process came 
about .... For the most part, those servlservlces [special education, counseling and 
program support] were non-existent, and now they have access to all ofthose 
kinds of resources that they were lacking before. That's part of the reason 
they recognized the need to move to a bigger resource base .... The direct 
sewices to children is what's important and certainly, we've been able to 
provide that. (ST-T: 2, pp. 1, 17) 
It was interesting because at the public meeting in FalkIand in February, 
diffefent people got up and asked, 'Why are you doing this?" The bottom line 
has always been to serve the needs of the children, whether they're yours or 
whose ever ... FinslIy, one guy got up and said, "Why do you guys even want 
to do this? There's nothing in it fbr you" And from our perspective, it wasn't 
an issue of what was in it for us. It was what we could ofk the children [&om 
Beaver Flat] and that was a key point. (ST-T: 2, p. 8) 
These quotations demonstrate that Turnhill did not seek but was approached to 
consider amalgamation discussions. Given their secure situation, TurnhiIl considered the 
amalgamation request kom the perspective of having a respom'biiity to provide children 
with a good education, both as a school division and on a gIoW level (Int. 172, p. 8). 
I think that of a1 the things I really appreciated about the TutnhilI people was 
that they took the position that it wasn7t "our kids and your kids", but rather, 
these are kids who require services. Provincial kids if you like, all of them, 
whether they happened to be on one side ofthe river or the other. (D-BF: 1, 
PP- 6-7) 
That is not to say, that the communities in TurnhilI were all in favor of the 
amalgamation. At public meetings in Tumhill, concerns were raised regarding 
the effect of serving more students and schools with no increase, but rather 
a decrease in central office staff. Credit needs to be given to Turnhill because 
what were they gaining? I mean, what did they have to win from this? One 
could argue not@. Simply a duty to look after the best interests of the 
students of the province and to take on more kids to do that. That's pretty 
admirable. I give them a lot of credit fbr keeping [the Turnhin people] on that 
track Becawe there were certainly opporturdties, and particuIarly at one of 
the community meetings I attended, where the...community was quite 
prepared to challenge what was in it for us and the Director and Board Chair 
remained stating their position. (D-T: 14, p. 5 )  
Therefore, on the one hand, amdgamation became an issue for the Beaver Flat 
School Division b w e  the division no Ionger had either &cient studeat numbers or a 
Iarge enough tax base to provide the needed or mandated h c e s  to students in tlteir 
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schools. On the other hand, because Turnhill was large enough to provide their students 
and teachers with a fLll range of services, amalgamation became an issue for them only 
after they were approached by the Beaver Hat Division to consider the amalgamation of 
the two divisions. It was under these circumstances that the process of amalgamation 
began to unfold. 
Question 2 
How did the pmcss oluaalgamation unfold? 
The process of dgamation unfolded on numerous tionts, at different times, and 
in a variety of settings. Furthermore, the perception of what happened depended upon the 
lens or perspective through which one was viewing the process as well as the role in which 
individuals found themselves, either as a parent, a ratepayer, a teacher, a student, a trustee, 
a board member, a director, or a combination of any of the above. The process was, for 
the most part, collaborative and, as such, called for a tremendous expenditure of time and 
energy ftom diverse groups of individuals. 
The process we're in right now puts a tremendous responsibility on people to 
work together and the responsibility for people to find their own solutions. 
For people to work hard at consensus decision-making and involvement, 
that's paidid, requires lots of time, Iots of human resources, Iots of energy. 
But, in the finaI analysis, it [collaborative decision-making] is on the positive 
side, allows for a good deaI ofpatdcipadon Zit is going to be accomplished 
And ia that, significant owuersbip. (F: 6, p. 5) 
In order to view and understand the process, to see the "big picture," the 
researcher developed a chronofogy of amalgamation events (see Appendix F). The 
chronology depicts events as they occurred within the Beaver Flat School Division, the 
Tutnhill School Division, and between the two divisions. Atso, because the amalgamation 
involved a splitting of the Beaver Flat Division, Longford subdivision joining the 
Ladybank SchooI Division and Falkland and Spence becoming part of the Turnhill School 
Division, selected meetings and communications with the Ladybank School Division have 
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been included. The amalgamation process, as described herein between Beaver Flat and 
Turnhill, was mirrored by similar activities betweeu the Beaver Flat Board representing the 
Longford subdivision and the Ladybank School Division. The LadybanklLongford 
amalgamation will be r e f d  to only to the extent that it influenced or was influenced by 
the TumhWEleaver Flat amalgamatioa 
The Beaver Flat Scbool Division had commenced addressing the challenges facing 
them in the early 1990s. This effort resulted in the centralization of schools and 
administra!ive services, amalgamation explorations with mounding school divisions, and 
a study of one amaIgamation poslility. Issues of concern throughout these years incfuded 
considerations as to division and school size, the inhtructures or services available to 
students, the desire for some permanence in the h u e ,  travel patterns, the location of 
schools and the Board o&e, and travel distances for students. In 1994, the Beaver Flat 
Board determined to further pursue the option of amalgamation and, the current director 
having retired, advertised for a -6 Director to oversee the operation of the division and the 
amalgarnrttion of the Beaver Flat School Division with another jurisdiction. 
In the fall of 1994, the Beaver Flat Board held meetings in all three subdivisions in 
order to intbrm their public with regard to three possible choices of action: maintaining the 
status quo, centralization, and amalgamation. Maimaining the status quo, with a projected 
tax increase of 10 to12 d l s  was, for most of the ratepayers, an unpopular option. 
Accompanykg this option was the reality of continuing with both a .6 Director and 
Secretary-Treasurer and no impmvtment in services to support pupil and teacher d s .  
As for further centralization, the consensus in each of the three subdivisions was, WK, as 
long as the school is in our community." Obviowly, &her centralization and 
consoIidatim of schooIs and Services was not an answer to the problem- The meetings 
concluded with a consensus decision by all three communities as well as the Board of 
Education, namely, a decisioa to firrther explore the third option of amalgamation 
Subsequent to the hll meetings, the Beaver Flat Board contacted and received 
information packages Eom the surrounding school divisions. Their reception, in all cases, 
was cordial. Each ofthe divisions expressed interest in the process and indicated a 
coramitment to provide the Beaver Flat Board with a 111 disclosure of information as to 
their respective divisions. Upon completing an analysis of the idiomation, the majority of 
the Beaver Flat Board concluded the most desirable course of action was to pursue 
amalgamation with the Turnhill School Division, 
I think that probably the most important point was when the board arrived at 
a consensus about what made the most sense fiom their point of view. Some 
of that came from what people said directly like, 'We should be joining 
Tumhdl," and part of it because I could sense that there was an affinity there. 
(SS-BF: 17, p. 1 I)  
Community meetings to share the findings of the Board were conducted in the 
spring of 1995. The general public indicated they were in support of amalgamation with 
the Turnhill School Division. However, the reaction of the subdivision of Longford was 
not as supportive. As early as 1993, Longford had indicated the posslibrlity of a preference 
to join the Ladybank School Division Initially, the Beaver Flat Board insisted all three 
subdivisions should move in the same direction; this was the @ority vote. However, after 
a number of meetings, local surveys in Longford, communications fiom both the town of 
Longford and the local municipality, and discussions with the Minister of Education, the 
Beaver Flat Board reversed its decision and approached the Ladybank School Division 
with the intent to explore the amalgamation of the Longford subdivision to the Ladybank 
School Division Although the issue was resolved, it was not without rancor. 
From that point in time, the amalgamation process continued between the Beaver 
EW subdivisions of Falkland and Spence with the Turnhill School Division. A similar 
process occurred between Longford subdivision and the Ladybank School Division. It is 
important to note that, while working through the "amalgamation process," the respective 
Boards passed motions indicating a commitment to the process of amalgamation while 
retaining the option to withdraw fhm discussions at any time, if so desired. 
EarIy in 19%, public information meetings on the proposed amaIgamation were 
conducted in both the Beaver Flat and Turnhill School Divisions. An Amalgamation 
Steering Committee (ASC), which incIuded representadon fiom various groups fiom each 
division, met on a regular basis (see Appendix G for a description of the ASC). Rather 
than being appointed by the Boards, the ASC representatives were chosen by the 
membership of their own groups. As a red& the ASC was viewed as having a high degree 
of c f e d l i i .  This is reflected in the comment of a research participant (Int. *, p. 7): 
"They didn't cherry pick, and say, 'Oh, you're a nice t each  and you'll be on our side.' 
They said, 'Local association, pIease appoint.' " The mandate of the ASC was to receive 
input, presentations, and possiile soiutions to issues h m  the ASC members who 
represented the various groups; to discuss these and other issues; and to make 
recommendations to the Boards. The Boards took the recommendations under advisement 
and, after fiuther consideration ofthe issues, made decisions and passed motions. 
Discussions during the course of ASC meetings resulted in the writing and 
acceptance of a key document outlining the principles of amalgamation. The development 
of the document was an ongoing endeavor throughout the process of amalgamation. The 
end result, the Princ@Ies of M W m ,  sewed to guide the amalgamation process 
(see Appendix H). The document's value lay in the that it established the parameters 
within which the amaIgarnation process wouId transpire. The opening statement- that the 
central purpose ofthe amalgamtion was to provide the best educational services to all 
students, set the tone fbr any subsequent actions or decisions. The development of the 
Principies of AM&'.-on was a key component of the amalgamation process: 
One of the key components of the process is [that through codtation and 
discussion] we agreed on the principles of amalgamation; that became 
importaut because it provided a focus fbr - this is why we arc doing 
this. And I think it's important ttrat that not be lost sight of [Agreement on 
the principka came part way through the process and, actually, it was at that 
point that we wrote to the Miaister for the first time and said the boards have 
agreed now to these principles of adgarnation. We're going to work 
through these principles and we will soon be coming back to you asking for 
an order.@-BF: 17, pp. 30) 
The document then proceeded to identify the Beaver Hat subdvisions, Falkland and 
Spence, which were being amalgamated with the "existing" T d  School Division. 
Board representation on the "new" Board of Education, subdivision boundaries, tuition 
agreements between each of the Fm Nations and the Board, the actual date of 
amalgamation, and by-elections for Board members fiom the newly added subdivisions 
were clarified. The last three principks dealt with the pre-merger colIaboration of the two 
Boards in making decisions that would effect the future operations of the amalgamated 
district, the commitment to on-going invotvement and two-way communicatiou in the 
resotution of outstanding issues with the groups involved in the process, and a recognition 
that every effort would be made to ensure that employees of the new system were dl part 
of the new Turnhill team. 
The ASC also deveIoped an action plan (see Appendix I). The plan identified 
actions to be taken, by whom, and when. In addition, ASC committee representatives, 
appointed by their own members, acted as a liaison between their groups and the ASC. 
At the same time, the individual Boards of Education continued to meet as did 
groups such as trustees, teachers, and support staff, either within their own division or as a 
combined entitytY Regionai Directors and Department of Education officids ofkred 
infbrmation and advice as needed and the Minister of Education assisted in the resolution 
of issues of representation on the Board for a First Nations group, the grandfUmhg of 
local teacher agreements, and the Longford situation 
Regular communication with the public transpired through the sharing of 
information by Board members, schooi trustees, and ASC members. Memorandums to the 
. . 
employees as weil as meetings with in-school admumators served to inform the 
divisions' employees. The Turnhill Secretary-Treasurer coordinated all media releases. 
From as eariy as the fall of 1995, joint planning took piace between the two divisions 
particularly with respect to staffing, budgetary decisions, and representation on teacher 
committees. Time became a fixtor, the anticipated date for amalgamation of September 1, 
1996, was moved to January 1, 1 997. At that time, all necessary conditions inchding the 
division of assets and liabilities having been met, the Minister passed an order for the 
dissolution ofthe Beaver Flat School Division. Pursuant to that motion, the subdivisions 
of Fakland and Spence amalgamated with the Turnhill School Divisioa and the 
subdivision of Longford became part of the Ladybank School Division. Comments 
regarding the amalgamation process included the fatlowing: 
f think it was very key that the Diecton cooperated. They didn't use 
an outside facilitator .... 1 would reinforce the idea that the process wed by 
Turnbill and Beaver Flat was one that can be repeated by other Boards 
because they used a process tbat was very much inclusionary. Everybody 
ended up feeling they were stakeholders and that was certainly valuable. I 
think you have to be reasonably careful not to get caught up in the 
details .... It's a bit like a -age, at some point if you decide to do it, do it. 
Then you can work out the wrinkles because if you wait for eveqhhg to be 
pkt, you're never going to do i t J  think you also have to understand 
individual community interests and be sensitive to them (R-T: 3, p. 8) 
Having been through [several] dgamations, there are things that I've 
come up with. There is a great deaI of concern, among teachers 
particuIarIy* about amalgamation and the affect that it's going to have on 
their working Life and their situation .... Secondly, there's a concern about 
change, that there's going to be something radically diffaent and I don't 
think it is .... Amalgamation to me is change. It's not a grieving process, it's 
not divorce; it's not unpleasant, it's not unhappy. It's just a change. 
Obviously, there are some good things to it and some negative things.... The 
third point is that people have got to accept the fact that change is 
inevitable. Amalgamation will occur and Xwe don't choose our partners 
that will be decided for us. And my feeling is, it's better the devil you know 
than the devil you don7t..Well, at least this way, you have some input as to 
how the amalgamation proceeds.-..My fourth point is that the more people 
you get involved in the amdgamaticm process the better. ..I guess a board's 
perception is they are doing that. That's their perception. It's not a 
perception that's widely held .... I think the Turnhill modeI, if you could use 
that term, is probably the best that I've seen. (E-BFL: 10, pp. 10-1 1) 
In view of the preceding quotations, it is evident individuals appreciated the opportunity to 
be involved in the amalgamation process. It was also important for the stakeholders to 
have input into the decisions to amalgamate and with whom, as well as the determination 
of and participation in the dgamation process, Communiry meetings provided a venue 
fbr pubIic participation, discussion, and the sharing of information. Furthermore, as the 
process unfolded, the need to listen to, appreciate, understand and respond to the 
concerns of diverse groups and individuals was clearly indicated. Collaborative problem 
solving was the primary method used to address and resolve issues and coopdon 
between the two divisions, as modeled by both the Boards and the Directors, was 
instrumental in maintaining a positive attitude throughout the amalgamation process. 
Question 3 
What wen the critical incidents in the amdgamrtioa process? 
AIthough the colIhrative amalgamation process generaUy moved forward in a 
smooth mmer, it was not without the occasional "hiccup" or critical incident. Oace 
again, what was seen as a critical incident was colored by the perspective ofindividuds 
and/or interest groups, their role in the amalgamation process, and what was at stake fir 
them, Furthermore, what was perceived as "criticar' changed as the divisions moved 
bough the various stages of the process. Participants in the study equated "critical 
incidents" to how things were done and to how issues were resoived. The analysis of 
critical incidents as reported by the participants resuIted in a categoriation of incidents: 
incidents having to do with the process itselfand issues requiring resoIution. 
Having determined the two critical incident areas as process and the resolution of 
issues, the question became one of deciding the order of diSCUSSim Did the process 
ioform and determine how issues were resolved or did the issues determine what processes 
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were used during the amalgamation ofthe two divisions? Although the nature of the 
various issues did impact on the processes used, generally, the process as evidenced by 
public codtation and input fiom the ASC members largely prescrii  how issues were 
resolved. For this reason, critical "process" incidents will be discussed 6rst. 
Critid Incidents: Process 
Participants in the case study identified inclusion through communication and 
c o ~ o n ,  Ieadership, timing, personnel, support fiom the Department of Education and 
the Regional M c e ,  and mechanisms for the resolution of disputes as issues critical to the 
amalgamation process. 
Inclusion 
hcIusion throughout the amalgamation process was an issue of importance to al l  
participants. To them, inclusion embraced the elements of communication and 
codtation. 
Communication. The who, why, what, when, and how of communidon was 
identifmi by a11 research participants as  critical to the amalgamation process: %? 
Without exception, all participants indicated the need for open communication between 
the public, the boards, and the ASC. Ehy? All stakeholders wanted to know what was 
happening and why, particularly when the event under discussion was Likely to have a 
considerable impact upon their lives, either individually or as part of a community--be it 
school, special interest, or town, m? In short, everything. Participants aclolowiedged 
the necessity for the dissemination of accurate and complete information, both as to the 
process itseIf and to the resolution of issues under discussion. When? The research 
participants indicated that communication was needed throughout the entirety of the 
amalgamation process, from the earliest of discussions, to the actual date of 
amalgamation, to after the fact. How? Participants reviewed the variety of methods 
employed to disseminate information: public meetings; meetings with interest 
groups such as trustees or school division M contact with in-school admunsrrat - * OK; 
news releases through the media-locd newspapers, radio, and teIevision; school 
nmdetters; and mail drops. Additional ways of dispersing inforntation incbded: ASC 
members sharing information with their respective groups or the general public; the 
sharing of information by Board members and school trustees; memorandums to and 
meetings with division employees; and by word of mouth--coffee time at the I d  cafe. 
Although information was disseminated in a variety of ways, opinions varied with 
regard to the eEkctiveaess and timeliness of information dispersal: 
When we had community meetings we didn't rely on notes going home fiom 
the school, we did mail drops so that infbrmation went in every maiI box 
within the school division. And that was important becaw, as you know, 
we've ody got about 30 percent of the folks out there paying the bill who 
have kids in schooI ,...The whole community knew we had a meeting and if 
they chose not to come, we& that was h e .  @-BF: 1, pp.54) 
As soon as something starts to happen, hen the process has to be opened 
wide up, and I think we did that fairly well here. And there can't be any secret 
meetings, there can't be anybody making decisions without everybody else 
being aware ... I guess that's the only thing that is crucial, if they're thinking 
about doing it, get everybody that's involved and get them involved, ail the 
information shared. (E-T: 5, p.8) 
There were good comrrmni~~tions from the committee to the board back to 
the local people; they were not outside the circle; and [the Board] used all the 
available avenues. (R-T: 3, p. 7) 
However, although mail drops were used to inform alJ community residents of public 
meetings and although efforts were made to infonn individuals with regard to meetings 
and decisions, some individuals expressed dissatisfaction over communication &ns. 
When Longford dexided we wanted to go to &adyhank], they [the B d s ]  
never said much, but there was a change. Mer tbat, basically, there was no 
more communication .... Yes, our rep [on the ASC] kept sitting in on those 
me edng,... but whenever something was brought up about Ladybank, the 
fixling was that the discussions had nothing to do with us ... Even as a whole 
board @aver Flat], we found out there were some meetings with [the 
directors] that actually never came back to the Beaver Flat 
Board .... Sometimes we'd see a news release in the paper ... which we didn't 
even know about and we did bring it up..Don't you think the board, at least 
the chairman, should be notifed before something is said to the press? At that 
point it just seemed like [the Director] wanted to get the amalgamation 
worked through. (B-BFL: 21, p. 1 I) 
It is apparent that, depending on one's perspective, views as to the e£6cacy of 
communication throughout the amalgamation process varied. Beaver Flat residents, 
barring some fiom the subdivision of Longford, were generally satisfied, notwithstanding 
that a number of employees commented on the need for more intra school information. 
The Turnhill contingent was, for the most part, satisfied with the level and quality of 
communication. By the same token, both divisions found the community meetings to be a 
most satisf8ctory means of sharing information and responding to the concerns of their 
electorate. 
Consult.tioo, Participants' perceptions as to the degree of consultation and 
discussion were closely tied to their views on the kind and degree of communication which 
occurred dwing the amalgamation process. Sharing information, talking with people, 
providing a forum for open discussion at public meetings, and the composition of the ASC 
served to provide those who wanted to be involved with the opportunity to do so. 
The public meetings that we had, if you have too many, people get bored and 
tired of the whole issue, but if you have enough, then people have the 
opportunity to come and be informed or ask their questions and express their 
concerns and we probably did that just eaou gb... But overall, everybody can 
be involved that needs to or wants to be involved in this process. Focus on the 
kids and try and remove our personal agenda from the larger decisiormakkg 
process. And when the whole tiring comes down, people have to be involved 
and it has to be a people kcused operation. @-T: 14, pp. 1,14) 
However, not ail groups who might have wished to sit in on the amalgamation 
dehitious were allowed to do so. This was the case for both the Saskatchewan Schod 
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Trustees Association (SSTA) and the Saskatchewan Teachers' Federation (STF). These 
respective organizations, although not directly involved, were available to offer support 
and counsel. 
The question, Who actually makes the decision to amalgamate and with who?" 
was raised by various individuals throughout the Beaver Flat Division Assumptions were 
made that, upon the completion of public meetings, the public would be able to vote. 
Although the communities were generally in agreement with the Board's decision to 
amalgamate, there was considerable dismay when people realired that a public vote would 
not be held on the amalgamation question. 
leaden hi^ 
Providing leadership throughout an amaigarnation process is a complicated task 
And, once again, satisfaction with the leadership provided throughout the amalgamation of 
the Beaver Flat and Turnhill Divisions depended very much upon the experiences of each 
individual. On a provincial IeveI, leadership was provided to the extent that was needed, 
namely, in the clarification of legal process and the amalgamation sequence. The Minister, 
on request, assisted in the resolution of legislated issues. On a local level, leadership was 
largely provided by the Directors and Secretary-Treasurers of both school divisions. 
Actions taken were under advisement fiom the ASC and motions as passed by the Boards 
of Education Two perspectives on leadership emerged during the aaaIysis of the data, one 
being that of the leader and, the other, that ofthe recipients ofthe said leadership. 
Participants valued the foUowing qualities in the Ieaders of the amalgamation 
process: coUaborative, trustworthy, honest, open to ideas, W, and not self-serving. That 
these qualitits had been generally perceived as being displayed by their leaders was 
apparent through the genera1 satisfaction with the amalgamation process: 
[ - r d I ' s ]  central office shows and practices an attitude of caring- The 
Director not ody can talk the talk, but he can wak the talk. It's like geese 
flying in a 'V", there is a need for a Ieader to direct the change, but sometimes 
others need to be supportive and can lead in their own area. The experience 
has been great. The Director always includes and greets you; the 
amalgamation has been a positive thing. We've had super Senrice from the 
Director though he is very overworked. I'm looking for more good tbiags 
corning and continuing as a result of the amalgamation. (E-BF: 19, p. 3) 
[As for moving the amalgamation process forward] I don't think there was 
anyone in particular, other than the Directors took the approach that the 
amalgamation was going to move forward and kept working that way. We 
met as a steering committee and when we got back] to our individual boards 
it was more like, "OK we're at this point, do we still want to continue?" And 
that question came up every two weeks.-.and I kept at that question, I said, 
'You're going to hear it every time h s e  if, for any reason we decide not 
to, then we've got to have the reasons why and do it [withdraw from the 
amalgamation]." So the momentum just kept carrying itself and as things were 
being resolved, it looked as though it was going to be an all right 
situation .... So there wasn't really anyone pushing it, other than the directors 
themselves were pushing the progress of it fiom an administrative standpoint 
to get things done. (8-T: 4, p.6) 
However, there were exceptions to the above position, specifically when dealing with 
contentious issues such as the division of assets and liabilities: 
So then they said, 'We wiIl give you a little better deal on buses," to give us 
a newer bus here. But they also gave us some of the older ones .... Well, the 
committee fiom Turnhill went to a Board meeting at Ladybank. And it kind 
of made us feel like, ''Hey, we don't count here?" We are shutting down [as 
a division], but it made us feel unimportant .... So they divided our assets 
without us. (B-BFL: 1 1, pp. 10-1 I) 
By the same token, the individuals teading the amalgamation process were 
cognizant of leadership attniutes and e w .  Tbe Duecton realized they were walkiag a 
tight line when it came to the collaborative process while, at the same time, monitoring the 
amidgarnation process; maintaining its momentum; and responding with senslsensltivity to 
individuals, interest groups, and communities deaiing with change. 
We had to be care&[ that we didn't become so directive that we took away 
the decision-making tiom the boards. And there were times when I think 
board members felt that was happening. But you can't move through such a 
complicated change without having sort of thought through what has to 
happen for it to occur .... You don't have to be a rocket scieutist to realize 
what the issues are going to be ... .Being able to sit down or pick up the phone 
and talk with the other Director or Secretary-Treasurers, working things 
through- and that upset the board, they feIt that then! were decisions being 
made about the division of assets ad Iiab'rlitiea before they had had an 
opportunity to consider it. And they were getting pretty sensitive about that. 
There had been a lot of discussion about what made sense and what kinds of 
things to recommend to the boards, but the final decishs were going to rest 
with the boards. @-BF: 1, pp. 12-13) 
We kept saying, and I kept t e h g  the Board, the decisions are going to be 
tough and in the tind dys i s ,  what you've got to do is put kids first. 
Whatever decision you make, be convinced in your own mind it's in the best 
interest of the kids. I said if you do that, regardless of what else happens, 
you're going to be able to live with it. Because, a f k  all, you've been elected 
to be trustees for kids. (D-BF: 1, p. 5) 
We keep focused on kids and we try and keep our personal agendas separate 
fiom this .... You really need people at the helm of the process who are people 
focused ... and strong process people. Everything can go smoothly if you think 
about the steps ahead, and you're reflective. You look at what you've done 
and, I suppose, how you can fix it if it goes wrong. @-T: 14, p. 17) 
The Directors, as portrayed by the preceding comments, were conscious of the need to 
both look ahead in order to anticipate what was still to come as well as the need to step 
back and reflect on what had already transpired. 
Leadership was aIso provided by the Board members within each of the respective 
divisions. Sharing information with local trustees, carrying their concerns to the ASC, and 
being available to their public were important elements of their position as community 
leaders. 
I think the board members were influential and opinion setters in many ways. 
Let's take the two representatives tiom Beaver Flat, had they been 
diabolically opposed and had gone back to their locd board and said, "This 
is a crazy idea, we should never do it," that decision probably would have held 
the day, you know. But they were open and willing to see what the benefits 
could be. @-BF: 1, pp. 20-21) 
Indeed, each member of the ASC had a leadership role to play with respect to the interest 
group they represented. 
The provincial government's position throughout the amalgamation process was 
one of support and assistance in the resolution of issues as requested. Both Boards were 
very appreciative of this support. However, through the course of interviews, participants 
also addressed the issue of leadership by the Department of Education 
From a provincial perspective and leadership, we did get a tremendous 
amount of support fiom the department in our meetings and the discussions 
we had. They were always there lending support and moving the process 
along in whatever way that they could to help the situation. We're very 
gratefbl to the department for that. On the provincial perspeztive of 
amalgamatio a,... 1 know a number of boards [throughout the province] are 
struggling with amalgamation because there isn't a specific game plan out 
there. And so [the Department] is just throwing it out for everybody to do 
their own thing. I think f?om some perspectives, that's good. It gives the 
boards the encouragement to explore and seek out new directions in terms of 
how they might do things better. Buf on the other hand, there's always the 
fear that some poor, unsuspecting, unwitting sods are going to get left out in 
the cold in the process, because they don't take the initiative that's 
necessary to be included somewhere. Eventually, there's going to be some 
odd man out. And that is not good for school systems, not good for the 
children in particular, and certainiy not good for education on the whole. I 
guess those issues will eventually be resolved as we& but they shouldn't be 
there in the first place. So I think it would be good if the Department had 
some additional kind of Ieadership plan in its back pocket and something to 
guide the process. 1 think they are working on it but I think that shodd have 
come first. I think the timing isn't right, that shouId have come first. (ST-', 
pp. 13-14) 
If there were greater guidelines, more guidelines, more specificity to it, to 
what is wanted, it would help .... I advocated the department to do much more 
in terms of drawing a map, or at least setting out some pretty coasiderabte 
guidelines and then having the public respond to that. On a political 
government level the decision was made to go d i f f d y .  It really leaves 
regional directors to try and convince people to go somewhere. (R-T: 3, p. 10) 
I guess it's a case of non-leadership ... it's a knowingnon-Ieaakrship. Like it's 
a messy issue and we can look at the Health Boards and the way they were set 
up. You know, we want you to do this, we aren't going to give you any 
guidelines to do it, you go ahead and do it, and then we don't have to take the 
heat for it .... .Maybe ten years down the line, we may look back and say, "Yes, 
that was a smart move by this government," but at the present time it's saying, 
Well, there are no guidelines out there, no structures." The government has 
seen that [teacher's contractual agreements with existing boards] is going to 
be an issue and they said, "OK, we will put something in place for that. The 
rest of it, you handle that stuff over there, we don't want to get involved in 
your messy little politics, it might cost me my seat in the next electionn That's 
maybe cynical, but that's kind of the way I read what's happening and maybe 
it's a good approach. It leaves the people that have to live with the decisions 
to make the decisions. There are no scapegoats left. You can't say the 
government said we have to do this, we have to do that. We made that 
decision and we have to live with it. (E-BF: 9, pp. 13-14) 
I think that [voluntary amalgamation] is very risky. It's OK for those who get 
started early, but eventually you get to a point where you've got a poor 
cousin somewhere that is really not attractive to anybody, then what do you 
do? So I really think that an approach should be taken by the governmeat that 
doesn't have to be a big hammer, maybe it should be a fdtating approach, 
but with some very definite ideas about time lines that need to be met. And 
have people available that can come in and help If needed .... I think the 
[provincial government] should be more preactive and they should do the 
same thing with the rural municipalities. School division boundaries are 50 
years old; certainly that applies to rural municipality boundaries that are 100 
years old or darn close to it. Another thing that ties into that, and it's just an 
off-the-cuff remark, but with regard to Health Boards. I mean [the 
government] got burned and so backed away just when they really shouldn't 
have. @-BF: 1, pp. 28-29) 
The preceding comments indicate, on one band, a high degree of satidhction with regard 
to the support and assistance received fiom the Department of Education during the 
amalgamation process. On the other hand, the comments reflect a general attitude of 
cynicism toward govment  decisions, particulady in view of the fiat that many of their 
decisions are perceived as being politically motivated. Numerous individuals would like 
the government to take a more proactive approach to the issue of schooI division 
amalgamation, regardless of reelection concerns. 
Timing 
T i g  became an issue on several &oms. Despite the tact that the Beaver Flat 
School Division had initiated discussion regarding governance restructuring in tbe early 
1990s, a number of individuals, particularly those within the Longford community, 
believed they could have used more time to consider and investigate the various 
amalgamation alternatives. Time was also an issue throughout the duration of the process. 
When it became apparent more time was needed to deal with amallpflmation issues, the 
amalgamation occurred four months later than originally planned. 
Furthermore, the .6 time allocated to being the Director of Beaver Flat School 
Division was not adequate to deal with both arnalgmation and school administration 
responsibilities. This opinion was expressed by numerous individuals: a Regional Director, 
both Directors of Education, and the Beaver Flat Board of Education, their in-school 
administrators and teachers. 
The Regional Director had encouraged the board.. .to hire a !id time [director] 
and I think in some respects he may have seen this as an important 
poim....Everybody was aware that [the Director's] initial reason for being 
there was to provide for the amalgamation, to get it done .... I think in some 
respects other things suffered, such as teacher supervision. (D-BF: 1, p. 14) 
Having inadequate time fix personnel to both administer the Beaver Flat School 
division mi deaI with the amalgamation process placed additional stress on both school 
principals and teachers: 
The amalgamation aspect was so ovenvhelrning- We were very fortunate in 
that we had, tbr the most part, good school arlmuusnat . on  and they were 
prepared to take hold and do things that they might not otherwise have doae" 
(E-BFL: 10, p. 4). 
Even though Tumhdl operated with a M-time director and employed numerous support 
staff, a similar opinion was voiced: 
It's critical to have the time to sit back and reflect. It gets very busy. So, if 
you're going into an amalgamation and you've got two different directors and 
two boards, through that process, don't undersca£Fy- It almost takes 
a person just to keep their mind on the process. (D-T: 14, p. 11) 
T i e  to adjwt to change was cited as an issue by Beaver Flat Board members and 
teachers and by the Director and Board of Turnhill: "Board members [from Beaver Flat] 
sometimes wanted to back off; to have more time to grasp with decision and change," 
(Int, 175, p. 3). Teachers, support staff, directors and bard members in both divisions 
addressed the issue of needing time to adjust to new and different ways of doing things in 
the "new" division: 
It's like, I suppose, if you moved in with a new M y ,  you have to get to 
know the history and the norms ofthat new M y .  Yes, obviously it's going 
to take a year or two to work through that. It's an ongoing th45" @-BF: 1, 
p. 26). 
Pacing the amalgamation process, keeping track of what was done and what still 
needed to be addressed and, at the same time, rnaimaining the momentum played an 
important role in the timing of the process: 
Every once in a while [the Directors] would have to go through a chaklist 
and say, 'Now what have we agreed to? What have we itill got left?' And that 
became more evident as we got closer to the end..,so that at the end of the 
day every board had passed the same motions ... and that's what formed the 
basis of what went to the minister. (D-BF: 1, p. 22) 
Emin& an issue of great importance, a f lbed  the amal8amation process in a 
variety of ways. Concerns over having adequate time to investigate issues and to consider 
alternative courses of action were partiuddy evident in the Longftord subdivision. The 
collaborative problem solving approach was, in it=& a time consuming process. In 
addition, the need to keep moving through the amalgamation process involved time 
constraints. Fiiy, individuals needed time to deal with change and to work through the 
transition process on a personal level. 
In order to carry out the work involved in an amalgamation process, participants 
indicated it is imperative there be adequate personnel to oversee the entire amalgamation 
process and to initiate necessary activities such as the gathering and analysis of 
information; organizing public meetings; dealing with the media; disseminating information 
to interest groups, schools, and empIoyees; planning for disestablishment activities and so 
on. In addition, there was a need for adequate personnel to carry out the "regular" 
administrative duties which occur within a school division. Hiring a .6 Director in the 
Beaver Flat School Dision was, according to most individuals interviewed, an error. The 
majority of the director's time was spent dating with amalgamation issues and, as a result, 
the everyday running of the division suffered, particuiariy as fir as maintaining conformity 
throughout the system was concerned. In-school administrators became, in a sense, mini- 
directors in their own school. As with many of the issues, opinions differed: 
Yes, the major mandate was to go in there and to facilitate amalgamation In 
retrospect, I think one of the things that should have happened was that there 
should have been someone else hired also on a part time basis to look after 
some of the things within the internal workings ofthe school division. 0-BF: 
1, P-1) 
One of the things in hindsight is that I didn't realize what we'd done to the 
leadership in our schools by cutting back our directorship. It must have been 
hell for them. Everyone of those schools went through a change ofIeadership. 
Everyone of them And I think there were expanded responsl'bies they 
weren't prepared for and I don't think they should have been expected to do 
this. They were already maxed out, trying to do with limited resources. Can 
you imagine the stafhg cuts that had gone on ewn before we did something 
at the top? So I think the stress level was rmbelievably high. (B-BF: 8, p. 13) 
I don't think that's quite an accurate statema [that amalgamation collsumed 
most of the -6 directorship] because in the TurnhilYBeaver Flat process we 
have a iidl time Director and a -6 Director, so it's 1.6. The decisions that were 
being made were made not just by one but by everyone .... Curriculum 
initiatives are carried out by teachers in the school. I don't think the director 
has reaIly much of a roIe to play in that. I don't think there was a sigdi~a~lt  
decrease or increase in terms of the level of senrice we received tbm our 
-or. It was pretty much business as usual. Again, this is a very stable staff 
and, 1 think, generally a very stable schoo! division (E-BFL: 10, pp. 13-14) 
The tremendous amounts of time and effort which went into the andgarnation of the two 
school divisions resulted in additional workloads and increased levels of stress for 
numerous individuals. The lack of adequate personnel to deal with the work of 
amalgamation in addition to the ''regular" and ongoing responsiiilities of administrating a 
school division was apparent, particuIar1y within the Beaver Flat School Division. 
The Secretary-Treasurers in both the Turnhill and Beaver Flat School Divisions 
played a crucial role throughout the amalgamation process. In addition to their regular 
duties, the Secretary-Treasurers collected, analysed and reported information with regard 
to business matters. Without a doubt, their workload was vastly increased as a result of 
the amalgamation. 
Department of Education rod Regional Ofice S u m  
Support h m  the two offices was most satisfktory. Directon reported prompt 
responses to any queries and ~ e r o u s  meetings took place both Iocally and in Regha. 
Regional Directors indicated ow of their most important roles was to a t t d  and provide 
idomation and support at community meetings. The following comments illustrate the 
above: 
The wgiod Directors] were really in tandem with this whoIe thing. Those 
people were honest and up Eont and really quick to provide infbfmation, to 
respond to questions, or to request infodon &om the Minister and her 
department. @-T: 24, p. 2) 
OveraU, there just wasn't a n d  for mediation. ...m Boards] identitied 
problems for us, we took it to t6e department, we came up with 
interpretations that allowed them to  move fbmard. So there weren't really 
barriers, but there certaialy were wrinkles that we had to get through. (R-T: 
3' P- 4) 
In addition to this high degree of support fiom the Department of Education, the 
Minister responded to and assisted in the resolution ofboth the Longford and the F i  
Nations situations. 
Mechanisms for the Resolution of Dis~utcs 
The ASC served as the chief mechanism for the resolution of disputes. When an 
issue arose, those directly affected by the issue were asked, as a committee, to first meet 
and then present their respective arguments and suggestions to the steeriag committee. At 
that time, the ASC as a coinmittee in whole would discuss the issue and make 
recommendations to the Board(s) who then made the decisions and passed any necessary 
motions. Certainlyf &ere were numerous disputes as well as a degree of rancor over 
various issues. These will be dealt with as each issue is discussed. The foUowing 
comments illustrate how the resolution of disputes was addressed: 
The two Directors and the Secretary-Treasurers had a very good approach to 
working, they were doing it from a collaborative, win-win situation fiom day 
one and the steering committee involved every group, about 20 people. (R-T: 
3, P. 3) 
I feel that the process has been positive....I think that by working together and 
bringing in Beaver Flat right on the off set, when they made the decision they 
wanted to come our way [was a critical point in the process] .... And we 
worked together right to the end. L i e  sometimes T fdt we had too many 
people on the steering committee ... But when you have a committee as large 
as we did, it seems like you have more things to work out and more input to 
work with. It's hard to get them together. My f* are that [with a smaller 
committee] we would have been on stream in September. (B-T: 12, pp. 22- 
23) 
Disputes and disagreements, such as they were, occurred behind the closed doors 
of the individuaI school division's Board meetings. A Beaver FIat board member stated: 
W* our division, our discussion was very open. Although consensus [on 
the Board] was important, sometimes a motion and a vote was the only 
way to resolve a point. It was a very dim& time, especially with the 
split. Some people Longford] did not feel vumhill] was the way to go. 
(B-BF: 15, p. 1) 
Our Board was not unanimous on many of the issues, but, for each item, 
we looked at the issues and the options we had and made decisions. The 
issue of Longford joining Ladybank was a hot discussion item; the Board 
would have Liked to see the division move as a whole unit. The other hot 
item was the discussion as to division of assets and liabilities. (ST-BF: 24, 
P- 3) 
Elements of the amalgamation process such as working together Eom the onset of 
amalgamation discussions, the ongoing cooperation and collaboration between the two 
divisions, and the structure and mandate of the ASC were dainstrumental in setting the stage 
for the resolution of issues. In most instances, the ensuins solutions were acceptable to 
those involved in the various issues. However, not all individuals were satisfied with the 
process and resolution of issues all the time. Decisions were not always unanimous and in 
those instances, the Boards used a voting process to determine the course of action. 
Summary 
The amalgamation of the Beaver Flat and Turnhill School Divisions was typified by 
the inclusion of interested parties a d o r  stakeholders in the amdgamation process. AII 
stakeholders wanted to know what was happening and why. Community meetings 
provided a venue for consultation, the sharing of information, and public input into issues 
and concerns. School newsletters, media releases, and individual contacts by Board and 
ASC members assisted in the dissemination of information. 
Local leadership for the amalgamation process was provided by the Boards, 
Directors, Secretary-Treasurers, and members of the ASC. ProvinciaI leadership was 
provided by the Department of Education and the Minister of Education. This support 
took the form of support when requested, assistance in the resolution of a number of 
issues and legal advice. However, the degree of political leadership with regard to the 
province's plan for the amalgamation of school divisions came under close scrutiny and 
received a degree of criticism. 
=ning was a "critical" factor throughout the amalgamation process and included 
the need for time to investigate and weigh all htors  before making decisions, time to do 
the work associated with the amalgamation, time to adjust to new and differeat modes of 
operation, and time to continue with the ''regular" operational responsibilities of the 
respective school divisions. In order to provide ample time for all ofthe above, it was 
deemed important to have an adequate number of personnel. However, this was not 
always the case, particularly in the Beaver FIat School Division. 
Most disputes were resolved under the umbrella of the ASC and its mandate to 
discuss issues, suggest possible solutions, and make recommendation to the Boards. A 
collaborative approach to problem solving ensured that the various stakeholder groups 
were able to.partake in all aspects ofthe amalgamation process. 
Critical Incidences: Resolution of Issues 
Throughout the resolution of issues, considerable &ort was made by the 
respective Boards to solicit input tiom all members of the ASC, who, in tm, represented 
the views of their colleagues. Some of the identified issues were laden with emotion and 
how they were dealt with resulted in varying degrees of &&don, both with the process 
and the decision. 
The Loupford bsug 
The subdivision of Longford's decision to disjoin fiorn the Beaver Flat Division 
and to amalgamate with Ladybank was probably the most acrimonious issue arising out of 
the amalgamtion of the Turnhill and Beaver Flat School Divisions. For the Longford 
ratepayers, a number of motivating fhcton prompted this decision. Located at the far 
western end ofthe division, the Longford school bused senior students to a Ladybank 
school for industrial arts instruction, part ofthe Longford school population was dram 
fiom the Ladybank area, and extramural sports activities took place between the two high 
schools. Numerous residents traveled west to an urban shopping center. Lungford 
believed the Ladybank Division, being more "rurai" in nature than the Turnhill Division, 
would have a better understanding of theu situation and provide them with adequate 
services, all at a lower mill rate. In addition, it was vital for Longford to retain a K-12 
school with direct representation on a Board of Education. In their opinion, amalgamation 
with the Turnhill School Division would put this into jeopardy. 
I don't know the community very we& other than by reputation, but it seems 
to be a strong community-minded place. You go to that community and 
there's a school, a hospital, an oId folks home, banks and restaurants. It's a 
lively little comunityy so they would not want a decision made for them that 
was going to cost them their school. They would see that as the heart of their 
community, so I understand the passion involved. L don't know that they've 
made the right decision. @-T: 14, p. 17) 
As indicated by the quotation, LongCord had a strong sense of self-identity, an identity 
they were determined to retain. Maintaining their identity as a viable community translated 
into the retainment of their K-12 school. 
The decision by the Beaver Flat Board to amdgaamte as one entity with the 
Turnhill Division was not well received by the Longford subdivision. As a result of public 
meetings and 1 o d  surveys and with the involvement and support of the Town Council and 
the ruaI -cipaIity, the subdivision of Longford indicated to their Board a desire to 
explore and, ifpossible, to amalgamate with the Ladybank Division. Discussions ensued 
and, in the end, the Beaver Flat Board agreed to Longtbrd's request. It was a difficult and 
emotionally laden decision, a decision which caused rifts within the Longford community, 
the Beaver flat B a d ,  and the division as a whole. Perhaps the best way to d e s c n i  the 
situation is to listen to the voices of those invoked in the dispute: 
Lon#ord Comments: 
Well, there's sort of a natural divide..-.This side of the division has had a 
tradition of going to Ladybank as fiu as the bwiness co-ty is concerned 
and a lot of parents that Live in this community actually work m the Ladybank 
area (E-BF: 9, p. 2) 
I don't know what would bave happened ifwe had stayed as a group, because 
one of the things was, we definitely wanted a board member Eom [our 
schooI] .... Whea the community leaders, the local board repmemath, the 
mayor and reeve came to our division office in FalkIand, the Beaver Flat 
Board kind of laughed at it, They said, "Hey, we're elected to decide what's 
better fbr the students, they're [the mayor, reeve] eIected to run their town." 
So that kind of put it into place as to where we were .... Talking to the Iocal 
MLA wasn't getting us anywhere and so the town and RM wuncillon went 
to theirareas and there was only about 5 percent who wouldn't sign. Yes, you 
know, maybe it is better that we went with Ladybank So we actually 
delivered it to the Minister and all of a sudden they Iet us go. Now I really 
think that the govermnent needs to make sure that the community wants to 
go .... But the4 after that, the process changed because, like I said, there were 
no more meetings really with Ladybank, it was just that we were kind of left 
on our own. (B-BFL: 11, pp. 8-9) 
You can offer them the option to be part of another group and if you choose 
to not go with the maiastream option, 1 think that's acceptable as well 
Amalgamation has to be collegial, it has to be open, and it has to be flexible. 
Those would be the three things, in my view, that would make amal&amatioa 
work. (E-BFL: 10, p. 7) 
Beaver Flat Comments: 
Longford's decision to join the Ladybank Division was done through a 
political referendum. Since the majority of ratepayen had no children, it 
was almost a ratepayer's voice, nor a parent's voice. Longford was not 
going to be told what to do. From our perspective, it would have been in 
the best interests of the children to have stayed with us. As fiu as 
accessibility to programming, Turnhill has more people to offer things. (E- 
BF: 22, p. 3) 
Longford's situation was very trying. The drive to go west seemed to be more 
directed by the mayor and reeve and once the decision was made, many were 
unhappy. It seemed to move too fast, the board members were not sure of 
what was best and prolonging the pmess  was kding to extra costs to all 
boards. (E-BF: 15, p. 2) 
We'd had a strong indication fiom o w  teaching staE[ofthe entire Beaver Flat 
that they wanted to 80 as a group. And for a long dme the [Beaver 
Flat] Board, through majority vote, insisted that [amalgamation as one group] 
was going to happen. The people in the Longford community were very upset 
about that ... and M y ,  the Beaver Flat Board said, "All right, if that's what 
you really want to do." There had been letters sent fiom the town and the 
rural municipality saying they didn't want to go to TurnhiU. Peopb were 
actudy getting involved in a way that was not appropriate, which was not 
cordid, not the way things are generally done ....[ It was] almost to the point 
where Turnhill was saying, 'We& thank you very much, we don't want you 
either." @-BF: 1, p. 4) 
Turnbill Comments: 
So I think the fact that Longford decided they didn't want to come this way 
was actually a bit of a blessing in disgul'se, because that eliminated [the issue 
of representation]. And fiom their perspective, I guess they saw something 
Merent or better opportunities for their children by going that way. And we 
came h m  the perspective, I mean, that's fine by us, Like whatever's best fbr 
you folks. We don't want to force anybody, we're not willing to drag those 
kids kicking and screaming to the Turnhill School Division. If you want 
headaches, that's a good way to get them. (ST-T: 2, p. 12) 
t didn't wamt to lead tbem on and say,"Oh no, our k d  wilI never close your 
schoo1." I don't h o w  bar, so all I was saying was, "It may be." If any 
change at all occurs it would likely just be with the seniors.-.and I think they 
kind of took that as gospel, what we're going to see is tbis big school system 
that is going to close our ten to twelve. So that may have been part ofthem 
saying, 'Well, we don't want to risk it .... And W y  [we] came to the point 
of saying, "Beaver Flat, deal with Longford and then come back and talk to 
us some more because we can't deal with Longford, you have to deal with 
Longford. So determine what you're doing with them and get that settled out 
and then we'll continue. So that was m y  critical, whether they were part of 
the division or not. @-T: 14 pp. 5, 18) 
As one can see, resolution of this issue was not without rancor and infighting. However, 
once the decision was made, all parties continued to work through the amalgamation 
process, albeit on two separate fionts. A number of research participants also suggested 
that the resolution of this issue could have benefitted fiom more time to discuss 
implications and to receive input fiom those within their community. 
Divinion of Assets and Liabilitie 
Research participants perceived the division of assets and liabilities as one of the 
more critical incidents in the amalgamation process. Had the original plan to move as a 
block to another division materialized, this would not have become an issue. Working 
through this issue required prodigious amounts of time and energy; the division of assets 
and liabilities was the last item to fall into place in the amalgamation process. Using 
figures provided by independent evaluation as well as their own records, the three 
Secretary-Treasuers concluded there was M e  difference whether the f o d a  for the 
division of Beaver Flat's assets and liabilities was based on enrollments or assessment 
worth. There was a general feeling that a 75/25 spit would be reasonable, 75% to Turnhill, 
25% to Ladybank Details that had to be worked out included the division of school buses, 
the bus garage, the office building, a school no longer in use by the division, and the 
capital reserve. In the end, the equipment in each schooI went with that school, buildings 
and property in each of the subdivisi011~ stayed within their respective areas, buses were 
allocated to Longford and Falkland/Spence so they would be proportionally equaI in terms 
of age and size, and the capital resewe moved with Longford to the Ladybank Division 
The majority of all three boards, Ladybank, Beaver Flat and T urnhill, were in 
general agreement with the division of assets and liabilities, However, that was Iess so 
with a number of individuals in the Longford subdivision who voiced their disillusionment 
with both the division of assets and liabilities and the process of that division: 
As the taxpayers of Longford we weren't happy with the way things were 
being split. But we had no place to really go, because the main thing 
Ladybank wanted was to make sure they got the capital reserve. Because it 
was earmarked for [renovations to] Longford school, so &dybank] could 
say to their taxpayers, Wey, ifthere's any work to be done in Longford 
we've got funding fiom them to do this." .. .Like Peel school, [the boards] 
said if it's sold by January 1 then the money will be divided, and if it's after 
the I" it goes to Turnhill. We& I couldn't see it because the tax payers here 
heiped to pay for that school..J:alkland and Spence schools are newer. 
They've got industrial arts labs; they didn't really look at the value. They 
said, 'You've got your school, we've got our school." .... So then they said, 
V e  will give you a Little better deal on buses," but they also gave us some 
of the older ones. Like one is parked already and the other one is up for 
certification in July and will definitely not make it. (BFL: *, pp. 9-IO,20) 
But we're not the onIy ones. There are other [divisions] that are going to be 
split. There should be someone fiom the government that can actualIy, really 
look through all this and get a fair value. We really figured, and still do, the 
contents should have been evaluated and then we [would get] our equal share 
of the tax through all the years. That's the way it shodd have been divided, 
but it wasn't. We got Longford school and the contents and [those dividin~ 
the assets] didn't look ifthe chairs were twenty years old or ifthe chairs were 
broken, or if the school was all run down, it didn't matter. We didn't t h i d ~  
that was a hk way and there was actually nobody to turn to. (B-BE: 1 1, pp. 
20-2 I) 
After we had met and some of these assets were discussed, we heard 
Ladybank wasn't happy with it. GU of a sudden they were having a meeting 
and we understood it was just a director going over there and discussing 
things. But it ended up that the committee f+om TurnhiU went to Ladybank, 
so they sat there without Beaver Flat even being involved and they divided 
our assets...without us. (BFL: *' p. 1) 
As the folIowing quotation itlustrates, the viewpoint fiom the TurnhilUBeaver Flat 
side was somewhat different. 
m e  bus issue] is interesting because we sat around a table here, looking at 
the buses and wondering, 'What if Longford didn't get the best buses?" But 
it was up to them and I recall having a discussion back in November saying, 
'Well, when you guys divide your buses up, you decide whatever sized buses 
are need ed.... Yes, one was a standard and one was an automatic. But the 
other tbing is, I'm not sure that we could have pleased Longford if we could 
have walked on wat er.... They got all of the capital reserve, all ninety to a 
hundred thousand dollars, every penny of it, and that wasn't enough. The 
board, to my surprise, gave them the whole capitsll reserve. Then they wanted 
this and they wanted something else. So it was dffscult to please everyone. 
(T: *, pp. 18-19) 
It is evident thaf without a doubt, the division of assets aad liabilities was the most 
hctious of the critical incidents. It was at this point that self-interests came into the fore 
and while the 75/25 TurnhilVLadybank split was deemed satisfactory, it was the actual 
division of property and other assets that came iuto dispute. Feelings of dissatisFaction 
over both the process and end results were expressed and were particularly evident in the 
Longford subdivision. 
Personnel 
Dealing with personnel issues was considered to be both a critical incident and 
issue by the Boards and employees of the two divisions. The ASC played a vital role 
toward reconciling local agreements with both teachers and support staft Teachen and 
support staff fiom each division had representation on the steering committee and, like 
other representatives on the ASC, these individuals acted as a liaison between their groups 
and the ASC, kept their groups informed, discussed additional concern, and then 
presented these issues and recommendations as to their resolution to the ASC. Employee 
groups fiom the respective diisions met both individually and as a larger group. For many 
of the Beaver Flat employees, being cognizant of the Beaver Flat situation, the decision to 
amalgamate with Turnbin was met with relief, From that point in time, their organizations' 
concerns focused on w e k e  issues such as job retention and what would happen to 
collective agreements when moving fiom one division to another and, for teachers, 
educational issues. 
Suq~ort staff. The support sta consisting of division employees other than 
teachers, expressed satisfaction with the amalgamation process. Their representatives were 
included in all meetings and could offer input on issues other than those just pertaining to 
support staff. It was their respomiility to report back to their respective groups and then 
to discuss and bring W e r  issues to the amalgamation co[Hflfittee. RepreSeatatives fiom 
both divisions worked together to address negotiation issues and support aaEfiom 
Beaver Flat were invited to observe the negotiation process used by Turnhill and their 
support st& The end result was a positive attitude to the amdgamation With regard to 
salary, Turnhill wages were higher tfian those in Beaver Flat. When amalgamation 
occurred, Beaver Flat employees became part of the Tumhill support staff and were 
placed on the same salary scale as Tumhill employees. 
Commenting on the role of the support s t a o n  the ASC, someone remarked: 
I didn't see great representation from the profissional support staff. They 
were on the committee but they never once gave pmmmions or suggestions 
or anything. L i e  I mean, they may not be as used to being involved in 
[negotiations] as teachers aw.1  would suspect that somewhere along the Line, 
early on in the process, the [support st& group] would have 
concerns ... &garding the two divisions, the salaries [paid to support sta£t'j 
was vastly different. One of the issues was most o f t k  [Beaver Flat] staff; 
their secretarial and janitorial staff; were way underpaid and so there had to 
be some parity. As fir as I know, it was all dictated by the Turnhill Board. (E- 
T: 5,s) 
Tssues of redundancy and possrible job loss were somewhat moot as only one sectetarial 
position was affected by the amalgamation. themselves with both security of 
employment and increased sakes, the Beaver Flat support staff were content. 
Teachers. Wnh regards to the professioaal &in both school divisions, concerns 
can be categorized into two areas, w&e issues and educational issues. Primary wehre 
issues included succession rights as to collective agreements, contracts of employment, 
seniority within the new division, and school transfers. Educational issues focused on 
opportunities for students; support for students and teachers; the &kt of amalgamation 
on the teachin@ea.  environment in the classroom, school, and division; the role of 
consultants; and adjustments to change resulting &om the arnalgatnation. 
Teachers were concerned with w e b e  issues. Over the years, negotiations 
between Boards and teachers had resulted in local agreements which, ho-y, had 
resulted in the best of situations for both parties. From a teacher's perspective, this 
agreement represented the cutmination of many years of effort to improve the quality of 
their teacher work lik. Doubtless, this was the case for both Beaver Flat and Turnhilt 
teachers; their IocaI teacher associations were reluctant to lose any perceived gains. At the 
time of amalgamation and because of the nature of the amalgamation, namely, the 
disestablishment of a school diision, the legislation in place caIled for the cessation of 
Beaver Flat's LINC agreement on the date of amalgamatiou Both teacher groups were 
unhappy with the situation. After numerous meetings as individual and joint teacher 
goups, as well as presentations to the ASC, the teachers suggested the following 
Basicallyy what we suggested was that the two contracts continue ... and that 
wouId go on forever until we negotiated one contract to satisfy everybody. 
Our intent, what we said in the beghning, is that we would work as hard as 
we could to get one contract in place as soon as possible. That's what the 
steering committee recommended to the [Turnhill] Board. However, [the 
Board passed a motion that] as of June, 1998 it has to be done .... It still 
bothers me, after all this time, when we went to that steering committee and 
presented the open endedness of this contract negotiation so nobody would 
have to fight against a deadline or [use it] to pressure the other group [and] 
the whole steering committee said, "That's the way it has to be." Then the 
Boardjust made unilateral changes and said, 'That's it, we're going to do it." 
That wasn't the way to involve people and make them feel they were being 
involved..,..Our d&e can't be increased anymore. However, the 
government changed the legislation this spring so that any other 
amalgamations that fbflow won't have a deadline. (E-T: *, pp. 3-4) 
Turnhill's position was that maintaining two separate agreements to serve one 
group of teachers for an undetermined period of time was not an acceptable proposition. 
Their wish was to have all teachers under one cormact as quickly as possiile. To operate 
under two separate agreements was not seen as a satisfactory situation 
Differences between the two agreements were, in the opinion ofteachers, not 
major. However, they did want to addfess such items as differences in the amount of 
preparation time for teachers, earned days o& and specid leaves. Seniority issues may 
become important, particularly in the event of redundancies. The transfer of records 
regarding years of service were vansfkred to Turnhill fiom Beaver Flat with all years of 
service being recognized. Yet another welflue issue was that of teacher transfers. Given 
that the division was going to split, two teachers chose to transfer out of the Longford 
subdivision prior to the amalgamation, wMe the majority of teachers accepted the 
community's decision and remained in the Longford subdision. After the amalgamation 
date, at the close of the school year, one or two tran&rs resulting fiom either a teacher 
request or a staffing need transpired fiom what was previously a Beaver Flat school to a 
Turnhill location. The transfer issue evoked a variety of reactions Erom teachers in both 
divisions, as the following comments illustrate: 
In spring, when [TurnhiU] asked ifwe were interested in wanders everyone 
said, Wo, we want to stay t m d y  where we're at." As a group of teachers 
we're very, very strong in our p r o ~ o d  relationship. We're all supportive 
[of each other], . . .You see, we were getting word through the grapevine that 
[Turnhill's] perception is that moving teachers around is good for the system. 
So that's hanging over the head ofthe teachers. (E-BF: 22, p. 13) 
There was the strongest belief that promises had been made; promise in the 
sense that teachers would be fbund jobs. But a few [teachers m our division, 
in the last years] were deskfed redundant and, not at one point, were the 
teachers short-listed or considered for positio xu.... At one meeting FurnhiIl) 
said, "Beaver Flat teachers will be considered 6rst for any jobs openings that 
come up in the new division." So we're greatly concerned about the perceived 
uufXmess of allocation of jobs to Beaver Flat teachers. (E-BF: *, p. 4) 
We had a couple of people express interest in transferring and the one 
individual wanted one particular school; there wasn't an opening in that 
particular school, so [the teacher] chose to stay .... Well, we wouldn't transfer 
[a teacher &om their present placement] unless the circumstances were very 
dire. @-T: 14, p.7-8) 
With regard to dealing with the successor rights of local teacher agreements, a 
Department official had this to say: 
Maybe the closest it came to a dispute is how they would treat the LINC 
agreements. And that didn't get to a dispute because the Turnhill Board 
agreed to allow the Beaver Flat people to bring their agreement with them. 
Now that's an interesting thing. That's one [situation] where we, as a 
Department, sort of turned a blind eye to that. Because, as the Education Act 
reads, if you disestablish then teachers automatically take on the agreements 
of the 'hew" board. So we allowed this, but the Turnhill Board put a one year 
proviso on it. This being the [receiving] board's decision, we allowed that to 
happen. Since then, there has been legislation passed to allow successor rights 
to go along with the teachers. (R-T: 3, pp.3-4) 
A member of the STF made this comment with regard to the colIective bargarning 
process as affected by a schoot division arnaIgamation: 
Ifthey boards and teachers] really believe in collective bargaining and reany 
put the effort forth that's necessary to resolve the issue' then they will get a 
co11ective agreement. I think it's incumbent on both parties to do that. It's no 
dEerent &om entering into negotiations for a revised collective agreement in 
an existing school division. They've got some added complicatioas but we've 
been through those before in Saskatchewan. And so I think the principle is 
that collective agreements should not disappear through the reflection oftime, 
nor shodd they disappear just because, through no reason or action on the 
part of a teacher, teachers move from one employment board to another-...I 
think that was the one aspect of the agreement between Beaver FIat and 
TurnhiU that did not reach conseasus. They got to a point where they couldn't 
go any further and a decision had to be made- However, the legislation is now 
in place to resolve the matter. (F: 6, pp. 2-3) 
Although the teaching body was not happy with either the resoImion regarding coliective 
barpaining or the manner in wbich it was resolved, the raising ofthis issue resulted in 
legislation which clarified the situation for any subsequent amalgamations within the 
province. 
A consequence of the Board's decision to Limit the time available to reach a new 
and joint I d  agreement was the negative impact it had on teachers' perceptions ofthe 
Board's integrity and whether the Board was acting in good faith- As a result, the ensuing 
negotiations between the board and teachers did have its dEcult moments. 
It has been difficult working through all these issues; the Board blew up on 
the third meeting regarding the granWering of rights. Now the LINC 
settlement has to be done before January 1998. The next meeting went a lot 
better and so things are on a more congenial level. We are a bit put out, as we 
have to work to deadline, where now the provincial legislation has c h g e d  
that, there is no longer a limit on the negotiation time for new LTNC 
agreements. We may use interest-based negotiation; this looks at forward, 
cooperative, collaborative movement to negotiate agreements; there is a 
question ifthere's an interest in this and iffunding for the training is available. 
(ST: *, pp.2-3) 
In addition to dealing with teacher welfate, teachers in both divisions were 
questioning educational issues such as the possible efFects of amaigamation on the 
teachinflearning environment in the classroom, the school, and the division. Concerns 
were voiced over pupiUteacher ratios, central office support for teachers given the 
increased division size both numerically and geographically, issues of curriculum support, 
the role of consultants in relation to teachers and classroom instruction, and program 
implementation for students with spect*al needs. Turnhill teachers were questioning ifthey 
wodd continue to receive the same level of support as they had enjoyed previous to the 
amalgamation, while Beaver Flat teachers were askin& Will amalgamation mean better 
educational opportunities for ow students and increased support?" Levels of concern and 
opinions on these issues were as varied as the teaching population: 
Longford Comments: 
There is a great deal of concern, among teachers particulariy, about 
amalgamation and the effect it's going to have on thkr working Life and their 
situation. Why should we amalgamate? What's in it for us? Am I going to be 
transferred? Am I going to have a new teaching load? I would like people to 
be aware that these concerns are universal to divisions undergoing 
amalgamation. Chviously, amalgamation has had an impact on what I teach 
In order to bring our pupiI teacher ratio into alignment with the amalgamating 
partners, on this staff it meant a reduction of 1.5 teachers. We've had to 
change programing we've lost things like preparation time. So again, yes, 
amalgamation has had a sisnificaut impact in that regard. (E-BFL: 10, p. 14) 
Beaver Flat Comments: 
We are used to quick and easy access. Ho& this will continue. We need 
immediate turn-around t h e  on issues or situations of a deal nature which 
require prompt attention and resolution.. . .Regarding special Services, we need 
an understanding of what is out there, who is doing what. You can get 
consuitants, but with the site of the division, consuitants are spread out. (E- 
BF: 22, p. 2) 
[Teachers] felt some resistance to the move, often equating '%elpn to 
"evaluation" No one else had worked with consultants, even anywhere else, 
and so there were concerns re expectations and amount of workload .... Now 
that we are amalgamated, we have the opportunity to see a differeat way of 
working. The last three directors, put together, were not here as much as what 
we are experiencing now. (E-BF: 19, p. 2) 
Distance is a real bar. We were very spoiIed in Beaver Rat School Division 
because everything was central-..and we tended to be more active because it 
was central, Within 20 tllimttes we couId have our meeting and the meeting 
was &cient. You didn't have 250 t e a c h  to deal with. You made a 
decision, you'd phone your and away you'd go. Now it is not like that 
Anytime you're asked to be profisionally involved, you really have to 
consider the amount of travel time, and the amount oftime you are going to 
be out of your classroom. And that's a big deal in this [the Turnhill] division, 
time out ofthe cIassroom So the time you are given for professional activities 
has been reduced, We Iost aU of our preparation time, too ... and so the idea of 
individual or one-on-one planning, core plarming just doesn't exk..it has 
created some stress, because there was a loss and they'd said we were not 
going to lose anything, we were going to get more, we were going to get 
better .... Yes, it's quality of teacher work load in the work place- And I think 
all the teachers gave all of their support for amalgamation because of the 
perception that their quality of work toad and work Me would be better. So 
that's a red disappointment. (E-BF: *, pp. 5-6) 
As teachers we have asked, 'Why are we doing this? We are already a large 
division" We're concerned we wiU have less service due to more staff and 
students. We were told there would be no change, nothing extra as far as 
support people already in place; so, with five to six hundred new students, 
hopewy this should not have too much impact. However, due to funding 
cuts and reassessment, we are having to cut one assistant director, so this will 
likely filter down. Principals may well be asked to handIe more 
respoasr'bilities. This is a major concern; all teaching administrators are already 
full out .... It is diEcult to hire a principal when the work Ioad is so 
overwhelming. (E-T: 2 1, pp. 3-4) 
The amalgamation has given teachers the opportunity to move if they want. 
I don't get a particularly cohesive fixling with the Beaver Hat Teachers 
group, it wiU take a while, as we do not get together as a group much. Most 
of the professional dewlopmeat is now done through the [central office], 
though we can perhaps exchaage some expertise among ourselves. I can see 
our local professional development becoming mofe invigorating, exciting, as 
we work with and share our expertise IocalIy. Changing our [teachers'] 
meeting piace to the middle of the area may encourage teachers to become 
involved in our organization and in committees; @re, traveling all the way 
from the north of Beaver Flat to the south end of TurnhEU made this very 
difficult. It was impossible to be on time for after-school meetings. We need 
more representation fiom all areas of the division. (E-T: 21, p.5) 
Needless to say, teachers in both the Beaver Flat and Turnhill Divisions viewed the 
amalgamation both with apprehdoa and hope. It is important to remember the 
partkipants were interviewed witbin six months of the actual amalgamation date of 
January I, 1997. Their w m t s  and perceptions are pertinent to the time and place of 
the research study only. 
Re~ruscntation on the Board of Education. 
Representation on the new Board of Education unfolded on two distinct hnts, 
representation by subdivision and representation for Fii Nations p u p s .  Provincial 
legislation provides for a maximum of ten board members. Therefore, at the begirrmng of 
the amalgamation process, this was an issue. Turnhill consisted of eight subdivisions and 
Beaver Flat had three subdivisions. The original p h  was, that upon amalgamation, the 
Beaver Flat subdivisions would be reduced to two and boundary lines would be redrawn. 
It was not a satisfactory solution. The Beaver Flat subdivisions were most reluctant to 
relinquish direct representation on the Board, The problem was resolved when Longford 
decided to amdgamate with the Ladybank Division. At that time, Longford was assured of 
representation on the Ladybank Board, the two subdivisions of FalkIand and Spence raised 
the number of board members in TurnhilI fiom eight to the allowed maximum of ten, and 
the two First Nations reserves in Beaver Flat would be represented at Turnhill board 
meetings but without voting privileges. This would be the same as the situation for the 
Eust Nations group already within the Turnhill Division. 
However, the Eagle Reserve had a diikrent take on the situation. Historically, the 
relationship between the Eagle Reserve and Beaver Flat was cooperative and cordial. 
Having received voting status on the Beaver Flat Board in the 1970% the Eagle Reserve 
was ductant to give that up, even though they would have been represented by the 
Spence subdivision. Furthermore, band members could not run for election because they 
were not part of the Spence subdivision. Continued representation with voting privileges 
was a foremost concern of the Eagle Reserve and so they appealed to the Minister of 
Education, meeting with her in November, 19%. 
And our concern was based on this: We had been a& for 36 years in this school 
division and now we're going to be disestablished with no thought or no 
represmtation on our behaI£..-so [the Minister] took into account our history, We 
brought the fonner member fix our schoo1 division in who had retired .... She's an 
Elder who sits on the school committee and she gave the background of [our 
relationship] with Beaver Flat..., The Minister listened and...the next thing we 
hew, the order came down for disestablishment and we were part of it. We had 
[maintained] our subdivision status. (B-BF: 8, p. 5 )  
Thus, by special order of the Minister, the new Turnhill School Division would 
have an eleven member Board of Education. Such being the case, this would not have 
been a problem for the T u W  Board. However, the Eagle Reserve having gained frill 
board status, the remaining reserve in Beaver Flat has indicated an interest in and applied 
for subdivision status. Both the Turnhill Board and Director expressed concern over the 
issue: 
Now our concern is that we have a total of about less than 100 students tiom 
those two re~enres, and if they both get subdivision status they would have 
two board reps on the division board ofTurnhill School Division, where [two 
of our towns] have over a thousand students each. So those [members] 
represent over 1000 kids ... aad then for thirty kids you'd have a 
representative? So that was our point to the Minister. @-T: 14, pp. 21-22) 
A suggestion that one voting member could represent ail the F ' i  Nations groups did not 
sit well with the Aboriginal population. 
[Then are] two First Nations groups and I think Beaver Flat finally m @ t  on 
that even though you are First Nations, it doesn't meanthat each F i  Nations 
group thinks and does the same as another Frtst Nations group. Each one has 
its own way of seeing and doing things .... I do hope that boards do look at it 
fiom a larger view. This Board [Irumhill] seems to be pretty good. (B-BF: 8, 
P- 14) 
The Turnhill Board bdieved this issue codd also have implications with regard to the F i  
Nations Reserve aIready Iocated within their division. At the time of writing, the two 
remaining F i  Nations groups continue to exercise their right to attend board meetings 
and partake in discussions, albeit without voting privileges. 
Budnttarp Considerations 
Ongoing consuItation and collaboration between the school divisions had resulted 
in a rationaiimtion of any differences in mill rates and pupil teacher ratio. The origioal 
plan, with an amalgamation in the fall of 1996, was to prorate and split the total budget. 
However, with the new amalgamation date of January 1, 1997, this was no longer 
necessary, the amalgamation date now coinciding with the beginning of the division's 
fiscal year. However, Beaver Rat budget allocations in I996 did become an issue. Given 
that the amalgamation was moving forward, consultation and collaborative planning was 
an important fafet of the turnover process. However, it was the view of several Turnhill 
research participants that the Beaver Flat School Division did not act in good faith on a 
few issues. Examples of this included the sale of portable classrooms which, in view of 
TurnhiU's increasing school population, would have been a great asset and the upgrading 
of Beaver Flat's computer labs without consultation as to their compatibility with 
Tumhill's technology plan 
They pew= Fht] were needing to upgrade their cornput em... and so, they 
had some money set aside in reserves or whatever, so before they 
amalgamated [Beaver Flat] made sure that was done, a kind of legacy on the 
part of the Beaver Flat School Division cIosing up; they left this for the 
kids .... So they have Pentium equipped computers. I suppose when you look 
at something like that, they don't h o w  us. We know us,... we would have 
seen that their schools were equipped with labs .... Those monies, had it been 
there, wouId have been spent that way. But I don't think it's unusual that their 
board would have said, We4 that's all fine and dandy, but why do we need 
to trust this when we can spend our money on our kids before we go?" 
Reverse that [aad] the board membets here are saying, We& they came with 
no dowry at all. They joined us and it's all take and ao give." 
The one that hurt us the most, and probably it was just an oversight, 
we badly needed a few portables ... and they sold them right before Christmas. 
We didn't even know they had them and that would bave been a tremendous 
dowry to us. They just up and sold them. And I suspect quite possibly peaver 
Rat] never even thought about it, but my point is, why diuh 't they think? (T: 
*, pp- 20-21) 
Yet another issue arose over differences in ways of budgeting. This first manifested 
itself over the funding of student travel to sports events. Traditionally, the Beaver Flat 
Division paid for travel costs out of the central office budget. On the other hand, 
TurnhilI's policy allowed district boards to levy, through the Board of Education, a local 
levy of approximately 0.75 mills. This discretionary amount of money, supplemented by 
local h d  raising efforts, allowed subdivisions in consultation with school administrators, 
to address locally identified needs, one of which was the cost of sports travel. Upon 
amalgamation, the Falldand and Spence schools were suddenly without a means to fund 
student traveI. TumhilI resolved this by allocating special b d s  to cover this aad other 
contingencies in the first months of amalgamation. Providing the fimds was not the issue. 
Rather, it was the ht issue which arose post-amalgamation, an issue which directly 
affected the Turnhill students, parents, and teachers and, as such, its signiscane was in 
the response and resolution of the problem by the Turnhill Board. The issue is 
representative of the frustration experienced by the Beaver Flat schools as they grappled 
with new procedures and new ways of doing things. Almost all research participants 
mentioned the incident when inte~ewed. 
The importance of understanding budgetary procedures and protocols was a 
singular issue for in-school administrators. 
The budget is a big thing. Money affects everything you do and knowing how 
it will be handled, how it win a8tect your individual school is important. There 
is a d&&e need to have a method, to work out the what, how, and why and 
for all people to know this, to alleviate the hutrations of the principal, the 
the subdivision trustees, the people in the community. There could, 
should have been an orientation for the administrators, trustees and board 
members to provide an understanding of such things as dealing with the 
central office, understanding roles, access procedures, the operation of the 
Turnhin organization. On a day to day basis, we needed a plan as to how our 
role had changed, the responsiiilities we were expected to undertake. (E-8F: 
23, PP- 4-51 
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It was apparent that the in-coming school administraton were somewhat overwhelmed by 
the changes in operating policy and their need to gain a quick and thorough understanding 
of the implications of budgetary procedures and protocols. Support was provided through 
administration meetings and in-school visits by central office personnel. However, at the 
same time and in addition to making their own adjustments, principals were inundated 
with questions posed by their naff members. It was a baptism by fire. 
Mi Rate. A mill rate variance of four and one-half mills was addressed by 
increasing the mill rate in the Beaver Flat Division to within one point of the TurnhilI mill 
rate in the year prior to the amalgamation This decision increased Beaver Flat's mill rate 
fiom 69.5 to 74 mills, an increase of four and one-halfds. Turnhill's current mill rate 
was 74 mills plus 1.5 mills for a special local levy. The Beaver Flat mill rate increase did 
not include the one and one-half mills special levy which provided busing for sports events 
and other locally designated projects at each ofTwnhill's schools. The increase was not 
seen as unreasonable; the Beaver Flat ratepayers recognized that, without amalgamation, 
their mill rates would show an even greater increase. The general consensus was that if an 
increased mill rate would pose problems, it was best for Beaver Fiat to %ice the rap" and 
attend to the issue before the amalgamation. It was during this time that a reassessment of 
properry was occwring throughout Saskatchewan and concerns over reassesrment 
implications appeared to overtake the issue of increased mill rates through amalgamation 
action. In contrast, at that time, the Ladybank School Division's miU rate stood at 70 mills 
and this lower mill rate influenced Longford's decision to move to the Ladybank School 
Division. 
Amalermrtion coats. The amalgamation process was not without added costs, 
particularly with regard to travel allomces for the numerous meetings. It was estimated 
that between the two divisions some $40,000 had been put toward this purpose. At the 
end of the day, the ASC received S 15,000 h m  the province to dehy amalgamation 
costs. Added to that was the considerable cost of the transfer of physical assets in the form 
of buildings and property. 
If1 were to do a land titles transfer for all of the property we received fiom 
BL, we'd probably be looking at a bill somewhere in the range of Sl5,OOO. 
And of course we had not considered that, nobody even thought that would 
be an issue. So we raised that issue with the Department of Education, as to 
their process of looking at title transfers, so that we don't have those kinds of 
cost problems. (ST-T: 2, p. 5 )  
As it turned out, the provincial govemmenf upon amalgamation, has waived the cost of 
title transfers for amalgamating school divisions. The Department also conducted an 
analysis of the Foundation Grant for both Turnhill and Beaver Flat. This was done in order 
to give the two school divisions the best possible financia1 break for a period of two years. 
Poliev Manudq 
Idormation on the respective school divisions' policy manuaIs had been included 
in the initial exchange of idomtion between the divisions. Upon disestablishment of a 
school division, the policy of the new board takes over. So, in this instance, the 
subdivisions joining Turnhill became part of the policy factor in Turnhill and the Longford 
subdivision operated under the Ladybank board policy. The intention is to deal with policy 
changes within the naturaI course of events. 
Boundrrv Determination 
The boundary line drawn between the Longfbrd subdivision and the subdivisions 
joining Turnhill was determined on the basis of the attendance areas prior to the 
disestablishment. W& all parties being in agreement, government involvement through the 
Educational Boundaries Commission was not required. Any requests by individuals with 
regard to the boundary line were to be haadled in the usual manner, namely, through 
communication between the respective new boards. 
Summan 
As stated previously, considerable effort was made by the two school boards to 
solicit input fiom both the public at large and 6om all members of the ASC who, in turn, 
represented the concerns and issues of their respective coHeagues. These issues included 
the decision of the Longford subdivision to disjoin from the Beaver Flat Division and to 
amalgamate with the Ladybank Division, the subsequent division of assets and liabilities, 
dealing with personuel issues with regard to support staff and teachers, and representation 
on the Board of Education. Additional issues coming under consideration included 
budgetary considerations, policy manuals, and boundary determination. While many of the 
issues were resolved to the satisfaction of all  parties, the issues of Longford, the 
of assets and liab'ies, and the grandththering of local teacher agreements proved to be 
the most eontentiow and value-laden. The resolution of these issues placed definite strains 
on the credibi of individuals in Ieadership positions and on the efficacy of the 
collaborative problem solving process. The aftermath of these issues and the perceived 
degrees of sa~ctionldissati&ction with both the process and the resolution of these 
issues will doubttess continue to influence individuals, communities, and special interest 
groups for some time. 
The Unforesetns 
Managing a process of amalgamation necessitates action on a variety of fronts. 
Although the foUowiug issues have already, for the most part, been diseussed, there were 
a number of 'b50reseensn which, as identitied by the participants of this study, added to 
the compIexity of the amalgamation 
Transpiring early in the amalgamation process, the issue ofthe Longford 
subdivision and its decision to amalgamate with Ladybank School Division was, to some 
exteut, an unforseen went. The earlier assumption of the Beaver Flat Board, that the 
entire division would move as one unit, was not to be. Subsequent to this decision, a 
parallel amalgamation process was undertaken between Longford and the Ladyba.uk 
School Division This decision necessitated the division of the assets and Iiabilities of 
Beaver Flat. Both the decision of Longford to move to Ladybank and the division of 
Beaver Flat's hoIdings proved to be among the most rancorous of amaIgamation issues. 
In no particular order, other "unforeseens" included the issue of board 
representation by the Eagle Reserve; the cost ofthe transfer of titles of the physical assets 
ofBeaver Flat; issues of closure, d d h g  with the death of a school division; the increased 
length of time needed to complete the amalgamation process; orientation needs, 
particuIatfy in the area of policy, forms, and procedures; budgeting issues during the 
amalgamation process and immediately after, in particular, differences in budgeting 
procedures and local school levies; the increased workload as experiend by the Turnhill 
office staffas the Falkland and Spence schools were brought on board, and the amount of 
t h e  consumed at TurnhiU board meetings to inform new board members of the history of 
procedures as well as the exchange of histories. 
The Missed 
Viewing the management of the amalgamation process tiom the brief time of six 
months post-amalgamation provided opportunity for those closely involved to identifj. 
things they might have done or done d M y .  High on the List was paying greater 
attention to such items as trkging closure to the Beaver Flat school system, conducting a 
teacher orientation before the date of amalgamation, and an orientation to get things 
running with teachers, local boards, and school adrmmtm . . ors at the actual time of 
The involvement of students in the amalgamation process was perceived, by some, 
as a ''missed" issue. There was no direct involvement of students in either of the school 
divisions, dthough the Turnhill Director was a visibIe presence in the Beaver Flat schooIs 
both before and after the amaigamatioa 
But I suppose that's another thing that we should have done, taken the 
opportunity to involve the students.-.on the amalgamation committee .... Either 
it shouId be done or the adminkration should give some serious thought to 
their local culture. ... Now wait a minute, are our kids the kind ofkids that even 
care about this kind ofthing? I would think yes. So anyway, we did...visit with 
the kids in both the schools and welcomed then and said, 'Wow you're a part 
of a new system. You realIy haven't been involved but we want you to know 
you're not going to see a lot of change. We hope your teachers and your local 
boards in the town will have more support so you can continue to do the thing 
you're doing .... You' U see some new faces in your school, people that are here 
to support your teachers and work with you, but your teachers aren't 
changing ... for you it's pretty much the same. @-T: 14, pp. 5-6) 
High school students fiom the Spence and Longford subdivisions participated in 
focus group interviews. In both locations, questions as to the process and its management 
elicited tittle reaction. Student comments focused on their perceptions of how the 
amaigarnation had affected their individual worlds and are summarized by the following 
comments: 
It is good to be part ofa bigger school division. Before, we only knew 
students h m  Longford and Beaver Flat. The student voice is heard better 
and there are more choices in the cfasses we can take. The competition is 
better' both in school and in sports. In sports, we have diierent people to 
play against; we are meeting different students. We weren't the biggest 
school in the division before, so it hasn't made a great difference in that 
way. (W-BF: 18, p. 1) 
It won't make a lot of difference to us. We already do things with them 
Ladybank] like sports and some classes. We how all the kids, through 
hockey and stufflike that. (W-BFL: 24, p. 2) 
Students in the Beaver Flat Division were not unhappy with the amalgamation Indebd, 
they did not appear to be well informed with regard to any of the amalgamation issues. 
Because they were already acquainted with students in the other divisions, genedy as a 
result of both in and out of school recreational activities, the high school students 
welcomed the opportunity for expanded services and contact with a greater number of 
students. 
Yet another reason for the students' apparent lack of concern over amalgamation 
implications was provided by a board member: 
Students? I don't think it made too much difference with them, except now 
I think they are going to fee1 a lot more cared for, not personally, but I think 
better services for them are now possiile.[On student perceptions of their 
needs] AII I'm saying, just to p e  you the proper perspective on this is, if you 
are a student, say in grade 10 and [have never known anything else], how do 
you know what's there? How would you know that you're missing 
something? (B-BF: 8, pp. 15-16) 
Although students were not included in amaIgamation discussions or as members of the 
ASC, the Turnhill central office staffmade a concerted effort to visit the Beaver Flat 
schools both before and after the amalgamation so as to become a visible and familiar 
presence in their "new" schools. 
Post-Amalgamation Issues 
Participant interviews occurred, for the most part, approximateIy six months after 
the actual amalgamation date. During the interviews, participants identified issues they 
perceived as being not onIy pre or during amdgamation but also as post-amdgamation 
concerns. These included board issues such as the size of the bard, longer meetings, the 
changing of board members as a result of elections and their orientatioa needs, the 
personal agendas of board members, and an increased decentralization of respomibiies. 
Also mentioned were changes in the role of local school trustees, their need to understand 
new procedures, the need for open and ongoing discusion between board members and 
local trustees, and the need for a review of policies and the continued sharing of the 
history of the respective divisions. Numerous comments were made with respect to the 
issue of building trust, particularly with regard to the Director and the Board and their 
dealings with the various employee groups, communities, and schools. 
In virtually every interview there was a recognition of the need to continue to 
discuss issues evolving ftom the amalgamation, 
Mer the "done deal" in January, there has been a need to continue to monitor 
the amalgamation process, to ascertain any oversights; it is an advantage to 
Turnhill to address these things immediately. Rather than that happening, it 
was addressed in a more off-hand manner. So I would say, m ' s  the 
scoop? Can we continue to do this to the end of June?" The answer was 
usually, "Yes," but it is important to find out how it is done, so that down the 
road it is not affecting you or costing you something for the next year. (E-BF: 
23, P. 3) 
If you did it [amalgamation] at the beginning of the school year, then you 
would have time for your orientation...-What happened last year, we started 
with TumhiU's documentation and all that, but no, you don't have to fill this 
out because that's not going to TumhiIi, because we are stiU under Beaver 
Rat. Then, all of a sudden, on January l", you're under Turnhill and you're 
expected to fill out month end fonns, their expectations for all of that is 
dierent. So, January 1" is not a good time for amalgamation to uccur. 1 
know it's calender year versus the academic year. The academic year in your 
new division would be a lot better because you have time to get involved in 
all ofthe professiond development activities and so on. (E-BF: 13, pp. 1 1-12) 
The newIy amalgamated division was not unaware of these issues and although exhaustive 
efforts had been made to deal with all aspects of the amalgamation, in retrospect, there 
was recogition of the enormity of dealing with the complexity and multitude of touts 
which need to be addressed in an amalgamation. 
StilI, when ~ a n u a q  8" came, it's like being told how to drive your new vehicle 
and then actually suuting it up and steering down the road. It's the newness 
of the thing So that's what we didn't pay enough attention to. @-T: 14, p.4) 
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Regardless of the amount of pre-planning and discussion, individuals experienced a 
high degree of uncertainty and upheaval at the actual time of amalgamation. Anticipation 
of an event is frequently different fiom the actual experience. Although one knows in 
advance that procedures will undergo change, the changes become real only when one has 
to make the changes. Loss of the familiar and entry into a new and relatively unknown 
state of being poses dieCiculties for both organizations and individuals. Dealing with and 
managing change in times of turbulence is a very real challenge for those involved in 
school division amalgamatioas. 
Question 4 
What attention was given to the political, technical md cultural aspects of change? 
In turbulent times, managing change strategically is to return to basic questions 
about an organization's nature and purpose (Tichy, 1982). Reexamination of technical 
systems will result in new ahions and strategies and major restrumring of the 6nancial, 
production and human resource systems. The organization's political system, as reflected 
by succession issues, rewards and who has the power to make decisions will also need 
revamping. Major change will require attention to the organization's cultures-its 
members' values and beliefi (p. 62). Strategic management is keeping the three 
strands-technical, political and cultural together "in the t k e  of changing demands 
brought on by technical, political and cultural changes in the environment" (p. 64). 
Although the technical, political, and cultural aspects of change during the 
amalgamation process will be addressed individually, it is imperative for readers to keep in 
mind the strands are interdependent- During the course of 6eld research, it soon became 
apparent to the researcher tbat although participants were giving voice to events related to 
the technical, political, and cultural aspects of change within the amalgamation process, 
looking at change fiom this s p S c  construct was not fitmiliar to many of the participants. 
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In order to extract this information fiom the raw data, the researchex andyseti the data 
within the interview transcripts fiom a technical, politid, and cutturd perspective as 
espoused by Tichy (1982,1983), House (1981), and Corbett and Rossnan (1989). 
Tcchnid As- 
Employing the technical perspective, the adgarnation process can be viewed as a 
problem to be addressed through rational or technical means. The dilemma confronting the 
Beaver Flat School Division was: What do we need to do to provide the best in 
educational opportunity to our students? Having determined the best solution was to seek 
amalgamation with another division, the probtem then became: Who do we want to 
approach? In turn, having decided to approach the TurnhilI School Division and with 
Turnhill's willingness to entertain the idea of amaIgamation, the question was: How 
should we become organized to accomplish the amalgamation? 
Realizing that the technical path, though it may not have been addressed as such, 
inctuded the compilation of infomation; systematic pl- the provision of resources in 
the areas of personnel, time, and money; and the opportunity to learn about and 
understand amalgamation within the context of their school division, the Beaver Hat 
Board embarked upon an amalgamation process. Their first step, upon the retirement of 
the preced'ing director, was to specifically advertise fbr and hire: a .6 Director who wodd 
have the experience and know-how to see the division through an amalgamation process. 
The Beaver Hat Division then embarked upon an expIoration of amalgamation 
posslWilities which incIuded gathering and dysing information &om the surrounding 
schooi divisions and codt ing  with their ratepayers through the medium of pubk 
meetings. Subsequent to the decision by both Beaver Flat and Turnhill to explore a 
possible amalgamation, budgetary considerations to cover costs of meetings were 
imptemented by both divisions. A temporary system, the ASC, was put into place, its 
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members constituting the key personnel in the amalgamation process. The ASC's specific 
fimction was to represent stakeholder groups as well as to oversee and assist the 
amalgamation process. The ASC also served to inform all interested parties with regards 
to information and what was happening at the various stages of the amalgamation process. 
Additional support personnel were provided by the Regional and Provincial Education 
Departments and independent consultants who were retained as required, as was the case 
in the determination of asset values. Although the ASC operated for a period of 
approximately two years, opinions of the steering committee and other interested parties 
varied as to the adequacy ofthe provision of time to explore, make decisions, and carry 
out the amalgamation process. 
Constitutionally, there are two levels of government in Canada-- federal and 
provincial. Passage of the British North America Act in I876 gave provinces 1I1 authority 
to determine educational structure within their boundaries and power to enact laws 
governing their education system. In turn, school boards have only those powers granted 
to them by provincial statute. In broad terms, Boards are responsible for the governance 
of schools within their divisions in accordance with provincial mandates. 
All organizations fhce the problem of allocating power and resources (Tichy, 
1982). While the 6naI power in educationd decisions rests with the Minister of Education, 
as elected representatives of the public, the Boards of Education of Turnhill and Beaver 
FIat had the legislated right to make decisions. In this instance, the Boards of Education 
had thejwisdiction to decide whether or not to amalgamate and with whom. The boards 
also had the authority to make decisions as to the process of acnalgamation and the 
management ofthat process. However, having been elected to administrate the a&ks of 
the school divisions by the public at large and being accountable to its ratepayers, the 
Beaver Flat Board of Education undertook to compile and share Momtion though the 
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venue of public meetings. At that point, the Beaver Flat Board made the decision to seek 
amalgamation with their first partner of choice, the Turnhill School Division. 
Subsequent to this decision and to the Turnhill B w d  indicating their willingness 
to explore a posslile amalgamation, the amalgamation process and its management came 
under the direction of the joint Boards and Directors of Education. Documentation of the 
process indicated the decision as to which groups of individuals would be represented on 
the ASC, as well as the mandate of the steering committee was determined by the 
Directors, with input from the Boards. This is a clear asample of politics at play and the 
use of power to direct and wntroI the composition of the ASC. Consequently, the 
composition of the ASC came to include the Directors, Secretary-Treasurers, Board 
Chairpersons, and Teacher's Association Presidents as well as representatives of the 
Boards, principals, teachers, and support staff Eom each of the divisions. The latter group 
of individuals were nominated to participate in the ASC by their respective members. Also 
included was a representative from a Beaver Flat F I  Nations reserve. Repnsmmives 
from the STF and the SSTA were not invited to sit at the steering conunittee table. 
Contlicts over the divergent and competing interests of stakehoIders brought into 
the fore issues of power and authority. Examples include, as previously dirmssed, the 
choice of amalgamation partner, retaining direct representation on the board, Longford's 
decision to disjoin fiom the TumhWBeaver Flat amdgamation, the division of assets and 
liabilities, and local teacher agreements. Negotiations and compromise were generally 
resolved through the ASC. The mandate of the ASC was to ascertain the principles of 
amalgamation. Members of the committee were expected to report back to their 
committees, to present their group's concerns and suggestions for the resolution of issues, 
and, as a group, to make recommendations to the Boards. After discussion, the Board(@ 
made the final decision. GeneraIIy, throughout the amalgamation process, this 
collaborative problem-solving p m e ~  functioned satisfkctorily. 
I think all of the players were invoIved to some extent. Certainly, they had the 
opportunity to make recommendations and lay out their concerns for 
consideration. So I don't think any one group specifically [was key to] 
moving the process forward. It was acombined egbrt on the part of everyone. 
(ST-T: 2, p. 5) 
I was pleased to be part of the umbre1Ia group. We have two teacher reps and 
an administrative rep fiom each division The process is good- open, listening 
to ideas and concerns, with good info fiom the divisions and secretary- 
treasurers as needed. We had enough meetings with time in between for 
representative groups to meet, both LINC and Executives in teacher 
organizations, in each division before coming together again. (E-T: 21, p. 3) 
I could keep staff informed, tbough I don't know if they always felt 
infarmed .... We all got information at the same time. This was very important 
so certain people were not privy to information that others did not have. (E- 
BF: 19, p. 2) 
There were, however, dissenting opinions: 
When Longford decided we wanted to go to Ladybank, when we got the 
petition to the Minister, they [the Boards] never said much but there was a 
change. And after that there basically was no communication, other than the 
meeting about assets .... Our rep kept si#iag in on those meetings but whenever 
[our rep] brought anything up about Ladybank, the feeling was that ... it was 
Turnhill we were discussing. (B-BFt: 1 I, p. 12) 
We were led to believe that teachers are involved in a lot of decision-making, 
but when the crunch me, the upper Ievel decision makers prevailed; teachers 
often felt that they were "just a voice in the wilderness." I h i  if1 am being 
involved in the process just to appease me, not in sincerity, then don't, (E-BF: 
22, p. 3) 
Political issues are, by their very nature, codid9riented. The interactions and the 
interplay of the varying and oftea divergent *hterests of those involved in the 
amdgamation process was reflected in the varying degrees of saddimion as indicated by 
the research participants. 
Cultural Asnccts 
The cdtural perspective encompasses a consideration of the norms, values, beliefk and 
attitudes ofthose individuals, groups, or communities involved in the amalgamation 
process and can be seen to influence the entire amalgamation process. With respect to the 
management of the TurnhilYBeaver FIat amdgamation process, research participants 
i d e d e d  those values and beliefs which colored their perception of what happened during 
the time of amalgamation, 
The expressed belief that boards, schools, and c a d e s  have a responst'bi 
to provide children with a "good" education was a major @or prompting a commitment 
to the exploration of amalgamation by both school divisions. Evolving fiom this betiefl 
participants identified the importance of cooperation and collaboration between school 
divisions, intern groups, committees, and individuals. When indicating what they valued, 
participants used words such as good-will, cordid, and genuine. 
I think another Mitical part of the whole thing was the kind of attitude that 
Turnhill demonstrated and you could say the same thing about the Idybark 
board, in terms of an openness and a welcoming. (SS-BF: 17, p. I I )  
Inclusion in the amalgamation process received a high rating. It was the 
participants' belief that everyone should have the opportunity to access information and to 
participate in discussions. To some, inclusion was also equated to being treated as equals, 
rather than as "poor country cousins." 
Maintaining a sense of integrity throughout the amaIgamation process was 
deemed to be highly importam to all participants. From their perspective, this entailed the 
accuracy and sharing of dI information, and a sharing of decisions as they were made. 
Integrity also implied being up-eont with what was happening in the nespective divisions 
during the amaIgamation process. This became pardculariy evident with respect to Beaver 
Flat's sale of portable classrooms and the purchase of computers as previously discussed. 
Integrity inti!ned fairness to all at all times. It also meant valuing the various cultures or 
communities, their philosophies and their concerns. From the participants viewpoint, trust 
in both the process and in the people directly involved in the amalgamation rested on the 
integrity displayed by the Boards, the Directors, and the ASC. This was certainly the case 
for the Beaver Flat teacher's community and, again, there were varying viewpoints as to 
the degree of honesty and integrity brought to the amalgamation process by both their 
own and the receiving board. 
They had told us that we were not going to lose that it was going to stay 
stable for a couple of years. And all of a sudden, we're forewarned early on 
in the year that our pupil teacher ratio is not right, it doesn't follow within the 
formula; and all those words were sworn to us. So that created more stress. 
An area that really' really needs concentrating on is the building of trust 
between the vaIues, goals and objectives of central office, and the values and 
goals of the teacher in the classroom and the school itseg because sometimes 
it's felt that [the goals] are in contlict (E-BF: *, p. 8) 
Other beliefs, values, and attitudes included sensidvity to timing issues, community 
interests, the history of communities, personal viewpoints, and cultural groups. 
We're seeing that in our teacher negotiations. The history of culture and the 
establishment of norms, even norms as to ways of negotiating contracts. So 
now, with the teachers from Beaver Flat on board, they have had a different 
history of things they've worked on. Now, there's a different flavor in the 
mix. And again, it works if you keep people focused and you're working on 
relationships and open to trying to understand. @-T: 14, pp. 25-26) 
The emotional support between individual teachers and s W k  was valued, 
particularly by employees in the Beaver Flat School Division Finally, the steering 
committee members and those they represented valued the cormnitment to shared 
decision-making and the approach used in the resolution of disputes, namely, the attempt 
to resolve issues through a discussion and consensus approach. 
Participants, commenting on cuIturaI diimces between the Beaver Flat and 
Turnbill communities, believed that while individual communities have cultural differences 
based on &city, generally, both divisions were d. However, participants did 
recognize that the rural communities surrounding the nearby urban center did not always 
have the same concerns regarding maintaining the viability of their schools and community 
as did the more distant communities. For instance, teachers themsefves recognized a 
cultural diierence among themselves. Many of the teachers who are employed in 
communities located in close proximity to the urban cerrter h e  in the city, wide in areas 
more distant, teachers live in and are a part of the community. In other words, while both 
divisions are rural, rural can have a different meaning tiom one place to another. Cultural 
differences, fiom a variety of ethnic groups in various c o m m u n i t i U k m i m ,  
Mennonite, F i i  Nations, Catholic, Metis, French, Doukhobor, English, and so on; fiom 
"rural" to 'Wdrural" comrrmnities; k m  First Nations cultures to the communities 
situated nearby; and from one First Nation community to another First Nation community 
can be identified in both divisions. Although each culture or community may have their 
own discreet values, underpinning these is a collective rural philosophy. However, 
understanding each culture's diversity was recognized as an important and ongoing issue, 
particularly in the understanding of first Nation's dture. 
I'm speaking &om a F i  Nations perspective here. It's certaidy been a 
positive change for us. It's still refieshing, when I think the TurnhEU Board 
recognizes that there are differences in philosophy. They accept the fact that 
we may choose a d-nt approach and it's valid. Pmiously, it was... a 
difficult situation where, perhaps, the attitude was not based on acceptance 
of First Nations philosophies. (E-BF: *, p. 5) 
As another example, cultural Merence was clearly voiced by the Fm Nations groups 
themsetves when it came to the suggestion that one Board member represent the three 
separate Fht Nations groups on the "new" Board. Each respective group wished to have 
their own representah, they did not want to be lumped together as one group- 
It is apparent that cultud differences existed on a variety of levels. huing the 
amalgamation pmcess and the time immediately fbllowing, Beaver Flat teachers have 
strugsled in their adjustment to new and different c u h a l  groups. One perceptive 
individual stated: 
There are certainly a lot of concerns on this staff There has been a good 
effort by Tumhili to hold out a hand, but we have not always reciprocated. 
It's important to stop thinkius about w W s  good for us; we need to start 
focusing on what is good for kids. Much of this [attitude] has resulted tiom 
stag personalities. It is important to move into a team mode. We are not 
individual islands. (E-BF: 19, p- 4) 
A school administrator had this comment to make: 
I think the staff has felt that we were add-ons, the "new kids on the Beaver 
Flat block," not the veterans. The teacher perception, whether it is legitimate 
or not, has been expressed as "we were the poor cousins." Some very good 
things have come of the amalgamation; we are on the cutting edge of things, 
part of change. As well, we have things to share. (E-BF: *, p. 2) 
Although integration efforts during the amalgamation process involved the employees of 
the two divisions through joint meetings, teachers' institutes, and committee 
representation, participants indicated it is essentid that efforts to align school cultures and 
community continue. 
Summary 
The strategic management of change requires a return to basic questions about an 
organization's nature and purpose. Strategic management is keeping the three 
organizational strands, technical, poIiticaI, and cuItd, aligned both internally and 
externally. Technically, compiling information, systematic planning, and the provision of 
resources in the areas of petsomel, time, and money provided the Beaver Flat and TurnhEll 
School Divisions with the means to undertake an adgatnation process. PoIiticaUyy the 
Boards of Education exercised their power to direct and controt which groups would be 
represented on the ASC, although the selected groups were able to appoint their 
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representative of choice. The divergent interests of those involved in the amalgamation 
process was reflected in the varying degrees of satisfaction experienced by the ASC 
members. Although both divisions are rural in nature, cultural diiences do exist, These 
dfirences result from factors such as ethnicity, location, commwity interests, and the 
varying cdtures and sub-cultures present in both individual schools and between the 
school divisions. Alignment of the mission and strategy, the organizational structure, and 
human resource management both within and between the technical, political, and cultural 
areas began in the pre-merger amalgamation phase and continued through and into the 
post-amalgamation phase. Indeed, efforts at alignment continue to take place. 
Question 5 
What approaches were used to address human resource concerns during the 
transition? 
In order to address this question, the researcher applied Bridge's (1991) view that 
wide change is situational and external, transition is psychological and i n t e d  and, unless 
transition occurs, change will not w o k  The change in this case study is the amalgamation 
of two school divisions into one; the transition is what transpired within the individuals 
who moved through the amalgamation process. In other words, this question considered 
how individuals managed the transition in order to prevent the change f?om becoming 
unrnweable. 
Endings 
Dealing with endings is a &cult and emotionalIy draining process and this was 
certainly the case for tbe students, teachers, trustees, Board of Education members and the 
respective communities in the Beaver Flat School Division. Amalgamation called for an 
end to a school division that had been in operation for some 50 years- Indeed, as a result 
of the Longford decision to spht and amalgamate with another division, amalgamation was 
not only an end to the larger school community, but also the cessation of contacts between 
people who had, for numerous years, supported each other and worked together. This was 
particularly the case for two groups of people: the Board of Educationfschoot trustees and 
teachers within the division. Making the transition meant a loss of what used to be and 
with that, the toss of a sense of identity. It was also an end to established ways of doing 
things. 
Opinions as to the difliculty of dealing with the end of the division were varied and 
depended on the perspective one brought to the change. The following quotations 
illustrate the Beaver Flat viewpoint: 
Our board had nm into a &or that I think they hadn't reaiized was going to 
be a factor, and that was that alI of a sudden they were dealing with something 
that was no longer sort of abstract, it was becoming very real by the spring [of 
19961. It was like dealing with a death for some of them @-BF: 1, p. 24) 
Our cuIture has been changed, ... the k d h i t y  ofa place, the environment, the 
trust, just the speed with which things couId be done. I think a lot of people 
feel there are [after amalgamation] a Iot of fish in one big pond and their 
personal identities have been taken away, [before] with a small number of 
teachers everybody had a major rok to play. (E-BE 23, p. 18) 
We still taIk to people and we still send our kids to shop, and so it's not like 
a divorce where you don't have any contact with the individual anymore. It's 
a realization that things change and we move on, but it's not like a @wing 
process; I don't think that is very accurate. (E-BFL: 10, p. 4) 
I think teachers have been so shell shocked with curriculum change in the Iast 
ten years that any kind of change now like the whole adgmation issue [is] 
just another change; it's not like meeting a stone walE-like we've done this 
for 20 years and we aren't going to change.E-BE 9, p. 9) 
On the other hand, individuals within the Turnhill School Division looked at 
endings 6om a somewhat Mefent perspecdve. For the most p a  concerns focused on 
what was in it for them and how the change would affect their schools in terms of service 
and support. That is not to say Turnhill was insensitive to the Beaver Flat situation: 
InteIIectualIy, I can empathize with Beaver Flat and their feelings. At one of 
the meetings, someone [fiom Beaver Flat] spoke up and expressed a feeling 
of loss of identity. We did not experience this emotionally. It is important that 
teachers [from each of the divisions] show consideration and be empathetic 
toward each other. It is also importaut that Beaver Flat teachers express these 
feeling to us. In this way, we can all deal with them at a professional and 
personal IeveI. (E-T: 2 1, p. 6) 
Individuals and groups chose to deal with the endings in a variety of ways. For 
some, as the quotes indicated, it was just another change; for others, the realization there 
was going to be an "end" did not hit home until later in the process; and for some, such as 
the teacher's group, a r t s  were made to recognize the end: 
We're very sad. It was part of our family that was leaving. We all cried. We 
had a banquet, a hrewell. You know, we'd been together for a long, long 
time and that's sad. (E-BF: 13, p. 19) 
It is kind of sad. Longford went in their own direction, they were left hanging 
and sometimes felt directionless. (E-BF: 22, p. 3) 
The Turnhill Division chose to recognize the "ending" ofthe Beaver Flat Division through 
school visits and the presentation of plaques on the opening day of the new division. 
I think there's some ceremony around [the closing of a school division]. In 
people's minds it's like a h e &  they are there for a regson, aren't they? You 
say good-bye; you bring closufe. Some ofthe Board members are now saying 
that the actual closing out of&e system, like the Iast few days when they had 
their last board meeting and right before Christmas when they had their last 
Christmas performance, was like the end of something and the beginning of 
something new. But I don't tbink [everyone in Beaver Flat] attended to the 
closure m their system and I see W as a real void .... What we're going to do 
is collect memorabilia from the school system and display it under pIexiglass 
in the FaikIand high school, so there's a history ofthe school division, that it 
did exist. @-T: 14, pp9-10) 
Albeit one needs to end some thing before one can begin anew, there is usually a time 
between these two stages during which organizations, as well as the individuals within 
them, move through what has been descri'bed as "the muddle in the middle." Bridges 
(1986) defined this time as the "neutral zone." 
The Neutral Zone 
The Beaver Flat participants in the research study found this period of 
organizational transition to be a pardcularly trying time. Earmarked by disorientation and 
disintegration, individuals and groups were thinking about what they perceived as 
problems and trying to reduce the complexities ofthe amalgamation to a few key issues. 
IndividuaIs recognized that this was a &cult time. 
When I look at the sta I see the staff almost just kind of floadng around 
right now. .. All of a sudden you're into a new division and you don't feel that 
comfortable going back to your people over there and you just don't know 
who to go to over he re.... Are they going to think I don't know anything if1 
phone somebody fjn Turnhill]? So [the stafQ is kind of drifting and they're 
looking for those connections. (E-BF 9, pp. 5-6) 
Teacher perception, whether it is Iatimate or not, has been expressed as %e 
were the poor cousins." On the swfhce, the amalgamation has been sincere 
and smooth and T u d  felt that they had done emything. But, the sheer size 
of it: the decentralization, teachers wanted answers to questions such as why3 
How do we? As a principal, it has been hdmhg to people on both sides of 
the equation, Turnhill did not understand why we were asking about 
procedures and things. [While] the policy is there, it is the unwritten 
procedures, the interpretation of the policies that has been very frustrating fbr 
the teachen and myself. (E-BE? *, pp. 2-3) 
It was duriag this transition period that, h m  the perspective of the Beaver Flat 
teachers, their professionalism was being put into question Although they recognized they 
were from a "SmSLU&division, they prided themselves on their high degree of 
professionalism and invoIwment m activides such as provincial pilot projects. 
In Beaver Flat, teachers have suddenly felt their professiodism being 
questioned. For example, as it came close to amalgamation, teachers were 
requested to send in information re teaching certificate, classes taken, degree, 
and level on pay scale when the information is already on record and available 
to TumhilI...,I've heard there is one pilot site per division in new programs; 
we would like to continue work in that area but our opportunities to do that 
in the larger division may be cutailed .... Sometimes the feeling of "daring to 
question how things are done" is there. (E-BF: 22, p. 2) 
A lot of us felt, and I'll speak in the plural here, that the general consensus 
was F M  was rescuing us, that we were this littk division with not much 
going for it, and this was a rescue job. Maybe a rescue fiom the point of view 
of assessment roles and hd' ig  ... but not tiom the point of view of the 
professionalism of teachers and their expertise.,..The personal contact we had 
with the division o& is really lacking because now we have umpteen forms 
to fill out. And the spontaneous types of things you could do for kids are no 
longer there.... Somebody told me once that, go ahead and do it and then beg 
forgiveness. And that's not the way I operate and a lot of the staff have 
expressed the same concern. (E-BF: *, pp. 1-2) 
If you don't know what is going on in a division, how do you connect? 
Professionalism has always been there, in the internal groups in Beaver Flat. 
It takes time to work this out when you're part ofa Werent organization. 
Perhaps it's a matter of perception, how we look at things, how they do, and 
how we fed TurnhiiI is perceiving us. It's something like the elephant and the 
mouse. How much is reality, how much is perception? Once our teachers 
were on various committees with the Turnhill people, teachers were feeling 
more competent within their roles. (E-BF: 23, pp. 4-5) 
In the course of dealing with multiple changes, personal viewpoints which were 
not always positive had a considerable efl" on the mode of Beaver FIat teachers. 
Concerns regarding being "the poor sister" were sometimes expressed. 
we've experienced] school administrators who were reluctant to give up 
'insider-power, having been basically left alone for the previous three years as 
regarding any school decisions, although this has been partly due to having 
little opporhrnity to meet with other administrators and share ideas, the 
professional development funding being very Iow. As a resuIt ofthis negative 
attitude at the beginning of [amalgamation] talks, including derogatory 
remarks in the staff room, it has been a problem for those in favor of 
amalgamaiou.-.In fact, as a result we, the staff; are not doing well. (E-BF: *, 
P- 2) 
Both the Beaver Fiat Board and their staff; particularfy the teachers, experienced 
this transition time but not always in a painfid Euhioon. It was also a time of making new 
contacts, becoming more comfortable with the up-coming change, and looking forward to 
new opportunities, additional support, and a broadening of horizons. The Turnhill 
Division displayed a sensitivity to the Beaver Flat situation. Although the amalgamation 
did not occu until January 1, 1997, on opening day in the 6dI of 1996, all staffiom both 
divisions took part in a joint in-service day. Various committees included representation 
tiom Beaver Rat school and in-service days were coordinated, and the Turnhill 
Director was visl%Ie in the Faikland and Spence schools on numerous occasions. 
The ending of organizational transition is marked by a new beginning and the 
emergence of a new or renewed mission. New begimiugs were largely a dection or 
continuation of activities initiated during the neutral zone. One teacher descnied it in this 
There are new opportunities for us now. Previously, we never saw [our 
Director]. We had nowhere to go if we had problem. Having access to onIy 
one person's view or opinion leads to an insular attitude and division on a 
I hope that through the new administration and the access to 
condtants, dealing with them with honesty and *rategrity, we can look more 
out than in, look at the bigger picture. (E-BF: 19, p. 3) 
F i  and foremost was attending to the details of the present, the adjusting to new 
ways of doing things. Changes were not as perceptiiIe fbr parents and students-life and 
school appeared to follow its customary routine. This was not the case for board 
members, trustees, teachers, and support st& For Beaver Hat board members, mstees, 
and school administrators, new beginnings translated into adjusting to new procedures, 
famiIiarzing themselves with the history of Tumhill, as well as sharing their own 
background and gaining an understanding of the "how" and 'My" of procedwes. 
The expectations are difrent, the size is different, so some of the 
consequences are different too. A transfer's very realistic here, where it 
wasn't samething that was going to happen in Beaver FIat. So there's some 
apprehension about this change, now that it's filtering down, affects the 
teachers. Because it really just hit the office staffand maybe administratio% 
more than it hit teachers initially. We've only been amalgamated for six 
months, but I see that changing a s  of this September for lots of teachers .... So 
many things are the after-consequences of amalgamation+. .I think once you 
go through a N year it will be more comfortable. I guess one way we felt it 
directly was on the T d  Administrathe Council, they had as many 
administrators as we had teachers in Beaver Flat. So when we went to our 
first meeting, we looked around and it was UnbelieVabIe, but you feel you are 
a part of a team with the other administrators .... So here are different levels 
that just were not there within the Beaver Flat School Division ... fiom my 
perspective, I We the support because then I know, I don't feel like I'm doing 
this by myself, A s  a principal ... Ijust did not know all the K-6 curricuium and 
really, I didn't have the time to do [in-service]. So it feIt like one of those 
weights on top of you that you really couldn't do a lot about, where now I 
have somebody I can phone and say, These people need some help 
implementing Social one to five, we need an in-service," and that person will 
be there, that's their job. (E-BF: *, p. 6-7) 
On the opposite side of the coin, the Turnhill Boards were making similar 
adjustments. With the increase of Board size from eight to eIeven membersy discussions 
became more cumbersome, the Board was still moving through a 'ken and "them" to a 
c'us" perspective. As a result of amalgamation, central office staff was feeling the "drain 
and strain on resources" (ST-T: 2, p. 2): 
The amalgamation has not seen an increase in services to the original Turnhill 
students, but rather an increase in full services to those in Beaver Flat, speech 
pathologists, couuseling, and so om In time, there may likely be a need for an 
increase in central office &g. (B-T: 16, p. 3) 
Well, we've gone through some other things here in the office. We're losing 
one senior administrative position and then one of ow coordinators was out 
for surgery. So that really crimped us here, even under normal circumstances 
that would have been dEcult. Given the whoIe thing together, it was 
extremely challenging, just having the strength to go 14, 16 hours a day. 
There just wasn't enough time to get it done. And, of course, when you do 
get home, it doesn't go away. You're still just vlibrating. So it took its toll and 
we're all very tired. @-T: 14, p. 12) 
Our Board is getting so large the meetings are very, very long because with 
everybody and with the new members, it is different .... Now, we have an 
election in the fU and so we could have more new people .... So when you get 
elections and you get new people [on the Board], often those people have 
been culturated at the district level ... But sometimes when you're talking 
about system decisions, it's not the [idividual~ community. It's the larger 
picture. Now, the [Board members] can go back and get the opiaions of their 
ratepayers, but those local opinions can't drive the school system, [although] 
they're part of the decision-making, you take all factors into consideration. (T: 
*, pp. 23-25) 
Along with the redefinition of various roles fiom school administrators to Board 
members and school trustees, the Beaver Flat communities were also adjusting to the new 
division Developing trust between both divisions was an ongoing process. A case in point 
was the learning experience transpiring between the Eagle First Nations groups and the 
Turnhill Board. 
I'm speaking fiom a F'm Nation's perspective here. It's certainly been a 
positive change for us. Its still rehhing, when I think the TurnhiU division 
board recognizes there are differences in philosophy. They accept that we may 
choose a different approach and it's valid. Previously, it was very, very 
difficult.. . .It was an attitude that sometimes made things djflicult.. . .There were 
times, there were battles where I would come home and I would just rant and 
rave.. . . So, it was refieshing , it is dbhing to sit at that board and they're 
willing to listen.. . .You're making sure the district board knows certain things 
so that they can do a more informed, hands on role, in their schools. (9-BF: 
** PP- 5-91 
Along with the many "new besinningsn being experienced by a variety of 
individuais in an assortment of ways, numerous individuals idmtiiied a need for ongoing 
communication and the discmion of amalpamation issues. It was their perception, that 
while the amalgamation process was underway, codtation with and information to the 
various groups was generally satisfactory. Howewer, in the 6rst six months of the post- 
amalgamation period, the perception was that there was little, if any, coaununication and 
ongoing consultation with amalgamation concerns. 
I think there needs to be a summary of what has occuffed, even for the 
community-&large, not only the teachers, but parents and community. 
This is what is going on now. This is how we're serving you. These are the 
changes. Because people would like to know, rather that things coming 
through the grapevine, coffee row and so on. We don't want to be 
contradicting what may actually be happening .... And I suggest perhaps that 
the division should put out a newsletter and it could be sent through the 
school, but not something the principals write out, the division needs to 
take this responsibility and tell everybody about stagchanges and s e ~ c e s .  
I think, to maintain good public relations, you need to have that 
communication. Communication's very, very important. (E-BF: 13, pp. 12- 
13) 
Administration is easier now, but ifwe are asked for an opinion, we want to 
feel that we can share, honestly and openly. This is a trust that needs 
developing. Part of the problem has been feeling subsumed. Teachers have 
expressed this thought, the perception of our teachers that we are not a 
significant component of the Turnhill organization. (E-BF: 23, p. 4) 
The blending of two cultures into one, even when their work is simiIar, does not occur 
without a considerable amount of attention and effort on the part of both parties. Issues of 
culture are closely related to the transition experience. 
Summary 
The case study participants clearly identified the need to address human resource concerns 
during times of transition h order to pment change fiom becoming unmanageabte 
individuals must acknowledge they are in a state of transition and that not everyone is at 
the same stage at the same the. Understanding the stages of transition-endings, the 
neutral zone, and begbungs and recognizing there is value in dowing oneself to 
experience the transition process saves to validate the experience. It also dows 
individuals to see both the positive and negatives of the change. The need for post- 
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amalgamation conununication and the continued discussion of amalgamation issues and 
concerns is a point well taken. The amalgamation may be an accomplished fact but the 
transition process, a second-order change, continues to evolve. 
Question 6 
What has school division amalgamation come to mean to the stakeholder pups?  
By the end of the school division amaIg2unation process and some six months into 
the operation of the 'hew" division, amalgamation had come to mean a variety of things to 
those involved in the process, be it individuals, or part of a community, school, or interest 
group. At different points in time during the amalgamation pmcess, amalgamation came to 
mean a time of hstration with too many things to deal with, too short a time to do them 
in, and too much to do for those individuals directly involved in the process. In response 
to the comment by an ASC member, '7 wish that I'd never heard of the word 
'amalgamation,' " another ASC member had this to say: 
Well, I think there may be folks that wish they'd never heard the word, and 
they could well be people who have been elected to the Turnhill Board As a 
matter of fact, I've taked to at least one member who had been on the Beaver 
flat Board and then was elected to the Turnhill Board who thought, "You 
know, now I'm driving that much firrther to meetings, the meetings are at a 
difkeut time of day." I mean, there are a whole number ofchanges that you 
know are going to come, but you really can't d d  with them until after the 
fact. There is the whale question of how you move into a new poticy 
hework, a new way of doing things. You recognire that you migbt bave 
liked what you did before, but you're in a larger organitadon and you're not 
as big in that organization as you were in the smaller one. Those are very real 
fictors that people wilI have to grapple with and that's part of what change 
is all about @-BF: 1, p. 7) 
For the Beaver Flat School Division, amalgamation came to mean improved 
educationaI opportunities fbr students and the provision of support Services to meet 
d c u l u m  and specid needs within their schools- It came to mean retaining schools 
already in operation and thus, eliminating the threat of firrthef school closures. 
Amalgamation also came to mean retaining direct representation on Boards of Education 
by each school subdivision. 
To the Longford comnnmity' amalgamation has come to mean exercising their 
right to belong to the school division of their choice, and, as a result, safeguard@ the 
viability of their community through the preservation of a K-12 school and direct 
representation on the Board of Education. It has come to mean belonging to a "rural" 
school division and maintaining or even reducing the school mill rate. Amalgamation has 
also come to mean an even greater degree of change for, having joined the Ladybank 
Division, Longford found themselves in the midst of yet another arnaIgamation and the 
very red possibiity of losing direct representation due to a ward system of electing board 
members. 
I think this amalgamation bongford with Ladybank] has gone relatively 
smoothly. The teachers involved with it felt that they really had a part in what 
was going to happen. I'm not so sure that with the new [second] 
amaIgamation teachers are feeling the same sense of comfort. Like it's gone 
just a little bit too quickly .... I don't think there's really anybody around here 
that doesn't think the amalgamation is going to be good. People are generally 
happy with what's happening and I think it helps letting people know what is 
going on so that they &el they have a part in it. It's sure nice to think that we 
are part of it and not just being forced. (E-BFL. 9, pp. 11-13) 
Longford residents experienced a number of losses-the loss of ties to the larger Beaver 
Hat Division, the loss of the support and collegiality of teachers who had worked together 
for many years and who were now a e d  by the division split, and the loss of 
independence. Amalgamation also came to mean feelings of acrimony between board 
members of the Beaver Flat Division, feelings of acrimony between the town of Longfbrd 
and the surrounding community and the Beaver Flat Boards, as well as disharmony 
between Longford area ratepayers who did not necessariIy agree with the end decision to 
amalgamate with Ladybank The researcher's perception was that while the external 
amaigamation process moved along comparatively easily, discussions and issues addressed 
internally on the Beaver Flat board were not without elements of d i i e n t  and 
mculty. 
With the exception of disharmony within the Beaver Flat Division, the feelings as 
discussed in the previous paragraph were mirrored, to a large extent, by the schools and 
communities who became part of the 'hew" TurnhEU School Division. Both parents and 
students were pleased with the additional opportunities and services now available to 
them; the towns would retain their schools and mill rates wodd not skyrocket. For the 
support 8m8[gamion came to mean continued job security and increased wages. 
Losses resulting fiom amalgamation inchded the loss of a division office and the provision 
of baaking services, the end to their division, and the loss of the Longford students and 
teachers. To some individuals, amalgamation came to mean dealing with a larger, more 
unresponsive and cumbersome system, while to others it rneant new opportunities for 
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students and teachers. For Beaver Flat Board members, trustees, in-school adrmtlIstrators, 
anci teachers, amalgamation came to mean learning about and adjusting to new procedures 
in all areas of school and adminkation. Amalgamation came to mean increased travei 
time to meetings of any sort, changed roles for local school trustees, and adjusting to 
being part of a vastly increased school division 
h will take a year or two for it to Settle down. It's a process, fbr everyone to 
become conrfbrtable and to be an equal partner, rather than an '%e" and 
%em7' sitoation When we talk about how ')(oun or 'W do it, we feel like 
an outsider. The board does treat us as equals, although we are not as 
involved in a day to day decision-making process as we were in the smaller 
decisions. The cumbersome part is people's feelings, the different personnel 
that one has to d d  with, where people are at a particular t h e  and working 
through issues. (B-BF: 15, p. 4) 
In view of the fact that budgets are more decentraIized witbin the Turnhin 
Division, for I d  schooI trustees, amalgamation has come to mean a change in their 
administrative responsibilities. Local boards are experiencing increased communication 
with the Board and adjusting to a more open process between the two groups. 
Now @ocal boards] are given a chunk of mq that they can then use ... to do 
things around the school. They work together with the principals and then 
they decide if they d y  need it and if they have the money for it. The 
[trustees] have a dimension they've never had before. Like our local boards 
look after all the bus routes, the bus drive rs,... the janitorial and secretarial 
staff; as far as hiring and looking after any questions other than what the 
principal deals with. And also, the general adaptive component of the 
curriculum, they look after that in a large part too. (BIT: 4, p. 3) 
In the long nm, decentraIization is b d a  all stakeholders in education are 
beginning to realize that we a11 have responsibilities and somdecision-making 
capacity, some role to play. So, if everyone understands the roles, the 
operation nrns more smoothly. It's bene6.cial for the Division Board to have 
a role to play and understand what their roll is, as welI as for the locd boards. 
If they are being given more decision-making in local issues and concerns, 
local boards need to how this. They also need an orientation .... We all need 
to know these roles so we can work comfortably and have dignity and respect 
in those areas. (E-BF: 23, pp. 4-5) 
To Beaver Flat teachers, adgarnation has come to mean a degree of increased 
support, the vis%iIity of office personnel within their schools, and ready response to any 
questions or concerns. Adgarnation has also come to mean frustration as staffcontinue 
to struggle in their adjustment to many changes, particutatly with regard to procedures, 
perceptions of being a "little fish in a big pond," changes in workIoad, working with 
division consultants and the bIending of a nrral school culture with the d u r b a n  culture 
in the larger schooI division, For teachers in the Beaver Flat schools, amaIgarnation has 
come to mean both benefit and lass. Benefits include increased support, school 
administrators meetings, and a sense of security and stability as to jobs and schoot 
permanence. Oa the other side of the coin, amalgamation has come to mean the loss of 
preparation time for individuah, time for one-on-one core planning, and a perceived drop 
in the quality of teacher work We. '7 think the teachers gave all of their support tbr 
amalgamation because of the perception that their quality of work load and work life 
would be better, so that's a real disappointment (E-BF: *, p. 6). Teachers are still 
grappling with feelings of isolation and loss of identity. 
If 1 were to do it [amalgamation] again, I would recommend paying more 
attention to getting the schools on board and after the amalgamation, to 
follow up in coordinating activities and in coming together as a group, 
particularly in teacher areas. I would recommend using some professiod 
development days to touch base with t e a c h  in the division who have similar 
interests and teaching assignments. (E-T: 21, pp. 5-6) 
"We have just touched the tip of the iceberg," was the comment of one staff member 
when speaking about learning about the new organization. 
To the Turnhill Centraf Oflice st& amalgamation has meant a tremendous initial 
increase in workload, some related to the amalgamation itself, some related to bringing the 
new schools and staffs on-line, and some related to providing services to an additional 
m b e r  of students and schools, all without an increase in support stafFpersonnei. 
From the administrative perspective [one thing] that surprised us ... was the 
workioad that the two extra schools would bring. Everybody here has been 
working at top speed just to keep on top of everything and really struggling 
to some extent to maintain services. We're hoping as the process develops 
that will fill away ....[ Amalgamation] created a lot of extra work and time 
because you had to be there. You still have to be there almost constantly to 
nurture and bring them along. (ST-T: 2, p. 10) 
To the receiving Board of Education, amalgamation has come to mean dealing 
with a more unwieldy BoarGm terms of numbers and increased length of discussions, 
the need for ongoing adjustments, getting to know each other and designing new ways of 
working together. 
We're aII Iearning and growing fiom the experience. I think it's changed the 
board abit, having people with different ideas and that's not aIways altogether 
bad either. We've had a very good board and it's still a good board. But to 
say, "OK, you people now will join," and that's all there is to it, is not the 
case. You're going to have more problems, I think. You're goiag to get less 
agreement on anything. (B-T: 4, p. 16) 
In addition, the Board is also working with the two new district boards to bring 
them on-line as to procedures and responsibilities. Amalgamation has led to a concern that 
their "original" Turnhill students continue to receive the same level of support as they had 
pre amalgamation. To T u W  schools and sta!E, amalgamation has, to this point, meant 
tittle change, although teachers have commented on seeing less of their director and 
consultants, particularly in the first months following the amalgamation. 
To the Beaver Flat support sta amalgamation has come to mean having an 
avenue for negotiation on issues of concern For some it has meant an opportunity to taIk 
about their work and share ideas, where previously, they Eequently worked in isolation. 
The post amalgamation process for para-professionals has been helpfbl 
with changes and support for changes. A major effort was made in August 
[1996], we had a common day with everyone included. This leads to 
cohesion. (SS-BF: 17, p.2) 
For the Director hired by Beaver Flat to oversee the amalgamation process, there 
is the satisfaction of having fulfilled the mandate he was given when h id .  W e  he was 
cognizant of the emotions of the amalgamation, he recognized that not being part of the 
community made it easier for him, in some respects, to deal with amalgamation issues. 
wouldn't have to get invoIved in the coffee row politics because I could 
drive in there in the morning and I could drive out in the afternoon.. . I didn't 
have the baggage of the history and all of the problems. Now in some ways, 
it's helpful to know that there was a war that went on 35 years ago between 
this community and that community over a hockey game and it's still 
festering. But I could be a little more objective about what was happening. 
(D-BF: 1, pp. 26-27) 
Working through this particular amalgamation has only served to reinforce his opinion 
regarding school division amalgamations in general: 
I feel more strongly than ever the need for [amalgamation] to happen. We 
have to keep in mind that the boundaries that separate school divisions today 
were established over 50 yem ago, Qring a time and with circumstances that 
were hr different than what's there today. Trading patterns have changed; I 
mean everything has changed. The enrohents in nuaI Saskatchewan have 
declined. There isn't a need for schools every scwen miles, anymore than there 
is a need for elevators every seven miles. @-BF: I, p. 27) 
From a personal standpoint, there was, yet again, a whole gamut of responses 
ranging tiom the positive to the negative. A Turnbill centrd office individual responded in 
this way: 
I support change and I don't know if there is another easy way to do it 
[amalgamate] constructively. You're either with it or against it, there's no 
W a y .  From my perspective, ifthe board was to say tomorrow, "Get out 
there and see where we can go next," I would be excited to do that. I'm not 
talking for myself necessarily, but everyone here Cin central office] is so 
supportive and excited about it. I don't know that others share that same 
enthusiasm right now, but I think given a chance to look at another 
opportunity like that, I think they would be supportive. The direct services to 
children is what's important and certainly, we've been able to provide that. 
And I think the board has plans to continue that. (ST-T: 2, pp. 16-17) 
A STF official reflected on his perspective ofthe amalgamation: 
The teachers were involved in a meaningful way. They had voice, they had 
opportunity to consult with their own members, as did other groups, and there 
was a shared ownership for what went on there. So, you know, while in 
hindsight they may have done some things differently from what they had 
done, 1 think, based on the models they had to follow, they did a very good 
job. I'm very pleased with that amalgamatioa; I think it's the one so fhr that 
clearly is the best example. Again, I come back to the basic criteria fw 
reorganization: I think school divisions should work towards a full service 
school division so they have suf][icient number of students, sufficient tax base, 
d c i e n t  resources, and sufficient consultative services to be able to meet the 
needs of the vast majority of the kids within the school division. (F: 6, p.4) 
As voiced in the previous quotation, it is important to keep in mind that the basic criteria 
for reorganization shodd be to work towards a M service school division which is 
focused on providing children with the best possible educational opportunities. 
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Summarrr 
The concept of school division amalgamation bas come to mean a variety of things 
to the various stakeholder groups, To a great extent, individual and stakeholder group 
viewpoints are a result of the Iocation of each iadividual. Paradoxically, amalgamation has 
come to mean both losses and gains, the death of a division and the survival of its schools, 
and the loss of collegial coatacts and new opportunities for profeonal development and 
friendships. The meanings attri'buted to the school division amalgamation depended on 
whether the individuat lived in Longford, the Beaver Flat Division or the Turnhill Division. 
However, regardless of location, to many of the individuals involved in the amalgamation 
process, amalgamation has givea them an increased understanding and appreciation of the 
complexities of collaboration and joint problem-solving. The amalgamation process has 
reinforced the importance of honesty and integrity throughout the management of any 
change process, no mrrtter which side of the h c e  one was sitting on or what was the 
particular lens one was tooking through. 
CHAPTER6 
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
Chapter 6 provides an overview of the study. The chapter commences with a 
statement of the research purpose and observations on the methodology. The findings are 
then discussed with respect to the research questions and the literature review- The 
chapter concludes with implications for practice, research, and theory. 
Purpose of  the Study 
The purpose of this study was to desc~l'be and d y s e ,  within the context oforganizatond 
theory, the process and management of school division amalgamations. Focusing on 
mergers and transitions and the management of change, the process of amalgamation and 
the management of that process were examined and provided a foundation to develop a 
broader understanding of the compbxities and dynamics inherent in school division 
amalgamations. The primary question for investigation in the case study was: W& 
a&naion to the technical, pd .d  curd c n ~ d  aspects of change managewwnt, how 
did the prucccs of amdgumatim mfdd and what meaning was ascribed by the 
pnrticipanrp to the process? 
Methodology 
The researcher, engaged in a process of qualitative inquiry, attended to the stories 
of the research participants. Through this procedure, the researcher came to understand 
and interpret how the participants viewed the process of amalgamation and the 
mauagement of that process as it occurred between two school divisions. The study was 
conducted with participants &om two nrral Saskatchewan school divisions which were in 
the midst of amalgamation discussions. Using a combiion of Stfatified p u r p o d  and 
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snowball sampling, the researcher identified individuals and groups who participated in or 
were affected by the amalgamation process. Twenty-three individuals and two focus 
groups which consisted of seven and five Grade Ten, Eleven, and Twelve students 
respectively, represented the major stakeholder groups participating in semi-structured 
interviews (see Appendix B). In addition, the researcher attended ASC meetings* met with 
stakeholder groups and/or their representatives, and reviewed supporting documentation 
which primarily consisted of the amalgamation binders as compiied by the respective 
Directors. 
Using different lenses-those of the participants, to view the same phenomenon, 
the researcher, concerned primarily with process and interested in meaning, was able to 
reconstruct the amalgamation process through inductive data analysis (Merriam, 1988, 
1998). 
The use of a case study fonnat was appropriate for the investigation of this 
particular event which was unique within the context of the restructuring ofthree school 
divisions into two (Yin, 1994). Acknowledging that all qualitative research is prone to 
biases resulting from the interaction and value differences between researcher and subjects 
(Borg & Gall, 1989; Gall et al., 1996), the researcher established the validity, d b ' i ,  
and tnrstworthiness of the study through the use of d t ip le  data sources and 
triangulation. Semi-structured interviews provided both consistency of questions and the 
opportunity to probe more deeply in order to obtain complete idormation (Borg & Gall). 
In order to tramdorm the qualitative data, the researcher seiected detaiIs devant 
to the study's purpose to provide for a "thick" description of the amalgamation (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 1994) and then analysed the data by charting responses for each question 
according to categories of participant groups and recurring replies. This inductive method 
of analysis dowed for the identification of potentiaI themes, questions, and emerging 
theories and assisted in the organization of the data both categoridy and chroaologicalIy 
(Merriam, 1998; Wokon, 1994). 
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An audit trail was developed through the collection of raw data-the interview 
transcripts, the data reduction and analysis charts, and the reconstruction and synthesis 
product-the dissertation itself: This audit trail ascertains that the findings of the study 
were grounded in the data. Examination of the product by the research advisor served to 
establish the canfirmability and dependability of the in& (Lincoln ik Guba, 1985; 
Owens, 1982). Artifircts which test@ to the development of the audit trail are housed with 
the research advisor, Dr- Vivian Hajnal. 
Ethical considerations inchdecl obtaining pemissioa f?om the school divisions to 
conduct the research, iaforming participants of the nature of the research, and providing 
them with the opportunity to verify the interview transcripts. Confidentiality and 
anonymity has been provided to the greatest degree possi'ble withia the case study. Given 
the complexity and idiosyncrasy of the case, individuals may be identifiable, at least to 
those within the case study. It is for this reason that the herview number has been 
omitted h m  many of the quotes. 
Discussion of Findings 
The findings and discussion are addressed through the questions which guided the 
case study. While the researcher cannot generalize the tindings to other schooI division 
amalgamations, it is hoped that readers will be able to apply the findings to their own 
school division amalgamation, should it occur. 
thestion 1 
Why did amalgamation become m issue in tbe school divisions? 
In Saskatchewan, educationd governance refarm is maaikdng kitselfin the W e r  
consolidation or amal&amation of school divisions, the underiying assumption being that 
school divisions should be large enough with enough students and sufticient tax base to 
provide students and staffwith a Ul range of services. Influenced by both the changing 
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and stable contextual parameters within Saskatchewan and a meeting of the problem, 
policy, and political streams of the provincial govenunent (Kingdon, cited in Sabatier, 
199 11, Saskatchewan is currently experiencing a window ofopportwity in the area of 
educational governance reform, 
Given that organizations, school divisions included, are inherently self-perpetuating 
and resistant to change and that the people within these school divisions are emotionally as 
well as inteUectuaUy attached to their school division and have been for many years (Kuhn, 
1 WO), acceptance of a contradictory framework, namely, the disestablishment of the 
Beaver Flat school division, the subsequent disjoining of their subdivisions, and 
amalgamation with adjoining school divisions was "inherently wrenching and dif5cultn 
(Nevis et d., 1996, p. 1 1). 
AmaIgamation became an issue in the Beaver Flat School Division primarily as a 
result of declining enrollments. This steady decline in student numbers had already resulted 
in school closures, teacher reductions, the loss of support senrices, and central office 
administrative cuts. Additional pressures stemmed fiom several years of cuts in the 
provincial funding of education coupled with the escdation of education costs in general. 
A recent trend for F i i  Nations Reserves to build and operate their own schools had led 
to a W e r  sharp reduction in Beaver Flat's student numbers. Moreover, parents, board 
members, and teachers were concerned with maimaining the quality of educational 
programming and finding a resolution to the uncemhties they had heed for a number of 
years. Given the options of further centralizadon, maintaining the status quo with a large 
increase in the d rate or amalgamation, the Beaver Flat school division chose to -initiate 
a search for an amalgamation partner. After considerable investigation of the surrounding 
school divisions, the Beaver Flat Board passed a motion to approach the TurabilI School 
Division. 
An application of levy's (1 986) categorization of permitting, enabling, 
precipitating, and triggering conditions as driving forces for educational governance 
restructuring can be made as to why amalgamation had become an issue to the Beaver Flat 
and TurahilI School Divisions (see Table 3). In the area of pennitzing conditions, there 
was a readiness and willingness of the communities within the Beaver Flat division to 
endure the anxiety and auticipated uncertainty that amalgamation would bring. Indeed, the 
hope was that this anxiety would be short term and that the end result would offer, in the 
long run, a degree of stabi i  and security to their schools aud communities. The 
availabiIity of resources such as provincial personnel to assist in the amalgamation and 
h d i n g  to assist in costs further fbcikkd the amdgamation The Beaver Flat Board and 
Director were prepared to pursue the vision of ensuring and providing for the educational 
needs of their students; they were committed to the realization of that vision and capable 
of mobiIizing the necessary energy and commitmeat to the adgarnation process. 
Enubling conditim included a perceived threat to the survivat of the Beaver Flat School 
Division. Indeed, the degree of threat to the school division's ability to survive, given their 
economic situation and the ever increasing inconpence between the education Beaver 
Flat was providing and the needs of students and staffin terms of support, had reached a 
critical stage. the Beaver Flat Division, the three remaining schools and their 
communities viewed amaIgamation as a means to maintaining the schools while, at the 
same time, providing a M range of sexvices for students and teachers. Precipilating 
conrti'tions for Beaver Flat included declines in student population, the opportunity to 
select their own amalgamation partner, and the emergence of aew unmet needs, 
particulariy in the area of special education. The growing emphasis on inclusion for 
special needs students, without the required resources and suppa, concerned teachers 
and parents. The move to amalgamation was also precipitated by the provincial 
government's position on and pressure to further consolidate school divisions. In addition, 
TabIe 3 
Whv Amalaamation Became an Issue 
REASONS: 
Bcrwr Rat S D. 
LEVY'S DRIVING FORCES 
FOR EDUCATIONAL 
GOVERNANCE 






given the tendency of organizations to grow quantitativeIy and qualitativdy (levy, 1986), 
as well as pressures to retain schools within the division, Beaver Flat was prepared to 
address the crisis at hand. 
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Triggering events included diminishing education grants, the sudden decrease in 
student population due to a First Nations Reserve opening their own school, the continued 
deche in rural students and diminished farm income which made increased milI rates an 
unpopular option. Under these circumstances, Beaver Flat was content with the 
opportunity to negotiate with the amalgamation partner of choice and to be in controi of 
the management of the amalgamation process. 
Under the leadership of their Director and Board, Turnhill had the capabilities of 
entertaining the vision of an expanded school division, aligning their members with the 
vision, and m o b i g  the energy and commitment needed to attain the realization of he 
vision In addition to these pennitring conditions, Turnhill, being a large rural school 
division, had a degree of tolemce for change within their system, thus enabling them to 
accommodate increased numbers of students and staff. W~th regard to precipilaflting 
conditions, Turnhill was, through the amaIgamation with Beaver Flat, able to comply with 
govemmebt directives to consider amalgamation. The decision to expIore amalgamation 
was not the resuit of a crisis but rather a response to student needs which they betieveci 
they could serve without undue interruption to their own school division. Given its already 
large population of over 4,000 students, the Turnhill School Division was not in the 
market for an amalgamation paruler of any great size; Turnhill was not contemplating any 
expIoration of possilde amalgamations with other large and adjoining school divisions. For 
Tutnhill, the triggering went was the request by Beaver Flat to enter into discussions to 
explore the possl'bility of an amalgamation of the two school divisions. 
The situation in Beaver Flat at the time of the amalgamation was not unique to 
time and place. As in other parts of the province, enrollments in this rural school division 
were declining while costs of operating the schools were increasing, provincial grams to 
education were decreasing, and taxpayer resistance to growing mill rates was on the rise. 
Parent, pupa and teacher expectations for education were rapidly changing- Without 
amalgamation, the Beaver Flat School Division could expect to continue to experience or 
face increased risks in areas such as increased taxation to maintain basic programs, the loss 
of teachers with specialized training, the elimination of some programs and services, the 
loss of teacher efficacy, and a mandated amalgamation under externally imposed 
conditions. Benefits of amalgamation with TurnhiU provided the potential to hold the line 
on or at least minimire increased rnill rates, retain basic programs and services, and 
maintain and increase educational opportudies for all children. In addition, amalgamation, 
at that time, allowed Beaver Flat to select partners, the conditions, and the timing of the 
process as well as to continue to have direct representation on the Board of Education and 
to retain their schools. There is no denying that these conditions continue to exert 
pressures on education systems throughout the province, particularly in tight of 
amalgamations which have occurred subsequent to the time of this study. 
The amalgamation of the Turnhill and Beaver Flat School Divisions is an obvious 
exampIe of strategic fit (Buono & Bowditch, 1989). The diisions are governed by the 
same legislation and share the same vision of educating cMdren. Organhtional fit 
between the two divisions is apparent in that numerous committees in each division 
address issues of common concern. However, it is the integration strategies which are 
oriented to a blending of the committee operations, particuIarIy on the human side of the 
amalgamation, which are crucial to the success ofthe new division. 
Oucstion 2 
How did the p m u s  otunalgrarrtim unfold? 
A detailed description of the amrtlgamatioa process was presented in the findings 
of the case study as well as in the Chronology of the TurnhilVBeaver Flat Amalgamation 
Process (see Appendix F). A brief srrmmary of the process will be followed by comments 
on the document, Principles o€AmaI&amation, and a discussion ofthe process with 
reference to the iiteratw on business M & A's and educational governance restructuring- 
Numerous years of addressing educationai chdenges on a local level had, for 
Beaver Flat, d t e d  in the centralization of schooIs and administrative services, teacher, 
adminismion and service cutbacks, amalgamation explorations with adjacent school 
divisions, and a study of an amalgamation possl%ility. Consultation with heir electorate 
through public meetings resulted in a consensw decision to further explore amalgamation 
possl%ilities, Information was coUected fiom the surrounding school divisions and shared 
with the pubIic. Having received general support to approach Turnhill regarding 
amalgamation, the Beaver Flat Board approached TurahiR and an adPamat;on process 
was undertaken. Key to the process was the formaton of an interim transition team, the 
Amalgamation Steering Committee, with representation h r n  stakehoider groups. Aspects 
of collaborative problem-solving served to shape the direction and actions of the ASC and 
negotiations between the Boards and stakeholder groups as they addressed amalgamation 
issues (see Appendix J for a tisting of identified issues). The development of the Principles 
of Adgarnation document (see Appendix H) sewed to give direction to the process. 
Both internal and external expertise provided support to the process, and upon resolution 
of the various issues, the amalgamation became a reality on January I, t 997. 
As stated in the previous chapter, the value of the document, Principles of 
Amel-un, lay in the fact that it established the parameters within which the 
amalgamation process would transpire. The recognition that the centni pupose of 
arnalgamab-on was to provide the best educational services to alI students became a pivotal 
theme around which all amalgamation decisions and actions revolved The wording of the 
second principle, that the areas being amalgamated with the existing T d  School 
Division incIude the Falldand and Spence school districts eom the existing Beaver Flat 
SchooI Division, codd be viewed as a cleariy indicated d u e  premise, nameiy, that the 
amalgamation was perceived as a takesved rescue operatioa The T d  School 
division would coatime to exist, the Beaver Flat Division would be disestablished and be 
incorporated into and d o w e d  up by the TurnhiU Division. The TurnhiU Division was 
neither expecting or prepared to undergo any major disruption of their madus operortm.. 
The following quotes support this analysis: 
A new name for the division? In our situation, no. It was always going to 
be Turnhill. They were just joining Turnhill as opposed to making a new 
division. But in the situation w h  you've got three or four school 
divisions dissolving and becoming a new one, then I think that is quite 
different. I don't know ifour [amalgamation] was a rescue. It might be, a 
little bit, because Beaver Flat was at the brink of going down. I think 
initially, it was probably looked at as more of a rescue, but [the process] 
was a very collaborative approach (B-T: 4, p. 14) 
There wasn't a whole lot that could go wrong, It was a pretty neat 
package .... It's diflerent hrn the perspective of whether you're 
amalgamating or annexing. In our situation, it wasn't an amalgamation as 
much as it was an annexation or transfa. (ST-T: 2, p. 1 1) 
In the turbulent and complicated worId we are a part of; organizational change 
continues to pose a challenge to educationat governance reform. As descn i  by Levy 
(1986), the decision to malgaaute was a d e h i t e ,  purposehl, and explicit decision, 
which involved both external guidance in the form of regional and provincial personnel 
from the Department of Education, as well as internal guidance from the respective 
directors, boards, secretary- treasurers, and o k  members of the ASC. The pfmed 
change (Bennis et al., 1969) involved a strategy of collaboration and power sharing as 
evidenced by the formation of the ASC, a committee representative of those with a stake 
in the amalgamation. It is the researcher's opinion there are elemeats of both first and 
second-order planned change to be found in the case study of school division 
amaIgamatioa. Change occurs when something that used to happen in one way starts 
happening in another. This o ~ o u a l  change (Bridges, 1986,199 I), both structural 
and demographic, occurred at the time of amaIgarnatior+January 1,1997. MechanicaI, 
situational, and occurring at a particular point in time, in order h r  the merger to take 
place the amalgamation process was managed an a rational model of what had to be done 
and when. According to Be& et al., tbis wodd be classified as an orpanilational first- 
order change, a process of amalgamation, mandated by the school divisions. Writing in the 
area of organization theory, Skiibins (1974) used the term homeosians to describe first- 
order change as a state in which managers, in this case directors and boards, operate with 
limited short-range goals and tend to run systems pretty much as they are. 
This change, the amalgamation of two school divisions, instigated additional 
change and, at every step, individuals involved in the amalgamation were plunged into 
transition. This tr-tion constituted a second-order change, a psychological process 
extending over a period of time (Bridges 1986). The organizational transition process 
allowed individuals and groups involved in the amdgamation to reorient themselves so as 
to hnction and find meanin8 in the changed situation. 
Levy (1986) drew a distinction between secondsrder change and second-order 
p k d  change which can be applied to the research study. Viewed as second-order 
change, the amalgamation ofthe Turnhill and Beaver Flat school divisions was 
characterized by a decline in both student enrollment and funding, thus creating a crisis 
situation. In Beaver Flat, f'rrst-order chan~es  uch as the consolidation of schools, reduced 
services, and personnel cuts at both the administrative aad school level had proved 
u n s u d  in terms of sustaining a full service school division. These continuing and 
accelerating realities led to the demise of the school division and necessitated a 
"re6-aming" of the organization (JAY). This refiaming was undertaken through the 
construct of amalgamation. With reference to Levy's perspective of planned and managed 
second-order change, in real lifi: situations suc6 as the amalgamation of school divisions, a 
new order is not rapidly established but takes time, energy and resources. 
One can identify, within the amalgamation process, Levy's (1986) cycle of 
developmental stages in second-order change- decline, transformation, transition, and 
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stabilization (see Table 4). The d e c h e  is evidenced by Beaver Flat's inability to provide 
services to students and teachers and to remain fiscalty solvent. The transformation 
occurred when Beaver Flat became part of another organizational structure. The transition 
process transpired as those individuals affected by the amalgamation moved through the 
iterative phases of endings, the neutral zone, and beginnings (Bridges, 1986). Stabilizaton 
occurred during the post amalgamation period; indeed, it is still taking place within the 
"new" division 
One could also argue that, at the time of amalm*on,  only those undergoing the 
transition fiom one division to another were experiencing a secondsrder change. La other 
words, the Beaver Flat School Division's parents, students, teachers, Board of Education, 
school trustees, and others individuals invoived in and affected by the amalgamation were 
in the midst of moving through the three iterative phases oftransition (Bridges, 1986). 
Not everyone was at the same stage of the transidon process; each person was 
experiencing the trauma of transition in M e r  own time and place. On the other haad, at 
the time of amalgamation, those within the constituency of Turnhill were not woIved in a 
secondsrder change; events and procedures within their division continued as usual. 
There was no substantial c b g e  in the Turddl school system. However, it was during 
this time of transition for Beaver Flat and the stable situation in Turnhill that elements of 
transformation or the seeds of fiuther secoad-order change originated. Subsequent to the 
amalgamation, the Turnhill Division began to experience change and transition in areas 
such as learning about and coming to a better understanding ofthe First Nations' culture 
and perspective, as well as experiencing transition within the new and enlarged board of 
Education. lndeed, even today, some two and one-half years into the amalgamation, the 
Turahill School Division is still dealing with tfaasitions and the integration of the various 
cultures within the two school divisions. 
Discussions of change in ration to school division amalgamation also raises a 
question: Does school division size affect the degree to which amalgamating divisions 
Tabie 4 
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zone and new 
aginningr@ridga 
1986); still occurring 
on various fronts 
experience 6rst and/or secondsrder change? It is the researcher's opinion that, in this 
instance of school division amalgamation, size did affect who experienced 6rst a d o r  
secondsrder change and to what degree. The smaller school division, Beaver Flat, had 
been taken in or annexed by the Turnhill Division and, so, for them, everything changed It 
was onIy after the amalgamation, as the two divisions addressed the task of becoming a 
singIe entity, tfmt the Turnhill Division entered into a their own journey of change and 
transformation, albeit at a more graduaI and less traumatic pace. 
Parallels can also be drawn between corporate mergers and quisitions, one ofthe 
more commonly recognized forms of 'Xght-Sizing'' (Hitt et al., 1994), and the right-sizing 
of school divisions through amalgamation. Halpern (1983), Iemison and S i  (1996), and 
Rhoades (1983) identified the most commoniy discussed categories of motives for 
business mergers as 6nanciaI and managerial. One can identit;/, in the reasons for school 
division amalgamation in this case study, a financial motive of increasing synergies through 
economies of scale and the applying of skills and IcnowIedge firom one division to the 
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other, as well as the managerial motive of decreasing uncertainty in Beaver Flat's aemd 
environment (see Table 5). 
As indicated in the literature review, there is an abundance of classifications or 
typologies of mergers (Buono & Bowditch, 1989; Jemison & Sitkin, 1996; Levy, 1986; 
Lubatkin, 1983; Lundberg, 1984; McCann & Gilkey, 1988; Miles & Snow, 1995; Napier, 
1989; Pritchett, 1985; Schweiger & lvancevich, 1987). Of these cidcations, three7 
typologies will be examined in reIation to school division amalgamations: the degree of 
integration model, the strategic fit model, and the organizational fit~cuItural model (see 
Table 6). 
Napier (1989) described a typology of mergers in terms of degree of 
integratia~ension, collaborative or design. School division amdgarnation can be 
viewed as a collaborative or synergy merger which results in the two divisions blending on 
major operational and managerial ftnctions or in the exchange of knowledge, technology 
and other talents. Moreover, redesign mergers imply the adoption of the policies and 
practices of one division by another, which was essentially the case in the amalgamation of 
Turnhill and Beaver Flat. As suggested by Mapier, collaborative mergers may involve 
extensive changes on human resource practices as new policies are collaboratively 
developed or changed. These changes were evident in the TurnhilVBeaver Flat 
amalgamation. In redesign mergers or amalgadoas the impact on human resource 
practices is often dramatic. It is the perspective of merow Beaver Flat participants that 
the impact on human resource practices was dramatic and that Beaver Flat has essentially 
been reshaped in the irnage of the Turnhill organization. 
Buono and Bowditch (1989) descrkd the strategic fit model as being either 
horizontal, vertical, product extension, market exmuion, or umeiated In the case of 
Beaver Flat and Turnhill, the amd@n can be viewed as a horizontal merger. Both 
divisions provide the same services to geographically adjacent markets. The ratio* 
underlying this merger is the achievement of economies of scale and operating efEciencies. 
Motives of M & A's and School Division Amalmmation~ 
( M"es:M 1 School Division Amrlgamntion 
The merger was characterized by reductions ia fort- one director instead of two, as 
well as the integration of similar departments and functions- boards, support staff and 
local teacher organizations. The amalgamation ofthe two schuol &ions manifwed 
horizontal merger characteristics such as the effect of the degree of friendliness between 
the two divisions on the negotiations. The amalgamation, viewed by some as an 
organizational rescue and by others, as w9s the case in the Loneford subdivision, as a 
contested combination, emailed a collaborative approach which emphasized creating a fair 
deal for both divisions. Nevertheless, this '%we and marriage" union (Buono & Bowditch) 
needed an integration strategy for the bann~nidng of the two operations, a strategy which 
was time-consuming but e&ctive. Tbe integration strategy for the T urnhilVBeaver Flat 
amalgamation was a d d r d  by such meam as the formation of the ASC and its 
collaborative approach to problem-solving. 
Bemenu of PritchettY s (1985) cooperative-adversarial continuum of organizational 
rescue, collabo&oa, mutested combination, and raid situations can be id&ed in the 
TudWBeaver Flat amalgamation. Characterized by one schotlt division coming to the 
Table 6 
Tmlomes of M & A's and School Division Amalnamations 
Typology 
Napier (1989) 
aid of another, the amalgamation can be viewed as an organizational rescue. Indeed, it was 
viewed as such by a number of the research participants. The ensuing rescue, as well as 
being a financial salvage operation, could be viewed as a friendly alternative to the 
government mandating an adgamatio~ Through the establishment of the ASC and its 
collaborative format, negotiations were approached with a sense of goodwill and 
diplomacy, albeit with a degree of resistance by the Beaver Hat members to the cultures, 
operating systems and managerial orientations of the TurnhiU School Division (Buono & 
Bowditch, 1989). The Longford situation is reminiscent of contested combinations with 
Longford undertaking the role of the *reluctant bride." The ensuing loss of pre-merger 
production, a decline in organizational momentum, and post-merger expressions of 
adversity were evident within the Longford subdivision (Lowrie, 1990). 
A final comparison can be made between the M & A organizational fit/culturd 
model and the Turnhill/Beaver Flat amalgamation. W~thin the literature review of this 
model, there is an integrative theme of custom which concurs with Buono and 
Bowditch's (1989, p. 137) position that organizational culture "holds an organization 
together through traditional ways of carrying out organizational responsl'bies, unique 
patterns of beliefs and expectations that emerge over time, and the resultant shared 
understandings of reality at given p o h  in time." For Beaver Flat, these cultural elements 
came to a sudden end with the disestablishment of their school division. Cultural is a 
powerrl determinant of both individual and group behavior and, regardless of the degree 
of strategic fit between the two school divisions, a lack of organizationd or cultural f3, or 
its devetopment, continues to threaten successll integration of the two divisions (Bolman 
& Deal, 1997; Buono & Bowditch 1989). Culture and cultural integration strategies win 
be fiuther addressed in Question 4. 
Amalgamatioas are complex undertakings. la spite of concerted sorts by the 
leaders andlor managers to do a11 the right things in the right way, research participants 
ident%ed several issues they perceived as beiig either 'Wfesecz19'--the splitting of the 
Beaver Flat School Division and the division of assets and liabEZities, Fii Nations 
representation on the Board, the cost oftransferring titles, issues of closure, time, 
orientation needs, rationalization of budgeting procedures, and increased workloads 
related to the amalgamation process, or "missed"-cIosure activities, pre-amalgamation 
teacher orientation, procedural changes, and student involvement. Also of concern were 
post-amalgamations issues--coasinued communication with regard to amalgamation, what 
was going on, and to SerYices available to students; the building of trust; the need to 
continue to discuss ongoing amalgamation issues; working with a larger and more 
cumbersome board; eiections and orientation of new board members as wen as school 
trustees; and policy reviews. The above concern serve to underline the importance of 
flexibility to both time and process to merger success. 
Oucstiob 3 
What w e n  the critierl incidents in the rmdgmition process? 
As stated previously, what was perceived as a critical incident was coIored by the 
perspective of individuals andlor interest groups, their role in the amalgamation process, 
and what was at stake for them. Regardless of whether the critical incidents were related 
to the process or the resohion ofissues, there appears to be a constant juxtaposition of 
opinions- individuals were either happy or discontented with the process and the 
resolution of issues. Wether the process or resolution of issues was the "comet* one, is 
not within the purvey of this case study. What is signi6cant is that these "critical 
incidents" point out the importance ofbeing aware of and addressing these components 
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Proems Issues 
Research participants identified the following as "critical process" incidents: the 
inclusion of all stakeholder groups through communication and consultation both Wore, 
throughout and after the amalgamation process; leadership; timing, personnel; external 
support; and mechanisms for the resolution of disputes. In the area of inclusion, 
communication needs were descni  as open, public, honest, accurate as to both 
information and the procdegalities of amalgamation, comptete, timeiy, and continuous. 
hclusion reflected the need fbr sharing information, talking, forums for open discussion 
through public meetings, as well as the presence of stakeholder groups on the ASC. 
Research participants generalIy indicated a high degree of satisfaction in the area of 
communication and inclusion Two exceptions ate noteworthy a number of Beaver Flat 
School Division employees indicated a pefceiyed lack of direct, on-going and up-to-date 
information with regard to a r n d ~ t i o n  issues and the status of the amalgamation, 
whether or not it was an issue of direct concern to them. Secondly, Longford voiced 
concern over hearing information for the &st time through media releases. Furthermore, 
Longford Board members, subsequent to the decision to join with the Ladybank Division, 
expressed feelings of mrgmbm . . o n  during amalgamation discussions. It was their 
perception that, after the redudon of an issue between Turnhill and Beaver Flat, there 
was an unspoken response of: "Ladybank and Longford need to do this, too." It does 
appear there is some validity to their perception of the amalgamation process. Mer 
Ladybank's initial and positive response to Longfbrd's joining their school division, much 
of the discussion that followed was between the respective Directon and Boards. The 
perception of Longford was one ofbeing cast adrift whh no one at the helm of 'their" 
amalgamation. That this occurred could well be attniuted to the perwived lack of 
leadership by the provincial governmentent 
Study participants addressed Ieadership on several levels (Bermis & Nanus, 1985; 
B o b  & DegZ 1997; Gardner, 1990; Sackney & Dibski, 1994). The use of words such 
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as collaborative, trustworthy, honest, open to ideas, caring, fgir and not self-serving 
indicated the participants were, on the whole, satisfied with the degree and quality of 
Ieadership provided by both internal and e x t d  individuals. Internal leadership was 
provided by the Boards, Directors, bcal tnistees, and representatives on the ASC. 
ExternaI leadership in the area of amalgamation procedures and in the resolution of *issues 
such as Board representation, the splitting of the division, and teachers' local agreements 
was provided by the Minister, Department officials a d  Regional Directors. 
At the same time, numerous participauts expressed a need for increased provincial 
leadership in the area of educational governance restructuring through amalgamations. In 
their opinion, school divisions are looking for a specific game pIan tiom the government, 
some explicit guidelines. Indeed, the widespread perception is that the government's 
'bowing non-leadership" is viewed, at the very least, as a lack of being pro-active in 
resolving educational govemce problems and, at the very most, as an abdication of their 
responsibility to provide leadership in the governance and direction of education to their 
electorate, the people in Saskatchewan. Leadership should be doing the right thing, not 
doing the thing right (Bennis & Nanus, 1985). As indicated by interview responses, 
decisions made with politicid expediency and re-election in mind may not be the 
responsiile or ethical response. 
T i g  is always an issue withia any merger or amalgamation process (Mitchell, 
1994; Monk & HalIer, 1986). This was certainly the case for Beaver Flat and Turnhill; 
issues of time became evident on several hnts and, yet again, opinions varied as to how 
issues of time were expedited. These issws included: time to consider and 
amalgamation alternatives, particuIatty br the hagford community; time to deal with 
amalgamation issues-, time for Directors to deal with both amalgamation and division 
administration respomiiilitis, time to collect, organize, and disseminate 'hfbrmation; time 
to adjust to change-, time to adjust to new and differrnt ways of doing h g s ;  the timing 
and pacing of the amalgamation process; time to involve people; time to bring schools and 
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individuals on-be; and time to reflect and dream. Indeed, time and timing is crucial to 
school division amalgamation. Whereas time lines are important and the amalgamation 
process needs to maintain a momentum, common sense and flexibility are additional key 
elements to school division amalgamations which occur within a collaborative decisiofi 
making model. 
Mechanisms used for the resohtion of disputes were generally satisfhctory and can 
be attri'buted, in a great part, to the ASC-its composition and the effort of those 
individuais who were charged with the responsi'b'ity of liaising between the steering 
committee and the groups they represented. Admittedly, aot all decisions were unanimous. 
Discussions within the respective boards were sometimes (often) heated and feelings of 
acrimony, rancor, and dissatisfaction were still evident at the time of the research study. 
This is a reality of mergers or amalgamations, regardless of what type (Buono & 
Bowditch, 1989). 
Resolution h u t s  
Efforts to resolve: issues included the solicitation of input from members of the 
ASC and those they represented. Charged with emotion, the resoIutioa of issues resulted 
in varying degrees of satistirction which were largely dependent on the perspectives of the 
hdividuaIs invotved and affected by the issue. As identified by the participaats, the major 
issues included: the Longford issue; the division of assets and liabilities, dealing with 
personne1; r e p w e n  on the Board of Education; budgets, policy muals, and 
boundary determination. 
Perhap the most volatile and difEcult of issues was dealing with Longford's 
decision to disjoin h m  the Beaver Flat School Division and to seek amalgamation with a 
partner of their choice, a partner other than Turnhill. Reasons fbr the choice, the 
emotiod responses of the three Beaver Flat subdivisions, and the resohrtion ofthe issue 
serve to point out the requirement for communication, consultation, and resjmt for 
individual or community decisions. The Longford issue serves as a reminder that the road 
to mergers or amalgamations is often rocky, potholes do exist, and communities may 
choose to travel a Werent road in order to achieve quality education for their chiIdren. 
Arising fiom the Longford decision to join the Ladybank School Division, the 
division of assets and Liabilities was one of the last issues to be resolved in the 
amalgamation Participants voiced varying degrew of satisfiction with both the process 
and the end results. While the determination of a 75/25 split, 75% of the assets and 
Iiabilities going to TurnhiU and the r&g 25% to Ladybank, was easily reached, the 
actual division of the assets and liabilities proved to be diffi.cult. Perhaps one could apply 
the analogy of a divorce to this situation, The marriage of the Beaver Flat subdivisions 
was coming to an end and, as is often the case, the division of marital property became a 
heated issue, accusations of underhanded dealings were made and the final solution was 
not completely satisfiactory to either of the parties. 
Both the composition of and the wlIsborative problem-solving process of the ASC 
served to address personnel issues. Teachers and support staff were well represented on 
the ASC and the majority of employees believed they had adequate time to discuss issues 
with their colleagues and to come back to the ASC with recommendations and possible 
sdutions. The one notable exception &ted in the considerable k o r  over the 
grandfithering of locd teacher agmmats and the amount of time allocated to the 
negotiation of a new local teacher's agreement. CoUaboradve discussion over this issue 
coUapsed with the passing of a motion by the T d  Board, a motion to set a date of 
January 1,1998 with respect to the completion of negotiations for a new and joint local 
agreement. Subsequent IegisIation by the Department resolved this issue for other 
amaigamations, legislation which ensured the p d f h h k g  of teacher agreements up to 
the time that a new agreement could be negotiated and agree upon. As reported in the 
research findings, teachers in both divisions expressed strong 6eLings of dismay with 
regard to the Board's unilateral decision to l i d  the local agreement negotiation period. It 
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may well be that this experience will have a negative impact on fitture negotiations 
between the Board and the Turnhill Teacher's Association. 
In addition to welfare issues, t e a c h  expressed concern over the possible effects 
of amalgamation on pupil teacher ratios, the level of central office support, cunidum 
support, the role of consultants, and support for students with specr*al needs. Otber 
concerns included central office response time to problems, the distance Fdctor with regard 
to service and travel to meetings, the Quality of teacher work life, increased demadds on 
in-school administrators, and issues of transfer and professional development 
opportunities. These concerns were not without merit. In an effort toward parity, Beaver 
Flat's pupillteacher ratio had been increased previous to the amalgamation. Time and 
distance continue to be an issue. At the same time, in addition to their "regular" work, 
school administrators and teachers were in the midst of a transition process. Indeed, at the 
the  of the i n t e r v i e w e  month into the amalgamation, the Beaver Flat teachers were 
exhibiting characteristics of what Marks and Minis (1986) ident%ed as "merger 
syndrome," a term synonymous to McManus and Hergert's (1988) "sruvivor mentality," 
Pritchett's (1985) "post cornb*rnation shunp," and Astrachan's (1990) "separation 
anxiety." These terms, coined to descrik the "post honeymoon period" ofM & A's, refer 
to the time during which employees begin to question their role in the new organization 
and is typically manifested in declines in employee performance (Ritchett). This post- 
combi*on  slump may include manifition of preoccupation, imagining the worst, 
tension, chaos, a combat mentality, mnmicted corrrmunications, and illusions of loss of 
control (Marks & Minis). 
F d y ,  resoIutiou was required fbr *wes in the areas of board representation, 
budgetary considerations, amalgamation costs, policy manuals, and hun- 
detedmioa In general, the formation of the ASC and its underlying approach of 
coUaborative problem-solving worked well with regard to dealing with the "critical 
incidents" as perceived by the research participants. 
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Summrrv 
It appears to the analyst, while each of these issues and their resolution were of 
vital importance to the Turnhill/Beaver Flat amalgamation process, the %hat" of the 
resolution is an adjunct to participant perspectives on the "hod' of the issue. In other 
words, much of the tension underlying the human side of the amalgamation process had a 
strong ethical component (Bolman & DeaI, 1997; Buono & Bowditch, 1989; Schneider et 
aI., 1994). Buono and Bowditch identified several key concerns which can be applied to 
the case study. The reality that mergers such as school division amalgamations involve 
multiple parties, each with their own interests and needs, can lead to competing claims as 
to what was done and if it was done in the right way. The managed release of information 
in an open, honest and timely manner as opposed to the controlled release of infarmation 
to distort the truth and manipulate people tinay raise ethical concerns of secrecy v m s  
deception. The distinction between coercion and participation is important to stakeholder 
groups. This was particularly apparent in teacher comments with regard to the negotiation 
of local agreements; teachers questioned whether the ASC and its collaborative problern- 
solving approach was a me oppormniry to take part in discussions and decisions. In a 
sense, teachers were questioning whether the collaboration was real or contrived and 
being used as a way of "reinscniing administrative control within persuasive and pervasive 
discourses of colIaboration and partnership" (Hargreaves,l994, p. 17). 
As pointed out by Doaaldson and Sheldrake (1990), the parameters of ethical 
decision-making in organizations are severe& constrained by forces such as laws, cuhuraI 
norms, labor relations, lack of ethical awareness, idexiiility, and the need to maintain 
expected efficiencies of operation. Efforts to address the ethical dimension of the 
amalgamation of Turnhill and Beaver Flat included openness in decision-making, valuing 
the opinion and input of stakeholder groups and their representative on the ASC, and the 
recognition that actions often require a balancing of principles that pull in different and 
o f h  opposite directions. Certain(y, the change process experienced through the 
dgamation provided the management- the Boards and Directors, with the opportunity 
to illustrate for their employees the orgitnization's goals and priorities which, in turn, 
enabled teachers and support stafFto "make meaainf of their new world. It is the 
researcher's opinion that the above ethical dimens'~ons ofamalgamation are closely tied to 
an important dimension of cbange, the dimension of leadership. 
The literature review identified key attributes of leadership as principle-centered 
and displaying strength of character, integrity, honesty, loyalty, mental agilitylquality of 
miud, courage, diplomacy, b e i i  supportive and sustaining, respectfirl, visiomuy and 
inspired (Hesellbeii a at., 1996). As suggested by Sackney and Dibski (1994), these 
leadership characteristics are conducive to the development of c o b r a t i w  organizational 
cultures. While distinctions are often made between the terms leadership and mmagrment, 
pethaps the two go hand-in-hand. There is no question that, in the amalgamation of the 
TurnhiWBeaver Flat School Divisions, the leaders were also the managers of the went. 
Leadership is key to the management of p l d  second- order change (Gardner, 1990). 
Leaders in the amalgamation process, as  suggested by Bolman and Deal (1997), work 
within a variety of fiames, depending upon circumstancq to manage the amalgamation 
process. Wthia the structural h e ,  leaders employ a process of analysis and design; 
within the human resource fiame, leaders initiate a process of support and empowerment; 
within the political h e ,  leaders work toward advocracy and coalition buildiag; and 
within the symbolic h e ,  leaders of the dgamation process act as both prophet and 
poet providing inspiration and symboiically rehmhg experiences within the orgaaization 
It is unnalistic to expect those who were the leaderslcnanagers of the amalgamation to 
carry the whoIe weight of the amalgamation process. Not withstanding the efforts of the 
Boards and Directors, members of the ASC also provided leadership during the transition 
process. Although the primary leadership kcus in this dissertation has been on leaders m 
formal positions of autho*, participants also magnhd the rde played by informal 
leaden and their influence, be it positive or negative, on the merger process. 
Ouestion 4 
What attention was given to the technical, political, and eulturil wpects of change? 
The conceptual h e w o r k  of the study suggested that management of the merger 
process-the school division amalgamtion, indicated the need for attention to the 
technical, political and cuItural dimensions of organizational change. Writing in this area, 
Tichy (1983) addressed the strategic management of change through a focus on the 
poLitical, technical and cultural probIems of organizations. This h e w o r k  can be applied 
to the management of orgatlizationd uncertaimy in times of turbulence and change and 
consists of aligning an oqanbion's mission and strategy, structure, and human resource 
components within the technical, poIiticaI and cultural systems of an organization (p. 6). 
Whether we see an event through a particular screen or whether we view diflerent scenes 
through different weens, whichever screen is used results in a way of dealing with change 
and the advocation of certain policies rather than others (House, 198 1, p. 17). 
The technical path is one of systematic and rational processes (Tichy, 1982). 
Having determined that amalgamation was the best of solutions to the Beaver Flat 
dilemma, the Beaver Flat division began an amalgamation process. Subsequent to an 
assessment of environmentaI threats and opportunities as well as the strengths and 
weaknesses of their educational program, technical interests focused on the amalgamation 
process itself(see Table 8a). Technical reasoning or rational decision-making assumes that 
everyone has a common interest in advancing the amalgamation and that there is a 
considerable conseasus in bath interests and dues. Conflict is accepted as the price of 
progress @Isuse, 198 1). Having reached consensus on the "what" of the solution, Beaver 
Flat's major problem then became one of hdhg the best means to the given end, 
amalgamation. Havins determined their rnissior+to provide the best of educational 
opportunity to their children, and the strategy-amalgamation, both Beaver Flat and 
TumhiII next addressed the organizatonal stmctures needed h r  the change to take place. 
Table 8a 
Stratepic Tasks for the SuccessfUI ManaPement of School Division AmalPamations: - 
Technical Svstem 
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Aligning the structure to the strategy entailed determining wbat needed to be 
done; who was responsible for what part of the process; and how to integrate the activities 
of the two divisions both as to process and, as much as posi'ble, alignment of operations 
(Tichy, 1982). Human resources management, at this stage, fixused on the establishment 
of the ASC, specifyurg criteria for the format of the steering committee and the 
establishment of processes to deal with the resolution of issues and the determination of 
the amalgamation path. Fundamental principles and assumptions of managing the 
amalgamation within the technological perspective also included the expectation of 
cooperation from both organizations and individuals and an assumption that actions taken 
would be efficient and accountable. The focal point was the amalgamation itself, how it 
was to be accomplished and its effects. Ethically, it was assumed that, because the 
amalgamation was in the common interest of ail, the amalgamation should be pursued 
aggressively (House, 198 1). Amalgamation fiom this perspective became a relatively 
mechanistic process and social rekionships were based on tecbological necessity. The 
image was producdonsriented, an inputltbroughput/ou~ut pmess- put in two school 
divisions, deal with the process in a series ofrational steps and, behold, a "new" 
amalgamated school division. 
The political aspect ofa change process, according to Cortrett and Rossman 
(1989), focuses on the interactions and interplay of the varying and divergent interests of 
those ittvoIved in a process (see Table 8b). Coanicts over interests by stakeholders-the 
various communities, groups w i t h  the communities, parents, Boards of Education and 
empIoyees in both school divisions, resulted in negotiations and compromise, generally 
within the venue of the ASC. Concepts such as power, authority and competing interests 
came into pIay, Questions of who would get to iufIuence the amalgamation decision and 
process arose. A prime example was the public's perception of expechg to vote on the 
issue only to discover that it was their duly elected Board of Education which had the 
legislated right, the power and authority to decide whether or aot to amaIgamatc and with 
Table 8b 
S u c~ess iid Manaaement of School Division AmalPBmations: Strat em 'cT asks f r t h e  o 
M A N A G E R I A L  T O O L S  
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whom., what process wodd be followed, and how the process wodd be managed. Issues 
of power and authority came into play in a number of situations: the choice of an 
amalgamation partner, Lmgfbrd, Fakland and Space's determination to retain direct 
representation on a Board of Education; the Longford decision to disjoin tiom the 
TurnhiWBeaver Flat amalgamation; the division of assets and WiIities; and IocaI teacher 
agreements. 
Not withstanding that the final authority was vested within the Turnhill and Beaver 
Flat Boards of Education, the pofitical perspective of amalgamation became one of how to 
manage coalitional behavior while making strategic decisions as to the amalgamation 
process and issues. Having decided that a steering committee was the managerial tool to 
best deal with organizational s t r u m  during the amdgamation, power was distributed 
and balanced through the formation and composition of the ASC and member roles both 
within the steering committee and the groups represented. Managing human resources 
within this context, negotiating as to who got what and how, and compromises both 
between the interests of the T u W  and Beaver Hat divisions and the individual and 
combined stakeholder groups were important aspects ofthe strategic management of the 
amalgamation process (Tichy, 1982). Power stmggles, particuIar1y over issues of whether 
or not Longford could choose to secede and take their own path, the subsequent division 
of assets and Iiab'ities, and teacher successor rights dominated much of the process. 
With regard to the resohtion of teachers' I d  agreements, conflicts over 
interests made cooperation problematic. While consensus is posslMe after a negotiation of 
interests, this was not the case in the TumhUBeaver Flat amalgamation. Ethics, h m  a 
political m e ,  are contractual (Howe,l98 1). In this instance, teachers in both 
divisions expressed a strong belief that the perceived contract of a collaborative problem- 
solving approach to the amalgamation process had been broken This perception was a 
direct result ofthe Board's unilateral decision to Iirnit negotiations for a new local 
agreement to one year. Managing change strategically, &om a political viewpoint, means 
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looking at c h g e  within the context ofamalgamatiou, a context which is conflict-oriented 
and within which the negotiation and compromise of differences does not necessarily 
resdt in the best interests of individuals or groups. 
The cultural petspective is one of contact-how the amalgamation process was 
structured, how Life was lived, and how the amalgamation was interpreted (see Table 8c)- 
Meanings and VaIues are the focal point (House, 1991) and participants in the 
amalgamation process are seen as cultures and suwtures. The diiknt stakeholder 
group~mrrrrmities, school divisions, parents, students, teachers, trustees, and support 
stagare seen as distinct and separate; conflicts and misunderstandings are interpreted as 
conflicts in values @p. 24-25). The amalgamtion process required the interaction of these 
separate c u b e s  and the effects were often m s e  and somewhat intangiib. Cooperation 
between groups or cultures is enigmatic and changes r d ~ g  fiom the amalgamation 
have d i f f i  meanings for different groups or individuals. Values are shared within smd 
groups and these differing values may be in conflict. The amalgamation may have 
unanticipated consequences and throughout the process, cultural p u p s  tend not to 
impose on other groups. The culturaI image is meaning-oriented and one ofcomrnunity. 
The various communities engaged in the amalgamarion of the Tumhill and I3eaver 
Hat School Divisions, whether it was a community wrtsistiug of schools, towns and the 
surrounding d area, parents, F i  Nations groups, teachers, students, or support sta$ 
can be defined as communities or cultures by virtue of shared meanings restiag on shared 
values. Social relationships between the members are often traditional and a primary value 
is the integrity of their culture. The relationships within these cultures may be obligatory 
and binding while relationships across cultures are relativistic. Thm, strategic management 
within the cultural system impties managing the influence ad philosophies of the divergem 
cdtures or communities so there is an alignment with tbe mission and strategy ofthe 
amalgamation (CIemente & Greenspan, 1999; Tichy, 1982; Walker, 1998). In order to 
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Table 8c 
Strategic Tasks for the Successll Mananement of School Division Amalpamations: - 
Cultural Svstem 
M A N A G E R I A L  T O O L S  
and sub-dtures within 
acbieve this, there needs to be a structural integration of the Turnhill and Beaver Flat 
cultures and subcultures to create a 'hew" school division dture. Indeed, merger of the 
two disparate cultum may well be especially tricky, because the amalgamation interrupted 
two strong cultures (The Economist, 1999). Efforts to this end included joint meetings of 
the various stakeholder groups fiom each division. For exampie, both the support staffand 
teacher groups h n  each division met regulady throughout the amaigamation process to 
discuss common concerns and put farward recommendatiolls. The 1996 joint Ml 
orientation for aU employees ofboth divisions and the indusion ofrepresentatives fiom 
both divisions on teacher committees well in advance of the actual amalgamation date 
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provided opportunities for socialitation and the molding of a "new" organizational culture. 
Discussions with the F i m  Nations groups was a step toward undemanding their cultural 
values and the meanings they attribute to schoolin& The comments of individuals with 
regard to "belonging," and "us" rather than a "we" and 'them," indicated that much work 
remains to be done in this area 
The three perspectives-technical, political, and cultural, can act as an interpretive 
framework for understanding the amalgamation process. As House (1981, p. 19) 
suggested, "by so firming the social phenomenon, [school division amalgamation, these 
perspectives] serve as a guide to what is important and as a guide to action." Howwer, 
House cautions, people operating within the same h e w o r k  may agree on relevant 
concepts and what the issues are, yet take different sides on the issues. 
Tichy (1983) visualized the three environment~echnical, political and cultural, 
as three intertwined strands of rope which are, in turn, each made up of many substran&. 
Just as ropes become unraveled and weaken, when an o r g ~ o n ' s  technical, political 
and cultural strands work at cross-purposes, the organization is devitalized. Tichy believed 
"strategic management is the process of keeping the rope together in the face of changing 
demands brought on by technical, political, and cultural chauges in the environment" @. 
64). The amalgamation of school divisions is one example ofthe need for the strategic 
management of change so as to keep the ''rope" together and through this action, reap the 
benefits of a revitalized organization. 
Question S 
What approaches were used to address human resource coactrns during the 
transition? 
Bridges (1991, pp. 3-4) defined change as situational and external and transition as 
psychoIogicaI and internal, a persona1 reorientation of people as they move through aad 
come to terms with change. In this instance, the change is the amalgamation of two school 
divisions. In order for the amalgamation to work, transition must occur. Managing the 
transition may prevent the change fram becoming unmanageable. 
The need for transition management during times of organizational change is, to 
some extent, dependent on the magnitude of the change, the concerns of the individuals 
and the transition stage@) of the individuals affected by the change. See Table 9 for a 
description of endings, regrouping and new beginnings as experienced during pre- 
amalgamation, amalgamation, and post-amalgamation times. While all  individuals involved 
in the amalgimation underwent a transition process, the magnitude of the change was 
most apparent with regard to people in the Beaver Flat constituencycy Furthermore, the 
change was singulariy distressing for those directly involved in and affected by the 
change+teachers, board members, trustees and support staff. The disestablishment of the 
Beaver Flat School Division resulted in the loss of attachments, turf, a known structure 
and future, meaning, and control (Tichy, 1983). These f~ l ing of loss resulted in 
disengagement- a separation fiom the subjective world Beaver Flat residents knew, 
disidentification- loss of a sense of their identity in a fomm situation, and 
disenchantment- a breakdown of their meaning-making capacity. 
Concerns over the amalgamation were most evident among the Beaver Flat 
teachers and included such items as job searrit)r, collective bargaining agreements'> 
communication and trust building board policies in the areas ofseniority, redundancies, 
and traasfefs; the avoidance of turf protection, becoming an "us;" the effect of 
amalgamation on opportunities for students and the teachinflearning environment; 
working with consultants; and changes in procedure. Indeed, each of the various 
stakeholder groups had concerns specific to their role in the amalgamation process. 
Transition is a tnrism of He-whether it be fiom hfbcy to adulthood, from a 
single to marital status, job changes, divorce, or death within a fk& how we deal with 
transitions is very much a reflection of past personal experiences. Such being the case, 
TabIe 9 
Amalpamation and Transition Management 
throughout the amalgamation individuals moved through the transidon stages at their own 
pace and time, regardIess of the pace of the amalgamation process. Also, moving through 
the transition process was a reiterative experience for numerous individuals (Bridges, 
1992). For example, a teacher could still be dealing with endings such as the loss of 
teaching coUeagues and also be at the beginning stage of enjoying new opportunities fbr 
professional development. Whereas transition readiness is an individual condition, it is not 
unrealistic to ascertain that, even today7 the transition process continues to take place 
within the "new" Turnhin School Division. 
Although the focus of the amalgamation effort was perceived by many of the 
participants as dealing with the technical and political aspects of managing change, 
tramition uianagement was an underiying force throughout much of the process. 
Communication and giving people information and doing it again and again was identifled 
as a key component of transition management, as was treating the past with respect and 
ensuring that what really mattered- a quality education for children, would continue. 
Expressions of empathy Erom their own community members and colleagues as well as 
fiom Turnhill supported the individuals moving through the transition. What did not 
happen, at least to a great degree, was an open acknowledgment of endings and losses by 
the people of Beaver Flat. Both they and the receiving Director and School Board were 
somewhat Wen aback by the level of emotions experienced during the Iast months of tifi 
of the Beaver Flat School Division. 
Furthermore, the Beaver Flat SchooI Division, as a whok, moved through the 
transition phases at a different pace and time than did the Turnhill School Division. For 
Beaver Flat individuals, transition began at the outset of dpamnh'on discussions and 
continued to occw with a continuous escalation of momentum, while the Tumid 
transiton experience occurred, to a considerable extent, only after the time of 
amalgamation Longford School, on the other hand, was still moving through the initial 
tmasition phases only to find themselves embroiled in another major changdtransition 
precipitated by Lady bank's o m  amalgamation initiative. 
Bridges' (1986) supposition that the Western mind has d.Biculty with 
acknowIedging the second step in a transition process, that of crossing the neutral zone, as 
a me8ninBfirl and productive time was borne out by the research participants' comments. 
Breaking away fiom the social forces of the old divisions, putting aside assumptions, and 
allowing themelves to find a new identity was, for all concerned, a time of disorientation 
and disintegration (Bridges). This "muddle in the middle" was not unevendid and dowed 
time for kdividuals and orgaaizatious alike to go through "a kind of inner sorting" (p. 46). 
mrts  were made by both divisions and the ASC to normalize t i i s  neutral time. 
For example, efforts to strengthen iatragroup connections included joint division meetings, 
inservice days, conventions and committee w o k  The ASC, a temporary structure, was 
instrumental in informing stakeholder groups as to what was happening and in presenting 
and dealing with both individual and group concerns. It would appear that for m y  of the 
individuals intetviewed, their ''neutrai zone time" generally ocuured within the six months 
both before and after the amalgamation date. What did not occur, in the researcher's 
opinion, was an explicit and open achowledgment of the neutral zone as a very red, 
turbulent and beneflcid time. h fkct, everyone was experiencing the neutral zone to some 
degree, but giving voice to the experience was fkquemly interpreted as a negative 
response to the amdgamation process. As a result, opportunities for CfeatiYity and doing 
things difhmtly and better were not always taken advantage of as they might bave been. 
The amaIgamation process could have benefstted fiom the presence of a "traasition team," 
as encouraged by Bridges (19921, either in the form of the ASC or an adjuuct committee, 
to monitor and assist individuals in tnmsition. 
As the d ~ a m g t e d  schcml division began to build upon the new orientation and 
identity that was emerging out of the neutral zone, the T d  Director was f k i  with 
the onerous and challenging task of mobikhg positive energy within the orgaoiEation 
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Given that employees in most large organizations are "~OSation types" (Jung, cited in 
Bridges, 1986) who deal with the details of the present, it was imperative to quickly and 
clearly establish Bridges' four P's-purpose, picture, plan, and part to play (Bridges, 
I99 1, p. 52). Being consistent, ensuring quick success, symbolizing the new identity, and 
celebrating success was part of this process. That this had already begun was apparent in 
the interview transcripts. Stakeholder groups, particularly teachers, were appreciative of 
the increased support for students and teachers and opportunities for professional 
development fiom both a sharing and learning perspective. 
It is of interest to note that, although individuals have generally moved through the 
three transition stages and have started to make "new beginnings," a number of pre- 
merger concerns continue as post-merger issues. Examples include issues of belonging, the 
perceived (or real) loss of benefits, and the effect of increased division size on the delivery 
and effectiveness of support services. While these experiences are illustrative of the 
reiterative element of transitions, they can also be expIained through the concept of 
merger syndrome (Marks & Mirvis, 1997). Although mergers have become more 
systematic and managers are smarter about doing dais and managing integration, post- 
merger integration continues to be the greatest challenge to merger success. The merger 
syndrome, first descriied by Marks and Minris over 10 years ago, '%as a d y  become 
more prevaIen~..Enunciation of a clear strategic vision, good and open communication, 
and sensitization sessions are among the tools [organizations] can use to smooth the entry 
of new people into a combined organization" @. 10). 
Perhaps the establishment of Bridges' (1991) four elements- purpose, picture, 
plan, and part to pIay, needs to occur during each stage ofthe amalgamation process, pre- 
amalgamation, d g m a t i o a ,  and post-amalgamation. Acting as a trigger for second- 
order change, th reoccurrence of these four elements could serve to provide a focus for 
the management of strategic change and to aspects ofamalgamation and transition 
relevant to each of the respective amalgamation stages. 
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Managing the transition aspect of plancaed second-order change is not an easy task. 
Closely tied to the cultural aspects of managing strategic change, transition is, however, an 
entity unto itself. Unfortunately, transition managemem approaches appear to be 
somewhat ambiguous and transition concerns are fhpently found to be hovering around 
the periphery of whatever lens one is looking through, be it technical, political, or cultural, 
Understanding the stages of transidon is the only the fht step. h is the researcher's 
opinion that all stages of the transition process need to recognized and celebrated. Wbat 
we do with it is what counts. Atteation to transition management in times of 
organitational change will onIy serve to enhance the process and increase the odds fbr 
organizational success. 
Oucstisn 6 
What bu scbd  division amalgamrtian come to mean to the stakeholders? 
Merriam (1998, p. 6) observed: 'Qualitative researchers are interested in 
understanding the meaning people have constructed, that is, how they make sense of their 
world and the experiences they have in the worId." With this in mind, it is not only myself 
who has been trying to discover aad understand the phenomenon of school division 
amalgamation It became apparent to me, as the research took shape, that the individuals 
directly involved in and affected by the amidgarnation of TurnhilYgeaver Flat and 
Ladybank/Beaver FIat were also working through their own processes of ''making 
meaning" of the amalgamation. This "making meaning" was being experienced within the 
coutext of their own and individual realities. Given that making meaning is a unique 
experience to each person, common themes can also be drawn fiom the data (see Table 
10). It is important to note that the meanings attributed to the school division 
amalgamation as discussed herein are bounded as to the time and @ace of the case study- 
Table 10 
The Meaning of School Division Amal~arnation: Emerorina Themes 
During research into the amalgamation and the muqemcm of the process a 
number of themes emerged. The 6m and, perhaps, overriding theme concerned 
ratiomIlizafion of ttae amdgamation Participants want to ktow their students will receive 
an education which will prepare them for eatry into the larger world. Rural parents expect 
that when students graduate, they will find themselves on a l e d  playing fidd with their 
urban counterparts. If gov-ce restructuring, in this case the amalgamation of the two 
divisions, will provide students and teachers with the necessary supports to acbieve this 
end, then amalgamation is "OK" and communities are willing to support the concept. 
Having said that, several other themes came into play and had a definite bearing as to how 
boards, teachers, parents, communities, and individuals viewed the amalgamation. 
Change has become a constant of life ad, although the participants acknowledged 
this f h ,  within the ever increasing turbulence of life, *lrrstitutions, communities and 
individuals cominue to seek stability. The Beaver Flat School Division had been in search 
of stability for some time. The amalgamttion meant their schools would continue to 
operate and maintain educational programs, students and teachers wouid receive support, 
the threat of imminent school closure was eliminated, and ratepayers could expect 
reasonable mill rates increases. ~malg81118ti~n with TurnhiU received a positive reception 
in communities already experiencing economic remaim. Beaver Flat communities would, 
hopdlly, contiaue as viable entities and parentslratepayers would continue to experience 
a degree of autonomy through direct representation on the Board of Education. Teachers' 
jobs would remain relatively secure and a larger division would off i  expauded 
professional opporhrnities. 
Yet another theme, retaining a sense of identi@ in the midst of change, was 
identified by a number ofthe nsarch participants. F&gs of belonging, being valued and 
respected were important to stakeholder groups and indivirtuals. How the traasiton 
process was managed and the experiences of peopb during the mergin~ ofthe two 
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divisions had a significant impact on how people came to understand and make meaning of 
their roIe in the process and the role they would have within the "new" division. 
Another theme was that of being a h e  partrcipant- Working through a change 
process becomes substantially more palatable when individuals believe their input is 
valued. I fcobtat ive decision-making is the vehicle of choice for dealing with the many 
issues and concerns inherent in a school division amalgamation, then it mtrsr be honored. 
When wlIaboration becomes the norm, not the exception, problems are addressed 
cooperatively, ownership of soIutio11~ ensue, and the cultural merging of two 
organizations caa begin. 
A final theme that emerged was that of'exibiIityy particularly in the arena of time. 
Inherent in the concept of making meaning of one's ever changing circumstance or world 
is an understanding that transition takes time. Adequacy of time to investigate ahemate 
solutions to Beaver Flat's dilemma, time to bok at potentid amalgamation partners, time 
to consult with your pubiic, time to work through the process, time to become acquainted 
with your %new" partner and to gain an understanding of their values and cultures, time to 
consult with stakeholder groups, and time to learn about and adjust to procedural 
changeall quire flexi'bility and patience. Tie allows people to move through the 
transition process and to make meaning oftheir world. 
Additionally, amalgamation also came to mean specific things to the various 
stakeholder groups or individuals. As stated earlier, at different points in time during the 
amalgamation process, amalgamation came to mean fhtratior+too many things to deal 
with, too short a time in which to do them, and too much to do for those working on the 
amalgamation. Amalgamation came to mean dealing with a real or perceived larger, more 
unresponsive, and cumbersome system. To some, amaIpamation came to mean new 
opportunities and support for teachers and students. To Beaver Hat board members, 
trustees, in-school administrators and teachers, it came to mean learning about and 
adjusting to new procedures and expanded SerYices. To school trustees, amalgamation 
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came to mean changed roles and respom'bilities. Coming together as a unit has been a 
struggle for the "new" Board; Beaver Flat was primarily an "m . . tivey' board wbife 
the Turnhill Board had adopted a model of goveruance by policy. This has created both 
leadership and ethical dilemmas for the arnaIgamated division. Ifboards don't ''ununderstand 
and internalize their central ... role in developing ends policies, monitoring administrative 
action, and controlling their own board processes, they may feel that the model is a veiled 
attempt by administrators to remove them h m  control of the organizationy' (Moore & 
Loder, 1997, p. 5). Three trends which have contributed to a move toward the use of 
more &&ve governess process by boards of education are "a focus on the essential 
poky role of the board, the downloading of respomiility to the boards, and a greater 
emphasis on participatory, collaborative decision-making at all levels" (p. 3). Carver 
(1990) defined policy as the values and perspectives, representative of the ownership of 
the organization, which provide the foundation for all behavior within that organization. 
Cmer  (pp. 27-28) stated that: "A simple shift away fiom detailed and event-specific 
governance to values and vduing produces a powerful shift in board leadership." Indeed, 
as the integration of the Turnhill and Beaver Flat boards continues to evolve, this shift in 
perspective could well be transformational for both the "old" and 'hew" board members. 
To the Turnhill Board, amalgamation came to mean an increase in workload, 
whether it was the amalgamation itself: bringing new schools and SU& on-line, providing 
services to more students without support staffincrease, and idonning and dealing with a 
more unwieldy board of devm members. To those within the Turnhill Division, 
amalgamation came to mean both the satidkction of Serviag students in the larger 
community and concerns as to how this change would impact on their own educational 
systems and communities. 
To members of the Longford community, amalgamation came to mean exercising 
their right to belong to the school division oftheir choice and, as a result, safeguarding the 
'hualness" of their community, and the continuing viability of their school and town. 
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Amalgamation also came to mean continued change for, upon completion of this 
amalgamation, the Longford subdivision immediately found themselves *hvoIved in yet 
another amalgamation process. To the Beaver Flat SchooI Division and the Longford 
issue, amalgamation aIso came to mean adversity, rancor, pain, and loss. Dealing with 
endings was particularly difficult for h e  individuals invoIved in the Beaver Flat split. 
To all teachers, the amalgamation came to mean addressing and settling the issue 
of successor rights, both for themehres and teachers throughout the province. To the 
members of the EagIe F i  Nations group, arndgamation meant continued recognition of 
their right to direct representation on the Board of Directors and the concomitant right to 
vote on decisions. 
To the Beaver Flat Director, the amalgamation served to reinforce his belief that 
there is a need for amalgamations to continue, particulady in ruraI Saskatchmaq as well 
as a need for increased leadership from the government, and the satidhaion of fi~lfilling 
his mandate--to see Beaver Flat through an amalgamation process. To the Director of 
Turnhill, amalgamation came to mean exhausdon and exhilaration, exhaustion due to the 
overwhelming amount of work and time the process demanded and exhilaration over the 
opportunity to be a part of what he perceived as a positive event for both schooI divisions 
and the chailenges forthcoming. To numerous individuals, amalgamation came to mean a 
kt-hand experience with collaborative decision-making and the satisfhtion experienced 
in being part of and contniuting to the amalgamation process. 
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 summa^ 
The primary question for investigation in the case study was : Witk a ~ ~ l i o n  t  the 
technical, pdpditcab and cultural aspects of change monagemaat, how rlid the process 
nfam#g~m~a*on unfdd and whet meming was ascribed by rkepmWpauts to the 
pmcms? 
The conceptual framework of the study suggested that management of a school 
division amalgamation indicated the need for attention to the technical, politicat, and 
cultural dimensions of organizational change. Within the context of school division 
amalgamation, specific process responses ensued as a r d t  of whichever SCRZI+ 
technid, political or cultural, was used. 
Systematic and rational processes were reflected in the technical aspect of the 
amalgamation. Subsequent to Beaver Flat's assessment of environmental threats and 
opportunities as well as the strengths and weaknesses of their educational p r o m  
technical interests focused on the process of amalgamation. A rational reasoning p r m  
resuIted in the Beaver Flat decision to seek an amalgamation partner for the purpose of 
providing the best of educational opportunity to their children. Efforts to align the 
structure to the technical strategy included the determination of what needed to be done, 
who was responsible for what part of the process and how to integrate the activities ofthe 
two divisions both as to process and the alignment of operations. Human resources 
management entailed the establishment of the ASC and processes to ded with the 
resolution of issues. The focal point in the technical arena was the amaI&amation itstlt: 
how it was to be accomplished, and its effects. In this respect, amalgamation became a 
mechanistic process and social relationships were based on technical necessity. The image 
was production oriented, an input/throughput/output process. 
The political aspect of the amalgamation process focused on the interactions and 
interplay of the divergent interests of those involved in the amalgamation Conflicts of 
interests resulted in negotiations and compromise which generally accurred within the 
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ASC and Board meetings. Political power was evident in the Board of Education's control 
over the final decisions with regard to the amalgamation question, the choice of 
amalgamation partner, and the process to be followed. Having decided that a steering 
committee would best serve as the managerial tool to deal with organizatonal structure, 
power was distnited and balanced through the formation and composition ofthe ASC. 
Managing human reswrces within this context, negotiating as to who got what and how, 
and compromises between various interest groups were aspects of the strategic 
nmagmnent of the amalgamation process. Power stnrggIes over contentious issues 
dominated much of the process. Managing change strategically fiom a political viewpoint 
meant looking at change within the context ofcodict, negotiation, and the compromise 
of differences. 
The cultural perspective of the amalgamation process focused on meanings and 
values. The Wkrent stakeholder groups were seen as distinct and separate entities and 
conflicts and misunderstandings were interpreted as resuIting fiom disparate values. The 
various communities engaged in the amalgamation process, whether they consisted of 
schools, towns, parents, F i  Nations groups, teachers, students or support staff were 
d&ed as communities or cultures by virtue of shared meanings resing on shared values. 
Therefore, the strategic management within these cultural systems became a question of 
namging the influence and philosophies of the divergent communities so there would be 
an alignment with the mission and strategy of the amal8amation pfocess. As a result, the 
amalgamation process included efforts to structurally integrate the TurnhiU and Beaver 
Flat cultures and subcultures through such venues as public meetings and the joint 
meetings of interest groups tiom the two divisions. 
Tichy's (1983) visualization of the three emriroments-technical, politid and 
dturaI, as three intertwined strands of ropes, each rope consisting of many substrandg is 
a graphic representation of the need for an amalgamation process which mends to the 
alignment of the three strands and, through that alignment, promotes cohesion and 
organizational vitality- The three dimensions operate in an interdependent and holistic 
manner. 
Meanings ascribed by the participants to the amalgamation process depended upon 
the lens or petspective through which each participant was viewing the proam as well as 
the location and roIe in which individds found themselves, either as a parent, a student, a 
trustee, a board member, a director or a teacher, or a combion of any of the above. 
First and foremost, the amalgamation process presented ali participants with a venue 
within which they could ask questions, make suggestions, and give voice to their concerns. 
The formation and mandate of the ASC provided for the discussion of issues and the 
presentation of recommendations to the Boards of Education. Public meetings allowed for 
the inclusion and input of all interested iadividuaIs. The amalpamntion process used a 
collaborative and widwin approach to amalgamation discussions and the resolution of the 
various issues. In general, the amaIgamation process was well received and most 
participants were satisfied with the process. Howenr, there were notable exceptions, 
particdarIy with regard to the resolution of the issues of Longford, the & i o n  of assets 
and liabilities, and the grandi%h&g of local teacher agreements. In each of these three 
situations, the credibiity and iategritV of the amalgamation process as well as that of the 
individuak involved came into question. In these iastances, to a large extent, stthhtion 
with the amalgamation process depended upon how satisfied one was with the results. 
However, aithough not everyone was d e d  with either the process of amalgamation or 
the resolution of the various issues all ofthe time, the amalgamation process came to mean 
au opportunity to provide children with what was p e d d  as the best of educational 
opportunities in the location of their choice. 
Coadusions 
Some tentative conclusions can be i n f d  from the study but cannot be 
generalized beyond the adgarnation of the respective school divisions. However, the 
"thicK' data provided by the study may make transferability judgements possible on the 
part of other school divisions engaged in an amalgamation process. The readers of this 
study are, therefore, the peopIe who will determine if the findings in this particular 
amalgamation can be applied to another setting. 
1. More emphasis needs to be paid to the cultural aspects of an amalgamation. 
Discuvdg and critically examining the cultural norms, belie&, values, and assumptions 
of the respective school divisions is vital to the implementation of a cultural integration 
strategy. Although both of the amalgamating divisions encompass rural communities, 
within each school division there are numerous subcultures or communities and any one 
individual usually belongs to a number of communities--the community one lives in, a 
schooI community, a church community, a community of 6iends, a community of teachers 
with similar perspectives, and so on. Each community has its own norms, customs, roles, 
rituals, ceremonies, and symbols. Each division, school, and community brought their 
individual cultures to the amalgamation table. While the actual amalgamation or merger 
occurred within a relatively compressed puiod of time, the study indicates that cultural 
integration requires more time. Indeed, cultural integration continues to occur within the 
"new" division. 
Although there is a considerable body of merger Literature which addresses the 
human resource issue, it is ody recentIy that human resource considerations have played 
an expanded role in the pIanning of mergers. Oqpizational culture is what "holds an 
organization together through traditional ways of carrying out organizatod 
responsl'bilities, unique patterns of belief and -om that emerge over timen (Buono 
& Bowditch, 1989, p. 137). During times of organizatonal change and transition, 
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competing culturai traditions can threaten successll integration of the amalgamating 
divisions. In addition, when one school division is absorbed by another, as was the case in 
the Turnhill/Beaver Flat amalgamation, a variety of these communities or cuhures either 
cease to exist or are substantially changed. There is a need to fill the void left by the 
ending of an implied psychological contract which existed between the disestablished 
school division and its public and employees. It is important that those who are amaging 
the merger process remember "what people in an organization experience as the climate 
and believe is the culture, ultimately determiues whether sustained change is 
accomplished" (Schneider et al., 1996, p. 13). 
2. During school division amalgamations, there is a need for increased attention 
to the iterative aspects ofthe transition process. Resistance to transition is a natural act of 
self-preservation in the face of multiple and diverse change. A dynamic people process, 
transition is the gradual psychological process through which individuals or groups 
reorient themselves when they find themsehes within a new situation. Change requires 
people and organizations to make transitions and giving attention to this aspect of planned 
second-order change is crucial to amalgamation or merger success. It is important that 
both mangers and those undergoing transition know about and understand the three 
iterative phases of the transition p-dings, the neutraI zone, and new beghnings. 
Only then can the transition be fkibted through the development of strategies which 
enhance participation in the amalgamation process. Change processes are not lineaq 
events in one phase may feed back to a praious stage and individds then continue to 
work through the phases of transition in a continuum of action (Bridges, 1991). Transition 
management or attention to the human side of mergers is a cornerstone to successfirI 
change. 
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3. Organizations are continually undergoing shifts and changes and in times of 
uncertainty such as school division amalgamations, it is important that an organization's 
components of mission and strategy, structure, and human resources be aligned both 
within and between the technical, political, and cultural systems of an organization 
Framing school division amalgamation within these three perspectives can provide school 
divisions with a guide to what is important and a guide to action, In other words, the 
school division amalgamation process is largely determined by how the change is managed 
within the technical, political and cultural systems of the organbation. It is essential that 
school divisions undertaking an amalgamation initiative have a clear conceptualization of 
the process to be followed and that the process is responsive to the interdependent 
technical, political, and cultural systems of the amalgamating divisions. 
4. Leadership is an important component of s u c c d  school division 
amalgamations, the management of planned secondsrder change, and merger success. 
Regardless of whether we are discwsing educational governance restructuring through the 
amalgamation of school divisions in Saskatchewan and the leadership of the government in 
power or local leadership during the amalgamation event, leaders have a r e spons i i  to 
do what is in the best educational interests of the children in our school systems. As 
amalgamations continue to occur in various parts of Saskatchewan, governance structures 
need to consider more closely what is happening- the "bigger picturen with regard to the 
redesigning or restructuring of provincial school division boundaries. The fkct that the 
Longford subdivision faced one amalgamation only to be immediately thrown into another 
merger is a pow& example of what happens when there is not a "master plan" Tnuuna 
times two is neither helpll nor desirabte for those involved in school division 
gmalgama!ions. 
Ofthe many attrihtes we expect leaders to have, d c e  it to say the foUowing 
Leadership is a key dimension of change (FulIan, 1991). Primary attriiutes of leadership 
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discussed in the literature review are equally applicable to change in the form of school 
division amalgamations. These attributes can be Summarized as  principlecentered and 
displaying strength of character, integrity, honesty, loyalty* m d  agility and quality of 
mind, courage, diplomacy, being supportive and Swtainitlg, respatiid, visionary* and 
inspired, all with an eye for change, a steadying hand, and a willingness to empower those 
within an organhion These leadership characteristics are conducive to the development 
of collaborative organizational cultures. 
5. Literature on business M & A's and organizational change can serve to 
enhance our undefstandings of the dynamics inherent in school division amalgamations, 
particularly in the areas of strategic, organizational and cultural fit. The congruency 
between school division amalgamations and horizontaI mergers is evident in the strategic 
6t between amalgamating school divisions (Buono & Bowditch, 1989). School divisions 
provide their public with the same SerYice--educating children. Given the fkt school 
divisions are governed by the same legislative body and its mandates, school divisions are 
similar in organbtional structure. The Tunrhill and Beaver Flat school division 
amalgamation, a combination of organizational rescuwne school division coming to the 
aid of another and callabotative merger4 which negotiations are approached with a 
sense of good will and dipIomacy (Pritchett, 1985), engaged in pre-merger bargaining with 
a focus on creating a fXr deaI for both constituencies. In addition, the Longford issue is 
somewhat representative of the contested combination in M & A's. The Longford 
subdivision opposed the decision of the Beaver Flat Board to amalgamate with Turnhill, 
opting instead to amalgamate with Ladybank It is important to note, however, that 
ditrerences in structure and operations do exist between corporations and publicly funded 
institutions. In a business M & A there is little, if any, likelihood that a division of the 
corporation would be aIIowed to leave the corporate fold. In the case of public institutions 
which are largely h d e d  through property taxation, school subdivisions do have input into 
and can influence amalgamation decisions. 
6. Maintaining the crediiiIity of the amalgamation process is largely dependent 
upon keeping lines of communication open, the timely sharing of consistent and accurate 
infirmadon, and including all interested stakeholder groups. Attention to these issues is 
important during the pre-merger and merger stages. It is equally important during the 
post-merger period This cannot be stated too strongly; communication is a key 
component of human resources management. 
7. As indicated in the case study, the amalgamation of school divisions will nsult 
in c h g b g  roles for central administrators, Boards of Education, trustees, principals, and 
teachers. Directors of Education may experience, if they have not already, a &I h m  
directing to ficilitating. Directors might be challenged with the task of providing 
leadership and culturally integrating an expanded and more difhse constituency. As 
Boards of Education administer divisions which have increased in size both geographically 
and in student population, an increased emphasis on policy governance may wd replace a 
"hands-on" approach to administration. Tbis could result in firrther decentralization and 
changed roles and responsibilities for both principals and school trustees. In..scbool 
administrators may well see an expslnsion oftheir responsiies and an increased 
expectation of accountability for a school's educational outcomes. The role of local school 
trustees will continue to evolve. ladeed, although direct representation is the preference of 
each community, at some point in time, Boards of Education may need to consider a 
redrawing of subdivision boundaries. 
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8. Multiple realities exist within school division amalpamntions. The case study, 
in this instance, a study of one school division amalgamation process became, to some 
extent, three case studies which could each be viewed through their own particular sets of 
lenses- The first is the amalgamation story of the Beaver Flat subdivisions of Falkland and 
Spence, the second is the story of the Beaver FIat subdivision of Longford, and the tbkd is 
the amalgamation story as understood by the Turnhill School Division. The Beaver 
Flat/Falkland/Spence story was primarily one of change and tramition and its attending 
pain, hstration, stress, and anticipation of better things yet to come. The Beaver 
Flat/Longford(Ladybank story paralleled the Falldand/Spence experience with the added 
elements of "breaking tken and then being "cast adriftr) without anyone at the helm to 
provide leadership and guide them through their transitions. Much of the Longford story 
and what happened to them subsequent to their decision to disjoin fiom Beaver Flat and 
amaIgamate with the Ladybank School Division remains untold. The third story, that of 
the 'W' Tumhill School Division, has just begun, The specific act of amalgamation 
brought about limited amounts of change within the division. However, since that time, 
the TurnhiII Division has found itself caught within a spird of acderating change and, 
within that change, the experiences of multiple transidons for both individuaIs and groups. 
The iatqntion of these two disparate school division cultures and subcultures wiU 
continut to evolve. 
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Implications and Recommendations 
A number of implications and recommendations arise Eom this study in relation to 
the process and management of school division amalgamations. These are presented in 
thee broad categories: implications fbr practice, implications for further research, and 
implications for theory. 
Im~licrtions for Practice 
The results of this study have implications for provincial and local governing 
authorities, amalgamating school divisions and steering committees, and professional staff. 
Findings fiom this study indicate that school & i o n  amalgamations are complex 
undertakings. As sucb, individuals directly involved in the amalgamation process wodd 
benefit &om a comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of mergers and acquisitions. 
Recognition of what merger typology is taking place within the amalgamation will assist in 
the strategic management of change and efforts to address issues which may arise as a 
result of the type of merger. 
Most constituents of rural school divisions are well aware of the need to address 
the chalIenges hcing nual education. Taking into account factors such as the numbers of 
students needed to provide a fblI service organization, the geographical and cultural nature 
of the region, the natural patterns of those living in that area, and continued economic 
decline, the restructuring of school division through amalgamasion is a reasonable process 
to undertake. While completed amalgamations within the Province of Saskatchewan have 
to date been voluntary, it is to be hoped that not only do school divisions work with their 
partner(s) of choice, but that they also address the "bigger picturen and consider the 
circumstances of all adjacent school divisions. It is hpemtive that school divisions or 
subdivisions do not 6nd themselves embroiled in one amalgamation after another, the 
stress on schools, communities, and individuals involved in an amalgamation and its 
aftermath is just too great. To this end, there is a continued need for direction and support 
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and the development of a provincial plan to assist those divisions both considering and 
undergoing amalgamations. Indeed, the electorate expects provincid direction; the 
perceived lack of provincial leadership is often viewed as an abdication of responsibility. 
Although amalgamating subdivisions continue to prefer direct representation on 
Boards of Education, in the interests of Board size and efficient operation, amalgamated 
school divisions may well need to consider a redrawing of subdivision boundaries. 
Whether this occurs at the time of amalgamation or a later date, a realignment of 
subdivision boundaries has implications for board members. Board members wiU need to 
make a concentrated effort to address a greater diversity of interests and to keep in touch 
with their public. 
Issues of equity such as the balanced distriiution of resources and educational 
opportunity as provided to schools within a division need to be addressed. Several staff 
mentioned this issue with regard to differences between the "smaller, farther away and 
more rural" schools in the division and schools in closer p r o w  to the large urban 
center. SchooIs in close proximity to the urban center were perceived as having a greater 
degree of access to outsf-school programs, resources, and opportunities. 
Wrth regard to the process and management of school division amalgamations, the 
study supports what has been addressed in numerous writings oa M & A's and 
impIementing change. CoIlSu1tation with stakeholder groups, inchding students, and the 
development of a clearly defined process which takes into account the identified concerns 
and findings is a necessity. FIexiiIe time lines will ailow for adequate time to investigate, 
assess, understand, and resolve amalgamation issues. The entire amalgamation process and 
information as to the what and why of decisions must be open to the scrutiny of both 
employees and other stakeholder groups. The inclusion of all stakehoIder groups in the 
amalgamation process and the open, accurate, and timely dhemidon  of information will 
serve to reduce anxieties and prevent the negative backlash resuiting from a perception of 
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In addition to an amalgamation steering committee, it is recommended the 
amalgamating divisions consider the formation of a transition team which specifically 
focuses on the human side of the merger @irkinshaw, 1999). Knowing about and 
understanding the three iterative phases oftransition will empower individuals to assess 
where they are in the transition process and allow for the development of both personal 
and organizational strategies to reorient themselves to their new situation. The concept of 
transition should be addressed not only at the division level but also within each schooI 
community. Addressing issues of transition readiness and personal responses to change 
requires sensitivity and an acceptance that no one will be at exactly the same time and 
piace in their personal journey of change. Transition management shodd continue after the 
completion of the amalgamation (Ireland & Hitt, 1998). This is particularly applicable to 
teacher groups, the Board of Education, students, and parents. 
During this time of organizationd change and transition, the leaders and managers 
of the amalgamation process should address issues of culture and community. Whether 
one culture is absorbed andlor integrated with another or efforts are made to develop a 
'hew" culture, culture or the perception of culture is a p o w d  determinant as to the 
successll integration of the amalgamating divisions. Understanding the importance and 
power of culture can help leaders attend to the needs that individuals in the merging 
school divisions are sure to have in times of rapid change. Rapid change evokes powerfirI 
psychological responses on the part of many people (Bolrnan & Deai, 1997). In addition 
to respecting the culturai values of individual communities or communities witbin these 
communities, efbrts need to be made to develop a sense of the new community, the 
"new" school division This does not just happen; concerted efforts must be made to this 
end. 
Iftrends of increasing decentralization continue, Directors may have to possess a 
new mixture of skills and responsities. As discussed by Conley (1997, pp. 77-84), these 
skilIs and re~ponsi~lities include being a v i s i o ~ ,  p h e r ,  facilitator, boundary spaaaer, 
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communicator, dispute resolver, efliciency enhancer, coordinator, and standard setter. 
Directors "stand challenged to adapt, to develop new abilities, and to change some of their 
conceptions of power and leadership" (p. 84). It may be a difllcult challenge for those 
wed to beulg in charge. 
Im~liutions for Further Research 
As the study progressed, it quicky became apparent that the perspective of M & 
A's and their application, as envisioned by the researcher, was an appropriate conceptual 
ihmework for descnig the process and its management within the context of school 
division amalgamations. Nevertheless, a number of additional issues which merit 
investigation surfaced and will be briefly identified. 
While the single case study approach proved to be particularly effective in studying 
the process and management of a school division amalgamation and allowed the 
researcher to adopt a holistic perspective of the phenomenon, multi-site studies should 
also be considered. Using a larger sample may provide a broader spectrum of concerns 
and strategies and, as a result, be more generalizable to other situations. In addition, the 
use of a single researcher as compared to multiple researchers needs comparative study. 
Data overload and the tremendous amount of work involved in data reduction, display and 
analysis need attention and nfinement. 
A study of amalgamated school divisions within the province would serve to 
determine the effect of amalgamation on the quality and delivery of educational programs. 
An investigation into the effects of school division amalgaamion on the changing 
roles and respoasiiilities of Boards of Education and local school trustees would assist 
school divisions in their own evolution of roles and responslibilities. 
Investigation into integration strategies with regard to community and culture 
would provide vahrable information to those undertaking school division amalpamatinns. 
Research into school division amalgamation processes which took place under 
other circumstances--for example, research into the amalgamation of three or more 
divisions, would serve to iden* issues which are specific to their own circumstance, 
issues which did not surface within the parameters of this study. 
Investigation into transition management in d p n a t e d  school divisions could 
ideat@ fkctors that fivor such an approach as well as yield some insights into the 
relationship between transition management and integration success. This codd be 
pardcularly useful to teachers invafved in the complexities of an amaIgamation process. 
A study of the effects of amalgamation on central office M a n d  tbt provision of 
services with specific attention to the Director's changing role of leadership and the 
delivery of codtant support wouId provide some insight into the challenges of 
educational leadership and leadership strategies. 
Research into the effects of amalgamation on school administrators could serve to 
identify methods of support which would benefit principals and W. 
A study of rural schools, their needs, and how schooIs and communities are 
crossing the traditional boundaries that have separated them could serve to identify ways 
to enhance the schooVcommunity connection. 
Im~katians for Theow 
General acknowledgment that change is a process, not an event, has had a definite 
impact on how organizations approach change in the form of mergers and acquisitions or, 
as in this case, school division amaipamations. Change has traditiody been presented in 
terms of either a technical, ptitical, or cultural approach Vichy, 1983; Tichy & Devanna, 
1986)- WhiIe the emphasis on the strategic management of change though attention to the 
three aspects remains, there has been a significant move to paying increased attention to 
the cultural perspective (Bolman & D d ,  1997; Bridges, t 992; Buono & Bowditch, 1989; 
C o w ,  1997; Mites, 1980). This emerging view suggests that any theoretical 
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consideration of organizational integration needs to be conceptualized within a holistic 
framework which acknowledges the complexity ofthe merger process. 
The conceptual fixmework, based upon a review of literature on business M & A's 
and educational change, was found to be of si@cant benefit to the analysis and 
reconstruction of the amalgamation process and its management. Adopthg an 
organktional perspective of planned and managed secondsrder chge, the conceptual 
h e w o r k  drew upon Levy's (1986) driving forces for change; House's (1981) and 
Tichy's (1983) conceptualization of change as occurring within and between technical, 
political, and cultural systems; and Bridges' (1986, 1991, 1992) iterative phases of 
transition- a hwnan perspective. 
The conceptual hmework which guided the study and the application that could 
be made Erom it to the amalgamadon process and its management prompted the researcher 
to develop a model which depicts organizational perspectives of schooI division mergers 
as a planned second-order chauge (see Figure 1). Muenced by both changing and stable 
contextual parameten within our environmetlt, we find problem, poiicy and political 
streams (Kingdon, cited in Sabatier, I99 1) which, at various points in time, intersect to 
open windows of opportunity for educational governance reform. Within these windows 
one can idendfy the driving forces for educational change (Levy, 1986). Consisting of 
-tting, enabling, precipitating, and triggering firces, the driving forces for educational 
governance reform combine in a dynamic mix, the result being an amaIpamntion of school 
divisions. 
The amalgamation of schools divisions can be compared to a horizontal merger 
(PfeEer & Salancik 1978) and, as with any merger, one needs to address concerns with 
regard to both strategic and orgmhional fit (Buono & Bowditch, 1989). A horizontal 
merger is generally viewed as either a collaborative &rt or an organizational rescue 
(Pritchett, 19851, or a combination ofthe two; how it is viewed may well depend upon 
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which side of the fence you are sitting on, The amalgamation or horizontal merger of 
school divisions results in a changed organizational structure. 
Managing a school division amalgamation process involves attention to change 
management and resistance to change. During the merger process, the management of 
planned secondsrder change focuses on the technical, political, and cultural aspects of 
organiratiom (Tichy, 1983). Technical issues include the resolution of differences in 
employee benefits, policy, mill rates, and the division of assets as we1 as organizational 
design, costs of amalgamation, and technical resources. Political problems include the 
need For mechanisms to resolve disputes, conflicts arising from government policy and 
regulations, budget allocations, the distn'bution of power and influence, and accession 
decisions. Cultural aspects include individual and group transition management (Bridges, 
I992 ) and the integration of cultures at both division and schook levels (Marks & Minriq 
1992). 
Collaboration and consultation are paramount to success when one is grappling 
with technical, political and cultural issues as we1 as with issues of human resource 
management. Additional important elements to merger management invo1ve leadership, 
individual and group participation, a team approach to problem-solving, and both i n t d  
and external support. Throughout the management of a merger process and key to its 
success is the need for open, continuous and complete comnrunimon. At the end of the 
process is a renewed organization which is visionary, learning, and technically, politically, 
and culturaUy aligned. 
In addition, throughout the amalgamation, a process of transition is taking pIace 
among those b l v e d  in and &ected by the change. Individuals are moving, in various 
stages and at their own pace, through the iterative phases of organhtioaal transition, 
namely, endings, regrouping and begianings (Bridges, 1986,1991,1992). (Note the 
arrows in Figure 1 which indicate the emphasis each pbase receives during tfie tramition 
time as well as the revisiting component.) 
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It is the researcher's opinion that the conceptual framework which guided this 
study can stand on its own merit. However, having said that, the researcher proposes that 
the cultural arpecr of p&tnned strategic change and the iterative phaws of tramition be 
given a greater degree of prominence in the c o n c e p ~ t i o n  of planned second-order 
change through the amalgamation of school divisions. Indeed, the need for atternion to 
tramitions and the merging ofcultures is applicable not only to school division 
amalgamations. The management of planned change is equally significant to governance 
reform within other public and private institutions. For example, increased attention to 
transition management would have been of benefit to the recent amalgamation of health 
districts, Furthermore, current discussions regarding the possiile a m a l p d o n  of nrral 
municipalities accentuates the importance of transition management. Organhations are 
human constructs and, as such, should reflect the dture(s) ofthose who are part of the 
organization. Change and the ensuing transitions individuals experience as a result of 
change are coastants in the evolution of organizations. Attention to the ''human side of 
amalgamations" will result in new and renewed organhtions which are visionary, 
learning, and aligned-cul~ul~, technically, and politically. 
The importance of the conceptual h e w o r k  adopted for this study is not in the 
discrete categories or their location within the context of a school division amalgamation 
process. Rather, it is the relationships that exist among the categories that is notable. The 
strength of the ~ e w o c k  for this study was its usefirIness in B C C O ~ ~ ~  for and 
dediing the dynamics of school division amalgamations. In additioq the study 
represetns a critical testing of existing theory, particularly in the area of o rgan idod  
change, mergers and acquisitions, and the management of the process as well as 
demonstrating the merit of applying this body of knowiedge to school division 
amalgamation. 
The study of organizational change in the form of school division d m o n  is,
when all is said and done, a case study of how people come together' form communities, 
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develop cultures and, in doing so, make meaning of their world. When their world is 
substantially altered, adjustments need to be made. Transition is a constant in the Life of 
school divisions, communities, and individuals. Addressing change &om a theoretical 
perspective which puts an increased emphasis on human resources management is to put 
practice into theory and theory back into practice. 
Epirosue 
It is two and one-half years since the amalgamdon of Turnhill and Beaver Flat. 
During this t h e  I have communicated, on occasion, with various individuals who were 
part of the amalgamation process and opinions on the effects of amalgamation are still as 
varied as ever. This is not surprising, for each individual is Iooking at it through their own 
particular lenses, their own realities. The amalgamation was undertaken with a view to do 
what was "best for the kidsn and the former students of Beaver Flat School Dmsion are 
bendtrhg from the broader base of specialized support personnel and resources. In the 
words of one individual, "The easy pan was the kids and staffs. Our teachers are 
p m ~ o n a l s  and they've gotten down to the job-at-band and are working together." 
Paradoxically, I've a h  bad the comment, 'There's still a lot of work to be done to bring 
us together, we still feel like we're not part of the group, it's hard to break into established 
cliques." Tbe division and their teachers have recently negotiated a two-year local 
agreement through the venue of interest-based bargaining. 
Interestingly enough, making the transition has, perhaps, been most di£Ecult for the 
eleven-member Board of Education. The Beaver Flat Board's histoiy is one of a ''haads- 
on" approach, being directly involved in the aibh oftheir schools, and having a strong 
administrative culture. On the other hand, Turnbill's approach is oriented toward the 
ideology of governance and poky-making. The harmonizing of the two disparate Board 
cultures continues to be a chdleoge. When all is said and done, the "highs and Iows" of 
school division arnaIgamation, as experienced by the people of Turnhill and Beaver Flat, 
are buly indicative of how complex and changeable We in rural Saskatchewan has become. 
As we stand at the wsp of the new dennium, life wiE contiwe to be turbulent, 
bll ofuncertainties, and firaught with a muftitude of complex, contiwous, and accelerating 
changes. Andy Hargreaves, a contemporary educational thinker, wrote, "Every change 
involves a choice [of path and] which choices we make will ultimately depend on the 
depth of [our] understanding ... the creativity of our strategies the courage of our 
convictions, and the direction of our vaIuesn (1994, p. 18). Understanding the context, 
process ad coll~eqllences of change, such as change brought about by the amaIgamtion 
of schooi divisions, helps us to clarifL and question our choices. It is my hope this study 
will, to some degree, resutt in an enhanced understanding of the complexities and 
dynamics inherent in schoot division amalgamations. 
Life doesn't fillow straight-line bgic; it codoms to a kind of curved logic 
that changes the nature of things and often turns them into their opposites, 
Problems then, are not just hasdes to be dealt with and set aside. Lurkiag 
inside each problem is a workshop on the nature of organitations and a 
vehicle for persod growth. This entails a shift; we need to value theprocess 
of findiig the s~hrtio~uggliag thehansistencies that mmiagtbl sohmons 
entail. 
-Pascale, 1990, p.263 
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APPENDIX A 
STRATEGIC TASKS FOR THE SUCCESSm MANAGEMENT 
Appendix A 
Strategic Twks for the Succdul  Management of an Organization 
hbmghg in t l~ l l~ t  of 
valm aadpbi.Iosoplry 
on mission and 
strategy- 
Dcvtlopingcalhut 
aligned with mission 
and dratcgy. 
Disbr'butingpowtr 
across the role 
SrmcturcSrmcturc 
-gpowcr 
across gmups of roles. 
Managingwaesion 





Selecting paple to 
build or rei&rcc 
CaItPR. 
Devdoping 
(sacialization) to mold 
otganizatondtatc 
Managing rewads to 
shape and rrinforce the 
cultare. 





Boards of Education 
Chairpersons 
Board Members (1 First Nations) 
Directors 
Regional Director 
SK Teachers' Federation Spokesperson 
School Trustees 
Secretary-Treasurers 
Student Focus Groups 
Support Staff 




Total l a t h  
The interview identification code is presented on the fbUowing page. 
Appendix B (cont'd) 
INTERVIEW IDENTIFICATION 
Interviews are identified by role, school division, ewsmterview number, and page(s), 
with a limited number of exceptioas in view of preserving the anonymity ofresearch 
participants. 
Role: 
B = Board 
D = Director 
E = Educator 
F = Spokesperson for Saskatchewan Teachers' Federation 
R = Regional Director 
SS = Support Staffat School Level K-12 
ST = Semtary-Treasurer 
W = Student Focus Group 
School Divisions: 
T=Turnhill 
BF = Beaver Flat 
BFL = Beaver Flat Longford 
Therefore, (B-T: 16, p. 5) would read as Board member - Turnhill School Division: 
Interview 16, page 5). 
APPENDIX C 
INITIAL, INTERVIEW GUIDE 
Appendis C 
Initial Interview Guide 
Introduction: Thank you for agreeing io meet with me. My interest is in the area of 
educational governance reform. Specifically, I am seeking to understand the process of an 
amalgamation andlor restructuring of school divisions and the management of the process. 
To that end, I arn interested in your answers to these questions: 
1. Why did amalgamation become an issue in your school division? 
2. How did the process of amalgamation unfold? 
3. Were you involved in any formal or informal discussions during the 
amalgamation process? Can you tell me something about them? 
4. What critical incidents or important events or issues, ifany, occurred during the 
amalgamation process? Can you descn'be them to me? How were these 
incidents managed andlor resolved? 
5. What management conditions or decisions a@ied the flow of the process? 
6. What processes were used to resolve issues 1 how were the issues resolved? 
(a) Mill rate differences? 
(b) School division policies? 
(c) Division of assets? 
(d) LINC agreements? 
(e) Organizational design? 
(9 Costs of amalgamation? 
(g) Technical resources? 
7. Who or what groups were influential in moving the amdgamation process 
forward? 
8. Where did the power to make decisions lie? At the division level? At the school 
district level? 
9. What mechanisms were in place to resolve disputes? Government poiicy and 
regulations? Budget allocations? Distniution of power and influence? 
Accession issues? 
10. What was done to address dietenices m the culture of the respective school 
divisions? 
1 1. How was the transition managed fiom a people perspective? Individually? 
Groups? Division? Schools? Teachers? Support staff! Students? Parents? 
12. During the process, what efforts were made to bring people together? Are 
integration efforts ongoing, and, if so, in what way? 
13. What rote does leadership play in all of this? To whom was leadership being 
provided? 
14. Havingjust experienced an amalgamation, what does the phrase "school 
division amalgamation" mean to you today? 
APPENDIX D 
OVERVIEW OF GOVERNANCE IN CANADA 
Appendix D 
Overview of Governance in Canada 
Educational Governance in Canada: Trends and Implications ( t 999) 
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Education 98 - 421 
MORE SCaOOL DIVISIONS SUCCESSFULLY RESTRUCTURE 
Education Minister Pat Atkinson today announced that nine more school divisions will 
come together as a result of the government's policy of1ocaI determination for school 
division amalgamation. 
''This marks the first time in maay years that we will have fmer than 100 school divisions 
in Saskatchewan," Atkinson said. This is 17 per cent fewer school divisions than we had 
before we started our restructuring effort in December 1996. It affects 20 per cent of all 
students in the province outside of Saskatoon and Regina." 
The minister congratdated the Francophone education community for initiating the 
restructuring fiom nine governance boards to one central board with parent and 
community representative councils in every school. Minister Atkinson moved second 
reading of legislative amendments to accommodate the Francophone amalgamation today. 
"During the 1996 public consdtations educational stakeholders and the public told us they 
wanted restructuring to be Iocally determined with provincial leadership," Atkinson said. 
"Other provinces have f o d  school division amalgamation. in Saskatchewan, we have 
supported a voluntary process. I congratulate those school divisions who have voluntarily 
done what is in the best interest of their students." 
This amalgamation, along with adgunations in the fU of 1997 when 20 school divisions 
restnrctured into 8 new school divisions, reduces the total number in Saskatchewan from 
119 to 99. 
According to Atkinson, the direct educational beneb of restructuring have just begun to 
show in the new school divisions. These benefits incIude increased access fbr teachers and 
students to a broader base of specialized support personnel and resource materid 
"I recently concluded a series of meetings with school trustees and teachers all across the 
province where 1 encouraged them to maintain this positive momentum on r e s t n r q  
Atkitlsou said, 'T am looking forward to building our successes and continuing to improve 
the quality of education for Saskatchewaa students." 
APPENDIX F 
CHRONOLOGY OF TfIE: TURNHILUBEAVER FLAT 
AMALGAMATION PROCESS 
Appendix F 
Chronology of  the TurnhilVBrrver Flat Amalgamation Process 
M = Minister of Education 
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APPENDIX G 
AMALGAMATION STEERING COMMllTEE 
Appendu G 
Amalgamatha Steering Committee (ASC) 
Turnbin School Division 
Board Chairperson 
2 Board Representatives 
Director of Education 
Sectetary-Treasurer 
First Nations Representative 
Principal Represeutative 
Turnhill Teachess' Association President 
Teacher Representative 
Support Staff Representative 
. .. Beaver Flat School Dnwon 
Board Chairperson 
3 Board RepceSentatiYeS (1 First Nations) 
Director of Education 
Secretary-T~e8sufef 
Ptincipal Representative 
Beaver FIat Teachers' Association Pnsident 
Teacher Representative 
Support Staff Representative 
Ekgional Director 
APPENDIX E 
PRINCIPLES OF AMALGAMATION 
Appendix E 
Principles of Amalgamation 
Given that the Board of Education of Turnhill School Division and the Board of 
Education of Beaver Flat School Division formally resolve to proceed with amaIgamation, 
it is agreed that the folIowing principles shaIl guide the process. 
Principles of Amalgamation 
that the central purpose of this amalgamation is to provide the best educational 
services to all students. 
That the areas being amalgamated with the existing Turnhill School Division 
include the F a W  school district and the Spence school district fiom the adsting 
Beaver Flat School Division. 
That the Board members and subdivisions remain unchanged in Tutnhill and that 
the two subdivisions being added be represented by one Board member each. 
That First Nations students be served by tuition agreements between each of the 
Fi Nations and the Board of Education of Turnhill School Division. 
That the fust day of operation of the amalgamated division shall be January I, 
1997. 
That the by-elections for the Board members fiom the newly added subdivisions 
and districts of FakIand and Spence shall be held in accordance with the Minister's 
order. 
That upon the signing of this document, the Board of Education ofBeaver Elat 
School Division and the Director of Education will coUaborate with the Board of 
Education of Turnhill School Division and the Director of Educatioa in making 
decisions that will a f k t  the ftture operations ofthe amalgamated school division. 
That there be ongoing involvement and two-way co~l~lunicatioa in resoking 
outstanding issues with the groups involved ia the process. 
That every effort be made to ensure all employees of the new system he made to 
fed that they are all part of the new Turnhill team 
APPENDIX I 
TURNFITIJIBEAVER FLAT ACTION PLAN 
I Action to be taken 
Appendix I 
TumhilUBeaver Flat Action Plan 
by Whom 
Boards April 30 
Basic principles signed. 
Communication of above to 
Department of Education. 
Boards April 30 
Directors ongoing 
( employee groups to meet to work out 
I details. 
I ~udgets et. Boards April 30 
I Statling considerations, 




1 Election ~mcesr (division and district). Fall. I996 
APPENDIX J 
ISSUES OF AMALGAMATION 
Appendix J 
hues of Amalgamation 
Amalgamation Issues 
Division and Subdivision Boundaries @isestablishment) 
Elections/Representatives - Guarantees?? 
Budget - Before and After July 1/96 




Bus Drivers and Routes 
Taxation and Grants 
Continuation of Schools - Guarantee? - Program Maintenance 
Info regarding home-based education 
Personnel Files 
Payroll Information 
Insurance policies - transfer 
Transfk of Agreements - F ' i  Nation groups - Zemx - Telephones 
mce Personnel 
School Year 96/97 -Opening Day - Insdtutes/Conventions 
M i .  Rate 
Department Support1 Facilitation 
Tieline 
The Decision-Making Process - Action Plan 
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of participants fiom Boards of Education, local school d i i c t  boa* dincton, teachers and 
ntppon nac and parents. The fiom each school dibision will be contacted and the . 
sampling matqies of stratified purposefirl and snowball sampling will be used to dect  
participants The selected pankipants will be informed of the nature of the study, and invitations 
will be mended to become part of the study. 
6. MerhoddProcedures: 
A qualitative study will be conducted using the components of intmkw and collection of 
dacuments. A sani-strWud interview format will be used in the mdy. W e  interviews will be 
m y  open-ended and convusational, the prirnazy interview questions d l  scm as a guide to the 
researcher. See the attached imcrvicw guide. 
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APPENDIX L 
LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS 
Appendix L 
Dear Participant: 
An area of educational goveraancc that is nctiving rum.ad attention in Saskatchewan is the 
amalgamation of schooI divisions. This intern results from a call for increased efficiency and equality af 
educational opportunity for children. My thesis topic is Skhool Dividon Amalgamatiom ProcRPs and 
Tr-tiom The plrpose of this project is to dacrik the amalgamation pmcess a d  the n m a p m t  of 
change from technic4 political, and cultural perspctivcs. I bclia-c that Ihe results ofthis study may wcll 
provide btlpfirl i&odon t !bkatchcwan Boards of Frhwrah'on, admi&mors, and other decision 
 make^ involved in shoo1 division amalgamatioas 
Your parricipation in this sndy will be a valuable c o n t n i o n  to w k m d i n g  the pmccss and 
management ofarnalgamations and I invite your participrion Yaur pactidpation is wluwy, a d  ifyou 
consent to be a p t i c i n t ,  you are free t withdraw from tbe study at any time. As the researcher, I will 
advise yau of any new information that may have a bearing on yuur dedsion to continue in this m&. 
Fortbe pnposeofdatacoUection,Iwillbccalsductingintcrviewswithconscahn . . 
' g m u w m  
either indiviQally or as part ofa focus group. Tht interviews will Musk some .ancific questions as well 
as the opportunity for prsonai sharing of individual prcepions and fbcliap Tht intaviews 
willlastappmhtdyone hourandwilibetapcncordcdf~rthcplrpostofaccutacy~Howcva,~tht 
researcher and her advisor will bave access to the data on the tap readings, traascrips of taps, and any 
notes gcncatcd during the intc~ew. In addition, I will k examining aailaMe c k m a m i o n  of Ibc 
amalgamation process. 
The confidentiality and anonymity of your tespoass in the interview will k prcrectcd by the use 
of pseudonyms in refcrcllce to the site and participants. You will h - c  tbe oppomrnity to miew your 
-COY mascript in order tod &ennine acauacy and agretmcnt on your percegions. Any informpion 
coItccted in the study will be used for academic puposcs only. Upon compktiou, a copy of the dissatPioa 
will k availabk at your school division office. 
During tht poctss of this sardy, you may contab c i t k  mpdf(3434299) or my advisor, Dr. 
V i  H a .  (9661611) ofthe Department ofEQtcationa! Univusity o f ~ h e a r a n  
to nccivt any fitrrhcr information or answers to your questions or c o n  dating to this nsearch. 
This project is pm of my work towards completing a Doctoral Dcgnt in Edmtiaaal 
- - 
-011 and >-our parddpation is appredatcd 'I'hank yoo fix giving this request your 
considaatiot~ 
